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INTRODUCTION

Of all Buddhist philosophical concepts, the theory of Emptiness has perhaps attracted the most curiosity in the Occidental world. The teachings of Emptiness, received via both the Sino-Japanese Zen tradition and Indo-Tibetan Buddhism, were at once philosophical, paradoxical, therapeutic and mystical, appealing to Western imaginations of Oriental religions. The only Oriental topic to rival Emptiness in this regard is perhaps the Taoist dyad of Tao and Te. Even they, however, cannot compare with the theory of Emptiness in the virtue of being grounded in rational argument, the true mark of philosophy.

The popularity of Emptiness in the West was no doubt due to its supreme importance in the tradition itself. Emptiness is not only the most important subject of philosophical study for its soteriological, doctrinal, ontological and hermeneutic significance, but is also the pivotal topic of meditation. Emptiness remains at the heart of the Buddhist system and, for this reason, it has often been dubbed the central philosophy of Buddhism. Because of its central position, a countless number of scholars and mystics have treated Emptiness in great depth and detail. Among them is Ju Mipham Namgyal Gyatsho (1846–1912), one of the brightest and most versatile minds to appear in Tibetan history. This book explores the theories of Emptiness that Mipham formulated in his diverse writings, focusing mainly on the debates he had with his opponents.

Emptiness and what there is

One of the most perplexing and perennial issues of philosophy has been the ontological problem of appearance and reality. Does everything that appears really exist and exist as it appears? Or, as Russell asks, ‘Is there a real table at all? If so, what sort of object can it be?’ Quine puts this ontological problem into ‘three Anglo-Saxon syllables: “What is there?”’ Throughout history, this problem of ontology has intrigued all philosophers. Every world philosophy can be considered in one way or other to have developed as a response to this question. The Buddhist philosophy of Emptiness is one such response, which deals with what there is and the ultimate nature of what there is, although it does so mainly through an
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apophatic approach by demonstrating what there is not rather than by pointing out what there is.

The question has received a wide array of answers ranging, from ‘everything’ to ‘nothing’. The first one can be attributed to the realist schools although there is no general consensus even among realists as to what the term ‘everything’ covers. Within Buddhism, many early schools such as Sarvāstivāda, as its name suggests, can be considered to have given such an answer though their ‘everything’ would preclude, inter alia, a theistic God, Vedic soul or Cartesian Ego. Conversely, the Madhyamikas would have said ‘no-thing’ in the context of existence in the ultimate sense. Between the two answers of ‘everything’ and ‘nothing’ can be included a range of other theories delimiting various sizes and kinds of existence. These divergent theories constitute the numerous schools of thought that we know as realism, substantialism, atomism, nominalism, conceptualism, idealism, monism, absolutism, scepticism, etc. The discrepancies in the ontological theories have also inspired some of the hottest philosophical controversies, exemplified by the debates between the realists and nominalists in the West, between the Buddhists and Nyāya thinkers in India, the Rangtongpas and Zhantongpas in Tibet, and the theists and atheists everywhere. The question, with its perplexity and persistence, continues to this day among philosophers and scientists, vibrant as ever.

The theory of Emptiness is a Buddhist philosophical schema which addresses this ontological issue. By demonstrating how things are empty and what they are empty of, it distinguishes the real from the false, the substantial from the imagined, the ontic from the apparent. It is an existential enquiry into what there is by searching for ontic reality behind the veil of appearance. Thus, the doctrine of Emptiness is the Buddhist ontological theory par excellence. However, this is not to say that all differences are resolved in the theory of Emptiness and a homogeneous ontology is accepted across all Buddhist schools. Despite the common acceptance of the theory of Emptiness, ontological differences persisted among Buddhist schools because they could not agree on what things are empty of.

The theory of Emptiness originated in the Buddha’s teachings that the world is unreal, empty and without self. His teachings, subjected to various interpretations, gave rise to a variety of ontological theories leading to the formation of various Buddhist philosophical systems. Most early schools such as Sarvāstivāda formulated a substantialist/realist ontology in which they understood Emptiness as an absence of self and what belongs to self. This theory of non-self, that is, that there is no person beside the psychosomatic composition, akin to Hume’s bundle theory, is accepted by all Buddhist schools except the Vatsiputra-Sammitiya school who asserted an ineffable person. They are however said to have professed an Emptiness qua absence of an eternal self. These substantialists thus rejected an immutable person and maintained a substantialist pluralism, in which the world is composed of discrete entities. Associated with this are also Vaibhāṣika atomism, which holds that only indivisible atoms and moments of consciousness are
ultimately existent, and Sautrāntika pragmatic dualism, in which the only real things, determined by their causal efficacy, are mind and matter.

Cutting across the essentialist/substantialist trend of the early schools, Nāgārjuna and his Mādhyamika school propounded a non-essentialist theory of Emptiness which negates any real, substantial, independent and hypostatic existence. Known as the Madhyamaka or Middle Way philosophy, this thought has been variously described in the West as nihilism (e.g. Burnouf, 1844; La Vallée Poussin until his last days when he changed to absolutism; Tola and Dragonetti, 1995), negativism (Keith, 1923), monism (Stcherbatsky, 1927), absolutism (Schayer, 1931; Murti, 1955), agnosticism (Lamotte, 1964), empiricism (Warder, 1971; Kalupahana, 1986), linguistic analysis (Robinson, 1967; Streng, 1967), scepticism (Matilal, 1986), etc. However, others such as May, Seyfort Ruegg, Schmithausen, Lindtner, Huntington and Garfield have chosen to let the Madhyamikas speak for themselves.

According to this school, all things are empty because they lack self-existence; they lack self-existence because they originate in dependence on causes and conditions. Empirical things, though they appear, do not ontologically exist as they appear. Hence, the Mādhyamika thinkers explained the problem of appearance and reality by arguing that there is no ultimate objective reality corresponding to appearance. Appearance, as illustrated by the Buddhist analogies of illusion, dream, mirage, echo, falling hair, etc. is not evidence for real existence. To the Mādhyamikas, whatever appears is empty of reality, and were there anything real, such an entity could not even appear. Appearance is possible only for a thing for which Emptiness is possible; for that for which Emptiness is not possible, nothing is possible. Thus, appearance does not affirm but it negates the real existence. It is not only short of being a criterion for a thing's real existence but is a token of its ultimate non-existence or Emptiness. Hence the Tibetan maxim: 'It appears because it is empty; it is empty because it appears' (snang ste ci phyir stong pa'i phyir / tong ste ci phyir snang ba'i phyir). A major project of Mādhyamika philosophy, since the days of Nāgārjuna and Aryadeva, is to equate empirical appearance with ontological Emptiness.

Emptiness also found a mentalist interpretation as an absence of mind–matter duality in Yogācāra idealism, the rival Mahāyāna ontology to Mādhyamika thought. Some later thinkers belonging to the Mādhyamika and Vajrayāna traditions further advocated an absolutist theory of Emptiness, asserting an essential absolute nature empty of the accidental illusory world. Thus Emptiness, subjected to a rich hermeneutic enterprise, came to mean different things in different schools. Instead of designating an invariant unitary concept, it came to refer to a wide range of contextually varying ontological positions.

The concept of Emptiness, in this capacity, can be seen as a doctrinal mechanism or philosophical method employed variably to delineate divergent ontological theories rather than as an absolute concept with invariable denotation uniformly espoused by all Buddhist denominations. Like Ockham's razor, it is used as a tool
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to demarcate different ontologies. Even in Nāgārjuna’s Mādhyamika, the school in which Emptiness found its greatest exponents and most thorough interpretation, there was no general agreement as to what constitutes Emptiness, and discrepant dialectical and ontological theories developed thereof. The discrepancies leading to the Svātantrika-Prāsangika and rang stong-gzhon stong controversies are two examples of differences in understanding and approaching Emptiness among those who belonged to the Mādhyamika school.

The debates between Mipham and his Gelukpa opponents discussed here, which have hitherto hardly caught the attention of Western scholarship, are largely an ontological dispute among scholars adhering to the Prāsangika and rang stong lines of Mādhyamika tradition. They deal with the issue of what things are empty of and the existential question of what there is/is not from the viewpoint of the analytical investigation employed by the Mādhyamikas to establish Emptiness. Although both parties, as Mādhyamika philosophers, agreed in negating a hypostatically established entity (bden par grub pa) and accepting things to be empty of hypostatic existence, conflicts arose as to whether or not things are empty of themselves and whether things are negated by the ultimate analysis employed to establish Emptiness.

Emptiness, to be and not to be

Intricately linked to the issue of what there is is the further puzzling question of what it is ‘to be’ or ‘to exist’. A significant number of ontological disputes about what really exists and what is empty derive from the differences in defining ‘existence’, a word, which, like truth, nature, etc. defies any unitary and homogeneous application. A variety of ontological categories are used in Indian and Tibetan philosophies to explain various kinds and degrees of existence. One such system of categorization is the binary one of two truths, a dichotomous classification of things into ultimately or really existent (paramārthasatya, don dam bden pa) and conventionally or relatively existent (saṃvrtisatya, kun rdzob bden pa). This typology is used to bifurcate existence into two kinds and distinguish the ontic and real from the apparent and false. The two truths, it must however be noted, are, like Emptiness, multivalent terms which designate a range of contextually varying categories. Thus, despite the use of the identical terms, the ultimate truth of Vaibhāsikas, for instance, differs drastically from that of Yogācāra, and even within one school what is ultimate truth in one context can be conventional truth in another. We will see the latter case clearly in Mipham’s hermeneutics which employ dual sets of two truths in Prāsangika Mādhyamika.

The Mādhyamikas used the theory of two truths not to dichotomize all phenomena into two classes of entities but to distinguish two modes of existence applicable to every phenomenon: one corresponding to empirical appearance, associated with commonsense knowledge and linguistic and pragmatic transaction – the conventional truth – and the other pertaining to reality associated with the enlightened understanding and analytical finding – the ultimate truth. Every phenomenon, to
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Gloss Candrakirti, consists of two natures as apprehended by correct and false perceptions. This contrasts with the use of two truths among other schools and with the use of other ontological categories, dichotomous ones such as the sets of the substantial (bhāva, dngos po) and the unsubstantial (abhāva, dngos med), of discrete substances (dravyasat, rdzas yod) and nominal abstracts (prajnapatisat, btags yod) mostly used by the Sarvastivāda/Vaibhāṣikas, of individual characteristics/particulars (svaṅkaṇa, rang mthshan) and general characteristics/universals (sāmāṅkaṇa, spyi mthshan) employed mainly in Sautrāntika/Pramāṇa schools, and the trichotomous categories of the constructed (parikalpita, kun btags), the dependent (paratantra, gzhan dbang), and the absolute (parinispāna, yongs grub) natures generally associated with the formulation of Yogācāra idealism.

In Madhyamaka, everything that exists, exists on the conventional level and it is on this level that ethical and soteriological systems are viable. No phenomenon exists on the ultimate level; all things are empty of ultimate existence. The thrust of Madhyamika philosophy and the main issue between Mipham and his opponents is the negation of an ultimately existent entity qua svabhāva; conventional theories are secondary to this project.

From the general Madhyamika viewpoint, to exist ultimately is to exist independently, hypostatically and inherently, and a thing is independently and hypostatically existent if that thing, subjected to a reductive analysis, can withstand such analysis. A chariot, to give the classic example, is ultimately existent if and only if it exists in its parts in the manner of being either identical or heterogeneous, possessive, the locus, the located, the shape or the collection of the parts. When it is not found in these manners after a full search, the chariot is declared to be without ultimate existence or svabhāva and therefore ‘empty’ or, as Mipham may prefer to put it: the chariot ‘empties’. This reasoning perforce was not unique to the Madhyamika school but it was they who applied the analysis rigorously to all phenomena to establish their ultimate non-existence. Similarly, when a sprout is analysed to see if it is at all produced by using the tetralemmic method of production from a cause that is identical, heterogeneous, both and neither (ex nihilo), no production is found to occur. The sprout is never produced, has never come into being and therefore is empty of reality. This lack of reality or Emptiness, paradoxically, is then the reality of all things.

The dichotomy of existence into two kinds and the claim that everything exists conventionally and nothing exists on the ultimate level, however, did not resolve all the problems but led to further questions concerning the nuances of dialectical procedure, hermeneutical approach and ontological commitment. What is negated by the Madhyamika analysis? Is an empirical phenomenon, say a commonsense vase, negated in course of establishing Emptiness? If it is, does that amount to annihilation? If not, can it withstand the analysis? What bearing does either case have on soteriology? What determines the existential status of a thing: its ultimate non-existence or its conventional existence? Can one illusory empty thing prove another empty? Questions also include the application of the qualifying terms ‘ultimate’
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and ‘hypostatically existent’ before the negandum (nissedhya/pratisedhya, dgag bya), the negation of the tetralemma, the viability of logical rules and so on. These questions have intrigued Madhyamika thinkers down the ages and have become the subject of volumes of scholastic literature and series of philosophical debates. The debates between the Gelukpas and non-Gelukpas such as Mipham, the former accusing the latter of over-broad delimitation of the Madhyamika negandum and the latter’s attack on the Gelukpa scholastic definition of the negandum and their theory that ‘the vase is not empty of vase but of hypostatic existence’ (bum pa bum pas mi stong, bum pa bden grub kyi stong), exemplify the treatment of these questions in Tibetan Madhyamika philosophy.

A further vexing issue in the Madhyamika enquiry into existence and reality is the nature and status of the ultimate qua Emptiness itself. The intriguing and perennial nature of the problem of the ultimate in Madhyamika philosophy, and for that matter in all Indian philosophical systems, can be best compared to the question of Being in Western philosophy. Like the concept of Being in philosophy from Parmenides to Heidegger, the theory of the ultimate qua Emptiness holds the central place in Madhyamika philosophy from Nagarjuna to Mipham and is a topic broached by thousands of its proponents and their opponents. In being so broached, the theory of the ultimate has diverged significantly, giving rise to variant streams of thought mainly characterized by emphases and elaborations on a specific approach, application or understanding of the ultimate. These divergences include ramifications such as the Svatantrika and Prasangika division, which, according to Mipham, are based on their difference of emphasis on the dialectical approach to and the exposition of the ultimate qua Emptiness, the gradualist and simultaneist currents, which are based on their practical approach to and application of the ultimate, and the rang stong and gzhan stong thinking, which differs in the theory of the ultimate due to unequal emphases on the two themes of Emptiness and Buddha Nature presented respectively in the Mahayana corpuses of the Middle Turning and the Last Turning of the Wheel of Dharma.

Such disparities and divergences – although any responsible Mahayana hermeneutician such as Mipham would see them from a higher vantage point of religious inclusivism as complementary parts of a coherent soteriological whole and as theories and practices suitable and expedient for a person of corresponding calibre, temperament and interest in leading him/her toward enlightenment – appear inevitable given the seeming discrepancies even in the sources the Madhyamikas consider to be authoritative. The rang stong and gzhan stong philosophical dissension, for instance, to no less a degree owes its origin to the two different approaches to the ultimate adopted by Nagarjuna: that of a critical apophaticism in his scholastic corpus and a romantic cataphaticism in his hymnic corpus. What is even more puzzling is to find possibly conflicting ideas in a single work, as seems to be the case in MK, XV/2, which proposes a fundamentally absolutist theory of the ultimate qua svabhava, defining it to be uncontrived and independent, and thereby diverges from the general refutation of any such svabhava throughout the rest of the book. Such inconsistencies, whether prima facie or real, have indeed not been...
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passed over in silence but have aroused much philosophical scrutiny involving a great deal of hermeneutic and scholastic effort.

The debates on the theory of the ultimate, which is treated in this thesis, however, concern a different contestation from those mentioned earlier, although those dissent, and the arguments and hermeneutics employed in them, strongly impinge on this. The controversy between Mipham and his Gelukpa opponents on the ultimate chiefly deals with the definition of the ultimate qua Emptiness as understood in the Prasangika and rang stong traditions of Madhyamika thought. Other issues pertaining to the dialectical, epistemic, linguistic and meditative operations arise as corollaries to their disagreement on defining Emptiness. The Gelukpas understood the ultimate qua Emptiness to be an absence of hypostatic existence and therefore an absolute negation. Although it lacks hypostatic existence, the ultimate qua Emptiness, like any other phenomenon, exists and is an object of language and thought. Its basic existence, knowability and expressability are fundamental to Madhyamika soteriology.

Mipham, on the contrary, argued that the ultimate qua Emptiness, in its highest form, is not merely an absence of hypostatic existence. He enumerated two kinds of ultimate, the notational ultimate ("pratyayaparamartha, rnam grangs pa'i don dam) and the non-notational ultimate ("aparyayaparamartha, rnam grangs min pa'i don dam), and relegated the mere absence of hypostatic existence to the level of notational ultimate, which, also known as the concordant ultimate (mthun pa'i don dam), eliminates only partial extremes and serves as a step to the non-notational ultimate. The non-notational ultimate qua final Emptiness, which is the quidditas and the ultimate nature of things, he argued, is reality free from all fabrications (prapañca, spros pa) and extremes (anta, mtha'). He also used names such as Great Coalescence (zung 'jug chen po), Great Middle Way (dbu ma chen po), Resultant Middle Way ('bras bu'i dbu ma) and Equality (mnyam nyid) to refer to this.

To be or not to be are both extremes, and Emptiness as the philosophical middle way, Mipham argued, must transcend the extremes of being and non-being, existence and non-existence, negation and affirmation, and even the empty and the non-empty. Even to perceive Emptiness itself would be wrong, for there is nothing (not even that nothing!) to be perceived. To conceive a thing called 'Emptiness' in discerning Emptiness is a gross reification, the incorrigible view and wrong understanding Nagārjuna repudiated in MK, XIII/8 and XXIV/11.

'Seeing Emptiness' is a designation for not seeing anything. Conventional concepts and words such as 'Emptiness' are used for conveying the intuitive and ineffable experience of Emptiness but to stick to them beyond their transactional value is a sheer literalism like the remarks of the White King in Carroll's Alice Through the Looking Glass. The King tells Alice that he has sent all his horses and all his men, but two, to poor old Humpty Dumpty. Two of his messengers couldn't be sent because they 'd gone to town. 'Just look along the road, tell me if you can see either of them.' 'I see nobody on the road', said Alice. 'I only wish I had such eyes', the King remarked in a fretful tone, 'to be able to see Nobody! And at that distance too!'
Mipham’s understanding of Emptiness thus contravenes the Gelukpa theory by taking the ultimate qua Emptiness beyond the absence of hypostatic existence to a reality which defies any notion of existence, non-existence, both or neither and transcends dialectical, epistemic and linguistic operations. The Gelukpas shunned such an understanding taxing its proponents with naive literalism and nihilistic inclination.

The understanding of Emptiness in Mipham’s thought and in the Gelukpa school represent two main currents of Madhyamika philosophy in Tibet: one primarily driven by a strong sense of rationality set in the framework of dialectical and epistemological theories, the other inspired by a spirit of transcendence and mysticism, although both have these elements in them. In presentation and exposition, the Gelukpas have generally formulated the theory of Emptiness as a scholastic discourse with an intellectual orientation, making it fully rational and intelligible to its audience, while Mipham and other scholars in his tradition delivered it in a canonical style imbued with antinomical and paradoxical language and orientation to the ultimate experience of Emptiness. For this reason, Tibetan scholars often associate the Geluk with ground (gzhi), the Sakya with path (lam) and the Nyingma with result (‘bras bu) in their expositions of Emptiness. In the West, the two currents are reflected in the writings of many such as Seyfort Ruegg, Hopkins, Thurman, Cabezón, Napper, Newland and Magee, who slant toward the Gelukpa understanding and few others like Pettit who offer a contrasting view.

Emptiness: a religious issue and the nature of the debates

It is perhaps clear from the questions and problems raised that the concept of Emptiness is a philosophical issue and not purely a theological or religious discourse, as may be assumed by Western philosophers, who often exclude from philosophy anything outside the Western philosophical tradition of Greek origin, and that the deployment of reasoning and argument in this debate count as proper ‘philosophizing’. However, the importance of Emptiness in the Buddhist tradition lies mainly in its soteriological significance as an essential and expedient path to enlightenment. It is this soteriological role that places it at the heart of the Buddhist philosophy and gives urgency and weight to the debates on it. Thus, a proper assessment and understanding of issues raised can be reached only by seeing Emptiness in its religious context.

This approach does not apply only to Emptiness but to any major Indo-Tibetan philosophical topic as has been pointed out by Seyfort Ruegg:

Let me emphasize from the outset that the philosophical side cannot usually be divorced and treated entirely separately from the religious without a certain more or less arbitrary compartmentalization, for no hard and fast dividing line can normally be drawn between the philosophical and the religious in either India or Tibet.
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The pursuit of philosophy without a soteriological vision, from an Indo-Tibetan Buddhist perspective, is mere ratiocination with no worthy purpose or benefit. Philosophy is a beacon to guide you through the byways of religious practice to the higher goal of liberation and enlightenment, and not an independent end in itself. It becomes meaningful when it has a soteriological cause to stand for. Emptiness, as the primary path to enlightenment, is a soteriologically rewarding subject of study and thus a worthy philosophical enterprise. Even people slightly curious about it, Áryadeva remarks, will destroy the bondage of samsāra.10

Now, to turn to the nature of the debates here, it is clear that the religious significance of Emptiness, more than its philosophical nature, has made Emptiness an urgent and sensitive issue of discussion and debate. However, it is also the religious nature of Emptiness, which confined the debates on it to a restricted perimeter bound by religious commitment and faithfulness to the tradition. Although it has led to frequent regeneration and development of ideas, philosophical investigation of topics such as Emptiness in traditional scholarship is not a fully open and innovative enterprise intended to reveal new findings, but a rather restricted hermeneutic endeavour to reinterpret and reassert the existent materials within the limits of a given tradition. Such practice of philosophizing in a traditional framework to defend and develop one’s own position is, in Dreyfus’ words, ‘responsible philosophy’.11

Thus the debates recounted here are not to be seen as philosophical enquiries aimed at reaching a new truth but as efforts to reappropriate and reformulate theories of one’s own school and to reappraise and refute those of others, using the shared authorities of reasoning and scripture. The debates are often vitiated by obdurate defence of one’s position and criticism of the opponent’s stance, and seldom result in a change of viewpoint or conversion. They can also sometimes digress from serious philosophical issues to pedantic nitpicking. However, this is not to suggest that the debates in question are pointless eristic, making no improvements whatsoever in the understanding of Emptiness. In general, debate, as one of the three scholarly activities of exposition (chad pa), debate (rtsod pa) and composition (rtsom pa), is an expedient method of exchanging knowledge and furthering insight into the subject matter. It is used as a pedagogical and educational technique, as is best seen in the performative debates commonly witnessed in Tibetan debate courtyards.12

The debates recounted here, however, are not merely such educational exercises, though they no doubt serve an educational purpose. They are serious philosophical discourses undertaking systematic defences of one’s own position and critical examination and calculated refutation of theories espoused by the opposing party. However, they are not debates, like political debates in a parliament, where arguments for and against are presented and weighed before a forum in order to reach a conclusion. Neither are these debates contests, like those said to have taken place in ancient India and Tibet between different religious schools, which culminate in
the final verdict of victory for one side and defeat for the other, and the defeated party having consequently to face conversion or other punitive measures. These debates have no such immediate implications and often take the form of a critical dialogue.

The objectives of debates of this kind are frequently stated to be the purification and defence of the Buddhist doctrine and the stimulation of philosophical activity. Whether or not the debates cleanse the Buddhist doctrine of wrong views and defend the right ones is dependent on the even more debatable question of what constitute right or wrong views, but there is no doubt that the debates invigorate philosophical activity. The debates on Emptiness, a subject of critical importance, have particularly aroused extensive and deep discussions conducted with solemnity, earnestness and fervour.

These debates are religious contentions fight on philosophical grounds but mostly in a socially amicable atmosphere. It is considered a noble trait of the debater to couple intellectual acumen with social amicability and logical reasoning with scriptural citations. Mipham reiterates that philosophical debates must be carried out without sectarian prejudice or ill feeling but with sagacity and equanimity. A good example of the social spirit of amiability in the midst of philosophical and doctrinal disagreements is seen in the debates between Mipham and Pari Lobzang Rabsal (1840–1910) both of whom showed mutual respect and admiration for each other in spite of their ruthless philosophical attacks. However, it is also not very rare to find Tibetan polemics containing attacks on individuals, harsh language, censorious remarks, sarcasm and pedantic nitpicking. When he received such polemics, Mipham declined to write responses for fear of arousing sectarian conflict. He despairs that his writings have been sometimes misconstrued as sectarian attacks instead of philosophical investigations.

The debates between Mipham and his major opponents were carried out in the form of written works and did not normally involve direct encounters. As for the few direct encounters that took place, there is barely any record of what transpired during the debates. The written debates are generally well structured and contain arguments that are well thought out. However, the publication and circulation of these works seem to have taken much time, additionally hampered by Tibet’s rough terrain and the isolated lifestyle of the debaters. The debates between Mipham and his opponents thus spanned many years.

While some polemical writings were written as specific criticism and sent to the opponent concerned, many appear to have been written without the aim of sending them to a particular person but as general discourses for people to read. In any case, these debates, like many other writings that belong to the polemical genre of Tibetan literature, are the stimulatory spices in the Tibetan literary feast. To a student of Indo-Tibetan Madhyamaka, these polemics prove a handy source for divergent theories in juxtaposition and help one to analyse the arguments through comparison and contrast.
Mipham: a polymath and his works on Emptiness

Mipham was a luminary of the nineteenth-century Nyingma renaissance and ris med ecumenical movement, which started in the Kham region of eastern Tibet. He was born to the Ju clan in the Zachu valley, the north-western end of modern day Sichuan province of China and joined the local Jumo Hor Sa-ngag Choling monastery at the age of twelve. A prodigious child, even in his early youth he became famous as a young monk scholar (bsun chung mkhas pa). He studied with Jamyang Khyentsei Wangpo (1820–92), his main guru, Kongtrul Lodoe Thaye (1813–99) and Paltrul Ugyen Jigme Chokyi Wangpo (1808–87), who in their days were leading figures of Buddhism in Kham. Except for his brief sojourn in central Tibet when he was eighteen, Mipham stayed all his life in Kham, teaching and meditation being his two main occupations. Most of his literary output, he claims, is extemporaneous composition written during the recesses of his meditation and teaching sessions.

Although his life and works began to attract the attention of Western scholars a few decades ago, his enigmatic life and monumental works have yet to be studied properly. Despite the brief discussions of Mipham’s life and works by Gene Smith, Steven Goodman and John Pettit, and the rendering of the catalogue of his writings into German by Dieter Schuh, no attempt has so far been made to gain a complete overview of his output, to reveal the assumptions which lie behind it, or to assess its significance as a whole. A more thorough study of his life and works will have to wait for another project.

Mipham is perhaps the greatest polymath Tibet ever produced. His writings comprise works on a wide range of subjects, covering almost every science known to his milieu. In traditional terms, he is a Mahāpaṇḍita, who has mastered the ten sciences of arts and crafts (bzo), health science (gso ba), language (sgra), logico-epistemology (tshad ma), soteriology (nang don), poetry (snyan ngag), lexicology (mngon brjod), prosody (sdeb sbyor), dramaturgy (zlos gar) and astrology (dkar rtsis). It is due to the polymathic nature of his learning and his exceptional ingenuity that Mipham today ranks amongst the leading religious and spiritual celebrities of Tibet such as Sakya Paṇḍita (1182–1251), Longchenpa (1308–63), Tsongkhapa (1357–1419) and Pema Karpo (1527–92) and is accorded the title, ‘jam mgon, which identifies him with Maṇjuśrī, the Buddha of wisdom and learning.

His oeuvre, compiled by his students and published at Derge Chözod Chenmo and other monastic printeries in Kham and reproduced in 1987 by Zhechen Monastery in Kathmandu in 27 voluminous potis, consists of several hundreds of works ranging from elementary grammar to Dzogchen mysticism. About two thirds of his writings are on philosophical topics such as ontology, epistemology, phenomenology, logic, metaphysics, and on Buddhist soteriology, monastic discipline, doxography and mysticism. His works also include treatises on language, poetry, politics, medicine, art, geometry, astrology, yoga, divination, magic, sorcery, monastic rituals and dances. He also wrote many homiletic epistles, hymns, prayers,
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songs and satire. Some of these are short, often just a single page, while others are long, the largest being his commentary on Kalacakralaghutantra, which has close to two thousand pages.\textsuperscript{15}

Mipham’s interest went beyond the general religious fields that occupied most Tibetan scholars. He is one of the few scholars, who showed keen interest in anthropological matters so that he can be rightly considered an anthropologist and an antiquarian. His zest for popular culture, ethnography and antiquity is evident in his various writings on the epic and cult of Gesar, of which he was a prominent promoter and compiler,\textsuperscript{16} and the Bonpo art of knot-sortilege known as ‘j u thig,\textsuperscript{17} which was being neglected and dying even among Bonpos, his Kun gzigs dbyangs ‘char chen mo\textsuperscript{18} on divination through vital air (rlung), zodiac positions (khyim) and syllables (dbyangs gsal), his gTo sgrom ‘bum tig\textsuperscript{19} collection of folk rituals, some of which are possibly connected to Confucian rituals and his gZo gnas nyer mkho’i za ma tog.\textsuperscript{20}

In this last one, he writes about graphology, calligraphy, painting, sculpture, metallurgy, carpentry, pottery, jewellery, ornamentation, knitting, sewing, embroidery and the art of making incense, ink, pens, colours, paints, paintbrushes, of dyeing, plating, decorating, alloying, carving, and of making herbal pills and religious relics. Talking about the art of making inks, he discusses what kind of materials, containers, temperature and methods should be used to concoct different varieties of inks. While writing on almost every science that was known to him, he displays great talent and expertise in them. Even the art of love making did not escape the imagination of Mipham, who became Tibet’s first author of kamastra.\textsuperscript{21}

However, of all his writings, his writings on Emptiness and Madhyamaka attracted the most attention from other scholars and bought him popularity and fame in religious and scholarly circles. Mipham showed great enthusiasm in Madhyamaka and came up with much novelty and also dissent. Both the popularity of the subject in Tibet and the innovative but controversial nature of his writings contributed toward making his works on Madhyamaka distinctive and famous. Perhaps the earliest work that Mipham wrote on Madhyamaka is his Ngies shes sgrom me written at an initial period of his intellectual career and set as a dialogue between a judicious sage and an inquisitive mendicant on seven crucial topics of Tibetan Madhyamaka scholarship.\textsuperscript{22}

In what he claims to be an extemporary composition, Mipham cogently expounds various aspects of Madhyamaka, and unravels the cruxes of the philosophy, especially while answering the first question on whether the view is absolute or implicative negation (lta ba dgag gnyis gang ltar smra), and the last question on whether or not the Madhyamika have a thesis (dbu mar khas len yod dam med). The coherence and consistency with which he provides answers to these questions, thereby elucidating the Nyingma doctrinal position, gives us an impressive picture of Mipham’s erudition even at that early stage of his scholarship.

However, one sees Mipham’s exposition of Madhyamaka growing more elaborate, profound and rigorous in his commentary on the madhyamakalampa\textsuperscript{kar}a of
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Śāntaraksīta, written in 1876. At the behest of his chief master, Khyentsei Wangpo, he composed, within only twenty-one days, a stupendous exegesis on this short treatise, previously to a great extent neglected by Tibetan scholars. In his detailed commentary on the main body of the text and the extensive, systematic introduction to the commentary, he formulated the Nyingma doctrinal position corresponding to both the Svātāntārika and the Prāsaṅgika traditions of Mādhyamika. For posterity, this commentary was to become his most authoritative work on Mādhyamaka and the most important source for his interpretation of several controversial topics.

Connected to this work is Mipham’s short polemic entitled Dām chos dogs sel, written at the request of Dodrub Damcho, a Nyingma scholar who at first seems even to have challenged Mipham to a public debate. In 1878, two years after his commentary on the Mādhyamakālaṃkāra, Mipham wrote Sher le ‘grel pa nor bu ketaka, his exposition on the ninth chapter of the Bodhicaryāvatāra of Śāntideva, which, in the years to come, was to provoke several controversies and polemical discussions. This commentary, as Gene Smith has correctly said, turned into a tempest that triggered an intellectual commotion in Gelukpa circles.

The Gelukpas retaliated by sending him several refutations of his work, which subsequently led to the writing of his two other polemical works, rGals lo nyan byed snang ba written in 1889 in reply to Drakar Trulku Paldan Tenzin Nyandrak (1866–1928) and Rigs lam rab gsal de nyid snang byed in 1903 in reply to Pari Lobzang Rabsal. These three works and three subsequent polemical tracts embody almost the entire contributions of Mipham in Mādhyamaka philosophy and thus form the magna opera of Mipham’s writings on Mādhyamaka.

Major issues on which Mipham shed new light in these works are: the nature of Emptiness, its knowability and inexpressibility, the classification of the ultimate truth, the dual sets of the two-truth theory, distinction of Svātāntārika and Prāsaṅgika sub-schools, the Mādhyamika stance on reflexive awareness and store-consciousness, the process of discarding the two obscurations, the degree of realization of Selflessness by Śrāvakas and Pratyekabuddhas, the viability of thesis in Prāsaṅgika system, the mode of reasoning and meditation on Emptiness, the validity of convention and the scrutiny of shared appearance (mthun snang) among the six realms of being.

Mipham covered in these texts philosophical, soteriological, gnoseological and ontological issues that most writers on Mādhyamaka would deal within commentaries on Candrakīrti’s Mādhyamakāvatāra or Nāgārjuna’s Mūlamadhyamakakārikā. One often wonders why Mipham, apart from his annotations that his students later compiled, did not write a proper commentary on those two, but wrote on Mādhyamakālaṃkāra. Could this be because of his greater faith in Śāntaraksīta, as he was a Nyingma master? Similarly, he did not write an extensive commentary on the Abhisamayālaṃkāra and Mahāyānottaratantra, as did other masters, but wrote on the other works of Maitreya. Perhaps, Mipham was deliberately avoiding comment on those popular texts that already had a great deal of scholarly work done on them, and was trying to bring, with his antiquarian bent of mind, some less known works to light. Or was Mipham trying to avoid the
risk of more controversy, which would be inevitable if he undertook an elaborate exposition on those books that are widely studied in Tibetan monasteries? One important characteristic of Mipham’s writing is his inclusivistic and ecumenical spirit of reconciliation. Although his controversial contributions and the related polemics make him appear disputatious and provocative, Mipham was a master who fervently sought to reconcile and respect all conflicting views and systems as consistent parts of a soteriological whole. It was his liberal approach, interpreting dissonant teachings so as to bring them into harmony, which often annoyed and provoked opposition from orthodox groups. His effort to bring dichotomous systems, such as the profound view-tradition of Nagarjuna (Klu sgrub kyi zab mo lta srol) and the vast praxis-tradition of Asanga (Thogs med kyi rgya chen spyod srol), the Svetantika and Prasangika Madhyamika, sutrayana and vajrayana, the Sarma and Nyingma and even Tsongkhapa and his opponents, into agreement is evident in his Madhyamaka writings.

In the last case, despite the fact that most of polemical writings are critiques of Tsongkhapa’s interpretation and the Gelukpa understanding of Emptiness, he even went as far as to eulogize Tsongkhapa and identify his final understanding of Emptiness with the Primordial Purity (ka dag) of Dzogchen thought. He repeatedly argued that Tsongkhapa and other eminent Gelukpa masters like Changkya Rolpai Dorje (1717–86) held views consonant with the Nyingmapa and other Ngarabpa viewpoints, although they taught a provisional understanding of Emptiness that their followers, the Gelukpas, mistook for definitive and final. Mipham’s reconciliatory approach can also be seen in his hermeneutics on the crucial and controversial topic of Buddha Nature (tathagatagarbha, bde gshegs snying po), the pivot of rang stong and gzhan stong dissension in Tibet. Mipham touches upon it in the above-mentioned works, although it is his annotative commentary on the Mahayanaottaratantra, and the supplementary exegesis, bDe gshegs snying po ‘i stong thun senge nga ro which deal with it in depth and detail. In this short work and his Ngges shes sgron me, Mipham analyses and criticizes both the positions of gzhang stong absolutists and of rang stong espoused by Sakya and Geluk scholars and maintains a middle stance wherein the tathagatagarbha is ultimately empty of its own being, as the Rangtongpas assert, but conventionally endowed with all the qualities of the Buddha, as the Zhantongpas maintain.

Mipham’s synthesis of these two traits in his tathagatagarbha theory, which is clearly a hermeneutic attempt to harmonize the purports of the Middle and Last Turning of the Wheel of Dharma, and his general theory of Emptiness have led to some degree of confusion among both traditional scholars and academics as to which of the two camps Mipham truly belonged to. In the West, Smith, Hookham and Stearns considered Mipham a Zhantongpa and Williams took pains to argue for this case. On the other hand, Samuel took Mipham to be a Rangtongpa while Pettit started treating Mipham’s position as equivocal but verged toward considering Mipham as Rangtongpa in his criticism of Williams. Yet, Kapstein and Wangchuk expressed caution in such doxographical classification but
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saw the two systems, like intellectual processes of affirmation and negation, as doxographical categories both of which Mipham, as Dzogchenpa, would ultimately transcend.

Part of the confusion was caused also by Mipham’s defence of gzhan stong philosophy in his gZhan stong khas len ge’i nga ro and Dam chos dogs sel and his close association with Zhantongpas such as Kongtrul. Nonetheless, his repeated and systematic criticism of it in his Madhyamaka writings outweighs his rather meagre defence of gzhan stong in these two texts. Beside, he also remarks in Dam chos dogs sel that he is not obliged to defend the gzhan stong position and in his gSung sgrós, he categorically declares, after discussing the two systems that his ‘own tradition, as explicated in his Rab lan, is that of the exponent of ‘rang stong’.

Toward the end of his life, Mipham also composed three other works on tathāgatagarbha and Innate Mind (gnyug sems), entitled, gNyug sems skor gsum. Unfortunately, Mipham did not live long enough to see a formal completion of this trilogy; his student, Zhechen Gyaltsab Pema Namgyal (1871–1926), finished it by augmenting miscellaneous notes by Mipham on the same theme. In this trilogy, he bridges the tathāgatagarbha in sūtrayāna and the Innate Mind in vajrayāna and goes on to show how this concept is fundamental and crucial to Mahāyāna philosophy and practice irrespective of what terms are used for it in different schools and vehicles. This, one could say, is one of his last attempts to harmonize not only the sutra and tantra schools in their basic theory and ultimate goal but the positions of various Buddhist traditions and schools with respect to tathāgatagarbha.

Other works of Mipham on Madhyamaka include his commentaries on Nagarjuna’s Pratītyasamutpādādaya and the Hastavāla. Mipham did not write anything on Āryadeva’s Catuhṣatakā, one of the major treatises of Madhyamaka in Tibet, but he wrote a commentary on the āñāsārasamuccaya, believed to be by the same Āryadeva. He composed around a dozen practical instructions for meditation on Madhyamaka and his quintets of Swords and Lilies impinge heavily on Madhyamaka issues. His student Zhanphan Chökyi Lodoe (c.1890–1960) compiled his miscellaneous notes on Madhyamaka philosophy and created a collection entitled dBo ma sogs gzungs spyl ’i dka ’i gnad skor gyi gsung sna tsogs phyogs gcig tu bsdus pa rin po che’i za ma tog. Most of the notes in this and in his annotation of MA are refutations of the Gelukpa understanding of Emptiness as lack of inherent nature and the phrase ‘vase is not empty of vase but of hypostatic existence’. It is also in this text that he uses the terms, kun rdzob gzhan stong and don dam gzhan stong, which in his Nges shes sgron me, he calls tshig gi gzhan stong and don gi gzhan stong, and accuses the Gelukpas of espousing the first type of gzhan stong.

In the West, John Pettit has produced a thorough study and translation of Mipham’s Nges shes sgron me and its commentary by Throshul Jamdor (1920–60). Kennard Lipman has worked on Mipham’s commentary on Madhyamakālaṃkāra, and a voluminous translation of it by Thomas Doctor has
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come out while this work was being completed.41 Franz-Karl Ehrhard has written on Mipham's theory of assertions in Prāsaṅɡika school42 and Katsumi Mimaki on Mipham's commentary on Jñānavibhāga and his commentary on Dharmanirdeśa.43 Two of Mipham's meditation instructions on Madhyamaka have been translated into English by Tibetan Nyingma Meditation Center44 and Matthew Kapstein has made a paraphrastic presentation of Don rnam nges shes rab ral gri.45 He has also written a thorough-going critique of Paul Williams' highly stimulating but slightly misguided account of Mipham's theory of reflexive awareness.46 Translations of Mipham's annotation to the MA and his commentary on Dharmadharma have also been published recently.47

One of Mipham's last wishes was to write another extensive exegetical work on Madhyamaka. This wish however was not fulfilled, due to the deterioration of the illness that troubled him for the last decade of his life. From the nature of his works and the degree of his emphasis, it is clear that Madhyamaka was for Mipham a profound and crucial subject, deserving more attention than any other in the sutrayāna. The correct understanding of Madhyamaka qua Emptiness was not only an indispensable soteriological factor in itself but a direct link to the knowledge of Dzogchen. In many of his works, Mipham stressed this connection between Dzogchen and Madhyamaka and went so far to deny that one could master Dzogchen without adequate knowledge of Madhyamaka.

In his Nges shes sgron me, he says: 'In order to scrutinize thoroughly the Primordial Purity, one has to perfect the view of Prāsaṅɡika',48 and also in his annotations to the MA, he states: 'The Great Perfection [view], which realizes the equality of appearance and Emptiness, could be seen only by means of the excellent treatises of Nāgarjuna.'49

This was a bold claim for him to make, especially as a Nyingmapa, because many yogic Nyingmapas in his milieu regarded themselves as Dzogchen adepts although they were not really versed in Madhyamaka philosophy. More disconcerting to such Nyingmapas was his opinion that full knowledge of Madhyamaka can be gained only in the light of sufficient pramāṇa understanding. Like the Gelukpas, Mipham argued that knowing pramāṇa concepts is a prerequisite for mastering Madhyamaka philosophical theories and propositions.

In his commentary on the Madhyamakālaṃkāra, he stated that Śāntarakṣita's text was particularly meant for a Madhyamika who has a strong interest in and taste for pramāṇa. In the same text, he mentioned the concept of dbu tshad sen ge mjing bsnol, the coalition of Madhyamaka principle and pramāṇa logic, represented by two lions intertwining their necks to guard each other.50 Thus, Mipham revolutionized Nyingma scholarship by not only encouraging philosophical learning and exposition but by emphasizing the rational and analytical approach of learning and pedagogy.

Through his writings on Madhyamaka, of all his contributions, he left for future Nyingmapas what they could consider as assertions of their own tradition (rang lugs kyi 'dod pa) or philosophical boundaries to hold (gzhung gi 'dzin mtshams). In this respect, Mipham fulfilled his goal in writing commentaries, for it was partly
to make the Nyingmapas, who were then heavily dependent on other traditions, self-reliant in their doctrinal field that Mipham undertook the writing of his works. He repeatedly admonishes the Nyingmapas to stop relying on other schools for philosophical and doctrinal positions while so much goodness is stored in the Nyingma tradition itself. With this message, he encourages the Nyingmapas and for that matter any other scholars and practitioners to develop twofold certainties in the teachings: a certainty through which one need not rely on others anymore (gzhan dring mi 'jog pa'i nges shes) and a certainty which cannot be invalidated by others anymore (gzhan gyis mi 'phrogs pa'i nges shes). These dual certainties form a common theme in many of his works.

Mipham’s output in Madhyamaka redefined, for the Nyingmapas, their perspective on Madhyamaka scholarship and their scholastic modalities by pointing out both strengths and weaknesses, while it proved a stimulus for other traditions of Tibetan Buddhism to reassess and reconstruct their doctrinal positions. For general Tibetan scholarship, it rejuvenated the long history of polemical debate and thereby gave fresh life to the study of Madhyamaka in Tibet.

Sources and methodological considerations

This book is far from being an exhaustive treatment of Mipham’s Madhyamaka thought or of the debates on Emptiness he had with his Gelukpa opponents. It is at best a selective discussion of the major themes in Mipham’s writings that pertain to his understanding of Emptiness and his disagreements with that of the Gelukpas. In reconstructing the stimulating and complex dispute between Mipham and his Gelukpa opposition, I have juxtaposed here their theories, arguments and counter arguments pertaining to the three themes of (1) the dialectical/logical procedures for establishing Emptiness, (2) the nature of Emptiness so established and (3) the viability of epistemological and linguistic operations with regard to Emptiness.

This book is a revised version of my doctoral thesis for Oxford, entitled, ‘The Position of Mipham in the Indo-Tibetan Debate on Emptiness’. I have left out the chapter on Mipham and his writings in the thesis with the hope of expanding it into a separate book, but information, vital to the present discussion, has been incorporated in the Introduction. The book undertakes primarily a thematic treatment, rather than a textual study, of the debates on Emptiness, although a large number of crucial texts are used for comparative analysis of their interpretations. It is therefore mainly an assortment of distinct arguments and counter arguments on the three themes from a wide range of sources, presented in the language and format of contemporary Western scholarship. My role in presenting this is no more than that of the commentator in a football match, giving both a narrative account and an analytic treatment of the philosophical contest that took place between Mipham and the Gelukpa opposition.

Among the primary sources I have used for Mipham’s thought are his Ketaka, the rGyan ‘grel, the Nges shes sgron me, the three polemical rejoinders (Rab lan, Nyi snang and Dogs sel), the ‘Jug ‘grel and the gSung sgros. Other
writings on Madhyamaka are also referred to and cited sporadically. For his opponents, I have used mainly Tsongkhapa’s Lam rim, the dGongs pa rab gsal, the Rigs pa ’rgya mtsho, the Drang nges, Gyaltshab Je’s rGyal sras ’jug ngogs, the polemical collection, dGag lan phyogs bsgrigs and the polemical rejoinders of Pari Rabzal and Drakar Trulku.

The first two chapters lay out the background for the debates. Chapter 1 discusses the significance of Emptiness in Buddhism through looking at its soteriological, ontological, doctrinal and historical importance. Chapter 2 sets the historical backdrop to the debates by recounting the debates on Emptiness that have occurred in India and Tibet and has led to the debates triggered by Mipham. The next three chapters deal with the main bones of contention between Mipham and his Gelukpa opponents in their understanding, interpretation, approach and application of Emptiness. Chapter 3 discusses the debates on the delimitation of the negandum and the dialectical procedures used to establish Emptiness. Chapter 4 is on the theory of the ultimate qua Emptiness. Chapter 5 discusses the viability of epistemic and linguistic operations with regard to the ultimate qua Emptiness and delves into the issues of unknowability and ineffability of Emptiness. A summary of the three polemical writings of Mipham are appended to provide the textual context for the debates and to indicate the variety of topics he covered in his polemics.

For easy reading, Tibetan names are given in phonetical transcription keeping as close as possible to the orthographic form where there is no established standard. A list of these names and their corresponding form in Wylie’s transcription is included in the appendix. All dates provided here come from a number of sources including Seyfort Ruegg’s The Literature of the Madhyamaka School of Philosophy in India, Gene Smith’s database on the Tibetan Buddhist Resource Center website and Bod rgya tshig mdzod chen mo. All translations are mine unless otherwise stated and Tibetan and Sanskrit originals are provided where appropriate. Throughout the work, I have also touched on Mipham’s consideration of the ris med outlook and the inclusive nature of Dzogchen, both of which have significant influence on his philosophical outlook and polemical approach.

It was one of Mipham’s dying wishes to write a definitive exegesis on Madhyamaka but his failing health did not permit him. This work, being a digest or a compilatory treatise (thor ba sdud pa ’i bstan bcos) in nature, can be seen as a humble attempt on my part to actualize, as it were, this unfulfilled wish. It is my modest hope that through this selective discussion of Mipham’s qualms about the Gelukpa understanding of Emptiness, we will be able to capture Mipham’s philosophical mood and improve our knowledge of this extraordinary polymath, who still remains a personal enigma.
Plate 2  J u nyung hermitage above J umo Hor Sang-ngag Ch oirling monastery.

Plate 3  M ipham’s birthplace near J u nyung.

Plate 4  A page from M ipham’s illustrations of knot-sortilege.
Plate 5  Woodblocks of Mipham’s writings, Derge Chözod Chenmo (main shelves).

Plate 6  Woodblocks of Mipham’s writings, Derge Chözod Chenmo (side shelves).
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Its soteriological, doctrinal, ontological and historical significance in Buddhism

Deliverance comes from the view of Emptiness,
All other religious practices lead to Emptiness.
(Dharmakirti, Pramāṇavārttika, Prāṇaśīlāddhi/255)

Mipham’s reputation among Tibetan scholars, as mentioned earlier, was largely an outcome of his contributions on Madhyamaka. There is no doubt that the importance of Emptiness in Mahāyāna Buddhism and the zeal with which Tibetan scholars generally undertook the study of Madhyamaka had a great deal to do with the rise of Mipham’s popularity. Tibetan scholars, following their Indian precursors, considered Madhyamaka qua Emptiness as the primary path to Buddhahood, and therefore the most important topic in Mahāyāna philosophy. This notion was conducive for the propagation of Mipham’s innovative and often controversial interpretations that earned him much notoriety. It is also this that influenced Mipham, like many other scholars, to emphasize and elaborate on the Madhyamaka doctrine.

Hence, the significance of any discussion or debate on Emptiness can only be fully appreciated in the light of the pivotal place Emptiness occupies in the Mahāyāna system. It is the centrality of Emptiness, in relation to other concepts and practices in Buddhism, which makes debate on Emptiness a serious issue. In this chapter, I shall briefly discuss how and why the theory and practice of Emptiness are essentials of Mahāyāna Buddhism. A great number of ancient and modern scholars have written on Emptiness appraising it as the central concept of Buddhism.

If we look at Mahāyāna soteriological taxonomy, Buddhist paths to enlightenment are often classified into view (drṣṭi/darsana, lta ba), the philosophical understanding of the nature of all things, and praxis (caryā, spyod pa), the moral and ethical principles. This roughly corresponds to the other binary classification of Buddhist practice into wisdom (prajñā, shes rab) and skilful method (upaya, thabs) and to the two kinds of accumulations (saṁbhāra, tshogs) of
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gnosis (jaana, ye shes) and merits (punya, bsod nams) commonly known in the Mahayana tradition. Similarly, Buddhist practice, since its inception, is also divided into calm abiding (samatha, zhi gnas) and insight (vipasyana, lhag mthong).

In Mahayana soteriology, the view, wisdom, gnosis and insight in these binaries all pertain to Emptiness qua Non-self while under praxis, skilful method and accumulation of merit are assorted a diverse range of precepts and practice including calm abiding. This typological bifurcation of Buddhist paths and the distinct place it accords to the understanding of Emptiness therefore clearly demonstrate the importance of Emptiness.

Emptiness qua Non-self: the heart of Buddhist soteriology

The crucial role of Emptiness qua view, wisdom, gnosis and insight perhaps can be better appreciated by placing it in the context of the concept of spang gnyen – the things to be eliminated and their antidotes – which constitutes the second and the fourth of the four noble truths and sums up the entire process of transforming an ordinary individual into an enlightened being. A proper treatment of this concept is beyond the range of this book, hence, mention will be made here only of what is relevant to and sufficient for the present purpose citing primary Indian sources, which Tibetan scholars such as Tsongkhapa and Mipham profusely used.

In all schools of Buddhism, the world is a result of actions (karma, las) and these actions are generally induced by defiling emotions like attachment, hatred and ignorance. These, in turn, arise from grasping the ‘I’ or self (ahamkara/atmagraha, nagar/bdag ‘dzin). In other words, the mistaken grasping of ‘I’ gives rise to the notions of ‘my/mine’ (mamakara/atmiyagraha, nga yir/bdag gir ‘dzin pa) and, in contrast, to notions of you, he, she, they, etc. From these notions arises impulses such as likes and dislikes, attachment and hatred, and from them actions, and from actions this world full of dissatisfaction. It is this process that Candrakirti has in mind when he laments at the beginning of his MA:

First, [the beings] grasp at ‘I’ thinking ‘this is me’,
Then, [they] grasp at things thinking ‘this is mine’
And sway without self-control [in the world] like a paddlewheel.2

Similarly Dharmakirti explains through this causal theory the conditioned genesis of the world:

If [the notion of ] self exists, the [notion of ] other is conceived.
From discriminating the self and other arise attachment and hatred.
[It is] through being in connection with these two
[That] all the defects come into being.3

He equates I-grasping with the view of substantiality (satkaryadarsana, ‘jig lta) and identifies it with the ignorance in the Buddha’s twelve link of dependent
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All defects are rooted in this [ignorance] and this is also called the view of substantiality. He goes on to give three reasons as to why the view of substantiality is ignorance. Aryadeva before him observed that this ignorance or delusion pervades all defiling emotions just as tactility pervades the body and that defiling emotions can only be overcome by removing this I-grasping. The I-grasping thus forms the root of all evils and the core of what is to be eliminated (prahatāvya, spang bya). The antidote (pratipāka, gnyen po), which can uproot this I-grasping, is then the discriminating wisdom discerning Emptiness qua Non-self (anātman, bdag med) or unsubstantiality of a person as Candrakīrti has it:

Seeing through wisdom that all defects of defiling emotions
A rise from the view of substantiality,
And knowing the ‘I’ to be its object,
The yogis negate the ‘I’.8

Dharmakīrti too reasons that without negating its referential object, ‘I’, the I-grasping cannot be eradicated. It is the view of Emptiness (sūnyatārṣṭi, stong nyid lta ba), which acts as the counteracting force to eliminate the I-grasping because, in spite of having the five aggregates as the common object of focus (ālambanaviṣayā, dmigs yul), the view discerning Emptiness sees the aggregates void of ‘I’, whereas ignorance qua I-grasping superimposes an ‘I’ on them. They are therefore in their mode of grasping (‘dzin stangs) directly opposed to each other (virodha, ‘gal ba) and incompatible (sahānavasthāna, lhan cig mi gnas pa). Other practices such as loving-kindness, discipline, calm abiding do not contradict I-grasping directly. Therefore, they lack the capacity to work as direct antidotes themselves but help the cultivation of insight into Emptiness and temporarily suppress the defiling emotions. Dharmakīrti formulates this in the following:

Loving-kindness and so forth do not contradict ignorance,
Therefore they cannot exterminate the defect [of ignorance]10

and

From the view of Emptiness comes liberation;
All the other practices are for [generating] that.11

So far, we have seen the portrayal of the I-grasping and the grasping of ‘my/mine’ (collectively known as view of substantiality) as the ultimate roots of saṃsāra and Emptiness qua unsubstantiality of a person, as its direct antidote. This, according to Tibetan hermeneuticians, is a Mahāyāna viewpoint shared by other Buddhist schools. It is in this capacity that the view of Non-self came to be known as the Sole Entrance to Peace (zhi sgo gnyis pa med pa) as Aryadeva puts it:

[That which is] the sole entrance to peace,
The destroyer of all evil views
[And] the scope of all Buddhas,
is designated as the Non-self.12
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It also became a common concept that the person who gains direct knowledge of such Non-self is a sublime being (ārya, 'phags pa) and is no more in the domain of ordinary world (prthagjana, so so skye bo). Hence, direct knowledge of Emptiness qua Non-self is the criterion which distinguishes for Buddhist soteriologists the domain of nirvāṇa from samsāra.

Let us now look at the role of Emptiness from the Madhyamika viewpoint or what Tibetan hermeneuticians call the unique Mahāyāna viewpoint (theg chen thun min gyi lugs). The problem of I-grasping and its counterforce is not as straightforward in Nāgārjuna's Madhyamika as in general Buddhism. In his Ratnāvalī, Nāgārjuna argues that I-grasping is dependent on the aggregates just as the reflection is on mirror. As long as there is grasping of the aggregates, the I-grasping will endure, and from it arise actions and from actions rebirth. He depicts a vicious circle comparable to a firebrand in which the I-grasping relies on the aggregates and aggregates in turn rely on I-grasping. The end to this vicious circle, he argues, can be found in knowing the aggregates to be empty and unreal:

By seeing the aggregates to be unreal in this way,
The I-grasping will be eliminated.
Having eliminated the I-grasping,
The aggregates will subsequently cease to arise.

On a similar note, he writes in his Ulamadhyamakakārikā:

When grasping at internal and external objects
As 'I' and mine ceases to exist,
The cause [for rebirth] is stopped,
And with its cessation, rebirth ceases.

In his Sūyatāsaptātikārīka, he mentions that the ignorance in the Buddha's twelve links of dependent origination, refers to the notion of conditioned things as real. Only through understanding the Emptiness of things can such ignorance and the subsequent chain of dependent origination be broken. In his philosophy, it is not merely I-grasping but also grasping other things as substantial, real or hypostatic which gives rise to defiling emotions. In his MK, Nāgārjuna attributes the origin of defiling emotions to discursive thoughts (vikalpa, rnam rtog) and discursive thoughts to mental elaborations (prapañca, spros pa). It is only through negating mental elaborations by understanding Emptiness that discursive thoughts and the resultant defiling emotions, actions and rebirth can be eliminated. He writes:

Through extinction of defiling emotions and actions, one is liberated.
Defiling emotions and actions arise from discursive thoughts.
They in turn arise from mental elaborations.
Mental elaborations are overcome by Emptiness.
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The Mādhyamikas shunned any sense of substantiation or reification as a distorted mental elaboration. Āryadeva, in his Catuḥsatakā, even refers to the consciousness itself as the seed of existence and observes that through discerning the unsubstantiality of objects on which the consciousness feeds, this seed of existence can be discontinued.18 Sāntideva remarks that the mistaken notion of hypostatic existence (satyataḥ kalpanā, bden par rdog pa) of things is a cause of suffering and that such a notion is to be eliminated.19 Thus, we see the range of what has to be eliminated expand in Mādhyamika encompassing thoughts and notions which pre-Mādhyamika Buddhism did not consider as obstacles to enlightenment. The term ātman, which denoted a personal self, was extended to substance or inherent nature of things thus becoming equivalent to own being or asety (svabhāva, ngo bo/rang bzhin). The Mādhyamikas applied the reductionist arguments such as ‘the chariot reasoning’ used for negating the personal ātman, to all phenomena and negated substantiality in them.

This led to an extension of antidotes. Mere knowledge of Emptiness of personal self was not sufficient to lead a person to enlightenment. The understanding of all phenomena as empty and unsubstantial became a necessary condition for liberation. A salient feature of this extension of antidotes is the division of Emptiness into Non-self of persons (pudgalanairātmya, gang zag gi bdag med) and Non-self of phenomena (dharmanairātmya, chos kyi bdag med). The usage of the term anātman/nairātmya was no more limited to the lack of personal self but came to refer to the unsubstantiality of all things although it was used more frequently to denote the former just as Emptiness was used to denote the latter.

The formal division of these two kinds of nairātmyas appears to have developed after Nāgārjuna although he implicitly delineates both of them in his M.K. Candrakīrti comments that the Non-self of person is taught primarily for the liberation of Śrāvakas and Pratyekabuddhas while the Non-self of both person and phenomena are taught for the emancipation of Bodhisattvas seeking omniscience. Mipham treats the relationship between the two nairātmyas as one of a universal and particular (spyi bye brag). Just as personal self is a particular of the universal phenomena, pudgalanairātmya is a particular of the universal dharmanairātmya.20 The first served primarily as an antidote to eliminate the obscurcation of defiling emotions (klesāvaraṇa, nyon mongs pa’i sgrīb pa) and attain liberation (mokṣa, thar pa) while the latter is mainly to overcome the obscurcation of the knowable (jñeyāvaraṇa, shes bya’i sgrīb pa) and attain omniscience (sarvajñā, thams cad mkhyen pa).

Although the Non-self of phenomena was primarily taught for the Bodhisattvas to overcome the obscurcation of the knowable, Candrakīrti strongly maintained that Śrāvakas and Pratyekabuddhas too realize the Non-self of phenomena. In his auto-commentary on MA, Candrakīrti argues in length providing three arguments and seven citations that in order to eliminate defiling emotions and reach enlightenment, Śrāvakas and Pratyekabuddhas must realize the Non-self of phenomena.21 However, he describes their realization of Non-self of phenomena as an understanding of ‘this mere conditioned nature’ (imaṁ pratyayatāmātra,
rkyen nyid ‘di pa tsam) and remarks that they do not perfect the practice of such realization.\(^{22}\) The realization of Māhāyāna Bodhisattvas surpass the Śrāvaka and Pratyekabuddha understanding both in quality and variety; they fathom the complete depth and range of dharma-nairātmya presented mainly in Māhāyāna corpus in categories such as the sub-divisions of Emptiness into sixteen, eighteen and twenty types.\(^{23}\)

I shall not digress into the complex topic of Śrāvaka and Pratyekabuddha realization of dharma-nairātmya, which is one of the highly debated issues with a long and vast hermeneutic and polemical tradition. Here, my objective is to demonstrate that in Nāgarjuna’s Mādhyamika school, especially as understood by Candrakīrti and his followers, the understanding of Emptiness of both kinds of nairātmyas is sine qua non to attaining the state of liberation. I have thus far shown how Mādhyamika masters have held Emptiness to be the chief factor in the soteriological process as the direct antidote to the mental fabrications, which conditions existence and obstructs enlightenment. The following verses in Nāgarjuna’s Lokātātastava, 27 and Śāntideva’s Bodhicaryāvātāra, IX/55 further substantiate this:

> Without realizing the lack of characteristics,
> You [the Buddha] have taught there is no liberation\(^{24}\)

and

> Emptiness is the antidote for the darkness
> Of the obscurations of defiling emotions and knowable.
> Why would [one] not meditate on it
> If one wishes to quickly attain Omniscience?\(^{25}\)

Candrakīrti went even further with this Mādhyamika assertion of Emptiness as the indispensable and primary path to liberation to claim a form of soteriological monism. To him, it is specifically the understanding of Emptiness as it was delineated by Nāgarjuna, which is crucial to the Buddhist enlightenment. Those who are outside the path prescribed by Nāgarjuna, he declares at the end of his criticism of Cittamātra, have no means to reach enlightenment.

> Those who are outside the tradition of Master Nāgarjuna
> Do not have the means to peace.\(^{26}\)

Those who fall outside Nāgarjuna’s system, he reasons, are impaired in their vision of ultimate and conventional truths and for those who are so impaired, there is no hope for liberation. This sufficiently demonstrates how central the correct understanding of Emptiness is in the thought of Candrakīrti and his followers in Tibet.

### Emptiness qua Prajñāpāramitā: the primary path

Emptiness also occupies a central place in Māhāyāna soteriology under the name of Prajñāpāramitā or perfection of wisdom, the last of the six perfections, which
form the mainstream Bodhisattva practice. Prajñāpāramitā seems to initially figure as a genre of Mahāyāna sūtras dealing with the exposition of Emptiness. These sūtras, it is generally believed, took the name Prajñāpāramitāsūtras after their content. Indo-Tibetan commentators speak of two levels of content of the Prajñāpāramitāsūtras: the explicit teaching of Emptiness (dngos bstan stong nyid) and the implicit or hidden topic of experiential knowledge (sbas don mngon rtogs). In the first case, Prajñāpāramitā is equated with Emptiness, the objective reality whereas in the second case, it is understood as experiential knowledge or gnosis discerning Emptiness.

Most of the commentators argued that actual Prajñāpāramitā has to be a subjective experience just as the other five perfections are and maintained direct knowledge of Emptiness to be the genuine Prajñāpāramitā. Dignāga even argued that authentic Prajñāpāramitā is restricted to the gnosis of the Buddha and that paths and texts merely bear the name. These two levels of content or aspects of the objective reality and subjective cognition however are not seen to be different from the viewpoint of the gnosis experiencing Emptiness because such subject–object distinction do not exist on that level.

In transmission, the first one is considered to have been formulated and systematized through the profound view-tradition of Nagarjuna (Klu sgrub kyi zab mo [ta srol]) and the second revealed to us through the vast praxis-tradition of Aṣṭasāhasrikā (Thogs med kyi rgya chen spyod srol). Nagarjuna’s tradition placed emphasis on the Prajñāpāramitā qua the philosophical concept of Emptiness and Aṣṭasāhasrikā’s tradition stressed the Prajñāpāramitā as the experiential knowledge of that Emptiness. Thus, the whole Mahāyāna tradition can be seen to revolve around Prajñāpāramitā.

The importance of Prajñāpāramitā in Mahāyāna soteriology is also most interestingly illustrated in the metaphorical epithet of Prajñāpāramitā as the mother of the Buddhas. Like the depiction of the Buddha as the father to Śrāvakas and Pratyekabuddhas, who are children of his speech, and Bodhisattvas who are children of his heart/mind, the Prajñāpāramitā is portrayed as the mother of the Buddhas. The following eulogy attributed to Rahulaśadra, so commonly recited in Tibetan monasteries, encapsulates this:

Homage to the mother of the Victorious Ones of three times,
The Prajñāpāramitā, which is ineffable, inconceivable and inexpressible,
Unborn, unceasing [like] the nature of space,
And is the scope of intuitive gnosis. From the Mahāyāna viewpoint, Prajñāpāramitā is the mother of all Buddhas because the Buddhas are born from the realization and practice of Prajñāpāramitā coupled with expedient methods.

The Prajñāpāramitāsūtras such as the Saṃcayagāthā and Aṣṭasāhasrikā further claim that those who are undergoing training to attain the enlightenment of the Śrāvakas, Pratyekabuddhas and Bodhisattvas must all train in the Prajñāpāramitā. Based on these passages, Maitreya, in the salutary verse in
his Abhisamayālamkāra, avouch that the Prajñāpāramitā is the mother of all saints including Śrāvakas, Pratyekabuddhas, Bodhisattvas and the Buddhas. This concept of Prajñāpāramitā as mother of all saints is perhaps the origin for the Madhyamika designation of Emptiness as the Sole Entrance to Peace and the assertion made by Madhyamikas such as Candrakīrti that even Śrāvakas and Pratyekabuddhas have to understand Emptiness qua Non-self of phenomena in order to reach enlightenment.

This role of Prajñāpāramitā as the origin of all saints and primary path to enlightenment led to the glorification of Prajñāpāramitā and subsequently gave rise to the cult of Prajñāpāramitā in which both the Prajñāpāramitā scriptures and the deified embodiment of Prajñāpāramitā as a female Buddha are worshipped. Emptiness as Prajñāpāramitā stands out among the principles and philosophies of Buddhism as perhaps the only one that is represented in a personified deity in the entire Sūtrayāna Buddhism.

The assertion of the centrality of Prajñāpāramitā qua Emptiness in Mahāyāna Buddhism that brings us closest to the polemical theme of this book is however the opening verse to the ninth chapter of Śāntideva’s BA. After an elaborate treatment of Bodhisattva practice which fall within the first five perfections or the skilful method, Śāntideva begins to expound Emptiness and wisdom stating how all the other practices are subsidiaries leading to wisdom:

The Sage taught all these subsidiaries
For the sake of wisdom.
Therefore, one must generate wisdom,
Wishing to pacify sufferings.

In spite of the agreement that wisdom is the end of skilful means – giving, morality, patience, effort and meditation – a few debates occurred over the interpretation of this verse. Some scholars commented that the phrase ‘these subsidiaries’ here refer only to the perfection of meditation discussed in the preceding chapter. Tsongkhapa and his followers explained that wisdom is the product of the first five perfections, which arise in a sequential order. They argued that the phrases ‘these subsidiaries’ and ‘for the sake of wisdom’ imply that each of the five perfections of method generates the next, culminating in meditation, which acts as the immediate cause for generating wisdom. Thus, wisdom is seen as the immediate goal and Buddhahood as the ultimate goal in the process.

Mipham rejects the first interpretation and argues that ‘these subsidiaries’ should refer to all other perfections. However, he objects to any obdurate reading of the two phrases. To him, the two phrases simply make explicit the eminence of wisdom among spiritual practices. He agrees that the importance of wisdom could be indicated through the gradual process of how the former perfections lead to the cultivation of the latter culminating in wisdom but that is not the only possible explanation or the one implied by the two phrases. Wisdom is not paramount merely because it is at the end of the line of cultivation and is the end of all skilful means. Even if we do not view wisdom as a subsequent result of the other
perfections, but as synchronous to them, wisdom is still the chief, for without it other perfections would not be able to lead the practitioner to enlightenment or even qualify themselves as perfections.

This, Mipham adequately proves by citing a number of passages from the sūtras. He quotes the passage from the Satasahasriprajñāparamitāsūtra, which compares wisdom to the river Ganges and the other perfections to its tributaries that join the Ganges to reach the ocean of enlightenment. He also compares wisdom to the universal monarch and the other perfections to the entourage of four regiments following the monarch. He uses the verse from Saṃcayagāthā to compare the five perfections of method to blind travellers and wisdom to the sighted guide. Pari Rabsal, one of his opponents, attacked him for taking this position but, to Mipham, the whole point of the verse is to stress the essentiality and prominence of wisdom qua cognition of Emptiness on the Mahāyāna path.

Emptiness qua Prajñāparamitā: the central doctrine

Having briefly explored the soteriological significance of Emptiness, let us now turn to see how Emptiness, conflated with the theory of Pratītyasamutpāda, is the key doctrinal topic in Buddhism. Pratītyasamutpāda, the Buddhist law of dependent origination, is no doubt recognized by Buddhists of all creeds and ages as the hallmark of the Buddha’s doctrine and as the fundamental tenet which distinguishes the Buddhist tradition from the non-Buddhist. It is the Buddhist explanation for the way things are, the modus existendi of the world in the absence of an absolute creator or soul. It is the philosophical ‘slogan of the Buddha’ as the current Dalai Lama puts it.

I have already discussed the indispensability of the knowledge of the unsubstantiality of persons and phenomena in the Buddhist path to enlightenment. It must be noted here that in order to understand such unsubstantiality, the knowledge of conditioned and dependent nature of things is essential. That is because the understanding of unsubstantiality and the understanding of the interdependent nature of things presuppose each other. Thus, it is through insight in the Pratītyasamutpāda, or in other words, through profound understanding of the dependent, relative and conditioned nature of existence that the absence of an absolute self or own being is discerned. Similarly, the knowledge of the unsubstantiality of things reaffirms the interdependent mode of existence. Unsubstantiality negates what does not belong to reality and Pratītyasamutpāda affirms the genuine state of things.

In the Mahāyānī system, we see the treatment of Pratītyasamutpāda develop even further. At the very outset of his M K, Nagārjuna describes Pratītyasamutpāda as neither ceasing, nor arising, neither nihilistic nor eternal and neither unitary nor plural and neither going nor coming. He identifies Pratītyasamutpāda as the reality free from all elaborations. Nagārjuna further conflates Pratītyasamutpāda and Emptiness while observing that ‘that which is dependently originated is said to be Emptiness’. In his works, he repeatedly equates Pratītyasamutpāda with Emptiness and hails the Buddha as a supreme teacher for expounding it.
Prior to Nāgārjuna, Pratītyasamutpāda was mainly, if not exclusively, understood through the twelve limbs of dependent origination. Particularly for the abhidharma realists, the theory of dependent origination did not preclude the discrete existence of mind and matter as building blocks of the twelve links. Therefore, conditioned and unconditioned entities – the dharmas – existed really in spite of being dependently originated. Nāgārjuna underscored the understanding of Pratītyasamutpāda as Emptiness by denying any substantial and discrete entities that are dependently originated. To be dependently originated and to be substantial or discrete through possessing own being (svabhāva) are mutually exclusive. His rationale is that things are empty of own being or substantiality because they lack independence. ‘There is nothing whatsoever that is not dependently originated, therefore there is nothing whatsoever that is not empty’, and ‘That thing which is dependently originated is known as empty’ went his famous arguments. He argued that everything, including the components of dependent origination which the realists claimed to be real, is empty and unreal.

Nāgārjuna’s treatment of Emptiness and Pratītyasamutpāda continued with his followers such as Āryadeva, Bhāvaviveka and Candrakīrti. In Tibet, scholars such as Tsongkhapa and Mipham championed the exposition of Emptiness qua Pratītyasamutpāda. To this day, the study of Pratītyasamutpāda remains as a major topic of scholarship. These masters have also praised the Buddha as an unsurpassable and infallible teacher specially for teaching the doctrine of Pratītyasamutpāda.

**Emptiness qua nītārtha: the ultimate topic**

Another striking way in which Emptiness is demonstrated to be the paramount topic in Buddhism is the bifurcation of the Buddha’s teachings into sūtras with provisional content (neyārthasūtra, drang don gyi mdo) and those with definitive content (nitārthasūtra, nges don gyi mdo). It is a common Buddhist idiom to describe the Buddha as a skilful teacher, who has prescribed a wide range of teachings corresponding to the needs of his audience. To the Mahāyānikas, the Buddha’s skill-in-means is particularly remarkable in delivering a progressive range of discourses leading to the final understanding of Emptiness. In his MK, Yuktīśīkākārikā and Ratnāvalī, Nāgārjuna mentions this systematic progression of Buddha’s pedagogical approach. Āryadeva compares the provision of diverse teachings delivered by the Buddha to medicines prescribed for certain diseases and explains how they all culminate in Emptiness free from all views. Sāntideva even calls the Buddha the omniscient physician (sarvajñavaidya, sman pa tham cad mkhyen pa) for his skill in progressive dispensation.

Both Nāgārjuna and Āryadeva are explicit that the ultimate message of the Buddha is Emptiness free from all mental elaborations, and all other theories and practices are provisory methods leading to the realization of Emptiness. However, the formal designation of discourses on Emptiness as teachings with definitive content appears to occur only later. Candrakīrti, keeping in line with his
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Mādhyamika precursors, declares the discourses on Emptiness to be understood as definitive teachings, and the rest, including sūtras such as those on tathāgatagarbha which belong to the third turning of the wheel and was held by many Māhāyāna philosophers to be definitive, to be of provisional significance.42 Thus, the topic of Emptiness defines for Candrakīrti and his followers the teachings with definitive content (nītārtha, nges don).

Emptiness qua the ultimate: the ontological truth

The prominent role of Emptiness in soteriology and doctrinal exegesis is directly linked to the ontological status of Emptiness. Indo-Tibetan thinkers often evaluated the ontological status of things by using the philosophical apparatus of the two truths: the conventional truth (samvrtīsatya, kun rdzob bden pa), which is the relative and conventional level of existence, and the ultimate truth (paramārthasatya, don dam bden pa), which is the absolute and the ultimate. To the Mādhyamikas, this dichotomy represents two modes of being: the conventional appearing mode (kun rdzob snang tshul) and the ultimate ontic mode (don dam gnas tshul). Emptiness, for them, is the ontic mode, the actual way the things are and therefore the ultimate truth. It is, like the Kantian noumena and Schopenhauer’s will, the quiddity of the apparent phenomenal world.

According to the Mādhyamikas, Emptiness is the ultimate nature of all things and to view things as empty is the most objective and veridical view. All other modes of understanding and discerning things are mistaken in relation to the view of Emptiness. Emptiness, as the ultimate truth, is then the most important philosophical topic to be delineated and all other dialectical, philosophical and epistemological theories are only steps leading to the theory of Emptiness. Just as the first five perfections are considered to be the means to perfection of wisdom, the conventional truth inclusive of all conventional theories and concepts is treated as a means to the realization of the ultimate truth. Candrakīrti states this in his MĀ:

Conventional truth is the means
And ultimate truth the outcome of the means.
Those who do not know their difference
Engage in the wrong and evil path of discursive thoughts.43

Candrakīrti was most likely only rephrasing in this verse what Nāgārjuna has stated in his MĀ, XX IV/8–10. Nāgārjuna systematically argues that the Buddhists teach their doctrine through relying on the theories of two truths of the conventional and the ultimate. Those who are ignorant of this binary concept of truth, he goes on to say, would not understand the profound reality taught by the Buddha. That, he reasons, is because without depending on the conventional truth, the ultimate cannot be shown and without discerning the ultimate, nirvāṇa cannot be attained.

The delineation of Emptiness as the ultimate truth and a sine qua non of nirvāṇa led to the ascription of another notable role to Emptiness. Emptiness came to be
the philosophical determinant in ranking the Buddhist schools. Indo-Tibetan doxographers used the understanding of Emptiness of a particular school or tradition as the main criterion to determine its place in the Buddhist religious hierarchy. The philosophical status and soteriological efficiency of a Buddhist school were judged by the quality and degree of their understanding and delineation of Emptiness. Such ranking of schools in an ascending mode can be found in Jñānasarasamuccaya and many later doxographical works. Santideva also mentions how intellectuals with higher understanding of Emptiness outshine those with lower ones. In this way, the understanding of Emptiness became the yardstick to determine the philosophical ranking of a particular school or tradition.

The Madhyamika doxographers perforce considered themselves as the best exponents of Emptiness and thus placed themselves on the top of the religious hierarchy. The adherents of Cittamatra were given the position next to them and the Sautrantika were placed higher than the Vaibhāṣika realists but lower than the Cittamatra idealists. Thus, all schools are accorded their place corresponding to their understanding of Emptiness as judged from the Madhyamika point of view. Difference within Madhyamikas, as is the case with other schools, led to the formation of sub-schools, each of which claimed to be higher than their rivals. Later Vajrayānists claimed that their realization of the Emptiness is even greater than that of the Madhyamikas and considered themselves higher than Madhyamikas.

To the general Tibetan Madhyamikas, Candrakīrti’s Prāsaṅgika Madhyamika presents the most thorough and complete delineation of Emptiness and is therefore considered the highest of the Sūrayāna schools. Even Vajrayāna traditions do not surpass this school in its understanding and delineation of Emptiness although certain esoteric methods used in tantric practice to incite the experience of Emptiness qualify Vajrayāna as a higher school than the Prāsaṅgikas on the doxographical ladder. However, certain followers of Vajrayāna in Tibet contended that the Sūrayāna schools including Prāsaṅgika Madhyamika can reach Buddhahood without having recourse to Vajrayāna.

I shall not delve into this debate. What is notable for the current purpose is the relevance of the understanding of Emptiness as the determining factor to the position of a school in the doxographical hierarchy. The parties involved in the debates on Emptiness equally assert philosophical rectitude and superiority over others through claiming their understanding of Emptiness to be correct. They criticize and despise their opponent’s understanding of Emptiness as nihilistic or eternalistic. To the Indo-Tibetan Madhyamika schools, the understanding of Emptiness forms the basis of their claim to philosophical rectitude and religious superiority.

**Emptiness qua nirvāṇa: the religious goal**

In the previous sections, we have seen how Emptiness as the content of wisdom and definitive teachings is regarded as the purpose of other religious practices
and doctrinal teachings, and as the ultimate truth is considered the end to which conventional truth leads. Now, we shall see Emptiness treated as the soteriological goal by equating it with nirvāṇa. In Mādhyamika, Emptiness is not merely a path leading to a religious goal but is itself identical with the goal to be achieved. Emptiness, to use the dual meaning of the English verb ‘realize’, is not only an objective nature of things which has to be realized in an epistemological sense but the sumnum bonum to be realized or attained as a soteriological goal.

Generally speaking, the Buddhist soteriological goal is understood as a state where all negative things, which characterize samsāra, are eliminated through realizing the true nature of things. It consists of the dual traits of the attainment of the gnoseological realization and other positive qualities, and the elimination of delusion and other factors of samsāra. These two properties presuppose each other and respectively represent the fulfilment of the salvific force—the third and fourth of the noble truths—and the elimination of defiling elements—the first and second noble truths. It is also through these two essential properties that the Buddhist soteriological goal received its names enlightenment (bodhi, byang chub) and liberation (mokṣa, thar pa).

Although these two terms are often used co-referentially, enlightenment is used to denote the positive realization attained while liberation denotes the freedom achieved through that realization. Vasubandhu, for instance, identifies enlightenment with the realization. He writes that ‘enlightenment is the gnosis of non-arising and exhaustion’,\(^\text{45}\) that is, the knowledge that all defiling emotions are exhausted and will not arise again. In comparison, liberation, as Mālārya puts it, ‘is the extinction of merely the faults’, which conditions this saṃsāra.\(^\text{46}\) It refers to the freedom from the bondage of defiling emotions and actions as Nagārjuna observes: ‘Liberation comes from the extinction of defiling emotions and actions.’\(^\text{47}\)

The other very common appellation of the Buddhist religious goal is nirvāṇa (myang ‘das), literally ‘blowing out’, which according to Gombrich is a metaphor used for the elimination of the fires of passion, hatred and delusion.\(^\text{48}\) It denotes the soteriological state of transcendence encompassing both aspects of enlightenment and freedom from suffering. Nirvāṇa is a goal to be realized through inner transformation of the mind and therefore does not have a physical dimension as a place existing ‘out there’. Many Mahāyāna philosophers also denied a temporal dimension to nirvāṇa by asserting that nirvāṇa is not a new state to be attained. They argued that sentient beings are in the state of nirvāṇa and are by nature Buddhas whether or not they are aware of it. They rejected the ontic reality of saṃsāra holding saṃsāra to be a mere illusion. Sāntideva, for one, remarks that sentient beings are by nature fully liberated (sattvāḥ prakṛtyā parinivṛtthāḥ, sems can rang bzhin mya ngan ‘das).\(^\text{49}\)

I have already pointed out that Nagārjuna understood nirvāṇa in a unique way by equating it to Emptiness. In his M K, XXIV/3, he gives a description of nirvāṇa,
which is similar to the description of Pratītyasamutpāda in his opening verse of the same text:

That which cannot be given up or attained,
Is without annihilation or eternity,
And without cessation or arising
Is designated as nirvāṇa.⁵⁰

‘Nirvāṇa’, Nagarjuna further declares ‘is unconditioned [while] both being and non-being are conditioned’.⁵¹ Nirvāṇa transcends the dichotomy of being qua substantiality and non-being qua unsubstantiality and to attain nirvāṇa is to be free from such dichotomizing notions. He also writes in his Ratnāvalī: ‘That which is the extinction of grasping at being and non-being is known as nirvāṇa.’⁵²

Nagarjuna calls nirvāṇa the unitary truth (bden gcig pu) and holds all other things to be false (log pa).⁵³ Thus, nirvāṇa is the ultimate reality, that is, Emptiness free from all elaborations. Nagarjuna’s conflation of nirvāṇa with such reality is also shown in his description of peace, an epithet of nirvāṇa. Nagarjuna defines peace (sīva, zhi ba) as ‘the utter pacification of all apprehension and mental elaborations’.⁵⁴ Peace is to be free from notions of tetralemma such as impermanence, permanence, both, neither, etc. In this way, Nagarjuna repeatedly defines nirvāṇa as the reality free from all extremes and elaborations, the same way he defines the ultimate truth.

However it is his student Āryadeva, who directly conjoins the terms nirvāṇa and Emptiness in his summarized presentation of the Buddha’s dharma.

The Tathāgatas have taught that
Dharma, in brief, is non-harming
[And the] Emptiness qua nirvāṇa.
In this [tradition,] these are the only two.⁵⁵

Sāntideva, after establishing the unviability and non-occurrence of analysis without the analysed object, also observes such non-occurrence (nodeti, mi skye ba) is termed as nirvāṇa.⁵⁶

One of Nagarjuna’s most remarkable points made on the theory of nirvāṇa is his formulation of the identity of nirvāṇa and saṃsāra, which now witilly translated into a Western idiom goes: Nagarjuna has good news and bad news. The good news is saṃsāra is nirvāṇa and the bad news is nirvāṇa is saṃsāra.⁵⁷ Nagarjuna was very emphatic in his rejection of a dualistic existence of saṃsāra and nirvāṇa as disparate states of bondage and freedom. Saṃsāra, Nagarjuna argues, is not even slightly different from nirvāṇa and the vice versa.⁵⁸ He continues:

That which is the limit of nirvāṇa
Is the limit of saṃsāra.
There is not even the slightest
Of the subtest difference between the two.⁵⁹
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In his thought, samsāra and nirvāṇa are not two polar existences but rather different perspectives of the same thing. Hence, to attain nirvāṇa is to fully realize the nature of samsāra for ‘the knowledge of samsāra is known as nirvāṇa’. Nirvāṇa, as the unitary truth, represents the ultimate ontological value and as the state of liberation and enlightenment, constitutes the ultimate soteriological value. It plays the double role of reality, which has to be realized qua understood, and the result, which has to be realized qua attained.62

Emptiness conflated with nirvāṇa thus combines both functions of an ontological truth and a religious goal. Nirvāṇa, as the unitary truth, represents the ultimate ontological value and as the state of liberation and enlightenment, constitutes the ultimate soteriological value. It plays the double role of reality, which has to be realized qua understood, and the result, which has to be realized qua attained.62 Emptiness qua nirvāṇa is paradoxically both the state we are in and we aspire to be in. It represents both the ontological ground (gzhi) and resultant goal (‘bras bu) fusing them as one and the same state.

Emptiness qua Mādhyamika philosophy: a historical milestone

While most traditional scholars have appraised the importance of Emptiness from a soteriological, doctrinal and ontological viewpoint, modern scholars have ventured to consider its significance historically. This was mainly done taking Emptiness as the central tenet of the Mādhyamika school. Although the concept of Emptiness was professed by all Buddhist schools, it was undoubtedly the Mādhyamika school pioneered by Nāgārjuna which championed the exposition of Emptiness. Due to this, the philosophy of Emptiness is often, and indeed rightly, associated with the Mādhyamika school. This association is undeniably reflected in the very name of this school.

I shall not attempt to list here the numerous scholars who have acknowledged the importance of Emptiness in Buddhist philosophy. Among them, T.R.V. Murti naturally comes to one’s mind for the title of his book, The Central Philosophy of Buddhism. In it, he writes: ‘Considering the role and importance of the Mādhyamika, I have ventured to appraise it as the Central Philosophy of Buddhism’. He considered Emptiness central because it was ‘a system which created a revolution in Buddhism and through that in the whole range of Indian philosophy’. To him, as to other scholars such as Stcherbatsky, the development of the doctrine of Emptiness through the Mādhyamika school was a revolutionary trend in Indian philosophy in general and Buddhism in particular. Stcherbatsky observes: ‘It has never been fully realized what a radical revolution had transformed the Buddhist church when the new spirit, which however was for a long time lurking in it, arrived at full conclusion in the first centuries A.C.’

Whether or not this was radical revolution, it was a change and the change was to a large degree due to Nāgārjuna, the founder of Mādhyamika school.
His philosophy and his dialectical approach brought a considerable shift to Indian philosophical paradigm and initiated what became later one of the most important philosophical systems in India, China and Tibet. Speaking about Nāgārjuna’s important role, Seyfort Ruegg writes:

In sum, in view of his place in the history of Buddhist thought and because of his development of the theory of the non-substantiality and emptiness of all dharmas, it seems only natural to regard Nāgārjuna as one of the first and the most important systematizers of Mahāyānist thought.65

Nāgārjuna’s introduction of the Mādhyamika school happened at a time when abhidharma substantialism was flourishing and Buddhist hermeneutics were at its acme. Mahāyāna teachings were also beginning to proliferate bringing considerable alteration in the soteriological paradigm through redefining both the nature and the goal of Buddhist practice. Brāhmaṇism at the same time was undergoing change with systematization and elaboration of the Upaniṣads and Vedic sources and development of partisan schools such as Naiyāyika, Vaiśeṣika, Vedānta, Mīmāṃsā and Śāmkhya.

It was at such a historical juncture and philosophical climate that Nāgārjuna’s foundation of Mādhyamika began. For the growing Mahāyāna current, it gave the greatest impetus to establish Mahāyāna as a prominent school. For other Buddhist and non-Buddhist schools, his philosophy, the dialectical approach he adopted and his refutation of the substantialist standpoints triggered serious philosophical contentions. It was received with strong scepticism and its critics did not refer to it as the Middle Way school, as its proponents do, but considered it a nihilistic trend. Even Vasubandhu, prior to his conversion to Mahāyāna, is said to have remarked that Nāgārjuna is a manifestation of Maṇḍara and his brother, Asaṅga, is following him.

Among the non-Buddhist schools too, the Mādhyamika critique was received with distaste and strong criticism. Stcherbatsky sums it up in the following:

Kumārila accuses the Mādhyamika not only of denying the existence of external objects, but of denying the reality of our ideas as well. Vācaspatimisra is full of respect towards Buddhist logicians, but for the Mādhyamika he has only remarks of extreme contempt; he calls them fools, and accuses them of reducing cognition to nothing. Śaṅkara accuses them of disregarding all logic and refuses to enter in a controversy with them.66

Whatever their reaction to Mādhyamika dialectic may have been, it certainly invigorated Brāhmaṇical scholarship.

Thus, the birth of Mādhyamika had a considerable impact on all existing philosophical traditions. To the Mahāyānists it was a systematic formulation of
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Mahāyāna philosophy, while to other philosophical schools it came as a sharp critique of their tenets. The criticism by Madhyamika marked the beginning of the decline of the Buddhist substantialism in India. Even new systems such as the Yogācāra and Mantrayāna could not escape the influence of Madhyamika philosophy. T.R.V. Murti illustrates this impact by using the analogy of Kant in Western philosophy. He compares the anātman system of Buddhist substantialists, which developed from the denial of Brahmānical atman theory, to empiricism, which grew from a rejection of rationalism and Madhyamika dialectics to Kant’s Critique of empiricism. Yogācāra is considered an offshoot of Madhyamika just as Hegel’s idealism is an outcome of Kant’s Critique. The rise of the philosophical exegesis of Emptiness thus happened at a critical time and left an immense impact on the Indian philosophical setup.

We have so far seen the soteriological, gnoseological, doctrinal, ontological and historical importance of Emptiness in Sūtrayāna by looking at terms and concepts associated with Emptiness. Other epithets of Emptiness such as dharmadhātu, dharmatā, dharmakāya, tathatā, tattva, nisprapañca, etc. also reflect the importance. However, Emptiness is not only important in Sūtrayāna but forms an indispensable feature of Mantrayāna. The following words of Hopkins sum up the significance of Emptiness in tantric Buddhism:

Emptiness is the very heart of Buddhist practice in Tibet. In tantra even visualized gods, goddesses, channels, suns, moons, and so forth are qualified by emptiness. Without an understanding of emptiness the practice of Buddhism, be it sutra or tantra, cannot be complete.

Thus, from a Mahāyāna viewpoint, there is no topic on a par with Emptiness. The importance of Emptiness in traditions adhering to Mahāyāna Buddhism is evident in the emphasis laid on it both in terms of scholarly output and meditative practice. However, what exactly Emptiness meant became a hot issue very early on and was to result in a series of debates and polemics. I shall now turn to discuss some of those polemics.
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THE BIG FUSS ABOUT EMPTINESS

An outline of the history of debates on Emptiness

Wonderful, profound, illustrious,
Hard Thou art to recognize.
Like a mock show Thou art seen, and
Yet Thou art not seen at all.

(Rāhulabhadra,
Prajñāpāramitāstotra, 16)

The centrality of Emptiness in Buddhist theory and practice naturally made Emptiness a topic of considerable study and discussion. This gave rise to variant understandings and interpretations of Emptiness turning it into a highly controversial topic and the controversies in turn contributed to the rise of divergent philosophical schools. In this chapter, I shall draw an outline, albeit a sketchy one, of the history of controversies on Emptiness in India and Tibet in order to place Mipham in the right historical context. These controversies over the understanding of Emptiness and hermeneutics arising therefrom form the historical backdrop against which Mipham’s role must be seen as well as the scenes which precede, and to an extent lead to, his active participation in the debates.

Controversies in India before Nāgārjuna

Very little, if anything at all, can be said for sure about the controversies on Emptiness before Nāgārjuna. However, the teachings on Emptiness were certainly known and seem to have played an important role. The canonical Nikāyas of the Theravādin order preserved in Pali and Āgamas of the Sarvāstivādin order now largely extant in Tibetan and Chinese translations contain whole sūtras as well as passages on Emptiness.1 Later Mahāyāna and Vajrayāna corpuses also contain large collections of teachings on Emptiness, strongly claimed to have been dispensed by the historical Buddha.2 The Prajñāpāramitāsūtras are the most important and elaborate ones among them.3 These Mahāyāna sūtras, particularly the Prajñāpāramitāsūtras, often draw disparate distinctions between
Sparse information is available on the difference between various nikāyas in understanding Emptiness. The Theravādin school, from what their canon suggests, mainly understood Emptiness as philosophical negation of the substantial self or person. Things are described as being empty (suññaṁ) of the self and what belongs to the self (alena vā attaniyena).5 The other variant interpretation of Emptiness as ontological absence of what is permanent or everlasting or eternal or not subject to change (nicenna vādhvena vā sassatena vā avipariññadhammena suññaṁ) is relatively closer to the Mādhyamika understanding of Emptiness as absence of inherent nature (svabhava, rang bzhin) or hypostatic existence ("satyasiddha, bden par grub pa).6 The Kathāvatthu, which could be considered a polemical treatise of the Theravādins, also treats among numerous other issues of debate the topic of person and Emptiness.7 It also mentions a certain Vetulyaka group who, according to its commentary, is also known as Mahaśāntavādin.8

The Sarvāstivādin school, later associated with the philosophical system of Vaibhāṣika,9 also seems to have understood Emptiness as negation of self and what belongs to self.10 The Vibhāṣa, the locus classicus of Vaibhāṣika philosophical and soteriological system, mentions ten Emptinesses.11 Both Theravādin and Sarvāstivādin scholars apparently professed abhidharma theories of ontological pluralism and do not seem to have accepted the insubstantiality or essencelessness of all phenomena.12 In contrast, the Mahāśāṅgika school and its branches are said to have professed the non-substantiality of all mundane phenomena.13 To them is attributed the understanding of Emptiness which is in line with, and sometimes considered as prototypical of, the later Mahāyāna concept of Emptiness.

Among the early monastic orders, the adherents of Vatsiputriya–Saṁmitiya school, who were known as the Pudgalavādin, occupied a notorious place for their assertion of an ‘ineffable person’, basing their stance on the Buddha's discourse of ‘the burden and burden-bearer’.14 All other nikāyas attacked their theory of ‘ineffable person’ accusing them of advocating the non-Buddhist concept of Ātman in disguise.15 Their understanding of Emptiness thus could be considered to be different from other nikāyas in that they did not accept phenomena to be without person or what belongs to a person.

The Sautrāntika, as harsh critics of Sarvāstivāda–Vaibhāṣika realism, played a distinguished role in doctrinal controversies among early schools but their position on Emptiness, like their very history, is not quite clear.16 Mipham argues that the Sautrāntikas are philosophically superior to the Sarvāstivāda–Vaibhāṣikas in realizing the non-substantiality of the unconditioned entities, non-associated conditioned factors (viprayuktasamskāra, ldan min 'du byed) and past and future existences, all of which the Sarvāstivāda–Vaibhāṣika accepted as real and discrete.17 From the Mādhyamika viewpoint, the Sautrāntika have certainly understood the Emptiness of more things than the proponents of abhidharma realism have.
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Mention must be made of the doctrinal conflicts, or of at least a growing tension, between the adherents of Śrāvaka and Mahāyāna ideas which seem to have developed as the Mahāyāna sūtras came to light. The polemical tendency in some Mahāyāna sūtras and the defence of Mahāyāna by Nāgārjuna and later by Maitreya, Aṣṭagha, Bhavya/Bhāvaviveka and Sāntideva against the non-Mahāyānists who considered Mahāyāna sūtras as apocrypha18 clearly indicate that there was by Nāgārjuna’s time, or perhaps even before him, some degree of controversy concerning Mahāyāna sūtras and their content.19 Of particular relevance are the Ratnāvali, IV/86 and B.A. IX/41, both of which suggests discrepancies over Emptiness between the Śrāvakas and Mahāyānists.20

Nāgārjuna’s critiques and subsequent controversies

Nāgārjuna was without doubt the greatest theorist of Emptiness.21 The exposition of Emptiness as a systematic philosophy can be regarded as having started with him. His MK, as a critique par excellence of the abhidharma substantialism, can be certainly considered a polemical work on Emptiness. Throughout the work, Nāgārjuna uses numerous reasonings to negate asenity or own being (svabhāva, ngo bo/rang bzhin) in all phenomena, his criticism mainly targeted at Buddhist schools such as Sarvāstivādin, Vaibhāṣika, Sautrāntika and Saṃmītya.22 We find specially in chapter 24, a strong objection that were all things empty and without production and cessation as he expounded, there would not be the four noble truths, and consequently the four stages of sainthood, the Three Jewels, the law of cause and effect and the entire empirical existence. Nāgārjuna refutes this in detail explaining his concept of two truths and the understanding of Emptiness as another term for interdependent origination (pratītyasamutpāda, rten ’brel) and Middle Way (madhyamā pratipat, dbu ma).

Among his other works, the Vigrahavyāvartanī, as a rebuttal of objections concerning dialectical and epistemological implications of his theory of Emptiness, and Vaidalyasūtra, as critique of sixteen categories (padārtha, tshig don) of Naiyāyikas, are clearly polemical in nature.23 In the hymnic writings which tradition attributes to Nāgārjuna, we also see a shift in his understanding and delineation of Emptiness, from a negational concept of Emptiness delineated through an apophatic approach of dialectical criticism to an absolutist theory of Emptiness as a substratic reality of all phenomena, sought through a cataphatic approach of romantic mysticism.24 Although this shift or discrepancy in his writings seems to have not caused any philosophical controversy in India, it was to become a major issue of debate between the two currents of Mādhyamika thought in Tibet.

The rise of the Mādhyamika school of thought pioneered by Nāgārjuna revolutionized the study and understanding of the concept of Emptiness. Āryadeva (AD c.200–250), Nāgārjuna’s foremost disciple, wrote the Catuḥsataka among other works attributed to him.25 Despite its strong orientation toward practice, this work contains succinct refutations of various Buddhist as well as non-Buddhist theories and beliefs.26 Traditional historians also mention his debate
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with a certain Brahmin who challenged the Buddhist to a debate. The polemical
verve in the Mādhyamika exposition of Emptiness continued with the writings of
Buddhapālita (c.500), Bhavya/Bhāvaviveka (c.500–707), Candrakīrti (c.600–50),
et al. who reinforced the critical approach of the founding fathers. Although their
works were not polemics per se, they continually used Nagārjuna’s schema of
analytic reasoning, and delineated the Mādhyamika system primarily through
criticizing the assertions of other philosophical schools.

The systematization of the Cittamatra philosophy by Maitreya,28 A saṅga (fourth
century), Vasubandhu (c.400–80) and their followers, started a tradition of yet
another interpretation of Emptiness, the idealist understanding. The Yogācāra
or Viśiṣṭa-dvaita thinkers, based on a number of sūtras later grouped as ‘sūtras
teaching mind-only’,29 formulated a distinct theory of Emptiness as the absence
of ontological duality set in the parameters of their philosophical idealism.
They divided phenomena into the three natures of the constructed (parikalpita, kun
btags), the dependent (paratantra, gzhan dbang) and the absolute (parinispanna,
yongs grub)30 and, in the framework of this triadic presentation, established how
the external world is a projection of subjective mind and mind, as luminous
innate awareness, existed ultimately as the substructural basis of all empirical
phenomena.31

Thus, they understood by Emptiness and the ultimate, the non-substantiality
of external things and the absence of mind–matter dichotomy.32 This intro-
duced a new, and indeed a rich, hermeneutic tradition in the understanding of
‘the lack of own being’ (niḥsvabhāva, ngo bo nyid pa) and Emptiness.33 They even commented on Nagārjuna and Āryadeva using such interpretation.34
Many Mādhyamikas such as Bhāvaviveka, Candrakīrti and Sāntideva refuted
the Yogācāra idealism attacking especially their reification of the self-conscious
awareness,35 while others like Śantarākṣita (eighth century) and Kamalasāla
(c.740–95) synthesized the Yogācāra idealism and Mādhyamika Emptiness by
maintaining the Yogācāra theories on the conventional level.36

A very significant development in the history of debate on Emptiness in India is
the division that began to form within the Mādhyamika school led by Buddhapālita
on one side and Bhāvaviveka on the other. Their main discrepancy
was over the logical methodology employed in establishing Emptiness in their
commentaries on MK, I/1. Bhāvaviveka criticized Buddhapālita’s logical estab-
lishment of Emptiness through apagogic reasoning (prasaṅga, thal gyur) and
endorsed the logical method of autonomous inference (svatantra, rang rgyud) to
establish Emptiness.37 Candrakīrti later rebutted Bhāvaviveka’s refutations of
Buddhapālita and criticized Bhāvaviveka over his logical operation and a few other
issues.

Tibetan doxographers called these two streams of Mādhyamika Rang rgyud
pa (Svātantrika) and Thal ‘gyur pa (“Prāsaṅgika) after the logical procedure they
mostly adopted to establish the theory of Emptiness.38 The issue of disagreement
between these two, according to Mipham, was not the nature of Emptiness because
their final understanding (dgongs pa mthar thug) of Emptiness was identical;
it was rather the exegetical emphasis and the logical procedure, which they adopted to delineate Emptiness. The Svātāntrika line of thought was passed down through masters such as Jñānagarbha, Santarakṣita, Kāmalāsīla, of whom the last two became well known as synthesizers of the Yogācāra and Mādhyamika thoughts and also as pioneers of the Mādhyamika thought in Tibet. The Prāsaṅgika line thrived through the writings of Candrakīrti, Śāntideva et al., and in the second millennium, it widely spread in Tibet through its famous advocates such as Atiśa (982–1054), the apostle of Later Propagation of Buddhism into Tibet, Jayānanda, Kānakavarman and their Tibetan counterparts.

**Controversies during Early Propagation in Tibet**

The earliest major religious conflict recorded in Tibetan history is perhaps the great contest between the advocates of Bon religion and the Buddhists during the Early Propagation of Buddhism in that country. However soon after that there took place another debate of remarkable significance between the Chinese simultaneists/quietists led by Hwashang Mohoyen and the Indian gradualists/intellectuals headed by Kāmalāsīla. Now commonly known as the Samye debate, the controversy had as its main issue of debate, the viability of quietist non-mentation and non-conceptuality as a path to enlightenment.

The debate, unlike most later debates through polemical writings, was supposedly held in the presence of King Trisong Detsan and had a final verdict whereby Hwashang Mohoyen, who represented the simultaneists, was defeated and his teachings banned while his opponent Kāmalāsīla, who represented the gradualists, was given the victory and his system of thought decreed to be Tibet’s national tradition. Not only was it significant as the first controversy among Buddhists, particularly among the advocates of Emptiness, in Tibet, this debate left far reaching implications for the future of Tibetan Buddhism. However, not long after that, Buddhism declined in Tibet for a while following the assassination of Tri Ralpachen around AD 842.

**Early debates in the Later Propagation**

The beginning of the Later Propagation of Buddhism from the middle of the tenth century saw renewed scholarly activity on Emptiness and Mādhyamika school through luminaries such as Atiśa Dipaṅkaraśrījñāna (c. 982–1054), Kānakavarman (eleventh century), Jayānanda (late eleventh century) Rinchen Zangpo (958–1055), Ngagsho Tshultrim Gyalwa (b. 1011), Ngog Loden Sherab et al. (1059–1109). It was however Patshab Nyima Drak (b. 1055), a pioneering exponent of Candrakīrti’s thought in Tibet, who brought out the explicit distinction of Prāsaṅgika and Svātāntrika schools of Mādhyamika. While Patshab and his disciples followed Candrakīrti’s Prāsaṅgika, Ngog Loden Sherab and his followers in Sangphu Neuthog College were said to have professed Svātāntrika position. Among them, Chapa Choṣkyi Senge (1109–69), the famous logician is said to
have, in a debate, challenged Jayānanda, the Indian master who was an active exponent of Candrakīrti’s thoughts, and to have composed a polemical work refuting Candrakīrti’s position. His students, Tsangnagpa Tsñördru Señge (twelfth century) and Maja Jangchub Tsündru (d. c. 1185) however followed Candrakīrti and are said to have opposed Chapa on the Madhyamaka viewpoint.

Despite the differences and debates, the exposition and practice of Emptiness flourished during the Later Propagation and the Madhyamika current formed a major subject in the various traditions that began to emerge. A nther major religious dispute that occurred in the early part of Later Propagation, though it does not impinge on Emptiness, was the controversy on the authenticity of certain Nyingma tantras. A few Sarma figures such as Göl Lotsawa Khupa Lhatse (eleventh century) and Chag Lotsawa Chöje Pal (1197–1264) rejected them as spurious tantras which are Tibetan forgeries lacking Indian origin and wrote refutations of spurious tantras (sngags log sun ‘byin) provoking defence of the tantras from many scholars, particularly from the Nyingma.

In the beginning of the thirteenth century, Sakya Pandita Kunga Gyaltshan (1182–1251) attacked the quietist practice of non-mention (amanasikāra, yid la mi byed pa) and White Single Means (dkar po gcig thub), which became popular in the Kagyu tradition. He branded it Neo-Mahāmudrā (da lta’i phyag rgya chen po) or Chinese style Dzogchen (rgya nag lugs kyi rdzogs chen) and dismissed it as mere revival of quietist doctrine of Hwashang except for the name. He also refuted Machig Labdön’s gCod and Pha Dampa’s Zhi byed practice and is said to have made critical remarks about Kadampa practices. This master also criticized the logico-epistemological theories of Tibetan logicians such as Chapa. His criticisms and interpretations in his Tshad ma rigs pa ‘i gter marked a new era of logico-epistemology in Tibet known as the Later Pramāṇa (tshad ma phyi rabs pa) in contradistinction to Earlier Pramāṇa (tshad ma snga rabs pa) before him.

Scholarship on Emptiness thrived throughout the Later Propagation forming a crucial component of Madhyamaka, Prajñāpāramitā, Maitreya’s dharma and Vajrayāna studies. Major scholarly centres included Sangphu Neuthog, founded by Ngog Lekpai Sherab in 1073, and Thangsgag seminary, founded by Zhangthang Sangpa Jungen Yeshe (eleventh century), the former mainly for Svatantrika and the latter for Prāsaṅgika. Leading figures in the twelfth and early thirteenth centuries include Chapa, his students, Patshab’s students and Chomdan Rigpai Rald (late thirteenth–early fourteenth century) for the Kadampa tradition, Gampopa Sonam Rinchen (1079–1159), Phagmo Drupa (1110–70) and Karmapa Dusum Khyenpa (1110–93) for the Kagyu, Sapañ and Sonam Tsemö (1142–82) for the Sakya and Khotogpa Dampa Desheg (1122–91), Sakya Dorjé (twelfth century) and Nyangral Nyima Özer (1124–92) for Nyingma. A certain Zhi byed scholar, Nyedo Mrawai Señge alias Tsñördru Señge (1186–1247), student of one Naljor Señge, is also said to have taken great enterprise in Madhyamaka and defeated many scholars in debate.

The fourteenth century witnessed a great burst of Buddhist scholarship in Tibet through a large number of the exceptional minds that Tibet ever produced.
Among them were Butön Rinchen Drub (1290–1364) of Zhalu, Dolpopa Sherab Gyaltsan (1292–1361) of Jomonang and Yagde Panchen (1299–1339). Butön, as mentioned earlier, is said to have refuted certain Nyingma tantras and also written tracts on Madhyamika viewpoint while Dolpopa became the champion of gzhan stong theory. His formulation of gzhan stong absolutism not only became a notoriously contentious issue provoking considerable criticism and debate in his time and in successive generations after him but also split the Madhyamika tradition in Tibet into exponents of absolutist gzhan stong and of negational rang stong viewpoint.

Longchenpa Drime Özer, an alumnus of Sangphu Neuthog and student of Rigzin Kunmararāja (1266–1343) revolutionized Madhyamaka scholarship among the Nyingmapas. Special mention must be made of his exceptional systematization of Dzogchen into a highly complex and coherent philosophy firmly grounded on the Madhyamika theory of Emptiness. He criticized the viewpoints of Tsangnagpa and Maja on the assertion of thesis by the Madhyamikas. Since his days, he was accorded the highest place in Nyingma scholarly tradition and his works influenced subsequent Nyingma authors including Mipham, who held him and Rongzon Chökyi Zangpo as two great authorities in the Nyingma school. Other Madhyamika adepts at the beginning of the fourteenth century were Barawa Gyaltshan Palzang (1310–91), Lama Dampa Sonam Gyaltshan (1312–75) and Nya Önn Kunga Pal (1345–1439).

Yagtrugpa Sangye Pal (1348–1414), though himself a Sakyapa, is said to have criticized the Sakyapas on certain doctrinal points and Bodong Panchen Chogle Namgyal is said to have rebutted the criticisms. Bodong Panchen is also known to have rebutted the refutations of Candrakirti by Rongton Sheja Kunrig alias Sakya Gyaltsan (1367–1449), a Sakya pa master who, although linked to Prasangika, is known to be one of the last masters to espouse Svatantrika position. The most outstanding Madhyamika philosophers in the second half of the fourteenth century were however the Sakya master Redawa Zhönu Lodoe (1349–1412) and his student Tsongkhapa Lobzang Drakpa. Redawa apparently was the foremost exponent of Prasangika tradition in his days and a reinvigoration of Madhyamika exegesis is credited to him.

Tsongkhapa, the founding father of Gadanpa/Gelukpa school, was no doubt one of the greatest masters in Tibetan history. With the help of his teachers and partners in the investigation, Redawa and L ama U ma p a Tsös d r ü S e n g e a l i a s P a w o D or j e, and through visionary consultation with M a j u S , Tsongkhapa arrived at an understanding and interpretation of Emptiness which differed from what was current until then. His interpretation and exposition of Emptiness, which his disciples ardently continued, started a new chapter of Madhyamika studies in Tibet and led to the division of Tibetan Madhyamikas into the Ngarabpas and their followers on the one hand and the Gelukpas on the other. He and his followers refuted the understanding of Emptiness of the Ngarabpas such as Ngog and Thangsgapa as well as the quietist tendency among Kagyupas and Nyingmapas, and the absolutist gzhan stong theory of the Jonangpas.
Among his disciples were Gyaltshab Dharma Rinchen (1364–1432) and Khedrub Geleg Palzang (1385–1438), also known as Gyaltshab Je and Khedrub Je, who, formerly Sakya scholars, became his chief spiritual heirs.73 Gyaltshab Je debated with both Yagtrugpa and Rongtö, and Khedrub Je is recorded as having defeated Bodong in a debate but his debate with Rongtö is supposed to have not happened although a date was set.74 Among other active Madhyamaka scholars of this period are Je Sherab Sege (1383–1445), Mùchen Konchog Gyaltshan (1388–1469), Panchen Gedun Drub, the first Dalai Lama (1391–1474) and the historian Go Zhonu Pal (1392–1481). An interesting but obscure figure is Gungruwa Gyaltshan Zangpo (1383–1450), a student of Tsongkhapa, who nonetheless is said to have dissented from the Gelukpa understanding and preferred the view of Rongtö.75

Debates after Tsongkhapa

The rise of the Gelukpa school with the establishment of its three seats in the first quarter of the fifteenth century marked a new phase of Buddhist scholasticism in Tibet. The young Gelukpa school stood out distinctively from all other schools especially in the understanding of Emptiness and other Madhyamaka theories. Most debates on Emptiness to take place since then were polemical exchanges between the Gelukpas and the exponents of other schools. The earliest critics of the Gelukpa school, besides Rongtö, perhaps were Sazang Lotsawa Mati Panchen (fourteenth century) and Dagpo Tashi Namgyal (1398–1458).76

Immediately following the generation that established the Gelukpa school in the fifteenth century, there arose a generation of outstanding Sakya scholars who strongly criticized Gelukpa Madhyamaka interpretations. Among the refuters was Tagtshang Lotsawa Sherab Rinchen (b. 1405), who, formerly a pupil of Jamyang Chojje, converted to Sakya and attacked Tsongkhapa accusing him of the eighteen great burdens of contradiction (‘gal ba ’khur chen bco bgyad) that his theory of validly established conventions entailed.77 Gorampa Sonam Sege (1429–89) and Serdog/Zilung Panchen Sakya Chogdan (1428–1507), both students of Rongtö, were the two other refuters, making the trio of Sakyapa critics known as the Go sák stag gsum.

Gorampa, in his lTa ba’i shan ‘byed theg mchog gnad kyi zla zer, attacked the Zhantongpas and Gelukpas for espousing respectively an eternalistic extreme as Madhyamaka (rtag mtha’ la dbu mar smra ba) and a nihilistic extreme as Madhyamaka (chad mtha’ la dbu mar smra ba).78 He also criticizes Tsongkhapa harshly in his commentary on the MA, lTa ba ngan sel.79 Zilungpa Sakya Chogdan wrote his rTsod yig tshigs bcad ma and the dBu ma rnam par gnes pa’i chos kyi bang mzod lung dang rigs pa’i rgya mtsho, a highly refined and elaborate exegesis of Madhyamaka intended as a polemic to refute the interpretation of the Gelukpas.80 He is also said to have written an answer to Dri ba lhag bsam rab dkar on behalf of the Kagyupa meditators.81
The Sakyapa criticism certainly did not go unnoticed but attracted a series of replies from the Gelukpa scholars. Jamyang Gawai Lodoe, also known as Jamyang Legpa Chojor (1429–1503), wrote a rebuttal of Gorampa’s criticism in lTa ba ‘i shan ‘byed, and Sera Jetsun Chokyi Gyaltshan (1469–1546), the yig cha writer of Sera Jay College, composed elaborate replies to both Sakyapa Chogdan and Gorampa although the work was finished only later by Panchen Delek Nyima. Nyaltun Paljor Lhundrub of Sera is said to have defeated Sakyapa Chogdan in debate. Panchen Sonam Drakpa (1478–1554), the yig cha writer of Drepung Loseling, was another great scholar who refuted the criticisms against Tsongkhapa.

The sixteenth century saw the rise of two major Kagyupa adepts in Madhyamaka exposition: Karmapa Mikyod Dorje (1507–54) and Drukpa Pema Karpo (1527–92). The eighth Karmapa, Mikyod Dorje, criticized in his commentary on MA, Dwags brgyud grub pa’i shing rta, the Madhyamaka views of Jonangpas, Sakyapa Chogdan, Bodong and Tsongkhapa. Prior to this, he also wrote a commentary on Haribhadra’s Sphutartha interpreting the ultimate intent of Prajñāparamārita literature to be that of Alikakāravadin Madhyamaka (rnam rdzun pa’i dbu ma) and solicited comments and criticisms. In response, Sera Jetsun composed his critique, the gSung lan klu grub dgongs rgyan, attacking Karmapa’s understanding of Emptiness and Panchen Sonam Drakpa is said to have also written a gSung lan.

Pema Karpo, the prodigious Drukpa Kagyu hierarch, wrote as defence of the Mahaumdrā, Single White Remedy and amanaskāra practices the Phyag chen rgyal ba’i gan mdzod, a definitive work on Mahaumdrā. In it he rebutted both Sapan’s criticisms in sDom gsum rab dbye and Tsongkhapa’s in Dri ba lhag bsam rab dkar. He has also authored over a dozen polemical tracts including the Klan ka gzhom pa’i gtim, which rebuts the criticism that Kagyupa Mahaumdrā is identical with Hwashang’s teachings. These tracts contain his responses to queries and criticisms on a wide range of subjects from contemporary scholars, including his reply to Gomde Namkha Gyaltshan Zangpo (1532–92), who wrote a refutation of his Phyag chen rgyal ba’i gan mdzod. Among the leading Gelukpa scholars of this period was Panchen Lobzang Choky Gyaltsan (1570–1662), a master known for his ecumenical outlook. He reckoned the views of all Tibetan Buddhist traditions to be ultimately the same. However, he wrote a reply to Tagtshang’s refutation of Tsongkhapa, the sGra pa shes rab rin chen pa’i rtsod lan, and also the Dris lan blo bzang bzhad pa’i sgra dbyangs, a response to Sakyapa Chogdan’s reply to Tsongkhapa’s Dri ba lhag bsam rab dkar. A notable remarkable figure of this generation was Jonang Taranatha Kunga Nyingpo (1575–1634), in whom the gzhan stong philosophy found a chief exponent but his efforts did not last long as the Jonang tradition was expunged with the fall of Tsangpa government in 1642.

The fall of Tsangpa dynasty and the establishment of Gadan Phodrang government under the fifth Dalai Lama Ngawang Lobzang Gyaltsa (1617–82) was the most significant event in the seventeenth century, which, although a political shift, had considerable impact on the religious setup. The Karma Kagyupas and...
Jonangpas who enjoyed royal support during the Rinpungpa and Tsangpa rule faced persecution and the Gelukpa school rose to the status of a state religion in Tibet. The great fifth, like his Gelukpa contemporary Shar Kaldan Gyatsho (1607–77), was an ecumenical leader except for his reservations against the Jonangpas and Karma Kagyupas who suffered severely during his reign. By contrast, the Nyingmapas and Sakypas and some Kagyupas flourished immensely through his support.96 Jamyang Zhadpa Ngawang Tsindru (1648–1721/2) was perhaps the most distinguished Gelukpa exponent of Madhyamaka in his days. He wrote a refutation of Tagtshang98 and also attacked him in his doxographical work.99 In 1709, he founded the Labrang Tashikhyil, which became since then a hub of Gelukpa scholarship in eastern Tibet.

Thuken Chökyi Nyima mentions a certain Lobzang Rinchen, a disciple of Jamyang Zhadpa who later went to Mindrolling and became a Nyingmapa, to have criticized Norzang Gyatsho’s Phyag chen gsal sgron which is purported to establish the ultimate intent of Kagyupas and Gelukpas as one (bka’ dge dgongs pa gcig). He is also said to have considered Maitripada as Alikāravādin of Cittamātra school and Pan.chen Lobzang Chögyan’s treatment of Mahāmudrā as untenable if not merely a provisional method to lead the ignorant.100 Changkya Rolpai Dorje (1717–86) remarks that such comments should be discarded like a ‘toilet-stone’ (phongs phyis pa rdo), and Thuken dismisses it as verbiage motivated by sectarian prejudice.101

Rolpai Dorje, the second Changkya and his predecessor Changkya Ngawang Lobzang Chhidan (1642–1714) were both important Gelukpa Madhyamika scholars.102 Rolpai Dorje wrote numerous works on Madhyamaka including the Mādhyamika chapter in his Grub mtha’ thub bstan lhun po’i mdzes rgyan, and his dBu ma lta ba’i gsung mgur, on which Mipham has commented.103 The first one contains a lot of polemical remarks while the latter with a strong poetic fervour questions the view of scholars of all traditions including the Gelukpas. His students K onchog Jigme Wangpo (1728–91) and Thuken Chökyi Nyima (1737–1802) were both doxographers and eminent Madhyamika scholars. The latter of the two authored the Grub mtha’ shel gyi me long, an interesting doxographical work not only on Indo-Tibetan Buddhist traditions but on all creeds known to the author.104

Other Gelukpa savants of this century include Sumpa Khenpo Yeshe Paljor (1704–88),105 Yongzin Yeshe Gyaltshan (1713–93),106 Longdol Lama Ngawang Lobzang (1719–94/5), Gungthang K onchog T anpai Drönme (1762–1822/3) and the ecumenical scholar, Balmang K onchog Gyaltshan (1764–1853), whose reconciliatory approach to the Madhyamaka view of the four major traditions is expressed in his Bya gtong snyan sgron bsdud rtshi’i bsang gtor.107 The Gelukpa school, under the auspices of Gadan Phodrang, was thriving undeterred and its scholasticism, embodied in the yig cha curriculum and upheld by pedagogical regime of training in debate, reached its climax.108

During this century, the gzhan stong ‘heresy’ banned under the great fifth also found new advocates in the persons of Kathog Rigzin Tshewang Norbu (1698–1755), the famous Nyingma historiographer, and Situ Panchen Chökyi
Jungne (1699–1774), the famous Sanskritist and grammarian. Gene Smith observes that the latter was converted to gzhan stong philosophy through the efforts of the former. This period also saw the birth of one of the most important Nyingma hierarch, Jigme Lingpa (1730–98), the gter ston who wrote several works related to Madhyamaka and the Nyingma defence, sn’ga ‘gyur rnying ma la rgol gnag log rtog bzlog pa’i bstan bcos. It was due to him and through the institutions associated with his students and three incarnations that there came about a great renaissance of the Nyingma tradition in the nineteenth century.

The renaissance unlike other major revivals in Tibetan history took place mainly in the Kham region and the leading virtuosi of this renaissance were Paltrul Ugyen Jigme Chokyil Wangpo, Jamyang Khyentsei Wangpo, Kongtrul Lodoe Thaye, Getse Panḍita Gyurme Tshewang Chodrub (nineteenth century), Gyalse Zhanphyan Thaye (b. 1800), Khenchen Pema Vajra (nineteenth century), Terton Chogyur Lingpa (1829–70) and Mipham. Not only did this period see a massive burst of new scholarship and gter ma revelation but extant Nyingma literature was compiled, classified and reproduced. Simultaneously, there also occurred a revitalization of the Nyingma monasticism and the development of scholastic activity which Gene Smith called the Gemang movement. The literary and institutional legacies left by these masters revolutionized for Nyingmapas the nature of Buddhist scholarship in general and of the Dzogchen system in particular.

However, the most significant development for Madhyamaka thought and Tibetan Buddhism as a whole in this century was the rise of the ris med movement, which occurred parallel to the Nyingma renaissance. With figures such as Paltrul, Khyentse, Kongtrul and Mipham taking its lead, this movement came into being primarily to counteract the sectarian disputes and violence that frequently marred Tibetan Buddhism. In the past, there were violent clashes during the conflicts between the Sakyapas and Drigungpas in the thirteenth and fourteenth century, during the repression and reprisals between Kagyupas and Gelukpas in the seventeenth century, in the Jungar war of the eighteenth century to give few examples.

However, the immediate conflict, which inspired the ris med movement, were more local to Kham, particularly to Derge. First, there was the civil rebellion caused by Ngorpa envy of the Nyingma dominance of the Derge royal patronage through Jigme Lingpa’s reputation, which resulted in the defeat of the Nyingmapa side and the imprisonment of the Queen of Derge and her Guru, the first Dodrub Jigme Thinley Özer in 1798. Then there was the war between Gelukpa monastery, Ba Chöde and Palpung affiliate, Pungri Gönang, which Kongtrul worked hard to calm down, followed by the Nyagrong invasion under Gonpo Namgyal in 1863. The Lhasa army intervened and exterminated Gonpo Namgyal’s forces only to take side with the Gelukpa factions in Kham and settle old scores against other traditions leading to prolonged religious feud. These successive religious violence saddened the to-be-promulgators of the ris med movement and the Derge royal household, the staunch patron of ris med masters, and veered them toward a religious ecumenism.
In addition, the Gelukpa tradition was spreading in more parts of Kham and the Gadang Phodrang was extending its power over Derge. The ris med masters were worried that the growing missionary influence of the Gelukpa school was leading to more religious prejudice and proselytization. In addition, they also had reservations against the Gelukpa scholasticism, which as codified in individual college yig chas and professed through eristic study of formulaic argumentation, from their viewpoint, consisted largely of a narrow and linear understanding of Buddhism through a scholastic pursuit that is practically inept. Mipham particularly expressed such concern about the rigidity, verbosity and aridity of Gelukpa scholasticism founded on their bsdus grwa logic.

To stem this scholastic trend and the doctrinal controversies arising from partisan interpretations, the ris med teachers promoted the reorientation of religious study to the Indian originals and an eclectic approach of professing the essential teachings of all Tibetan traditions in spite of one’s religious affiliation. This perforce led to a new structure of scholarly curricula among the non-Gelukpa schools and to some degree of interdenominational learning and teaching. The ris med movement was thus the flower of the rich cultural and religious bonanza, which the nineteenth century saw.

**Mipham and the later debates**

Mipham’s emergence among the Tibetan literati as a great scholar took place at the peak of this ris med movement, the Nyingma renaissance and the proliferation of Gelukpa scholasticism, each of them having considerable impact on the formation of his thoughts and the composition of his literary output in general and polemical writings in particular. The intellectual ferment and socio-religious milieu of this era especially shaped his writings on Emptiness and Madhyamaka. It was through the religious climate prevailing in his time that Mipham obtained both his ecumenical bent of mind and the polemical verve, which made him notorious as a refuter of the Gelukpa tradition.

However, Mipham’s arrival at his understanding of Emptiness per se was not influenced by the religious developments in his time any more than by the inspiration he received from past masters such as Longchenpa and Rongzom. Mipham generally tends to rely more on the Indian sources than on later interpretations insofar as understanding topics such as Emptiness is concerned. Therefore, apart from minor influences from his masters such as Paltrul, his milieu appears to have contributed nothing very significant to his understanding of Emptiness.

In this respect, Mipham is an original hermeneutician and an independent thinker working freely within the limitations set by the authoritative literatures.

Nonetheless, the nature of his exposition of Madhyamaka in depth and detail with a reconciliatory attitude as well as the polemical verve, can be seen as a direct outcome of the intellectual climate of his days. The element of the reconciliatory attitude in his Madhyamaka writings is no doubt as much an influence of his milieu – the sectarian strife, the ris med gurus and his involvement...
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in the movement— as of his belief in Mahāyāna/Dzogchen inclusivism. The reconciliatory approach was also a skilful, not to mention the best Buddhist, way of counteracting the growing conversion and domination of other denominations by the Gelukpa school.

In spite of being a sincere advocate of *ris med*, Mipham remained a staunch propagator of the *Nyinma* tradition. He championed the cause of advancing the petrified *Nyinma* scholarship, particularly in the domain of sūtra, to a highly sophisticated system vis-à-vis dialectical enquiry and philosophical exposition. His enthusiasm in doing this service to his school and the polemical verve he expressed in his writings, notwithstanding his *ris med* attitude, had ample justification. Mipham was discontent with the proliferation of Gelukpa scholasticism embodied in their yig chags and their eristic mode of study. He also seems to have been disturbed by the disparity between the philosophical presentation of Emptiness in Indian sources and in the scholastic text books and by the over-systematization of profound topics to fit into the framework of ordinary minds. His qualms about Gelukpa scholasticism was all the more acute because certain Nyinmapas depended heavily on the Gelukpa yig chas for their study.

We find Mipham, in his commentary on *Madhyamaka-la-mkara*, exhorting the Nyinmapas to enjoy and be satisfied with the spiritual wealth that the *Nyinma* tradition enshrines and not mimic others. Mipham’s composition of philosophical works frequently drawing a clear-cut Nyinma stance on controversial issues, and the encouragement of those at whose behest he wrote, were motivated by these circumstantial reasons. Thus, his works gave Nyinma a yig cha of their own, although in their style of presentation and pedagogical approach, they are distinct from the Gelukpa scholastic text books. According to Mipham’s claims, he has no intention to be argumentative and polemical but it was in the stride of building and defending his own system that his opponents got offended leading both sides into polemical controversy.

Causes for the polemical nature of his writings also include, inter alia, his zest for rationality and philosophical discussion as pedagogic instrument, intellectual training and purificatory investigation. Mipham is unequalled among the Nyinmapas in his logico-epistemological fervour and like Tsongkhapa, he took great pride in synthesizing the epistemology of Dharmakirti with the ontology of Candrakirti. Through writing elaborate commentaries, Mipham was also trying to bring to light specific texts whose significance in the Buddhist scholarly arena was being sidelined due to emphasis on other texts. This is reflected in his extensive commentaries on *Madhyamaka-la-mkara*, *Sūtra-lāṅkāra* and chapter 9 of BA.

Mipham’s efforts to revitalize Nyinma scholarship and build a philosophically strong and self-reliant Nyinma system did not go unnoticed. His commentary on *Madhyamaka-la-mkara* attracted criticism even from Nyinma such as Dodrub Damchi, for whom he wrote the *Dam chos dogs sel*. However, it was the comments in his exposition of chapter 9, *spyod ‘jug sher* ‘grel nor bu ketaka*, which provoked fierce criticism from all corners of the Gelukpa world. Among the Gelukpa refutations he received, he rebutted those of Pari Lobzang Rabsal.
and Drakar Trulku Tenzin Nyandra. One scholar Japa [Alag] Dongag is said to have challenged Mipham in a direct debate on this commentary. They are said to have debated again on Ngari Panchen’s sDom gsum ngs[1/1 dealing with the concept of Dzogchen being the general embodiment of gnosis (rdzogs pa chen po ye shes spyi yi gzugs) with Patrul as witness. Khenpo Jigme Phuntscho also reports a debate with Mongolian Gelukpa scholar Lobzang Phuntscho in the presence of Jamyang Khyentsei Wangpo, Nyingma scholar, Dodrub Tanpai Nyima, Sakya scholar, Loter Wangpo and Minyag Kunzang Choedrak. Kapstein mentions a debate between Mipham and Bada Gelek Gyatsho (1844–1904), the great synthesizer of Gelukpa and Jonang traditions and an important contributor to the Jonangpa curriculum.

The polemical element pervades throughout most of Mipham’s major Madhyamaka writings. In his Nges rin po che’i sgron me and bDe gshegs snying po’i stong thun ser ge’i nga ro Mipham criticizes both gzhon stong absolutism and Gelukpa Emptiness qua negation of hypostatic existence (bden stong). Other works laden with criticism of the Gelukpa understanding of Emptiness are the gSung sgros and his commentary on MA, ’Jug ‘grel zla ba’i zhal lung dri med shel phreng although both of these are compilations of his notes.

Among his opponents, Pari Rabsal was a senior Gelukpa figure of his day. He wrote elaborate criticism of Mipham in the ’Jam dpal dbyangs kyi dgon gsyan rig pa’i gzi ’bar gdong Inga’i sgra dbyangs composed in 1897 and few subsequent responses to Mipham’s replies. The polemical exchanges of Pari Rabsal and Mipham epitomized the intellectual encounter of this period so that it became known as ‘the encounter of Sarma and Nyingma tiger and lion’ (gsar rnying stag seng gdong thugs). Both Mipham and Pari Rabsal were accommodating masters in that they could agree to disagree and undertake sharp philosophical criticism in a socially amicable manner. They became great polemical partners exchanging presents as much as polemics and shared mutual admiration.

Drakar Trulku, Mipham’s other main Gelukpa opponent but also a practitioner of sNying thig teachings, was a scholar from Drepung monastery and started writing rejoinders to Mipham’s Ketaka at the age of twenty-three. He wrote three works rebutting Mipham. The first Zab mo dbu ma’i gzi ’bar gdong Inga’i sgra dbyangs composed in 1888/9(?) inspired Mipham to write the rebuttal, brGal lan nyin byed snang ba. The second, ’Jam dbyangs nram rgyal gyis ’dod tshul la klan ka bgyis pa zab mo’i gtm is a selection of arguments from the first and the third, Mi pham nram rgyal gyi rtsod pa’i yang lan log lta’i khong khrag don pa’i skyug sman, was written in response to Mipham’s reply to the first. This last response, a large piece of work, is not dated but seems to have not reached Mipham or to have been ignored by Mipham for its shallow arguments and abusive language as the title suggests. The other scholar known to have written a refutation of Mipham is Danma Lobzang Chiying, who authored the Mipham rtsod lan and also the brGal lan legs pa’i gtm ‘byed. There is a short rebuttal of his arguments in the gSung sgros. Among others who seem to have engaged in a debate or discussion with Mipham were Bumsar Geshe,
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Gunthang Jampaiyang, Ngaban Kunga, Norbu Tenzin and Khangmar Rinchen, some of whom later became admirers of Mipham.140

Among numerous other scholars of Madhyamaka in the late nineteenth century were Geuteng/Giteng Lobzang Paldan (1881–1944), who wrote many polemical tracts including the rTsod yig ’jigs med rigs pa ’i gad rgyangs and dGag lan chu yi ’phrub ’khor141 and Lubum/Dobi Geshe Sherab Gyatsho (1884–1968), a staunch defender of Gelukpa system who authored the brTsod yig rigs pa ’i rgad rgyangs la rnam par dp Yad pa bs kai pa ’i me dpung,142 a criticism of Geuteng Lobzang Paldan’s work and the Kl u grub gongs rgyan la che long du btags pa mi ’jigs seng ge ’i nga ro,143 a response to Amdo Gedun Chöphel.

As a result of the intellectual revival mentioned earlier, the Nyingma school saw the rise of a large number of scholarly monks, mostly entitled Khenpos, at the turn of the twentieth century. These Khenpos continued the spiritual and intellectual legacies of previous masters such as Mipham. Among them were K henpo K unzang Paldan, Mipham’s student and literary executor, K henpo Zhang, the ecumenical teacher who introduced the Dzongsar yig cha of thirteen Indian classics with annotated commentaries, K henpo Yonga or Yontan Gyatsho (late nineteenth century) and K henpo Ngaga or Ngawang Palzang (1879–1941), the great Dzogchen adept. However, the most distinguished advocates of Mipham’s philosophical thoughts were Zhechen Gyaltshab Pema Namgyal, and Bodtrul Dôngag Tanpai Nyima, whose lTa grub shan ’byed gnad kyi sgron me is a systematic exposition of Mipham’s Madhyamaka thought.144

A revolutionary Tibetan thinker and a writer of the twentieth century was Amdo Gedun Chöphel, the renegade Gelukpa scholar-traveller who criticized the Gelukpa understanding of Emptiness.145 Amdo Gedun Chöphel’s composition of his dBu ma ’i zab gnad snying por d split legs bshad kl u grub gongs rgyan ignited the last round of controversy on Emptiness provoking serious reprisals from the dominant Gelukpa school.146 Among the rejoinders is the Mi ’jigs seng ge ’i nga ro by Geshe Sherab Gyatsho, his erstwhile teacher and colleague from Gadan monastery. Moreover recently a volume edited by Chukye Samten has come out from Tibet rebutting Gedun Chöphel’s criticisms.147

Since the Chinese occupation in the 1950s, the debates on Emptiness, like other religious and intellectual activities in Tibet, have faced almost complete annihilation. The brutal and calculated destruction of religious and cultural life during the cultural revolution brought the whole Tibetan religion close to extinction inside Tibet although there is now a restricted regeneration of religious scholarship. Among the Tibetan diaspora, ‘the debates on view’ (lta ba ’i rTsod pa) has been overshadowed by urgent political imperatives and other religious controversies such as the Dorje Shugdan issue.148 However, Emptiness remains a hot topic for intellectuals of Tibet, the country which has been, as Newland describes, ‘the only country governed by Madhyamika philosophers’.149
WHAT IS NEGATED BY ULTIMATE ANALYSIS?

Debates on the delimitation of the Mādhyamika negandum

I do not negate anything for there is nothing to be negated.
(Nāgarjuna, Vigrahāvyāvartana, 63)

Emptiness, in the Mādhyamika system, is generally understood to be an apophatic concept. The delineation of Emptiness involves a process of negation using reductionist analyses and a philosophical procedure that is a *via negativa.* Mādhyamika masters, from Nāgarjuna and Āryadeva through Candrakīrti and Śāntideva to Tsongkhapa and Mipham, widely employed in their writings sharp reasonings and arguments, which are highly analytical, reductionist and negational in their mode of investigation, to establish Emptiness. These reasonings are known as the Mādhyamika reasoning (*dbu ma'i rigs pa/gtan tshigs*) or the reasoning scrutinizing the ultimate (*don dam dpyod byed kyi rigs pa*). For brevity, I shall call them ‘the ultimate analysis’ here.²

The Mādhyamika thinkers employed the ultimate analysis to delineate the theory of Emptiness and eliminate the philosophical extremes (*anta, mtha'i*) and elaborations (*prapācāca, spros pa*), which are considered to be the main obstructions to enlightenment. We have already seen how, according to Nāgarjuna, these elaborations give rise to conceptualization and conceptualization breeds evil actions and thoughts, which lead to rebirth in samsāra.³ In order to attain enlightenment and eradicate elaborations, one must realize Emptiness, which in turn is achieved through the negation of elaborations by an investigative analysis. Thus, the practice of establishing Emptiness through a negational and reductionist analysis remains at the heart of Mādhyamika philosophy and is the most fundamental method of Mādhyamika investigation into the reality of things.

Mādhyamika scholars generally agreed on the purpose and need of such negational *modus operandi* for delineating the theory of Emptiness, and the analytic and apophatic dialectical approach to Emptiness formed a salient characteristic of the Mādhyamika school. However, discrepancies developed among Mādhyamika scholars.
scholars as to what exactly is being negated by the ultimate analyses. They could not agree on what things are empty of in the philosophy of Emptiness. The identification of what is being negated by the ultimate reasoning and the verification of the grasping, apprehension and elaboration that are obstructive to enlightenment turned into a highly controversial issue and gradually developed into a major topic of philosophical debates. It is these different identifications of what it is that is being negated – the negandum of ultimate analysis – and the debates on it between Mipham and his opponents that will form the subject matter of this chapter.

The delimitation of the negandum

The debates on the negandum, in a prototypical form, can be seen in the hermeneutic discrepancies among Buddhist scholars in understanding the doctrine of Emptiness and what is negated in the process of establishing Emptiness. The Buddha claimed that the world is dissatisfactory and impermanent and taught the path leading out of this samsāra to the tranquil and blissful state of nirvāṇa. Yet, he also declared that this world is empty and without substantiality. These two forms of teachings, the first an empirical theory of the world presented, for instance, in the apparatus of the four noble truths and the chain of dependent origination and the second an ontological theory of the world as empty, can be seen as conflicting in that the latter theory of Emptiness appears to negate the former. In addition, the Buddha’s teachings on the world as empty also seem to contradict the empirical experience and the common sense knowledge of the world as an evident reality.

The various hermeneutic endeavours shown by the Buddhist thinkers to resolve these prima facie contradictions between the existential teachings and empirical experiences on the one hand and the ontological theory of Emptiness on the other, and other interpretations to accommodate the various teachings of the Buddha into one coherent religio-philosophical system can be seen as different forms of delimitation of the negandum insofar as they are verifications of the real and the unreal, the true and the false, and the negated and the affirmed. In this respect, the identification of the negandum is not exclusively a Tibetan Mādhyamika issue; it pertains to the general Buddhist hermeneutics concerning Emptiness and reality. It comprises the disagreements among various schools and thinkers on the interpretation of what is negated by statements such as ‘the world is empty’ and ‘there is no matter, sound etc.’, in the sūtras such as Prajñāpāramitās and, in the Mādhyamika context, by the numerous dialectical arguments formulated by the Mādhyamika philosophers.

Although the debate on the identification of the negandum reached its culmination only in Tibet, the identification of the negandum, as a verification of what is negated in the philosophy of Emptiness, thus forms a key doctrinal point among Indian thinkers and contributed to the formation of diverse ontological schools. Among the Mādhyamikas, one would find in the criticisms of Buddhapañha by Bhāvaviveka and the latter by Candrakīrti, a precedent to the Tibetan debates on negandum. Their debates, which gave rise to the Prāṣangika...
and Svātantrika Mādhyamika bifurcation, were mainly on dialectical procedures and methodological issues but their arguments impinge on the issue of identifying the negandum of Mādhyamika reasoning.

In Tibet, the debate on Mādhyamika negandum reached its peak through Tsongkhapa. It seems that there was no major debate, except for some discrepancies, on the identification of the negandum until Tsongkhapa’s days. Since then, the identification of the negandum has become, among Tibetan scholars, one of the most debated issues with profound religious and social implications. Tsongkhapa, as Magee notes, gave it an unprecedented impetus by underscoring the importance of delimiting the negandum and by launching a rigorous criticism of the position held by most of his predecessors in Tibet. The emphasis on the importance of the identification of the negandum is certainly one of the outstanding contributions Tsongkhapa has made to the Mādhyamika study. It can be seen repeatedly in all his major writings on Mādhyamika philosophy. In his famous Lam rim, Tsongkhapa writes:

> For instance, in order to ascertain that a person is absent, one must know the person who is not there. In the same way, in order to ascertain the absence of self and absence of inherent nature, the self and inherent nature that is not existent must be properly identified, because unless the universal [image] of the negandum appears vividly, its negation cannot be correctly ascertained.

The need to envisage the picture of the hypostatic existence in order to realize the lack of hypostatic existence is also reiterated in his Drang nges. Without the clear picture of negandum, one would not grasp the concept of Emptiness although one may present several arguments on what does not exist and why. Similarly, in his commentary on Madhyamaavatāra (MA), the dGongs pa rab gsal, he observes:

> If the picture of the hypostatic existence, which does not exist, and the negandum, of which [things] are empty, does not appear accurately in the scope of [one's] mind, it is impossible to ascertain properly the nature of the lack of hypostatic existence and Emptiness. Furthermore, because merely identifying the hypostatic existence which is contingently speculated by proponents of tenet systems, and the grasping of [such] hypostatic existence is not sufficient, it is very essential to properly identify the grasping of hypostatic existence, which persisted from beginningless time and is innate in both those who are and who are not converted by tenet system, and the hypostatic existence grasped by it. Without identifying that, even if [one] negated the negandum with reasoning, it would not do any harm to the grasping of hypostatic existence which persisted since beginningless time and the relevant purpose would be lost.
Tsongkhapa and his followers insisted that correct definition of the negandum is of utmost cruciality to the delineation of Emptiness. He argued that over-wide delimitation of the negandum would lead to the extreme of nihilism just as over-narrow delimitation of the negandum would lead to the extreme of eternalism.9 It is only through the correct definition of the negandum that one would understand Emptiness and be able to establish the Middle Way. After his death, his followers continued the emphatic treatment of negandum and to this day the identification of the negandum remains a fundamental procedure of Madhyamika learning and pedagogy in the Gelukpa tradition. Studies of the Gelukpa exposition of the identification of the negandum has been done in the West by Hopkins, Thurman, Waymen, Napper, Newland, Magee and Lopez among others.10 Yet the recent translation of the entire Lam rim makes by far the most significant contribution to the study of Gelukpa Madhyamaka. The Gelukpa theory that ascertainment of the negandum is a prerequisite to understanding Emptiness has been also seriously challenged by critics such as Sakya Chogdan and Amdo Gedun Chophel.11 It is also Tsongkhapa’s Gelukpa tradition to which Mipham devoted most of his refutation and from whom he received most opposition. Thus, the debate on the negandum, and for that matter on other Madhyamika issues, which involves Mipham is largely between him and the Gelukpas. Sakyapas and Kagyupas, except those who are Zhantongpas, by and large hold the same position as Mipham on the subject of Emptiness. The Zhantongpas, most of whom are Jonangpas and some Kagyupas, Nyingmapas and Sakyapas, are attacked by Rangtongpas including Mipham although he also defended gzhon stong philosophy, on behalf of the Zhantongpas, against the intensive attack from the Gelukpas.12

Let us now briefly look at what constitutes a negandum in Tibetan dialectics and the Madhyamika system. The Tibetan word for the negandum is dgag bya, a rendering of the Sanskrit nis.edhya and/or pratis.edhya. Literally ‘a thing to be stopped’, it is the gerundive of the verb dgag, to stop, refute, negate, etc. Tibetan scholars classified dgag bya into two kinds: the dialectical negandum, which is to be negated by dialectical reasoning (rigs pa’i dgag bya) and the cognitive negandum, which is to be eliminated by practising the path (lam gyi dgag bya).13 In spite of the binary classification, the term dgag bya in a philosophical context is used mainly for the dialectical negandum and the verb dgag and its conjugations (’gog, bkag, khegs/khog) generally denote ‘to negate’. Mipham divides the dialectical negandum into self/substantiality of person and of phenomena.14 The cognitive negandum, which includes a wide range of defiling emotions and their impressions, is generally known as the thing to be eliminated (prahāṇa, spang bya) and/or obscurations (āvarāṇa, sgrīb pa), and constitutes the cognitive impulses that a person must eradicate to achieve enlightenment in Mahāyāna soteriology.15 It is generally agreed that the elimination of the latter can only be actualized through the elimination of the former by means of analytical reasoning.

Tsongkhapa, however, includes the mistaken grasping at inherent existence alongside inherent existence as the dialectical negandum and remarks that the latter
is the primary negandum because the elimination of the cognitive grasping depends on the negation of its object. This inclusion of cognitive grasping within dialectical negandum has, however, posed hermeneutic problems to some Gelukpas, particularly when juxtaposed with their theory that dialectical negandum cannot be existent even conventionally. In fact, Tsongkhapa himself states immediately after his division of dialectical negandum into subjective grasping and objective inherence that ‘this negandum has to be non-existent’ (dgag bya ’di shes bya la med pa zhi dgos). Magee discusses the binary concept of negandum presented in the Lam rim but completely ignores this problem by assuming every subjective negandum to be a cognitive or path negandum.

Many Gelukpas like Sera Jetsun and Changkya, based on Tsongkhapa’s division, argued that not every dialectical negandum has to be non-existent while others maintained that every dialectical negandum as negandum of valid reasoning is necessarily non-existent or else it cannot be negated. Jamyang Gawai Lodoe, for one, contends in his rebuttal of Gorampa that the negandum of ultimate analysis cannot exist conventionally. He accuses Gorampa of misreading Tsongkhapa in classifying the cognitive grasping under the dialectical negandum. Thus, the Gelukpas are divided on whether or not the cognitive grasping to hypostatic existence, which is conventionally existent, is a dialectical negandum.

Now, the dialectical negandum can also be understood in two slightly different ways. In a strictly technical sense, which we find in the Tibetan bsdus grwa and rtags rigs textbooks, it refers to the combination of the subject (chos can) and the property negated (dgag bya ’i chos) in a syllogistic formula (prayoga, sbyor ba). For example, in the argument:

the subject \(x\), is without hypostatic existence, because it is dependently originated

the negandum is the subject \(x\) put together with the property negated, hypostatic existence. ‘Dependently originated’ is the mark or reason. The negandum in this context is the subject of debate (rtsod gzhi chos can) conjoined with the property negated; it is the opposite of the probandum (bsgrub bya) or inferendum (rjes su dpag bya), that is, the lack of hypostatic existence of \(x\) which is proved and inferred by this formulaic presentation. Thus, this argument negates the ‘hypostatically existent \(x\)’ and establishes \(x\) without hypostatic existence or empty of hypostatic existence, that is, the Emptiness of \(x\). According to the Gelukpa bsdus grwa logic, any such negandum should be non-existent for no existent entity can be negated by a valid reasoning. Equally, through the rule of excluded middle, the negandum must be non-existent where the inferendum is existent and vice versa. These rules and such other principles of bsdus grwa logic persistently influence the Gelukpa reading, understanding and exposition of Emptiness.

In a more broad and less technical usage, a negandum is any property that is negated. It need not be strictly understood as the compound of the subject and the property negated presented through a syllogistic formula. For example, in the
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Statements 'x is without hypostatic existence' and 'there is no matter', hypostatic existence and matter are the neganda. Such statements on the Emptiness of all phenomena are commonly seen in the sūtras such as the Prajñāpāramitāsūtras, just as the formal dialectical arguments to delineate Emptiness are employed profusely in the śāstra literature of the Mādhyamika school.

While the Gelukpas mostly treated the negandum in a strictly dialectical sense, Mipham, like other Nyingmapas, saw the negandum more in this broad sense although he and Longchenpa frequently made use of syllogistic presentation and was well aware of the dialectical definition. Both statements and syllogistic arguments such as the ones mentioned earlier are negational in their mode of enquiry, and establish Emptiness by nullifying the negandum. Therefore, the negandum is presented by both; the difference is one of methodology and syntax. Mipham, unlike the Gelukpas, was inclined to the latter use and construed all phenomena to be negated by Mādhyamika analysis whereas the Gelukpas mostly understood the negandum in a strict dialectical context and thus asserted that no existent thing can be negated by Mādhyamika analysis.

BA, IX/140 and negandum

The imperative to identify the negandum in order to establish its absence, from the viewpoint of the Gelukpas, is not a novel approach. They traced the need for the identification of the negandum to authoritative Indian sources. The source most frequently cited by the Gelukpas to substantiate their emphasis on the identification of the negandum is the following verse from chapter 9 of Śāntideva’s Bodhicaryāvatāra (BA):

Without contacting the constructed entity,
Its non-entity cannot be grasped.

According to them, the term entity (bhāva, dngos po) in the first line corresponds to hypostatic existence or hypostatically established entity (*satyasiddha, bden [par] grub [pa]), and this verse shows how one cannot understand the non-entity or absence of hypostatic existence, in other words Emptiness, without knowing what hypostatic existence is. They further explain that in order to grasp the Emptiness of things, one must first have a clear mental picture or universal image (arthasāmāṇya, don spyi) of the negandum, the imaginary hypostatic existence, of which phenomena are empty. Without the clear idea of the negandum, one would not know what to negate and, without any conviction, fall into the metaphysical pitfalls of either excessive negation or inadequate negation. Hence, using this verse as support, they argue that ascertainment of the negandum qua hypostatic existence is very fundamental to understanding Emptiness.

Mipham, like many other Indian and Tibetan commentaries on the BA, however, understood the verse differently. He did not take the verse to show the importance of identifying or delimiting the negandum so as to understand Emptiness correctly.
Instead, he took it as an argument to prove how ultimately both entity and non-entity or existence and non-existence cannot be apprehended. Let us place the lines within the preceding and following verses and study it in its context. B A, IX/139–41 reads:

If correct cognition were not correct [ultimately]
Would not what it cognizes be false?
Therefore, in the ultimate level
Mediation on Emptiness would not be viable.

Without contacting the constructed entity,
Its non-entity cannot be grasped.
Thus, for that which is a false entity,
Its non-entity is also clearly false.

Therefore, if in a dream a child dies,
The thought that it did not exist
Annuls the thought that it exists.
That [thought it did not exist, however,] is also false.25

A detailed and critical study of these verses, appraising both philological and philosophical aspects, has been done by Paul Williams collating major Indian and Tibetan commentaries.26 Hence, it shall not be repeated here. However, a brief study of Gelukpa and Mipham’s commentaries on this verse will be instrumental in highlighting the contrast between their interpretations. All commentaries, including those by Gelukpa scholars and Mipham, take these verses as a proleptical discussion, in which Sāntideva answers a criticism levelled against the Mādhyamikas on the authenticity of meditation on Emptiness. The criticism made in stanza 139, ascribed to the Sāṃkhya, contends that if the correct cognition which discerns Emptiness were not valid in the ultimate sense, Emptiness could not be validated. In that case, it would follow that Emptiness is epistemologically unviable and meditation on it pointless because it is also a false concept. The next two verses present Sāntideva’s reply, the first one being the actual answer and the second analogical.

Commenting on these verses in his commentary on chapter IX of the B A, the Ketaka, Mipham writes:

Here, we [the Mādhyamikas] are not positing a tenet of a hypostatically established object of apprehension [in] maintaining Emptiness as a fact established by correct cognition. That is because without recourse to or dependence on the entities such as the vase, which are to be examined,27 the ‘non-entity’ of those entities such as the absence of vase can never be grasped on their own. Therefore, because the notational or inferior Emptiness such as the absence of vase or Emptiness of vase is the aspect of those entities having been negated or eliminated, [we] assert the non-entity of any entity, which by nature is false, to be also clearly or definitely false. [If he says:] In that case, what is the point of meditating that ‘all
phenomena do not exist because both entity and non-entity are equally false and untrue? For the time being, it is just getting accustomed to the absence of inherent entity as an antidote to the attachment to entities, which, wonted since beginningless time, fettered us to the worldly existence. Because both entity and non-entity are false, (meditating on the absence of entity) is just like the way in a dream, while dreaming of mourning over a son who was born and dead, the thought that the son did not exist is an antidote to the thought that the son did exist. That thought the son did not exist is also false.

Thus, just as the fire created from scrubbing the two twigs together would burn both twigs, the fire of wisdom, which analyses all entities, will burn the entire thickets of all points of apprehension we posit as entities and non-entities. Thereby, when one abides in the state of gnosis, which is pacified of all elaborations, such state is the great middle way, free from all assertions.28

Mipham clearly takes these verses to show that Emptiness qua absence of hypostatic existence is not absolute and therefore the notion of it must also be ultimately given up. It is not logical, after negating the concept of entities, to hold onto non-entity qua Emptiness of hypostatic existence. Without recourse to the concept of the existence of x, where x denotes an entity, the non-existence or Emptiness of x is not tenable and apprehensible for the latter is just an absence of the former. His theory is that the concept of non-x is entirely dependent on and relative to the concept of x that if x did not exist, the non-x cannot exist. Because the entity x (bhāva, dngos po) is proved to be false and untenable (mrṣa, rdzun), the non-entity of x (tadabhāva, de’i dngos med) is also definitely false and untenable. Thus, to him the second verse shows how ultimate Emptiness presupposes the negation of all elaborations of entity, non-entity, existence, non-existence, production, non-production, etc., which is exactly the position the Gelukpas criticize as nihilistic because of over-wide delimitation of the negandum.

This can be further elucidated in the light of the connection that Mipham makes between this and Śantarākṣita’s Madhyamakālaṃkāra, 71ab:

Because there is no production and so forth
There cannot be non-production and so forth.29

While commenting on these and the lines following these, Mipham cites BA, IX/140–1 and argues that because no negandum, be it existent, non-existent, both or neither, remain ultimately, their negation, that is their absence and the reasoning, words and thoughts used to delineate the absence would not remain either. As Williams has correctly noted, Mipham interprets these verses, both in rGyan ‘grel and Ketaka, in line with his binary concept of ultimate truths which he repeatedly expounds in most of his treatises on Madhyamaka. The mere absence
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of hypostatic existence (bden med tsam) is only a notational or relative ultimate and one must transcend this to reach the final ultimate free from elaborations (spros bral), the Great Madhyamaka (dbu ma chen po). We shall return to this bifurcation in Chapter 4.

Commenting on the verse 141, Mipham argues that it is not however pointless to meditate on mere absence of hypostatic existence. Notwithstanding the fact that the notion of Emptiness of hypostatic existence is itself unreal and must be discarded ultimately, it can help overcome the strong sense of wonted attachment to existence and substances if one meditates on it. If one has a dream in which one’s child dies, and then one thinks in the same dream that the death is a mere dream and unreal, this thought, despite being as false as the thought of the child’s death, would nevertheless help quell the suffering. The absence of hypostatic existence, like the second thought, is a provisional antidote but ultimately it is also false and untenable just as the other phenomena are. Mipham remarks that in spite of its provisional value, the notion of non-entity qua Emptiness, just like the notion of entity, must be ultimately abandoned to reach the gnoseological state where all elaborations, theses and apprehensions are stilled.

The Gelukpa interpretation on verse 139 does not differ from that of Mipham. However, the interpretation of the last two takes a different course. I shall cite Gyaltsab Je on the Gelukpa side here as his commentary is the most authoritative Gelukpa work on the BA representing the mainstream Gelukpa interpretation. Commenting on verses 140 and 141, he writes:

It is very appropriate for us to have a false correct cognition which discerns Emptiness and also false Emptiness posited by it because the ascertain-ment of the negation, [in which] hypostatic entities are negated by the conceptual mind, is dependent on the appearance of the [mental] picture of the negandum. That eventuates because without having recourse to the entity conceived, that is, hypostatic existence, or [in other words] without the appearance of the [mental] picture of hypostatic existence, the lack of hypostatic existence cannot be grasped by the conceptual mind as the nature of Emptiness of hypostatic [existence]. Therefore, because the negandum, which is a false entity, is impossible, the negation of such negandum, [which is] the non-entity, is clearly false.

The example for the previous case [of not apprehending non-entity without picturing entity]: [It is] like [how] without the appearance of the picture of the son of a barren woman to the conceptual thought the picture of the demise of the son of a barren woman will not appear. . . . The Emptiness of hypostatic existence, [which is established] after having negated it (i.e. hypostatic existence) is also false and not hypostatically existent. That shows the content of [the verses] such as ‘If there is anything little that is not empty’ in the Mūlamadhyamakakārikā (XIII/7).

Because the Emptiness of hypostatic existence cannot be ascertained correctly unless the universal [image] of the hypostatic existence appears,
it is necessary to be an expert in delimitation of the negandum in order to ascertain Emptiness. Owing to this reason, for example, when in a dream the death of a son is perceived, the thought that the son does not exist is an antidote to the thought that the son exists. However, the object to be eliminated and the antidote in the dream are false. In the same way, it is not contradictory for a false antidote to overcome a false object to be eliminated and a false correct cognition to perceive a false object. . . .

Gyaltshab, like Tsongkhapa and many other Gelukpa masters, considers the first two lines of verse 140 as an important source highlighting the need to correctly identify the negandum in order to realize Emptiness. Unlike Mipham who took the verses more directly and reasoned that entity – existence – and its non-entity – lack of existence – are equally false in the ultimate because non-entity cannot exist without entity, Gyaltshab interprets the verses differently to argue that without the proper identification of the entity qua hypostatic existence, its non-entity, the absence of hypostatic existence, cannot be understood.

One of the striking differences between Gyaltshab and Mipham’s positions seems to be the understanding of the word ‘entity’ (bhāva, dngos po) in this context. A similar discrepancy occurs while interpreting this word in verses 34 and 35 of the same chapter. Although the meaning of bhāva vary according to contexts, it is clear that Mipham takes it to mean any entity here whereas the Gyaltshab and other Gelukpas equate it with hypostatic existence or hypostatically established entity. Hence, Mipham argues that a non-entity, say vaselessness or non-cupness, is ultimately untenable because such a concept depends on the concept of the entity, the vase or cup. To him, there cannot be a vaselessness or non-cupness without the vase and cup. Gyaltshab takes bhāva as hypostatic existence and abhāva to be lack of hypostatic existence and argue that without having the picture of entity qua hypostatic existence, the non-entity qua absence of hypostatic existence cannot be properly understood.

Similarly, Mipham paraphrases contacting or recourse (sprāśtvā, reg pa) as depending, hence ‘without contacting entity’ as without depending on entity, whereas Gyaltshab interprets contacting as picturing and understand ‘without contacting entity’ as without picturing the universal image of entity qua hypostatic existence. Gyaltshab thus argues that the non-entity qua Emptiness or absence of hypostatic existence cannot be understood without grasping the negandum, hypostatic existence through picturing its universal image. The main thrust of Gyaltshab’s interpretation of the verses is therefore clearly the identification of the negandum or setting the target of negation but his arguments sound rather unconvincing and seem to deviate from Sāntiveṇa’s thought.

His reasoning in the first line of his commentary that both false cognition and false Emptiness are tenable in the Mādhyāmika tradition because the understanding of negation of hypostatic existence is dependent on the picture of negandum lacks logical pervasion (vyāpti, khyab pa) between the reason and the thesis that they seem irrelevant. Similarly Gyaltshab’s interpretation of the reasoning in 140ab
does not connect coherently to the Śāntideva’s conclusion in 140cd. There is the problem of pervasion in arguing that the non-entity of a false entity is clearly false because the non-entity qua Emptiness cannot be grasped without picturing the universal image of entity qua negandum. Gyalshab’s commentary focuses on proving two main points: (1) the picturing of the negandum is required for understanding Emptiness and (2) because of that, both entity qua hypostatic existence and non-entity qua absence of hypostatic existence are false but the points do not seem adequately connected to work as reason and conclusion.

Gyalshab’s interpretation of verse 140 faces further problems in connecting to the analogy in verse 141. Thus he does not directly apply the analogy of the death of the child and the thought that it did not exist to the notion of entity and non-entity as Śāntideva does. Instead, Gyalshab supplies a different analogy of the barren woman’s child and its demise to illustrate his point concerning the identification of the negandum. He then uses the analogy in verse 141 to demonstrate that false antidote can overcome false obstructions and false cognition can perceive objects, thereby rewinding the argument to answer the criticism in verse 139.

Another problem is in understanding Śāntideva’s equation of both entity and non-entity as false. The Gelukpas generally accepted that entity qua hypostatic existence is even conventionally non-existent while the non-entity qua absence of hypostatic existence is the ultimate truth. Thus, there is a vast difference in the ontic status of the two. To resolve this, Gyalshab reasons that the absence of hypostatic existence is false because it is not hypostatically existent whereas the hypostatic existence is false because it is not existent. Mipham does not encounter this problem as both entity and non-entity, according to him, are conventionally existent but ultimately false and unobtainable.

The Gelukpa interpretation of verse 140–1, diverging from most other commentaries, seems to have been influenced by their theory of limiting Mādhyamika negandum to hypostatic existence. If entity were understood as an existent phenomenon, as Mipham and several other commentators do, it would lead to the acceptance that existent phenomena are also negated by Mādhyamika analysis — a position which they ascribed to the Ngarabpas and considered nihilistic. Entity in this context, therefore, has to be understood as hypostatic existence. Now, according to the Gelukpas, such hypostatic existence does not exist even conventionally and therefore it would be wrong to consider Emptiness or lack of hypostatic existence to be dependent on it. Thus, the understanding of Emptiness is not dependent on the entity qua hypostatic existence but rather on the proper understanding of this hypothetical hypostatic existence. To this effect, they bring in the mental picture or universal image, and reason that without a clear picture of the negandum, that is, hypostatic existence, its absence or Emptiness cannot be apprehended fully.

Gyalshab and the Gelukpas, as Williams observes, seem to cite 140ab to support the importance of identifying the negandum merely because it is from an authoritative source. The verse does not explicitly or even implicitly show the identification of the negandum if read independently of the commentaries. Mipham does not take this verse to imply such imperatives. According to him, it is just
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a reasoning that non-entity cannot be apprehended without recourse to entity, and because the entity is false, its non-entity should be false. Why would identification of hypostatic existence be a difficult philosophical point and why would it have to be said so emphatically? After all, it is what sentient beings are accustomed to from time immemorial. Thus, the whole emphasis on identifying the negandum, from Mipham’s viewpoint, is superfluous.

Mipham must have been fully aware of the emphatic use of this verse by Gelukpas as an authority stressing the need of identification of the negandum. He was also definitely aware of Gyaltshab’s commentary on this and the disparity between Gyaltshab’s and his own interpretations. However, Mipham surprisingly does not refute Gyaltshab’s interpretation here as he did in the case of many other verses in his commentary. Nonetheless, it is clear that Mipham took the opportunity to underline his position as regards the ultimate understanding of Emptiness.

Some Gelukpa criticisms of the Ngarabpa position

The stark difference between the Gelukpas and proponents of the Ngarabpa viewpoint is the delimitation of negandum, to only hypostatic existence by the former and to all phenomena by the latter. The thrust of the Gelukpa stress on the negandum is to point out that the Mādhya-māka dialectical negandum is a hypostatic existence and not all phenomena as most of the non-Gelukpa thinkers understood. Tsongkha pa, in his Lam rim, mentions two groups of opponents: those who profess an over-wide delimitation of the negandum and those who profess an over-narrow delimitation of it. He devotes most of his criticism against the first category. The non-Gelukpa thinkers who asserted that the ultimate analyses negated all phenomena fall within the first category. A ccording to the Gelukpas, it is sheer nihilism to claim that the ultimate reasoning negates all phenomena.

Tsongkha pa mentioned two main problems that this theory entails. First, negating all phenomena destroys the whole spirit of Mādhya-māka philosophy by hitting its central concept of dependent origination. If conventional phenomena such as matter, sound, production, cessation, etc. were negated by the ultimate analysis, the theory of dependent origination would not be tenable. Denial of dependent origination is not only a nihilistic view philosophically, but it also destroys the fundamental practice of seeking enlightenment through the knowledge of the true nature of things, namely, dependent origination. Second, if the words and reasoning utilized in the ultimate analyses were empty, how can they ever be able to establish the Emptiness of other things?

Tsongkha pa and his followers strongly proclaimed that the whole point of conducting the ultimate analyses is to prove that everything is empty of inherent and hypostatic existence and therefore dependently originated. The ultimate analyses that establish Emptiness must not harm dependent origination but reinforce it. It is the unique characteristic of the Mādhya-māka tradition to deny existence of even a speck of inherent entity established by its own being (rang gi ngo bos grub pa’i rang bzhin rdul tsam yang med pa) and at the same time assert all concepts of
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saṃsāra and nirvāṇa (‘khor ‘das kyi rnam gzhag thams cad khas blangs pa) such as production, affirmation, negation, etc. Hence, an ultimate analysis should not negate all phenomena but only hypostatic existence, inherent nature and own being. Let us take a sample of the ultimate analysis to study this more closely. Nāgarjuna in the first verse of the chapter of his Mūlamadhyamakakārikā (MK) reasons:

Neither from itself, nor from other[s]
Nor from both or from without cause
Does any entity anywhere
In any time arise.

This reasoning, known as ‘the Analysis of Cause: the Diamond Splinter (rgyu la dpyod pa rdo rje zegs ma)’, which I call here ‘the production analysis’, is one of the most well-known analyses used by the Mādhyaṃika scholars to delineate Emptiness, and has become subjected to different interpretations and subsequent debates both in India and Tibet. The reasoning proves the negation of arising or production from different causes through the use of tetralemma (catuskoti, mtha’ bzhi) method. It is commonly seen in the following syllogistic format in many commentaries:

All entities, the subject, are without production because they do not arise from themselves, others, both or neither (ex nihilo).

The Gelukpas argued that an ultimate analysis of this kind does not refute production in toto, but only hypostatically existent production (skye ba bden par grub pa), inherent production (rang bzhin gyis skye ba) or production at the ultimate level (don dam par skye ba). Thus, instead of taking the reasoning directly, they paraphrased the predicate of the reasoning, ‘without production’ as ‘without hypostatically existent production’ and argued that what is negated by this is a hypostatic production and not production as such (skye ba tsam).

Citing the MK and other texts profusely, Tsongkhapa accused those who accepted the production analysis to negate production, of misunderstanding the scope of Mādhyaṃika reasoning and the meaning of Emptiness as the substantialists have done. The substantialists such as the Vaibhāṣikas are said to have taken the Mādhyaṃika concept of Emptiness as a nihilistic theory, which defies empirical realities and thus debase the Buddha’s teachings of the middle way. Tsongkhapa comments that they have misconstrued Mādhyaṃika negation of inherent production as the negation of production itself and have thus accused Mādhyaṃika of nihilism. All contradictions raised by the substantialists in chapter 24 of the MK would befall those who negate general production. Tsongkhapa is here referring to the argument in which Nāgarjuna’s opponents argue that if everything is empty, there would not be any production and cessation, and without them, there cannot be dependent origination, and that consequently theories of the four noble truths,
the paths and stages, the three jewels, the law of cause and effect and all worldly conventions would become untenable.

In his rebuttal of this criticism, Nagarjuna expounds his theory of two truths and the co-referential nature of Emptiness and dependent origination. He explains how the Buddha dispensed his teachings relying on the two truths, how the conventional truth leads to the realization of the ultimate truth, how profound and subtle Emptiness is and how the Buddha was reluctant to teach it, how everything that is empty is dependently originated and the vice versa, and how features such as production and so forth are possible to that to which Emptiness is possible. He reverses the refutations used by his opponents against themselves by arguing that if things were absolute and hypostatically existent, they cannot be produced, and hence dependent origination, etc. would not be possible in their system.41

What Tsongkhapa and his followers want to underline is that conventional phenomena are not negated by Madhyamika reasoning. He observes that it is a simplistic understanding to think that conventional phenomena such as vase are negated merely because they cannot be found in their parts when being investigated.42 Were all phenomena negated, the most fundamental concept of dependent origination would be at stake. Not only is it possible to deny inherent existence and accept phenomena such as production, cessation, etc. the combination of such denial and acceptance is the unique feature of Madhyamika philosophy. Using the reasoning, which delineates the lack of inherent existence to negate the dependent phenomena of production, etc., is like reducing a divine deity to a devil. Such an act will only obstruct the correct understanding of Madhyamaka.43

Both the Gelukpas and Mipham accept the two levels of existence, and that in the ultimate ontic mode (gnas tshul don dam par) everything including production does not exist and in the conventional appearing mode (tha snyad snang tshul la) things exist. According to both parties, the contradictions mentioned in chapter 24 are inevitable if one either asserts production and so forth to exist ultimately or to not exist even conventionally. Holding either of the positions is clearly an extremist viewpoint. They have no disagreement inasmuch as the conventional existence of phenomena or lack of the ultimate existence is concerned. The main issue of disagreement here is what is actually negated by an ultimate analysis such as the production analysis, and what, from the viewpoint of the ultimate analysis, is non-existent.

Mipham, adhering closely to Ngarabpa philosophers, took the ultimate analyses such as the production analysis to negate all phenomena without exception because nothing can withstand the scrutiny of such analysis. If there is anything that remains when being investigated by the ultimate analysis, it ought to be by nature absolute and inherently existent. Since nothing can resist the reductive analysis employed to establish the ultimate truth, no entity, and for that matter even non-entity, can exist on the level of the ultimate truth. Like most of the Nyingma, Sakya and Kagyupa thinkers, he took the negation of existence, non-existence, matter, sound, smell, taste, etc. in the sūtras and Madhyamika literatures literally.
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Thus, it is not just hypostatic existence that is negated but all phenomena ranging from matter to omniscience (gzugs nas rnam mkhyen bar gyi shes bya’i chos thams cad). However, because one asserts the dependent existence of things on conventional level, one is free from the contradictions mentioned in chapter 24 of M.K. Thus, the theory of dependent origination, the four noble truths, the paths and stages, the three jewels, the law of cause and effect and the worldly conventions can work perfectly on the conventional level, when no such ultimate analysis is conducted, although they are untenable at the ultimate level.

The second problem, which the Gelukpas raised, has to do with the validity of the words and reasoning used in the ultimate analysis if they are empty and to be negated themselves. One of the frequent arguments of the Gelukpas is that if all phenomena are negated and not existent at the level of the ultimate analysis, words and reasons used in the analysis would also have to be negated. How can such words and reasons then analyse or negate other things? The refutation made by substantialists that were all things without inherent nature, the Mādhyamika words or reasoning would also be without inherent nature and therefore incapable of negating the inherent nature in other things would befall the Mādhyamikas. Here, they are referring to the first verse of Vigrahavyāvartanī where Nāgārjuna’s opponents argue that if everything is without the inherent nature, words such as ‘the vase is empty’ would also be without the inherent nature. Consequently, all such statements and reasons would be false and incapable of negating inherent existence.

According to Tsongkhapa, the substantialists misunderstood the Mādhyamika negation of inherent nature of phenomena such as vase, production, etc. as the negation of phenomena themselves. As a result, they argued that words and reasoning utilized to negate inherent existence and establish Emptiness would not be capable of doing so. However, from Tsongkhapa’s viewpoint this criticism does not affect the Mādhyamika because only inherent nature is negated and conventional reasoning, words and persons exist and Emptiness can be established by them. The dependently originated words, although they may be without inherent nature, can effectively negate inherent existence. From his perspective, the contradiction raised by the substantialists definitely fall on those proponents who assert the ultimate analyses to negate all phenomena.

However, Tsongkhapa’s reading of the Vigrahavyāvartanī, verse 1 although it sounds very coherent, seems to diverge from the original argument presented in the verse. The verse clearly raises the contradiction that if everything, including the Mādhyamika words, is without inherent nature, how can words which are without inherent nature possibly negate inherent nature. It does not explicitly question the negation of all phenomena as Tsongkhapa interprets. The fear of the substantialist is that if words did not have inherent existence, although they are existent, such words would not be able to negate inherent existence in other things. Nāgārjuna replies by saying that his words are without inherent nature but dependently originated and that they can, like one magical illusion overcome the other, negate inherent nature notwithstanding their lack of inherent nature.
To Mipham, such acts of negation and delineation are possible on the conventional level where the theory of dependent origination is tenable. The act of establishing all things as empty is a conventional phenomenon and is a valid function from the conventional viewpoint. On the ultimate level, nothing is found, nothing exists and all acts of negation, affirmation, etc. are not tenable. Hence, even the delineation and realization of Emptiness cannot be accepted on the ultimate level.

**What is ‘hypostatically existent’ and when does one negate?**

It is not a unique tenet of the Gelukpas that a hypostatic or inherent entity is not existent and negated by Mādhyamika reasoning. The Gelukpas and their opponents such as Mipham generally agreed insofar as the negation of hypostatic existence is concerned. They also had no great discrepancies over the hypothetical description of hypostatic existence as an absolute, permanent, independent, inherent, reified substance, and that were such a thing to exist, it would resist the ultimate analysis. Mipham remarks in his rGyan 'grel: ‘For instance, what is hypostatically existent is generally known as that which can withstand ultimate analysis and most people understand it likewise’ and ‘if there is anything that is not repudiated or negated after being analysed by ultimate analysis, that would be hypostatically existent’. He elaborates that, speaking hypothetically, if an atom were hypostatically existent as a singular entity, it cannot be relative to any other thing and nothing could be derived from it. Were anything hypostatically existent, it cannot be known and no other thing except ‘it’ can exist.

In his ’Jug 'grel and gSung sgros he says, when the conventional phenomena, scrutinized by the ultimate analysis, cannot resist the analysis, they are said to be without hypostatic existence, and if they can withstand the analysis, they are considered hypostatically existent. He writes in his ’Jug 'grel:

> When the ultimate analysis examines the conventional vase of shared appearance, nothing, which can withstand the analysis, is obtained or apprehended. Then, [it] is termed as ‘not apprehended by the correct cognition of ultimate analysis, ultimately non-existent, empty of own being and without hypostatic existence that can resist analysis’. There is no other definition of hypostatic existence and definition of lack of hypostatic existence apart from that.

In his exposition of the negandum in his dGongs pa rab gsal, Drang nges and Lam rim, Tsongkhapa treats in detail the definition of what is hypostatically existent in both Svātantrika and Prāsaṅgika. I shall only present the gist here. In the Svātantrika system, a thing is considered to be hypostatically existent if it exists in its objective mode (rang gi sdod lugs su) without being posited because of its
appearance to subjective thought (yul can blo la snang ba’i dbang gis bzhag pa min pa). Explaining this, he writes in his dGongs pa rab gsal:

Taking it thus, that which exists by the way of abiding objectively and not by appearing to thought or by being posited by thought is hypostatically, ultimately and truly existent and the apprehension of such is the innate grasping to hypostatic existence.52

He equates what is hypostatically existent (bden par yod pa) with the ultimately existent (don dam par yod pa) and truly existent (yang dag par yod pa), and defines the ultimately existent or truly existent as ‘that which exists as ontic reality without being posited by thought’ (blo yis dbang gis bzhad pa min par don gyi sdod lugs su yod pa) and as resistant to analysis (rigs pas dpyad bzod)53 The Svātantrikas, according to Tsongkhapa, understood a thing to be hypostatically existent if it existed independent of subjective cognition. Whatever is posited by subjective cognition is conventional and what is ultimately existent is the reverse.54 However, he argues that the Svātantrikas accepted a degree of objective reality in what is posited by subjective cognition. Although there is no objective reality independent of subjective cognition, there is yet some objectivity as posited by cognition, which is not purely a nominal construction. Thus, there is some hypostatization. The Prāsaṅgikas, on the contrary, rejected such objectivity posited by subjective cognition.

The Prāsaṅgikas surpassed the Svātantrikas in negating all kinds of reality or objectivity. If there is anything that exists apart from being merely posited through its designation by a label (ming gi tha snyad kyi dbang gis bzhag pa), it would be hypostatically existent. He writes in his dGongs pa rab gsal:

Apprehending [something] to exist, not as posited merely through the designation of a label, as mentioned before, but apprehending [something] to exist hypostatically, ultimately, truly, and by its own being, own characteristics and inherent nature is innate [grasping]. The object conceived by it is hypothetically the definition of hypostatic existence.55

It is a unique Prāsaṅgika perspective to see everything as posited by conceptual thought (rtog pas bzhag pa); to assume otherwise is reification or hypostatization. In Prāsaṅgika system, what is hypostatically, ultimately and truly existent is equivalent to what is established (grub pa) by own being (ngo bos), by own/individual characteristics (rang mtshan gyis) and by inherent nature (rang bzhin gyis). While in the Svatantrika thought, only the first three are equivalent, as they accept conventional existence of the last three, the Prāsaṅgikas treated all six as equivalent, thus rejecting all six even on conventional level.56 Discussing what is established by its own characteristics in the Prāsaṅgika, he explains in his Drang nges that a thing is established by its own characteristics if the referent of the designation used for it is found when thoroughly searched by ultimate analyses (tha snyad btags pa’i btags don btsal ba’i tse na rnyed pa).57 An entity established by its own being
and own characteristics must exist through its ontic mode (rang gi gnas lugs kyi dbang gis yod pa) and would resist analysis (dpyad bzod). On the definition of what is inherent nature, Tsongkhapa writes in his Lam rim: ‘Therefore, that which is established not through being posited by internal thought but objectively through its own being is that [which is] called self or inherent nature.’

Drakar Trulku repeats Tsongkhapa’s definition of what is hypostatically existent and the corresponding innate grasping in Svatantrika and Prasangika thought. He says, that which is established from the point of ontic reality without being posited through appearing to an unmistaken cognition (blo gnod med la snang ba’i dbang gis bzhag pa ma yin par don gyi sdo dugs kyi ngos nas grub pa) is hypostatically existent in Svatantrika system. In Prasangika thought, a thing is hypostatically existent if it is established from the point of objective nature and not merely imputed by conceptual thought (rtog pas btags pa tsam ma yin par yul rang ngos nas grub pa).

Mipham attacked this distinction arguing that all Madhyamika scholars accept all things to be imputed by conceptual thought insofar as they lack any inherent objective truth. It is a sheer mistake to consider it a unique Prasangika understanding. Although it may be argued that there is a difference because Svatantrikas accepted conventional entities with their own characteristics, which Prasangikas rejected, that assertion, he says, is only on the level of delineating the relative or notational ultimate. Citing MA, VI/25, Mipham also contends that Prasangikas too accept conventionalities on the basis of being posited through appearing to the unmistaken cognition. The distinction of conventionality qua what is posited through appearing to unmistaken cognition and conventionality qua what is imputed by conceptual thought between Svatantrika and Prasangika does not solve any problems. In addition, if conventionality in the Prasangika system is defined by being imputed by conceptual thought, even conceptual constructs such as the creator Iśvara and Prakṛti would be conventionally existent. Mipham further queries whether or not the conceptual thought in question is a mistaken thought which superimposes what is not objectively existent. If it is, the Buddha would not know any conventional phenomenon as he does not have such mistaken conceptual thought. If not, it would follow that things are not entirely superimposed by subjective thought. He continues his criticism asking which of the three types of conceptual thought constitutes the conceptual thought in question.

Tsongkhapa and Mipham concur in the description of the inherent nature and equally deny the existence of such inherent nature. They explain that the lack of such inherent or hypostatic substance in a person is the Non-self of person (pudgalaniratmya, gang zag gi bdag med) and its absence in other phenomena is the Non-self of phenomena (dharmaniratmya, chos kyi bdag med). One must, however, note that both Tsongkhapa and Mipham in their commentary of MK, XV/2 present an antinomical treatment of reality qua Emptiness as the inherent nature with tripartite attributes. Hence, they did not always understand inherent nature as synonymous to hypostatic existence, which has to be entirely negated.
In spite of the agreement in defining what is putative hypostatic existence, the Gelukpas and Mipham differed in asserting what is being negated by the ultimate analysis and what is empty. To the Gelukpas, the dialectical negandum is strictly limited to hypostatic existence and no empirical phenomena, such as production, is or could be negated. Both Tsongkhapa and Mipham agree that all conventional phenomena are unfindable (ma rnyed pa) under the scrutiny of the ultimate analysis, and that what is unfindable is also considered non-resistant or non-immune to the analysis (rigs pas dpyad mi bzod pa). The point they differ on is whether or not all that cannot withstand the analysis are negated by such analysis. To Mipham, an ultimate reasoning such as the production scrutiny investigates the nature of things and does not find them; therefore, he regards all things as being negated. Nonetheless, its being negated does not mean it is found to be non-existent. Thus, although from the purview of ultimate analyses, things do not exist, and therefore are considered negated, they are certainly not proved to be non-existent.

Tsongkhapa makes an explicit difference between not being capable of withstanding/resisting the scrutiny (rigs pas dpyad mi bzod pa) and being assailed/negated by the reasoning (rigs pas gnod pa). He argues that the mere reason that production, etc. is not found under the scrutiny of the ultimate analysis, or the fact that production, etc. cannot withstand the ultimate analysis does not mean that production, etc. are entirely negated by it. A thing is negated only when it is not found by the analysis, which should find it were it existent. Ultimate reasonings such as the production scrutiny are investigations seeking ultimate reality or absolute nature of things, and as such, they are called ultimate reasoning and they exclude conventional things from their scope of investigation. The inferential cognition based on an ultimate analysis would not apprehend conventional phenomena because conventional things are not objects which are sought by such analysis. One could say that they cannot withstand the analysis because they are not found by the ultimate reasoning, but they are not negated as they are not confirmed to be non-existent. Tsongkhapa says it is just like sound and visual perception; it cannot be said sound is negated by visual perception just because it is not heard by it.

The ultimate reasonings are investigations looking into the absolute or inherent nature; they ought to find such inherence in production, etc. if there exist any. Because they do not find any such inherent or absolute nature, such a nature is said to be negated. Tsongkhapa compares it to searching for a vase in the east. If one is supposed to find out whether or not a vase is there in the eastern direction, then one can rule out the existence of a vase in the east when one does not find it. However, that does not negate the general existence of a vase. Other vases could exist elsewhere beyond the range of the search. Existence of conventional things, to Tsongkhapa, is like the vases elsewhere, outside the scope of the investigation. Not finding them during and at the level of the ultimate analysis does not negate their existence, for such analysis is only focused on finding inherent or hypostatic existence, not mere existence.
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Thus, Tsongkhapa and Mipham clearly differed in asserting what the object of investigation (dp Yang don) is. Tsongkhapa took only inherent and hypostatic nature of production to be the subject of the ultimate analysis, while Mipham included both production and its inherent or hypostatic nature within the scope of the ultimate analysis.\(^7\) To negate (dgag) something in Tsongkhapa’s thought is to confirm it to be non-existent while Mipham considered a thing negated when it is not found by the analysis searching for it. Thus, only inherent or hypostatic production is negated according to Tsongkhapa whereas even general production, like all other phenomena, is negated according to Mipham.

Furthermore, to assail something with correct cognition (tshad mas gnod pa) in Tsongkhapa’s thought is to invalidate that point or thing and prove the cognition of it wrong even conventionally, like the notion of a snake is assailed by the knowledge of the rope. To Mipham, every phenomenon is prone to be assailed by the ultimate cognition as their existence can be refuted by it. Ultimate cognition is superior to conventional cognition; thus, the former can logically assail the latter. Invalidation of phenomena on the level of ultimate analysis does not however terminate the conventional status of things. Tsongkhapa held phenomena to be only empty of hypostatic existence but not of themselves. On the contrary, Mipham argued that everything is empty of itself on the level of the ultimate analysis. He refuted the Gelukpa thesis that ‘the vase is not empty of vase but of hypostatic existence’ because, to him, the vase is not merely empty of hypostatic existence but empty of vaseness on the ultimate level.

Figures 3.1 and 3.2 may clarify the difference between Tsongkhapa’s and Mipham’s usage and equations of different terms. They show that both Tsongkhapa and Mipham accept what is found (rnyed pa) under ultimate analysis as immune to analysis (rigs pas dp Yang bzod) and what is not found as not immune. The same

![Figure 3.1 Tsongkhapa’s equation.](image)

![Figure 3.2 Mipham’s equation.](image)
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applies vice versa. What is immune cannot be assailed or negated by ultimate reasoning and thus is hypostatically existent, to both of them. However, it is clear that Mipham understands whatever is not found and not immune as being assailed and negated by ultimate reasoning and therefore empty. To Tsongkhapa, lack of immunity does not necessarily lead to being assailed or negated. Of those that are not immune, only the utterly non-existent (gtan med/med nges) are assailed and negated by reasoning. Conventionally existent phenomena are not negated although they are not immune to the ultimate analysis. Hence, they are not empty of themselves but only of inherent or hypostatic existence.

On insertion of the qualifiers

Tsongkhapa and his followers made it explicit that what is negated by the ultimate analysis is hypostatic existence and not mere conventional phenomena, which are objects of our experiences. To them, the crux of Madhyamaka philosophy is that things lack hypostatic or inherent nature and, by the virtue of that, they exist conventionally. If conventional things are negated by the ultimate analysis, it would follow that they are non-existent because no negandum of a valid reasoning can be existent. Thus, they add the qualifier ‘hypostatically existent’ or ‘truly established’ to production and paraphrase statements such as ‘there is no production’ as ‘there is no hypostatically existent production’. This tradition of using the qualifier ‘hypostatically existent’ is a salient feature of Gelukpa Madhyamaka hermeneutics, and has come under rigorous attack from their opponents. The Gelukpa gloss of ‘neither existent nor non-existent’ as, ‘neither hypostatically existent, nor conventionally non-existent’ and the statement that ‘the vase is not empty of vase but of hypostatic existence’, are frequently quoted by their opponents as a Gelukpa dictum of Madhyamaka understanding.

Most Sakya, Kagyu and Nyingma critics of Gelukpa refuted this paraphrasing as a superfluous and encumbering effort while some such as Amdo Gedun Chöphel even rebuked it as a self-serving interpolation. According to them, it is redundant to add the qualifier ‘hypostatically existent’ for it is not just hypostatic existence that will fail to exist under the scrutiny of the ultimate reasoning but all phenomena. Mipham comments that application of such a qualifier is not an error per se and, if correctly done, could sometimes be helpful for beginners. However, if the qualifier is applied in order to distinguish an isolated hypostatic existence as the negandum, it is malapropos and it would deter the correct understanding of Emptiness.

He attributed the insertion of such qualifiers to the Svātantrika Madhyamikas and argued that Candrakīrti’s refutation of Bhāvaviveka’s interpretation of Madhyamaka reasoning, and the reason why they consider Svātantrikas to be substantialists would equally apply to those who use such a qualifier to exclude the conventional truth from being negated. Bhāvaviveka, in his commentary on the MK, interpreted Nāgārjuna’s ultimate reasoning such as the production analysis by adding the qualification ‘ultimate’ to the predicate. He argued that the
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Madhyamaka reasoning is employed only to negate the ultimate or absolute nature of things and not their conventional status. Thus, he paraphrased negation such as ‘no production’ as ‘no ultimate production’.

Candrakīrti, siding with Buddhapālita whose dialectical procedure and methodology Bhāvaviveka refuted, attacked Bhāvaviveka’s position and accused him of misinterpreting Nāgārjuna. He reasoned that the insertion of such a qualifier is unnecessary as no production in terms of the tetralemma exists even conventionally. The Gelukpas however argued that Candrakīrti was not against the application of the qualifier in general but only refuting Bhāvaviveka for applying the qualifier ‘ultimate’ to production from oneself which is superfluous as production from oneself does not exist even conventionally. Tsongkhapa cites several verses from the sūtras and Mādhayamika works to demonstrate that the use of qualifier ‘ultimate’ is not restricted to Svatantrika works. He also observes that other qualifiers such as ‘hypostatically existent’ (bden par grub pa), ‘truly’ (yang dag pa), ‘inherently existent’ (rang bzhin gyis grub pa), ‘existent with own being’ (ngo bos grub pa), ‘existent with own characteristics’ (rang mtshan gyis grub pa) are common in both traditions of Mādhayamika and widely used in the sūtras, MK, Buddhapālita, Prasannapada, etc. Where it is left out, it is mainly with the intention to avoid the text becoming wordy, so, one must infer its application from other cases where the application is explicit.

Further, in his Lam rim, he explains the different cases when the insertion of such qualifier is crucial and when it is not necessary. Such qualifiers are not needed while refuting non-existent things such as a rabbit’s horn, or non-existent concepts which are imputed by the substantialists. Neither is it applied while negating a particular thing in a particular place. That is because, the negandum in these do not exist even conventionally. It is very crucial, according to Tsongkhapa, to apply such qualifiers to the negandum if it is a conventionally existent phenomenon in the Mādhayamika system. Negating a conventional entity without inserting a qualifier would mean denying its general existence in which case the reasonings used for negating it would also have to be denied.

Mipham disagrees and says that it is clear from the Prasannapada and Madhyamakavatāra and its bhāṣya that the issue of using the qualifier ‘ultimate’ is the main point of debate between Bhāvaviveka and Candrakīrti. When the ultimate analysis scrutinizes production, it must negate both ultimate or inherent production and conventional or relative production. If it fails to negate any production, then it would follow that such production is not empty of its own being and immune to the ultimate analysis. Besides, if the negandum were just hypostatic or inherent existence, such hypostatic or inherent existence or own being does not exist according to Candrakīrti at both ultimate and conventional levels. Therefore, there is no point in adding the qualifier ‘ultimate’ to the negandum.

Again, to both Gelukpas and Mipham, the purport of ‘existing ultimately’ (don dam par yod pa) is to exist under scrutiny of the ultimate analysis (don dam pa’i rigs pas dpod ngor grub pa) and from the viewpoint of ultimate correct cognition (don dam tshad ma’i ngor). When phenomena such as production are under the
scrutiny of the ultimate analysis, they are being investigated to see whether or not they exist ultimately. Ultimate analysis per se is the investigation searching for anything ultimately existent. Thus, while one is in the course of such investigation by using the madhyamika reasoning, there is no need for the insertion of the qualifier ‘ultimate’.

It is redundant to add such qualifiers while one is in the philosophical context of the ultimate analysis. Mipham criticizes the Gelukpa formulation of madhyamaka as being superfluous in words.87 He criticizes the Gelukpa paraphrase, ‘the vase is not empty of vase but the vase is empty of hypostatic existence’, as tautological. It is sufficient to say that the vase is empty of hypostatic existence; the first clause ‘vase is not empty of vase’ is unnecessary. The second clause sufficiently shows us that the vase is without hypostatic existence and indirectly implies, through the qualifier, that it is conventionally existent.

A similar refutation appears in the first question in his Nges shes sgron me, where Mipham criticizes the Gelukpas of being ignorant of semiotics (brda la rmongs).88 He argues that if one is saying the pillar is not empty of the pillar in the conventional context, why cannot one just say the pillar is existent or the pillar is not empty instead of saying ‘the pillar is not empty of pillar but the pillar is empty of hypostatic existence’. Saying the pillar is not empty of pillar gives a misleading connotation of one pillar placed on/in the other, and the repetition of the word ‘pillar’ is needless as the same purport could be rendered by just saying ‘the pillar is not empty’. If the phrase is to be understood in an ultimate context, in which case the pillar is not perceived, then why would not the pillar be empty of the pillar?

According to Tibetan scholars including Tsongkhapa and Mipham, Bhāvaviveka accepted that things were empty of an ultimate nature but not of their conventional own being even under the scrutiny of ultimate analysis. They attributed the acceptance of conventional existence of entities with own characteristics (tha snyad du rang mtshan gyis grub pa) to all Svātantrikas.89 Candrakīrti denied the existence of things with own characteristics even at the conventional level90 and refuted Bhāvaviveka rigorously in his works on this point.91

Thus, acceptance and denial of entities with own characteristics on the conventional level, like the insertion of the qualifier ‘ultimate’, is one of the major differences between the Prāsaṅgika and Svātantrika school in Mipham’s thought.92 Hence, Mipham argues in his Rab lan that the Prāsaṅgika accusation of the Svātantrikas of holding a substantialist position (dngos [por] smra ba) would also apply to the Gelukpas93 because the refutation of the Svātantrika insertion of qualifier ‘ultimate’ would also equally affect the Gelukpa paraphrasing. Such insertions are unnecessary as nothing, in either ultimate or conventional manner, can exist under the scrutiny of the ultimate analysis.

Mipham also points out the hermeneutic complications the persistent insertion of such qualifiers can cause. If negation of phenomena in relation to their empty nature were to be understood as negation of hypostatic existence, one will have to read phrases such as loving kindness without apprehension (dmigs pa med pa’i
byams pa) as loving kindness without hypostatic apprehension,94 not having thesis (khas len med pa) as not having hypostatic thesis, being without elaborations (spros pa med pa) as being without hypostatic elaborations.95 Non-apprehension of the triad factors ('khor gsum mi dmigs pa) of donor, beneficiary and the act of giving, will have to be understood as non-apprehension of the hypostatic triad, which would imply that the pluralistic notion of the three are not overcome.96 Every negative phrase or sentence denoting Emptiness in the sūtras and later treatises has to be paraphrased likewise. In addition, insertion of such a qualifier to all neganda implies that it is only hypostatic existence, which is negated. Were such the case, why would Mādhyamikas have to negate two, four or eight kinds of extremes? Simply negating hypostatic existence should do.

However, the Gelukpas not only glossed the negation of existence with the qualifier ‘hypostatically existent’, but also glossed negation of non-existence with the qualifier ‘conventional’ thus reading, for example, ‘neither existent nor non-existent’ as ‘neither hypostatically existent nor conventionally non-existent’. They used the two qualifiers to avoid the extreme of eternalism and nihilism respectively. Mipham argues that such interpretation clearly suggests that one can only negate the extreme of eternalism qua existence through the ultimate qua Emptiness and one has to rely on the conventional existence to dispel the extreme of nihilism qua non-existence. This would imply that Emptiness qua reality is not capable of eliminating all extremes and dogmatic views on its own.97

In Mipham’s opinion, the parenthetic insertion of qualifiers complicates the reading of sūtras and Mādhyamika texts and creates more hermeneutic problems than it solves. Emptiness qua reality is defined to be without the extremes of self and non-self (bdag bdag med), appearing and non-appearing (snang mi snang), empty and non-empty (stong mi stong) and so forth. If all dichotomies negated in defining Emptiness qua reality were to be supplied with these qualifiers, several complications would arise.98 Statements such as ‘reality is neither with self (bdag yod pa ma yin) nor without self (bdag med pa ma yin)’ will have to be read as ‘reality is neither with hypostatically existent self nor without conventional self’. Similarly, reality being neither appearing nor non-appearing would be ‘neither appearing hypostatically/ultimately nor non-appearing conventionally’, and neither empty nor non-empty ‘neither hypostatically/ultimately empty nor conventionally non-empty’. Reading with such insertions will sometimes fit but at other times entail contradictions. More problems, particularly those relating to the tetralemma, will be appraised later.

Referring to this Gelukpa hermeneutics, Gedun Chöphel states that when the Gelukpas encounter statements such as ‘neither existent, nor non-existent’, they first see who said the verse.99 If it is composed by a Ngarabpa scholar, they criticize the author as nihilistic and ignorant so that they can be seen as a heroic scholar. If it is the Buddha or an authoritative Indian master, for the fear of being seen a cynic, they do not defy it but interpret as ‘neither hypostatically existent, nor conventionally non-existent’. He shuns such biased double standards and calls the parenthetic insertions ‘nice patches’ (lhan pa mdzes po). To scholars such
as Mipham and Gedun Chöphel, these glosses are cumbersome and unnecessary efforts, which hinder the proper reading and correct understanding of the concept of Emptiness in the Indian treatises.100

**Mipham’s main criticisms**

Among the various polemical topics, the Gelukpa delimitation of the Mādhyamika dialectical negandum to hypostatic existence and their application of qualifiers to that effect received by far the strongest criticism from Mipham. In his Rgyan grel, ’Jug ’grel, gsung sgros, Nges shes sgron me, Ketaka, Rab lan and Nyi snang, Mipham undertakes rigorous criticism of this Gelukpa position. He devotes dozens of pages to refuting this position and the paraphrase, ‘the vase is not empty of vase but of hypostatic existence’ in these works and also touches on it in many other works.101 A detailed study of all of his arguments cannot be contained in this book. I shall discuss a few major criticisms he hurls at the Gelukpas in the form of apagogical arguments (prasaṅga, thal ba).

**Emptiness will become an implicative negation**

Mipham refutes the Gelukpas by arguing that their concept of Emptiness, contrary to their claim, would not be an absolute negation (prasajyapratishedha, med dgag) but an implicative negation (paruydāsa, ma yin dgag).102 Mipham and the Gelukpas, following Indian masters such as Candrakirti,103 claim that Emptiness is an absolute negation.104 However, Mipham contends that understanding Emptiness as mere lack of hypostatic existence without negating the subject in question would make Emptiness an implicative negation as the existence of the subject in question is implied after negating hypostatic existence.105 For instance, adding the qualifier ‘hypostatically existent’ to the statement ‘there is no production’ and reading it as ‘there is no hypostatically existent production’ negates hypostatic existence, but it implicitly affirms that there is a production albeit without hypostatic existence. Thus, Emptiness becomes an implicative negation and to say so contradicts their claim that Emptiness is absolute negation.

**Emptiness will become an Emptiness of other**

One of the main criticisms in his ’Jug ’grel, Nges shes sgron me and gsung sgros is the argument that, because vase is not empty of vase but only of a separate entity – hypostatic existence – which is other than the vase, the Emptiness of vase would become an extrinsic Emptiness contradicting their claim.106 The Gelukpas claim to be proponents of rang stong or Emptiness of one’s own being and strongly criticized the advocates of gzhon stong or Emptiness of other, who maintained that the ultimate reality qua tathāgatagarbha is not empty of its own being but of other adventitious things.107 Mipham’s argument is that in establishing the Emptiness of the vase, if the vase is not empty of itself, the thing of which it is empty has to
be other than the vase. If the vase is only empty of an entity other than itself, such Emptiness is an extrinsic Emptiness. Such Emptiness, according to Mipham, is Emptiness of one thing lacking another (itaretarasūnyata, gcig la gcig med pa ’i stong pa) like the yak’s horn being empty of rabbit’s horn. He associates this with the ephemeral Emptiness (prādesikasūnyata, nyl tshe ba ’i stong pa) mentioned in the Lankāvatārasūtra.108 He also calls it the worldly form of Emptiness (’jig rten pa ’i stong tshul) and not the ultimate, which is the scope of yogis (don dam rnal ’byor pa ’i spyod yul).109 Other terms he uses for it are the extrinsic Emptiness of conventional things (kun rdzob gzhan stong) and the extrinsic Emptiness of the verbal (tshig gi gzhan stong) in contrast to the extrinsic Emptiness of the ultimate (don dam gzhan stong) or the extrinsic Emptiness of the objective (don gyi gzhan stong) professed by the Jonangpas.110

This criticism has been raised even before or at the time of Tsongkhapa as, in his dGongs pa rab gsal, Tsongkhapa dismisses such refutation as invalid.111 He says that if vase is empty of vase then vase would be without the nature of vase, and consequently vase would become utterly non-existent (gtan med) because nothing else can be the vase. Similarly, everything would become empty and non-existent and even the person who delineates Emptiness would not exist. Such an understanding is totally nihilistic and is outside the teachings dispensed by the Buddha and his followers. All four Buddhist philosophical schools in India have eschewed such a position as nihilistic. Hence, the delineation of the vase to be empty must be understood as establishing the vase, which is the basis of negation (dgag gzhi), to be empty of hypostatic existence, the negandum. The fact established by the ultimate analysis is the lack of the hypostatically existent vase, in other words, the basis of negation, not being, by nature, the negandum (dgag gzhi dgag bya ’i ngo bor med pa).

Mipham states that the fear of the vase becoming utterly non-existent if it is empty of itself is due to the lack of understanding that the vase does not exist ultimately and at the same time exists conventionally. It is a substantialist tendency to think what is negated by the ultimate analysis as conventionally non-existent and what is conventionally existent as unassailable by the ultimate analysis.112 For the Mādhyamikas, even if the vase does not exist under ultimate analysis, its dependently originated appearance (rten ’brel gyi snang ba) is undeniable (bsnyon med) on the conventional level. The ultimate non-existence and conventional existence of the vase are not contradictory and can coexist, and what is negated and proved empty by the ultimate analysis are these very evident conventional phenomena. Those that are conventionally non-existent such as a rabbit’s horn and barren woman’s son are not scopes of the ultimate analysis and do not need to be negated by the ultimate analysis. They can be negated by conventional reasoning. Hence, the purpose of an ultimate analysis is not merely to negate a conventionally non-existent hypostatic and inherent nature.113

Mipham denies that the negation of a non-existent entity on an existent entity can qualify to be Emptiness of own being. He repeatedly points out that the mere absence of a non-existent hypostatic existence on an existent conventional
phenomenon is not sufficient to be considered Emptiness of own being. Understanding conventional phenomena to be without an isolated hypostatic existence is like knowing the vase to be without cloth or the yak’s horn without a rabbit’s horn. Such absence is not Emptiness of one’s own being. In addition, how could the absence of non-existent thing, that is, hypostatic existence, be the reality (dharmatā, chos nyid) of all conventionally existent things? Although the yak’s horn lacks rabbit’s horn and the vase lacks cloth, the lack of rabbit’s horn and of cloth are not the reality of the yak’s horn and the vase respectively. Similarly, the absence of hypostatic existence which is separate from the vase cannot be the reality or the nature of the vase.

Mipham adds that not only does this position go against the scriptures such as ‘matter is empty of matter’ or ‘eye is empty of eye’, it is logically contradictory to say that the basis of Emptiness (stong gzhi) remains after having negated hypostatic existence. If the pillar and hypostatic existence were one, negating hypostatic existence would also negate the pillar, and if they are different, even if hypostatic existence is negated, the pillar would remain immune to the analysis, which would mean it is hypostatically existent. To an ordinary mind, there is no isolated hypostatic existence other than the non-empty vase itself, so it is the vase, which has to be established as empty in order to establish the Emptiness of hypostatic existence.

Moreover, if the vase were not empty of its own nature, the vase cannot be established to be illusory even if it is known to be without an isolated hypostatic existence. Knowing the rope to be without the snake would not help one realize the rope to be illusory and unreal. He continues that understanding the absence of a thing other than the subject itself, like knowing the absence of a cow on a horse, is of no relevance in establishing the concept of Emptiness. An analysis of whether or not an entity is present or absent in another entity would not contribute toward fathoming the profound nature of Emptiness. The absence of an extrinsic entity such as a cow on the horse is not sufficient to be considered the Emptiness of horse. One cannot realize a horse to be empty just by knowing that it lacks the nature of a cow. Emptiness of horse has to do with lack of its own nature and not with the lack of some other entity. If Emptiness of vase is merely the absence of hypostatic existence, an imputed quality distinct from the vase, it would be so simple. It is like saying the horse is empty because it is without the cow, or the reflection of the moon is empty because it is not the sky-moon; everyone can understand such Emptiness and fathom the coalescence of such absence and appearance. Why would the great masters proclaim that understanding of Emptiness is exquisite?

Emptiness will become segregated from appearance

Mipham argues that if the negandum is hypostatic existence which is not identical with the vase but other than the vase, then the lack of such hypostatic existence would also be other than the vase. He claims the two cases of the vase being different from hypostatic existence and different from the lack of hypostatic existence
are similar. It would be an isolated hypostatic existence and isolated absence of it only being added to the vase. In that case, it would follow that the vase is not by nature void of hypostatic existence just as it is not by nature empty, but only attributed with a separate absence of hypostatic existence. Consequently, one would have to accept that Emptiness, which is considered to be the nature of the vase, is separate from the vase. Such a position is unacceptable as it segregates Emptiness from the conventional appearance of the vase.

Were the vase empty of hypostatic existence and not of itself, Emptiness of the vase would not be of one nature with the vase, for it is not the vase, which is empty. Rather, it is the hypostatic existence which is empty. Mipham understands the term ‘empty’ in the statements such as ‘form is empty’ in the same manner as the adjective ‘red’ in the statement ‘the flower is red’. In both cases, the adjectives describe a natural quality. As such, it does not semantically require one to add what the form is empty of or the flower is red of. Form is empty per se. It is wrong to construe the concept of being empty as one thing (e.g. vase) lacking another (e.g. water or hypostatic existence). Mipham’s idea of being ‘empty’ can be better understood by equating it to ‘being not found’ under ultimate analysis. To say ‘vase is empty’ is to say the vase is not found by the ultimate analysis just as one could say ‘hypostatic existence is empty’ when it is not found. Thus, ‘vase is empty’ need not be interpreted as ‘vase is empty of hypostatic existence’. Both vase and hypostatic existence are equally empty instead of the vase being empty of hypostatic existence.

In this respect, Mipham even tends to use the term ‘empty’ (stong) as if it were a verb in active voice. The vase is empty means that ‘the vase empties’ (bum pa stong) just as the vase is existent means the vase exists (bum pa yod). The act of emptying here should not be understood in a tripartite framework of agent–container–content model of an agent (e.g. a dustman) emptying a container (e.g. a dustbin) of some content (e.g. rubbish). Just as the vase exists and changes conventionally, it ‘empties’ ultimately because it is without its own being. Thus, to be empty is to lack own being and to be unfindable on the ultimate level. Both the vase and the hypostatic existence lack own being and are unfindable and are therefore empty. Now, for those who accept the vase to be empty of itself, such Emptiness can coalesce with the interdependent and the illusory appearance of the vase for, inspite of its empty nature, the empirical appearance of the vase is evidently experienced. The Emptiness of the vase thus reinforces the interdependent nature of the illusory vase.

However, for those who accept the vase to exist as it is and argue for the Emptiness qua absence of hypostatic existence, the vase which empirically appears is not empty, hence, its appearance is separate from Emptiness. Because hypostatic existence is even conventionally non-existent, there is no empirical appearance of hypostatic existence for the Emptiness qua absence of hypostatic existence to coalesce with. Thus, the absence of hypostatic existence becomes an isolated Emptiness (stong pa rkyang pa). The appearance of the vase and the absence of hypostatic existence fails to form the necessary coalescence of appearance and Emptiness.
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(snang stong zung 'jug). The Gelukpas however explained such coalescence by conjoining Emptiness qua absence of hypostatic existence with the appearance of the vase. Mipham rejected that such absence of hypostatic existence, which is different from the vase, can coalesce with the appearance of the vase. How could the Emptiness qua absence of non-existent rabbit’s horn, for instance, coalesce with appearance of the yak’s horn?125

He goes on to say, the coalescence of two truths or equality of samsāra and nirvāṇa cannot be applied to such Emptiness of hypostatic existence, and understanding such Emptiness would not do any benefit to spiritual practice of eliminating negative thoughts and enhancing virtuous thoughts.126 It would not do any harm to the root of worldly existence and not induce the realization of the reality free from mental elaborations but block such realization. Without meditating on the Emptiness, which is free from apprehension, how can contemplation on the Emptiness of hypostatic existence lead to the non-dualistic meditative equipoise?127 One is only deceiving oneself by stressing on such verbal distinction in identifying the negandum, for such verbiage only undermines the understanding of essential points.128

The absence of hypostatic existence will not be established

As long as the entity such as the vase is not known to be empty of its own nature, it cannot be known to be without hypostatic existence. If things were not empty of their own being, how could they be ascertained to be empty of hypostatic existence? Establishing conventional phenomena to be empty of hypostatic existence is to analyse them and not find any own being in them. If such things as the vase are not thoroughly analysed or their own being or nature not negated but found under analysis, even if one claims to have established them to be without hypostatic existence, one actually does not establish the lack of hypostatic existence.129

Thus, Mipham says that even understanding the lack of hypostatic existence involves investigating the vase itself and not just an isolated hypostatic existence, and as long as the phenomena under investigation is not negated, even the understanding of lack of hypostatic existence cannot be achieved. A similar argument is made in gsung sgros where he argues that when the vase is not apprehended under the ultimate analysis, the designation ‘lack of hypostatic existence’ is given. Were the vase apprehended under the analysis, its lack of hypostatic existence could not be established. So, proving the vase to be empty of itself is sine qua non of establishing its lack of hypostatic existence. He observes:

If ultimate analysis does not prove the vase to be non-existent, how would it negate hypostatic existence. If [it] proves [the vase] to be non-existent, it [proves the vase] to be ultimately empty. What is [the point of] the reasoning which negates an isolated hypostatic existence other than it (i.e. the vase).130

Hence, he even questions the Gelukpa claim that they have understood the Emptiness of hypostatic existence.
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Conventional things will become hypostatically existent

Mipham further attacks the Gelukpa position arguing that if the vase were not empty of vase, the vase would become hypostatically existent. He writes:

Thus, according to this system, [which claims] vase to be empty of the hypostatic existence other [than the vase], because [they] accept that very [thing which] appears as vase to be not empty of its own being, the vase will become hypostatically existent. [That is so] because there is no hypostatic existence other than that which is not known to be without its own being when analysed by the ultimate analysis.131

To Mipham, to be not negated by the ultimate analysis is tantamount to being immune to the analysis and being immune to the ultimate analysis qualifies a thing to be hypostatically existent. Were the vase not negated, it would follow that it is actually hypostatically existent.132 Thus, by asserting that conventional phenomena are not negated but their hypostatic existence is, one would only establish a verbal negation of the hypostatic existence. One would not establish the correct form of Emptiness, but consequently be forced to unwillingly accept hypostatic existence.133

Conventional things will have their own characteristics

In another argument, he argues that if conventional production, cessation, abiding are not negated by the ultimate analyses, it would follow that they exist by their own characteristics (rang mtshan gyis yod par ’gyur). Were they to exist so, deluded emotions such as attachment cannot be eliminated because phenomena existing by their own characteristics are objects conceived by such delusions, and as long as they persist, the subjective emotions would not cease. Prāsaṅgika refutation of Svātāntrika Madhyamika assertion that conventional things exist by their own characteristics would befall this interpretation.134 The same argument is repeated verbatim in gSung sgros.135 He also mentions that the same form of reasoning that Tsongkhapa used in attacking and categorizing the Svātāntrika Madhyamikas as substantialists would also apply to the proponents of the dictum, ‘the vase is not empty of vase but vase is empty of hypostatic existence’.136

Tsongkhapa and his Gelukpa followers accused the Svātāntrika Madhyamika of a substantialist orientation for their assertion of inherent nature (prakṛti, rang bzhin), own being (svabhāva, ngo bo) or own characteristics (svalakṣaṇa, rang tshan gyis grub pa) on the conventional level.137 Although they are Madhyamikas because they assert the absence of even a particle of hypostatically existent thing, according to Gelukpas, they denied that the ultimate analysis negated the inherent nature, own being and own characteristics on the conventional level. Tsongkhapa reasoned that if there were an inherent nature, own being or own characteristics which resists the ultimate analyses, it would become hypostatically existent. According to them, the Prāsaṅgikas negated all three even on the conventional
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Mipham adds that the same criticism could be made against the Gelukpas for asserting that conventional things are not negated by ultimate analyses.

**The varieties of Emptiness will become unnecessary**

Again in *Jug grél*, Mipham refutes the Gelukpa interpretation with reference to the twenty kinds of Emptinesses. Because grasping and attachment arise in us through conceiving the external and internal things, Emptiness of the external, Emptiness of the internal, etc. were taught in order to destroy the grasping and attachment to the external and internal things by establishing them to be empty of own being. If these external and internal phenomena are not negated and proved empty, and Emptiness of external, etc. refer to Emptiness of hypostatically existent external, etc. the objects conceived by the grasping and attachment would still continue. Citing the *Ratnakālī*, I/35 Mipham argued that without realizing the aggregates to be empty, the negation of hypostatic existence merely cannot overcome the grasping at aggregates and the subsequent notion of ‘I’. It is obvious that grasping to the aggregates as ‘I’ arise merely through apprehending the aggregates.

Mipham also questions in his *Rab la* that, were hypostatic existence the only thing to be negated, why would it be taught that the different neganda of two, four, eight and thirty-two extremes are overcome by Emptiness? If hypostatic existence were the only negandum, absence of hypostatic existence should alone be sufficient to eliminate all extremes. It would then follow that the various kinds of Emptinesses are unnecessary. However, it was clear from the Gelukpa exposition of middle way that absence of hypostatic existence is not capable of eliminating all extremes. They took conventional existence to dispel the extreme of nihilism. Mipham repeatedly criticizes this Gelukpa delineation of the middle way through clearing eternalism by Emptiness and nihilism by conventional existence. This will be discussed in Chapter 4.

**Lack of hypostatic existence cannot be Emptiness**

Mipham also questions whether the absence of hypostatic existence on the conventional phenomena can be considered as Emptiness. Emptiness qua reality, he argues, is applicable only to things that conventionally appear, and not to non-existent entities such as a rabbit’s horn. He states:

> Generally, it is not possible for the appearance of samsāra and nirvāṇa to ever cease. If there is appearance, [the fact of] it being empty is designated as Emptiness. Those without appearance such as rabbit’s horn are not bases of Emptiness. Because [it] is conventionally non-existent, even if the designation ‘empty of horn’ is given to the rabbit’s horn, it [just] means it is utterly non-existent. Emptiness is the reality of all things conventionally existent, . . . Therefore, this Emptiness is to be delineated
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as the nature or ontic mode of all things conventionally existent. It is not at all to be delineated as the reality of that which is conventionally non-existent.¹⁴³

This, Mipham mentions, is because the dependently originated things which are conventionally existent are the objects of grasping and the basis of liberation and bondage. ‘Thus, what is called Emptiness’, he continues, ‘is the reality of things which exist conventionally. There cannot be an isolated Emptiness on [any] thing’.¹⁴⁴ Emptiness must be seen as the unfindability of phenomena under ultimate analysis. Specifying hypostatic existence as the negandum and holding Emptiness to be a mere absence of hypostatic existence is at best a propaedeutic method. It is not the Emptiness, which is the reality of all things. Emptiness, he goes on to say, is primordially coalesced with dependent origination, and the nature of such coalescence is free from all elaborations and can be experienced intuitively by sublime gnosis.

**Things will not be inherently pure (viśuddha, rnam dag)**

Referring to the Mahāyāna concept of all things being pure by nature (rang bzhin rnam dag), he argues that were conventional things not empty of themselves or Emptiness not their nature, they would not be pure by nature.¹⁴⁵ Things are pure by nature because they are empty of their own being. It would follow from the Gelukpa argument that conventional phenomena are not pure by nature but only hypostatic existence is. If grasping at hypostatic existence is deception and being without it qualifies things to be pure by nature, then grasping the rope as snake and dummy as man would also be deception and the fact that the rope is without snake and the dummy without man would qualify the rope and the dummy to be pure by nature. This is not acceptable as things such as the vase are pure by nature because they are void of own nature, and thereby of any innate adventitious reifications and afflictions of the saṃsāra, not merely because they are void of another entity.

Mipham’s criticisms of the Gelukpa identification of hypostatic existence as the negandum are intensive, diverse, subtle and sometimes repetitive. He raises against them problems and contradictions of a hermeneutic, ontological, semantic, dialectical and soteriological nature. I shall now summarize another one of his attacks of the Gelukpa position presented in his gSung sgros.¹⁴⁶ Mipham reasons that the Gelukpa statement, ‘the vase is not empty of vase but of hypostatic existence’ is a flawed speech (ngag skyon can) because it is untenable on levels of both truths. He elaborates on how it is not tenable on the level of both truths providing four reasons each. The statement in question is not tenable on the level of conventional truth for the following reasons:

1. It does not fit into the context (skabs su ma babs pa). The discussion of the vase to be empty is an issue pertaining to the ultimate level. It is not being determined whether the vase is empty or not conventionally. Neither is the
issue of whether the vase is empty of itself or of some other thing scrutinized on the conventional level.

2 On this level, such clarification would be needless (dgos pa med pa) for even the ordinary people know that the vase is not empty of itself and is empty of other things such as cloth, which it lacks.

3 This statement entails contradiction of one’s words (rang tshig ‘gal ba) for if the vase is not empty of vase conventionally, it would mean the vase exists as it appears thereby implying that it is hypostatically existent in a conventional sense. This implication contradicts with the claim that it is empty of hypostatic existence.

4 The statement is irrelevant (‘brel med) on the conventional level for the same reasons provided for 1 and 2.

He then contends that such statement is untenable on the ultimate level:

1 It entails internal contradiction of assertions (khas blang nang ‘gal) to claim that the vase is not empty of vase and at the same time that it is empty of hypostatic existence. From the viewpoint of the ultimate, the vase is not found when searched by the ultimate analysis. The unfindability or non-establishment under ultimate analysis is what ‘the vase is empty of vase’ means. It is also described as the lack of hypostatic existence. There is no other form of absence of hypostatic existence. Thus, to be ultimately non-empty is synonymous to being hypostatically existent. If the vase is without hypostatic existence, it is also empty of itself.

2 It contradicts the scriptures (lung dang ‘gal ba) because in the sūtras and sūtras, when eighteen Emptinesses are taught, things are said to be empty of themselves in phrases such as eye is empty of eye, matter is empty of matter, etc.

3 It makes the Gelukpa proponents deviate from their assertion that Emptiness is an absolute negation (stong nyid med dag tu khas blang pa las nyams pa). We have already discussed this criticism earlier. Mipham succinctly presents both problems of Emptiness becoming an implicative negation and Emptiness of other and remarks that such Emptiness of other, like a monastery being empty of monks, is a petty Emptiness among the seven Emptinesses taught in the Lankāvatārasūtra. If things are not known to be empty of themselves, knowing them to be empty of hypostatic existence would not overcome grasping at substantiality of person and phenomena and dualistic appearance.

4 It deviates from the point of viewing Emptiness as dependently originated. (stong pa rten ‘brel du ‘char ba’i don las nyams pa). Mipham remarks that it is the heartfelt intent of the Madhyamika masters including Tsongkhapa to see Emptiness as dependently originated (pratītyasamutpāda, rten ‘brel). However, this statement closes down the understanding of the coalescence of Emptiness and dependent origination. It is possible to see the meaning (don) of Emptiness and dependent origination as one (gcig) if one understands that
things are empty, just as fire is hot and water is wet, and yet appearing. If the thing, which is not empty of its own being, is seen to appear from the Emptiness qua lack of some other thing, that is, hypostatic existence, why cannot the whole world appear from the lack of rabbit’s horn? How can Emptiness and dependent origination be reconciled as having one nature by merging an Emptiness of a non-existent rabbit’s horn with the appearance of yak’s horn? In addition, such conjoining of yak’s horn with the lack of rabbit’s horn is evident even to the yak herder. If such were the case, why would coalescence be difficult for the scholars?

Emptiness will lose its soteriological efficacy
Mipham’s main refutation of the Gelukpa interpretation of Emptiness seems to be the one in connection with the soteriological role of Emptiness. If the negandum of Madhyamika reasoning is not an existent phenomenon but hypostatic existence and Emptiness is mere absence of hypostatic existence, it cannot overcome attachment and grasping. Emptiness qua absence of hypostatic existence of the vase must be understood as the lack of vase under the scrutiny of the ultimate analysis and not just the lack of some impossible entity, hypostatic existence, that is different from the vase. Negating an isolated hypostatic existence on the vase and leaving the vase unscathed by the analysis will not do any harm to the attachment to the vase because attachment to the vase arise from apprehending the vase and not from apprehending an isolated hypostatic existence.

Moreover, to the ordinary experiences of the worldly beings, the vase and the hypostatic existence imputed on it are inseparable. Not even ordinary beings grasp a hypostatic existence separate from the vase. Sentient beings cling to the vase itself as real rather than grasp at a hypostatic existence apart from the vase. Hence, without deconstructing the object of our daily experience through ultimate analyses, we cannot overcome clinging and attachment to these objects merely by refuting the metaphysical concept of hypostatic existence.

In ’jug ’grel, Mipham asks who actually would need to negate the hypostatic existence, the ordinary people who do not know Madhyamaka philosophy or yogis who know it. The ordinary people do not need to negate such hypostatic existence because they would not have conceived philosophical abstracts such as the hypostatic existence. They only conceive empirical things as real and would not have the concept of an isolated hypostatic existence. The yogis would not need to negate such hypostatic existence because they would have overcome the reification of things and have no more apprehension of hypostatic existence. Mipham also asks whether the negation of hypostatic existence is meant for people grasping the vase as hypostatically existent or people who grasp the vase as lacking hypostatic existence. It is obvious that the latter do not need to negate the hypostatic existence as they have already eliminated the grasping of it. The former group would not have to negate because they have no grasping of the hypostatic existence other than phenomena such as vase, pillar, etc.
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In addition, if such hypostatic existence were not the own being of the vase, negating it would neither help us understand the Emptiness of the vase nor overcome misconception about the vase. If it is, negating it would simultaneously negate the vase too.¹⁵³ Were the hypostatic existence totally different from the empirical appearance, understanding the absence of such entity would have no impact on the usual experience of the empirical things. To show the irrelevance between the need – the eradication of attachment, etc. – and the antidote – lack of hypostatic existence – he cites this verse from MA:

Seeing the snake remain in the hole in the wall of one’s house,
If one proceeds to dispel even the fear of the snake
By ascertaining that ‘there is no elephant there’,
Alas! [how] bizarre would it be to others.¹⁵⁴

To the same effect, Mipham also quotes this hymn from Changkya’s lTa mgur, on which he wrote a commentary, to argue that even Gelukpa masters saw this Gelukpa inconsistency in theory and practice:

Leaving the fleeting appearance as they are,
Some of our scholars, nowadays,
Seek an object with horn for negandum.
But the old mother seems to be running away [from them].¹⁵⁵

Mipham takes Changkya to be insinuating in this verse that Gelukpa scholars generally are moving away from understanding Emptiness being caught in negating a non-existent negandum – hypostatic existence. Bodtrul Dongag Tanpai Nyima and Amdo Gedun Chöphel, two main refuters of the Gelukpa understanding of Emptiness after Mipham, also cite this hymn.¹⁵⁶ Amdo Gedun Chöphel argues in his Klu grub dgongs rgyan that because ordinary sentient beings are accustomed to grasping at hypostatic existence, the moment an object is apprehended, there arises spontaneously the grasping at it as hypostatically existent. Thus, whatever one may verbally distinguish as the negandum, it is the empirical object which requires to be negated in order to give up grasping at it because ordinary experiences cannot differentiate between the conventional object and the superimposed hypostatic existence. This, he says is not just the understanding of Ngarabpa scholars but also of several Gelukpa masters such as Changkya Rolpai Dorje, Gungthang Tanpai Dronme and Panchen Lobzang Chögyan.¹⁵⁷ He also says that the Gelukpa claim to identify the negandum in order to realize the view is dissonant with Tsongkhapa’s words that ordinary people cannot distinguish between what is hypostatically existent and existent and what is without hypostatic existence and non-existent.¹⁵⁸ He does not however comment on how this claim relates to or contradicts Tsongkhapa’s emphasis on the importance of identifying the negandum in order to understand Emptiness correctly.

Mipham, followed by Bodpa Trulku and Amdo Gedun Chöphel, also comments that if the existence of an empirical object such as the vase is refuted by
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Mādhayamika reasoning and established to be false, there is no need to define hypostatic existence as the negandum. Even without negating hypostatic existence, Emptiness of the vase can be realized by seeing it as false and illusory. Amdo Gedun Chöphel further argues that if the fear is that negating an empirical object such as vase would annihilate the existence of conventional vase, it is unnecessary. He observes:

The fear in some [people] that a nihilistic view seeing everything as non-existent would arise [in oneself] if vase, pillars, so forth were negated by the reasoning is a needless worry. How can it be possible for a nihilistic view that ‘the vase visible in the front is utterly non-existent’ ever arise in an ordinary person? Were such a thought to arise, because [one] knows directly that the vase is visible and tangible, a thought that ‘this vase, although appearing to me, is utterly non-existent while it is appearing’ would arise spontaneously. Such a thought is Mādhyamaka view of coalescence of appearance and Emptiness which comprehends appearance to be not existing as it appears. How could it be a nihilistic view?159

Some problems with this Gelukpa identification of the negandum to be hypostatic existence and not empirical objects have also been raised in Western scholarship on Gelukpa Mādhyamika in recent times. Hopkins discusses both Amdo Gedun Chöphel and Tandar Lharampa’s viewpoints and remarks that Gelukpa ‘emphasis on the valid establishment of conventionalities might merely fortify the habitual sense that things exist the way they appear’.160 Napper states that there is a danger that, because Dzong-kha-pa chose to emphasize a verbal distinction between existence and inherent existence which cannot be realized in ordinary experience, people will miss the Mādhyamika message altogether. They will not understand that Mādhyamika is attacking and refuting our very sense of existence and, misled by the verbal emphasis on inherent existence, will see Mādhyamika as refuting something merely intellectual, ‘out there’, not immediate…161

Similarly, Newland comments:

(It) is clear that ‘Tsong-ka-pa’s system’, as institutionalized in the monastic textbooks (yig cha), supplies pat answers to many Ge-luk-bas and close down their reading of Nagārjuna, Candrakirti, and even Tsong-ka-pa himself. At worst, the result is a defanged Mādhyamika whose insistence upon the valid establishment (tshad grub) of conventional reality serves only to confirm the samsaric (and social-political) status quo. Cutting against this tendency, and thus revealing it, Jang-gya, Den-dar-lha-ram-ba (b. 1759) and other Ge-luk-ba writers warn their fellows against taking ‘these concrete appearance as givens’. Inherent existence,
they say, is not some horn-like or hat-like protuberance ready to be lopped of, leaving our world unscathed.162

On the tetralemma methodology
Carrying on the criticism, Mipham says that the Gelukpa understanding of Emptiness as mere lack of hypostatic existence does not cohere with the description of Emptiness as a reality which is not existent (asti, yod pa), non-existent (nasti, med pa), both (ubhaya, gnyis ka) and neither (anubhaya, gnyis min).163 He observes that the Gelukpa application of the qualifier ‘hypostatically existent’ would not work with the use of tetralemma method whereby all extremes of existence, non-existence, both and neither are negated. This methodology, either with all four lemmas or with two or three, occur in many sūtras and śāstras.164 The same method of tetralemma applies to the denial of reality as other tetrads formed from lemmas such as permanent/impermanent, one/many, is/is not, self/non-self and their combinations. The tetralemma analysis, as Seyfort Ruegg says, ‘constitutes one of the basic methods used by the Mādhyamikas to establish the inapplicability of any imaginable conceptual position – positive, negative or some combination of these – that might be taken as the subject of an existential proposition and become one of a set of binary doctrinal extremes (antadvaya)’.165

Translating this method into symbolic logic, one could say Emptiness is taught to be \(~x\), \(~(~x)\), \(~(x & ~x)\) and \(~((x & ~x) & ~x)\) where the proposition \(x\) denotes the first extreme, existence. Mipham took this denial of the four extremes in the Indian sources literally and thus understood Emptiness to be without the extremes of \(x\), \(~x\), \((x & ~x)\) and \(~((x & ~x) & ~x)\). The Gelukpas however argued that it is full of logical contradictions to take the application of tetralemma literally and thus supplied qualifiers to the extremes negated. Holding Emptiness to be \(~x\) is not valid as it annihilates conventional existence, conventional self, etc. In addition, \(~(~x)\) contradicts with \(~x\) because by the rule of double negation it becomes positive, thus, implying \(x\); the third denial, \(~(x & ~x)\), is tautologous to \(~x\); and \(~(~x)\) and \(~((x & ~x) & ~x)\) contradicts with \(~(x & ~x)\) because it implies \((x & ~x)\). Sera Jetsün argues:

If it were not so, then it would follow that all dharma, the object, are existent, because they are not non-existent... Furthermore, it would follow that all dharma, the subject, are existent, non-existent, both and neither, because all dharma are not existent, non-existent, not both nor neither. [This is because of] the reason [you] hold.166

Using the law of double negation, the Gelukpas criticized the Ngarabpa position of ‘neither existent, nor non-existent’ (yod min med min) as being full of contradictions and logically untenable. Pari Rabsal, for instance, writes:

Here, although [one] might claim the reasoning of the wise of India and Tibet that double negation is understood to be affirmation, one is [only]
sharpening the weapon [which would] kill oneself. For if [it is] without lack of hypostatic existence, [it] would become hypostatically existent and even if [it is] not non-hypostatic existence, [it] would be hypostatic existence. [This shows] one's case of being unfamiliar even with the bsdus tshan (=bsdus grwa) of 'reversion of is and reversion of is-not'\textsuperscript{167} which are [within curricular] scopes of beginners. [Hence] maintaining a tenet system, it appears, would be very difficult [in your case].\textsuperscript{168}

Pari Rabsal is saying that Mipham's assertion is self-destructive given the logical contradictions it entails through the rule of double negation. Mipham denied, the contradictions mentioned in the earlier passage would arise because the negation of the tetralemma is a non-implicative or absolute negation and nothing is implied. The negations merely refute the lemmas of existence, non-existence, both and neither to help discard the corresponding apprehension and notions.

Unlike his followers such as Sera Jetsun and Pari Rabsal, Tsongkhapa himself did not raise the contradiction through the rule of double negation. Instead, he stressed that Mādhyaṇika negation of extremes is absolute and non-implicative.\textsuperscript{169} However, he used the law of non-contradiction and excluded middle to refute the Ngarabpa understanding of Emptiness as neither existent nor non-existent. He reasoned that in an analysis where one investigates whether or not there is inherent existence, there cannot be something that is neither with inherent nature nor without it.\textsuperscript{170} Everything must fall within either the category of things with inherent nature or without inherent nature, just as everything should be either existent or non-existent. Because there is no middle between the two, he observes in the dGongs pa rab gsal, a thing has to be without inherent nature if it is not with inherent nature and the vice versa.\textsuperscript{171} Further, he says in his Drang nges, of the two: hypostatic existence of sprout and lack of hypostatic existence of sprout, if one is conceptually eliminated (rnam par bcad) the other will be fully affirmed (yongs su gcod). Both cannot be negated at the same time.\textsuperscript{172}

Tsongkhapa goes on further to say that such analysis can negate the hypostatic existence of sprout and the hypostatic existence of lack of hypostatic existence of sprout simultaneously but not hypostatic existence and lack of hypostatic existence of sprout because in the latter case one will be automatically affirmed when the other is negated.\textsuperscript{173} The same is argued with regard to ultimate existence. Ultimate existence and ultimate existence of lack of ultimate existence can be negated at the same time, whereas ultimate existence and lack of ultimate existence cannot be negated at the same time. Tsongkhapa remarks that the understanding that in establishing Emptiness, existence, non-existence, hypostatic existence, lack of hypostatic existence, etc. are all negated is a misconception based on phrases such as 'neither existent nor non-exist' in the Mādhyaṇika treatises.\textsuperscript{174} Because these laws of excluded middle and non-contradiction applies to the Mādhyaṇika analyses just as they apply to other reasoning, naively claiming Emptiness is neither existent nor non-exist, etc. would lead to a host of contradictions. Thus, statements such as 'neither existent, nor non-existent' in the Mādhyaṇika works
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have to be understood with reference to inherent existence. To support this argument, he and his followers frequently cited this verse from Vigrahavyāvartanī:

If the lack of inherent nature are negated
By [a thing] without inherent nature,
With the negation of lack of inherent nature
Inherent nature will be established.

Mipham does not comment on this verse although his opponent Pari Rabsal cites this against him. He argues that the rules of logic such as the law of double negation, non-contradiction and excluded middle are not applicable on the level where Emptiness, free from all elaborations (nisprapañca, spros bral), is established and all assertions of tetrads extremes (mtha’ bzhī’i khas len) are refuted. Such rules are valid on the level of conventional truth, but not on the ultimate level just as it would be pointless to expound a theory of ‘neither existent nor non-existent’ on the level of worldly transaction. The refutation in Vigrahavyāvartanī, cited by the Gelukpas, does not affect the delineation of Emptiness beyond all elaborations.

If one were truly refuting the lack of inherent nature, it would lead to the consequence of accepting inherent nature as is said in the verse. But in delineating the ultimate Emptiness transcending all limited elaborations (spros pa nyi thse ba) such as existence, non-existence, Emptiness and non-Emptiness, etc. one is not really negating the lack of inherent nature, but delineating the lack of inherent nature fully by overcoming even the notion of lack of inherent nature itself. Mipham brings up the concept of relative and final ultimates by stating that lack of inherent existence can have two referents: one which is a mere negation of inherent existence and the other which transcends both notions of inherent nature and lack of inherent nature. Hence, negating the first, that is the lack of inherent nature vis-à-vis inherent nature, would lead to the proper understanding of lack of inherent nature qua ultimate Emptiness and bring about a culmination to its understanding and experience.

In course of his rebuttal, Mipham despises the Gelukpa use of bsdus brwa logic as the standard means of argumentation to fathom the subtle topic of Emptiness. If Emptiness could be delineated and understood through the medium of profane bsdus grwa logic, which is taught in order to help beginners with articulation in debates (blo gsar bu ba dag gi thal ngag kha byang gi ched du bstan pa), why should the philosophy of Emptiness be considered profound and subtle and why would the Buddha be reluctant to even dispense it? If it were just as easy as understanding impermanence, all of us would be able to understand it quite easily and there would be no point in describing Emptiness as profound and abstruse. Mipham asks, ‘Is not [one] going too far if [one] refutes the doctrine of the Buddha (i.e. concept of neither existence nor non-existence) with the [reasoning from] bsdus tshan texts?’

Furthermore, what is there to be so proud of knowing these life-consuming (mi tshe ‘phul byed) exposition of mere words (tshig tsam gyi smra ba) such as ‘reversion of what is existence is non-existence and reversion of what is non-existence...
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is existence'? Although these rules could be easily understood at mere glance (bltas pa tsam gyis rtogs sba), most of them, apart from being interesting ways of finishing long days (mtshar mtshar nyi ring 'phul byed kyi ched) are of not much benefit to understanding the main philosophies of the books even if they are learnt and mastered. Not only that, if one adheres obstinately to such expositions dependent on words (tsig la rton pa'i chad tshul la thig tu zhen na), one's assertions would also be at stake.¹⁸¹

In this way, Mipham discredits the bṣdus grwa reasoning at the level of ultimate analysis, and dismisses them as profane sophistry and rebukes the use of purely verbal and intellectual casuistry and reasoning such as the rule of double negation to appraise the profound philosophy of Emptiness as malapropos. Gedun Chöphel joins Mipham in showing disapproval of profane reasoning to delineate such profound topics as Emptiness. However, one must not overstate Mipham's denial of bṣdus grwa arguments in establishing Emptiness as an outright denial of every rational argument. Mipham is perhaps the most rational of all Nyingma adepts and his contribution to logic and epistemology in general and his ratiocinative approach in Madhyamaka exposition should not be overlooked.

In Mipham's thought, the domain of logic and reasoning is the realm of conventional truth, where worldly transactions occur. In establishing the relative Emptiness, the mere lack of hypostatic existence, principles such as double negation, logical bivalence, excluded middle and non-contradiction are valid and tenable.¹⁸² That is because, this lack of hypostatic existence, which corresponds to the Gelukpa concept of Emptiness, is, according to him, a conventional truth in Prāsaṅgika tradition although it is an ultimate truth in Svātāntrika system. But, in establishing the final Emptiness, which is free from all elaborations, profane reasoning (iṣṭhr mthong rigs pa) such as double negation and excluded middle do not work. Such reality, also called the Great Madhyamaka, transcends intellectual ratiocination (tarka, rtog ge). Hence, the Gelukpa criticism based on these rules will not affect his position. Mipham does not say explicitly but he seems to also suggest that the law of double negation, excluded middle and non-contradiction would not apply to the Madhyamikas themselves on the level of ultimate analysis because they do not hold any thesis on that level.¹⁸³ However, such logical tools may be used as long as they prove instrumental in delineating Emptiness for other. The use, however, would not incur any assertion on the part of Madhyamika himself.

Both Tsongkhapa and Mipham undoubtedly incorporated Dharmakirti's dialectical and epistemological theories into their Madhyamaka exposition albeit to different degrees and at different levels. Tsongkhapa and his followers not only explicitly endorsed the use of Dharmakirti's method of reasoning in Madhyamaka philosophy – even in Candrakirti's Prāsaṅgika tradition which is supposed to be not quite in favour of Dignāga – but also goes to the extent of considering it fundamental to Madhyamaka. This has been carefully studied by Seyfort Ruegg in his On pramāṇa-Theory in Tson kha pa's Madhyamaka Philosophy.¹⁸⁴ Mipham, in his commentary on Madhyamakālaṃkāra, frequently applauds the unification of the Nāgarjuna's Madhyamaka dialectics, which delineates ultimate reality, with
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Dharmakīrti’s logico-epistemology, which delineates conventional reality. This may be due to the fact that this work is a Svātāntrika Mādhyamika text by a scholar coming directly from Dharmakīrti’s tradition. He does not however make any direct connections between Candrakīrti’s Prāsaṅgika and Dharmakīrti’s system in any of his works which are considered to be mainly Prāsaṅgika in approach. Moreover, he frequently dismisses citing even Dignāga and Dharmakīrti, the validity of pure intellectualism (tarka, rtog ge) in fathoming ultimate Emptiness.

Yet, in his general works such as the Nges shes sgron me and Don rnam nges shes rab ral gri, Mipham presents a systematic philosophy where Dharmakīrti’s logico-epistemology forms the rudiments of conventional truth and Mādhyamika Emptiness embodies the ultimate reality. We do not know whether Mipham is underplaying the role of Dharmakīrti’s rationalism in expounding Candrakīrti, because Candrakīrti showed some reservation against Dignāga, the founder of Dharmakīrti’s tradition or because of his own Nyingma-Dzogchen orientation or both. In spite of his careful distinction of Candrakīrti’s Madhyamaka from Dharmakīrti’s rationalism, the influence of Dharmakīrti’s thoughts on his writings cannot be denied as Dharmakīrtian terms and technique permeate throughout his exegesis of Mādhyamaka philosophy. This may be partly because Dharmakīrti’s logico-epistemological tradition has become a medium and method of Mādhyamaka discussion in Tibetan scholarship.

The Gelukpa interpretation of ‘neither existent nor non-existent’

The Gelukpas, with the aim of avoiding the contradictions allegedly faced by those who took the tetralemma negation literally, not only supplied the qualifier ‘hypostatically’ to the first negandum – existence – but also added the qualifier ‘conventionally’ to the second – non-existence – thus reading the negation of tetralemma as ‘neither hypostatically existent (bden par grub pa’i yod pa ma yin), nor conventionally non-existent (tha snyad du med pa ma yin), both (gnyis ka ma yin) and neither (gnyis min ma yin)’. They did not use the negation of tetralemma as a method to exhaust all logical possibilities of being, as the Ngarabpas have. In fact, the negation of the second lemma, according to them, affirmed the conventional existence. However, with these glosses, the tetralemma method becomes inapplicable to other tetrads formed from production from self/other, permanence/impermanence, self/non-self, is/is not, etc.

Mipham’s criticism is that if this method of tetralemma is seen to negate merely hypostatic existence and conventional non-existence, it is redundant and pointless to have the negation of the third lemma – both hypostatic existence and conventional non-existence – because the negation of the first two lemmas sufficiently proves that. In addition, the application of the law of double negation, which the Gelukpas consider to be applicable here, would lead to the ridiculous conclusion that Emptiness is both hypostatically existent and conventionally non-existent because the negation of the fourth lemma annuls the hypostatic non-existence and conventional existence. If both and neither are not to be glossed but taken literally
as both existence and non-existence, and neither existence and non-existence as the Ngarabpas did, then Mipham asks whether this existence and non-existence refer to having existence and non-existence either ultimately or conventionally. Either way, the negation of the third lemma will be tautologous to the negation of first two lemmas and that of fourth lemma will lead to the ridiculous acceptance of both existence and non-existence for those who accept the validity of the law of double negation in this context.185

In order to escape this contradiction, Sera Jetsün goes on to make further interpretations saying that one must understand the negation as denials of the hypostatic existence of the four propositions, that is to say, (1) the fact that all phenomena are ultimately non-existent is not hypostatically existent (chos thams cad don dam par yod pa ma yin pa bden par ma grub), (2) that they are conventionally not non-existent is also not that (i.e. hypostatically existent) either (tha snyad du med pa ma yin pa yang der ma grub), (3) that being both ultimately existent and conventionally non-existent is also not hypostatically existent (don dam par yod pa dang tha snyad du med pa gnyis ka yin pa yang bden par ma grub) and (4) that being neither is also not hypostatically existent (de gnyis ka ma yin pa yang bden par ma grub).186 According to him, the tetralemma analysis negates hypostatic existence of the fact of being neither hypostatically existent, nor conventionally non-existent, both and neither. However, this does not just make the reading of this method sophisticated, but leads, through the rule of double negation, to the host of contradictions that Sera Jetsün himself raised against his opponents.

Furthermore, Mipham argues that if the hypostatic existence of the four propositions is the sole negandum, then it is sufficient to just negate hypostatic existence. Why negate the four extremes?187 In addition, if one accepts the Gelukpa paraphrasing, the denial of the tetralemma can no more be an exclusive characteristic and definition of Emptiness or ultimate reality as the Indian sources state, but of all phenomena even conventionally. A vase, for example, is even on the conventional level neither hypostatically existent, nor conventionally non-existent, both and neither. It would follow that every phenomenon can be attributed with the negation of tetralemma even on the conventional level. This deviates from the thrust of original Mādhyamika usage of the tetralemma in ultimate analysis to delineate Emptiness.

We have also seen Mipham argue in his Rab lan and gSung sgros that an understanding of mere negation of hypostatic existence cannot dispel the misconceptions of two or four extremes (mtha’ gnyis/bzhi), eight elaborations (spros pa brgyad) and the thirty-two superimpositions (sgro ‘dogs so gnyis).188 Whereas Emptiness is supposed to eliminate all conceptual thoughts and their projections, the negation of hypostatic existence can only eliminate hypostatic existence and the grasping at it. Thus, refuting a negandum of just hypostatic existence is not sufficient to understand Emptiness fully and eliminate all misconceptions. He writes in his rGyan ‘grel:

In this way, if the reasoning of ultimate analysis negated only such ‘hypostatic existence’ and did not negate any of the subjects (i.e. phenomena)
or repudiate any of their subjective cognitions, Emptiness would not be negating all subject–object elaborations. Beside, the three apologetic arguments such as the meditative equipoise of the exalted beings becoming the cause of destruction of things would apply, and if there is a thing which is not repudiated or negated after being analyzed by ultimate analysis, it will become hypostatically existent. Therefore, with terms such as ‘absence of production’ [one] must engage in the pacification of all elaborations.

Mipham also mentions in his Rab lan, gsung gros and ’jug ’grel, how Emptiness qua lack of hypostatic existence cannot even overcome the two extremes of eternalism and nihilism in the case of Gelukpa interpretation. Adhering closely to the Ngarabpa stance, Mipham took Emptiness to be the negation of all entities including existence, non-existence, matter, sound, smell, etc. From the perspective of person conducting the ultimate analysis, everything is negated, not just hypostatic existence, and everything is empty of itself. Such Emptiness is free from all mental apprehension and elaborations and is the final form of the ultimate truth. It is, dialectically speaking, an absolute negation. It is this kind of Emptiness or Primordial Purity (ka dag), Mipham claims, that has been unanimously delineated by Candrakirti in India and Rongzom in Tibet. This interpretation performed was the main target of Gelukpa refutation and the first opposition mentioned in Tsongkhapa’s Lam rim.

Tsongkhapa says that using the analyses such as the scrutiny of whether the whole and parts are one or different mentioned in the Madhyamika texts, some people examine the nature of things such as a vase in relation to their parts and come to conclude that there is no vase and so forth. Similarly, they apply the same to the investigator and conclude that there is nothing which exists and consequently hold the mistaken view of ‘neither existent nor non-existent’. If such were the case of understanding Emptiness, instead of seeing Emptiness as dependent origination, the Madhyamaka view would be one of the easiest. This is similar to the later argument made by the opponents of Gelukpas that if profound Emptiness were mere lack of hypostatic existence and not free from all elaborations, such Emptiness would be very easy to understand.

Tsongkhapa says, the Ngarabpas could not distinguish the non-existence of inherent sprout from the non-existence of sprout and existence of sprout from the inherent existence of the sprout. Unless one knows this distinction, one is bound to negate the existence of sprout while negating inherence in sprout and thus fall into nihilism, or assert inherent sprout while asserting sprout and end in eternalism, like the substantialists. The middle way is to view the sprout as existent but without inherent nature. Further, Tsongkhapa elaborates on the identification of existence and non-existence of the catuṣkoṭi:

If these phenomena are asserted to be existent by their own being, [one] falls into the extreme of substantialism or existence; accepting them to be
merely existent is not substantialism or an ism of existence. Similarly, if the internal and external phenomena are asserted to be insubstantial [in the sense of] being void of capacity to function, [one] falls into the extreme of non-substantialism or non-existence; accepting them to be without inherent nature will not [make one] fall into extreme of non-existence. In this way, without distinguishing [what is] utterly non-existent from [what is] inherently non-existent, and [what is] established by [its] own being from [what is] mere existence, while preventing from falling into the extremes of existence and non-existence, if [one] relies upon stating, ‘we say [things] are not existent but we do not say [they] are non-existent [and] we say [things] are not non-existent but do not say [they] are existent’, [one] expounds solely contradictions and not even a bit of Madhyamaka message is revealed.195

The distinction between existence and inherent existence, production and inherent production, etc. is absolutely crucial in the Gelukpa system to identify the right dialectical negandum and establish the Emptiness that is beyond all extremes. To Mipham, such a distinction was relevant and tenable only on the conventional level but not applicable at the level of the ultimate analysis, which establishes the final Emptiness.

The nuances of inferential arguments

At the very beginning of the refutation of the Gelukpa position in the ‘jug ‘grel, Mipham presents the logical reasons why and how Gelukpas thought only hypothetic existence of the vase is negated by the reasoning but not the vase. The logical procedure of the ultimate analysis is juxtaposed and compared with that of the famous syllogistic argument, ‘sound, the subject, is impermanent, because it is conditioned’ (sgra chos can/rtag ste/byas pa ‘phyir).196 In this probative inference, sound is the subject (chos can); impermanence, the property to be affirmed (bsgrub bya ‘chos); being conditioned, the reason (rtags); permanent sound, the negandum (dgag bya) and impermanent sound, the probandum (bsgrub bya). A conding to the rules of rtags rigs logic, sound is not negated by this reasoning because it is the subject and not the negandum. The negandum, hypothetically, is the subject characterized by the property to be negated (dgag bya ‘chos kyi khyad par du byas pa ‘chos can), permanent sound in this case. Thus, it is non-existent and it would be a gross mistake in logic to take the subject and the negandum as identical.

The Gelukpas applied the same rules and procedures to the ultimate analysis such as the reasoning of dependent origination (rten ‘brel chen po’i gtan tshigs) and production analysis mentioned earlier. In the argument, ‘vase, the subject, is without hypostatic existence, because it is dependently originated’, the vase is the subject of the inference and therefore cannot be the negandum. A valid reason does not negate the subject. Mipham remarks that following this dialectical procedure, the Gelukpas firmly believed that vase, the subject of the ultimate reasoning, just
as sound in the case of the reasoning proving sound to be impermanent, cannot be negated. It is the hypostatic existence which is the property to be negated and a hypostatically existent vase, which is the negandum. With this dialectical scenario in mind, they made the hermeneutic gloss 'vase is not empty of the vase but of hypostatic existence'. Mipham states:

Considering that, although there arose the assertion that ultimate analysis does not negate the vase but negates hypostatic existence, [such an assertion] can be established likewise only if, without negating the vase by ultimate analysis, there exists a reasoning which negates an isolated hypostatic existence. Nevertheless, until [one can] establish [that] the vase is not apprehended ultimately, its lack of hypostatic existence cannot be established either. When the ultimate analysis examine the conventional vase [which] appears commonly, nothing, which can withstand the analysis, is obtained or apprehended. Then, [it] is termed as [that which is] not apprehended by the correct cognition of ultimate analysis, ultimately non-existent, empty of own being and without hypostatic existence that can resist analysis. There is no other definition of hypostatic existence and definition of lack of hypostatic existence apart from that.197

Mipham argues that although the distinction between the subject and negandum of the inference should be made while debating with the substantialists, it is a mistake if one considers only an isolated hypostatic existence as the negandum and assumes to realize Emptiness merely by negating it. The reason why vase is without hypostatic existence is because it cannot withstand the ultimate analysis and is not apprehended under the scrutiny. If the ultimate analysis does not negate the vase, there is no other way to prove the vase to be without hypostatic existence, and it would become hypostatically and ultimately existent.198 Although one could make the verbal distinction that the vase is the subject and hypostatic existence is the negandum and that the former exists and the latter does not, in reality there is no such distinction as the latter is just a reification of the former.

This is also the case with the autonomous inference proving sound to be impermanent. Despite the verbal distinction, there is no separate permanent sound to be negated other than the reification of the sound as permanent.199 In the case of the ultimate analysis, the Gelukpas held the subject to be the basis of Emptiness and not itself empty. In the gSung sgros, Mipham argues that this distinction is purely nominal and cannot be made ontologically.200 He resorts to another analogous inference, 'rabbit's horn, the subject, is non-existent, because it is not perceived by correct cognition' and argues that in spite of the nominal plurality of the basis of negation, the subject, and the negandum, they are not separate ontologically. The subject, predicate and reasoning are stated separately but they are not ontologically distinct. In the same way, in the reasoning, 'vase, the subject, is without hypostatic existence, because it is dependently originated', the basis of
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the empty and the empty are not different (stong pa dang stong gzhi tha dad du ma grub pa).  

Mipham reiterates in 'jug 'grel that in the cases of both inferences, that is, the reasoning proving sound to be impermanent and the reasoning proving the vase to be without hypostatic existence, they eliminate the reification of the object; the misunderstanding of sound as permanent in the former and of the vase as hypostatically existent in the latter. There is nothing added or reduced ontologically with the sound and the vase. They are the same as before objectively irrespective of the different dialectical analyses and subjective cognition. The main purpose of the reasoning, therefore, is to eliminate the subjective reification by negating the objects conceived (zhen yul) by such misunderstanding. In the case of the former, apprehending sound as permanent is the subjective misunderstanding, therefore, the object conceived, which requires negation, is the permanent sound. In contrast, the misunderstanding in the latter case is apprehension of the vase itself, not particularly of a hypostatically existent vase.

Sound and permanence are two distinct conventional entities even to the ordinary cognition, but the vase and its hypostatic existence are almost always identical to the ordinary mind. Hence, just as the vase cannot be separated from the hypostatically existent vase from the viewpoint of the ordinary thought, it cannot be separated under the scrutiny of the ultimate analysis. One cannot really apprehend the vase to be without true existence until the vase is itself negated. Thus, the vase has to be negated in order to eliminate the reification of the vase as hypostatically existent, for what needs to be negated is the object conceived by mistaken grasping. The negation of such reification can be achieved by examining the vase itself with the ultimate analysis. Forsaking that, if one argues that the vase is not negated but an isolated hypostatic existence is, and thus advocates an Emptiness of other, it would not take one too far. Mipham says such negation of an isolated hypostatic existence is not expounded anywhere in the sūtras and the Mādhyaṃkāśāstra.

Another distinction that the opponents of the Gelukpa make between the two inferences is their mode of reasoning. The inference proving sound to be impermanent is a probative inference (sgrub rtags) and as such it is logically not feasible according to rtags rigs logic to negate the subject of the inference. However, the ultimate analysis is a negative reasoning (dgag rtags) and negation of the subject would not render them invalid. The subject of a negative inference need not even be existent. Mipham however does not mention this.

Mipham repeatedly acknowledges that there is no Mādhyaṃkā scholar who accepts anything to be hypostatically existent or who negates the shared appearance (mthun snang) qua empirical world. A nyone doing so would be falling into the extreme of reification or annihilation. Negating the vase of shared appearance is to deny it even on a conventional level because the vase of shared appearance is the conventional vase (mthun snang gi bum pa de ni kun rdzob kyi gum pa de yin). In this view, the subject, reason, etc. in the aforementioned reasoning are all things conceived at the conventional level, and on that level one cannot deny their existence.
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Hence, the subject, the vase of shared appearance, is not negated in the purview of conventional thinking in which the rules of inference function. Nonetheless, from the perspective of the ultimate analysis, the vase, which is the subject, is negated as much as the negandum, hypostatic existence. It is not the case that the ultimate analysis only negates non-existent entities. Mipham reiterates that the ultimate analysis is not required to prove an utterly non-existent thing such as hypostatic existence to be non-existent.

The verification of contexts

To Mipham, it is of paramount importance in Mādhyamika hermeneutics to distinguish two different contexts of the conventional and the ultimate mode of thinking, and to place the discussion of negandum in the right context. Differentiating these two philosophical contexts in the Mādhyamika system, he states:

Therefore, what is meant by ‘empty/not empty’ in this context is not [about being] conventionally empty/non-empty. It is the context [where the terms] non-empty and empty are assigned to [what is] ultimately existent and non-existent. Thus, [one must] understand that there is utterly no phenomenon whatsoever [that is] not ultimately empty. In conventional sense, [one] asserts the vase to be not empty of vase, [because] if it is empty conventionally, it would become non-existent.

All things are empty on the ultimate level, but conventionally, things exist and are not empty. Conventionally speaking, he says that we can even claim things to be bden par grub pa, truly existent, although bden par grub pa in this case would not have the same purport as the bden par grub pa discussed in the context of the ultimate investigation. From a conventional perspective, the vase, he argues, has to be truly established as vase, just as the law of cause and effect and the Three Jewels are true (bum pa bum pa nyid du bden par grub dgos te las ’bras bden pa dang dkon mchog gsum bden pa bzhin no). However, in the context of the ultimate level, these very things that we experience in life are what are empty and negated by the ultimate analysis. It is the dependently originated phenomena, which are proved to be empty. The union of dependent arising and Emptiness would not be possible if the dependently originated things were not themselves empty.

The fact that all these empirical appearances are empty in one context and yet inevitably existent in the other is what makes Emptiness and appearance coalescent. This coalescence is what the Buddha proclaimed with his lion’s roar of reasoning (rigs pa ’i seng ge’i sgra), which no one in the world including gods can refute. Mipham criticizes the Gelukpas saying that some commentators, not being able to grasp this coalescence, have inserted words that do not appear in the sūtras and sastras in order to interpret as it suits their understanding. Failing to understand
that what is not existent ultimately can perfectly exist conventionally, and thinking that existence and non-existence are mutually exclusive, they could not see existent things empty and negated on the level of the ultimate analysis.210

In the gSung sgros and Rab lan he presents the various positions held in Tibet concerning the theory of existence in these two contexts.211 The Ngarabpa argued that whatever is the case in the ultimate context is more veridical and the true case. The Rangtongpas among them expounded that being ultimately non-existent suffices to be non-existent, whereas being conventionally existent is not a sufficient reason to be existent because conventional existence cannot assail the fact of being non-existent ultimately, whereas the fact that things are ultimately non-existent can assail conventional existence. The Ngarabpa who are Zhantongpas also gave precedence to the ultimate context and argued that whatever is ultimately existent is existent and ultimately non-existent is non-existent. According to them, the ultimate truth comprised Emptiness as well as all pure phenomena of the enlightened state, and conventional truth included the impure phenomena of samsāra, which are not really existent but are illusory projections of the deluded mind. The former existed in reality and the latter only as illusions.

Most Chirabpas, he comments, accepted that being existent conventionally qualifies a thing to be existent but being ultimately non-existent does not qualify to be non-existent. This is indeed the Gelukpa position. The Gelukpa scholars argued that general existence is defined by conventional existence, hence being non-existent ultimately does not suffice to be non-existent but being existent conventionally suffices to be existent (don dam par med pas med go mi chod tha snyad du yod pas yod go chod).212 Citing this Gelukpa theory, Mipham remarks that this theory implies whatever is existent from the viewpoint of the dualistic misconception qualifies to be existent whereas lack of duality discerned from the viewpoint of the sublime gnosis does not suffice for the non-existence of duality.

It would then follow that the dualistic mind of ordinary people and the objects it perceives are real and authentic, and the non-dual gnosis of the enlightened beings and its objects such as Emptiness are false. As such assertions are licentious to the gnosis of the āryas and Emptiness, Mipham warns the Gelukpas to reconsider such philosophical stance.213 Amdo Gedun Chöphel makes the same criticism accusing the Gelukpas how such position entails that what is not apprehended by the gnosis of the āryas is not really non-apprehensible and what is ascertained by the imagination of ordinary folk is really existent.214

Regarding his own position, Mipham says, ‘my/our tradition, clarified in the Rab lan, is the tradition of exponents of intrinsic Emptiness (rang stong).’215 However, Mipham’s tradition is not the same as that of other Rangtongpas. We have seen his stance as regards tathagatagarbha in the Introduction. On the existential theory related to the two truths, he writes in his Rab lan:

Most of the Ngarabpas observed that being conventionally existent does not suffice for being existent but being ultimately non-existent suffice for being non-existent. Most of the Chirabpas say that being conventionally
existent suffices for being existent but being ultimately non-existent does not suffice for being non-existent. We do not expound like either of them. Being conventionally existent suffices for being conventionally existent but not for being ultimately existent. Being ultimately non-existent suffices for being ultimately non-existent but not for being conventionally non-existent. We expound the understanding of [how] the two [aspects] – ultimately non-existent and conventionally existent – in things can be seen without contradiction as one by nature.216

According to Mipham, what is negated in the context of the ultimate analysis is negated ultimately; it does not invalidate the conventional existence. Similarly, what is affirmed by the conventional mode of thinking exists conventionally, and not ultimately. The negation and affirmation are valid in their own contexts and at their particular levels. It is the substantialists, who equated the two and [mis]understood what is existent conventionally as existent ultimately and what is not existent ultimately as not existent even conventionally.217 Thus, in Mipham’s thought, the two modes of looking at things are equally important and their findings are valid in their own contexts that neither can repudiate the findings of the other. He also discusses the equal significance of the two truths in detail in his Nges shes sgron me.218

Mipham’s bifurcation of human plane of thinking into that of the ultimate and the conventional mode clarifies his position on Madhyamika assertion.219 He emphatically shows that, with full knowledge of the two levels, one must negate all things on the ultimate level of thinking, and accept the existence of conventional realities on the other level. Because establishing Emptiness concerns the ultimate level and the ultimate analysis is carried out from such a viewpoint, there is no logical contradiction in negating all phenomena, and there is no need for the qualifiers. Thus, the negandum of ultimate reasoning must not be limited to hypostatic existence. However, to the Gelukpas, not finding phenomena on the ultimate level does not suffice for the negation of phenomena. Only hypostatic existence is required to be negated because only the apprehension of things as hypostatically existent caused the defiling emotions and subsequent bondage in samṣāra. Mipham and other non-Gelukpa scholars disagreed. It is to this dispute on the cognitive negandum that we shall turn now.

An analysis of the cognitive negandum (lam gyi dgag bya)

The discrepancies in identifying the dialectical negandum between non-Gelukpa scholars such as Mipham, Gorampa, Gedun Chöphel et al. and the Gelukpas is directly linked to their disagreements in the identification of the cognitive negandum. Generally, Tibetan scholars enumerated the two obscurations (avarana, sgrib pa) of defiling emotions (klesa, nyon mong) and of the knowables (jietya, shes bya) as the cognitive negandum, which has to be relinquished by practising the Buddhist path. In the current study, one kind of thought is discussed, namely,
the subjective apprehension which causes negative impulses such as attachment. Because the debate on this is directly related to or a corollary of the identification of dialectical negandum, the persons involved and the nature of arguments are not different from the debate on dialectical negandum.

In his Lam rim, Tsongkhapa underlines the importance to identify, among all conceptual thoughts, the thought which is the root cause of all negative impulses, and relinquish it through negating its object.\textsuperscript{220} The thought, he says, is ignorance or stupidity in contradistinction to the knowledge of Non-self or Emptiness. It is also known as the apprehension of hypostatic existence.\textsuperscript{221} It is the grasping of an inherent nature or self, which he describes as that which is established by the way of its own nature objectively without being posited by the mind.\textsuperscript{222} In this way, Tsongkhapa and other Gelukpas explicitly argued that it is grasping to hypostatic or inherent existence that obstructs the realization of Emptiness and that requires removal, and not all kinds of thoughts such as the apprehension of vase, pillar, etc.\textsuperscript{223} Because the grasping of the conventional things such as vase and pillar did not obstruct enlightenment, it is not necessary to negate the objects of such grasping.

Pari Rabsal used the analogy of the projection of snake onto a colourful rope to demonstrate this point.\textsuperscript{224} The misconception in the analogy is the superimposition of the snake on the rope and thus, it is the absence of snake on the rope that has to be realized in order to overcome the fear of snake. It is sheer annihilation to refute the existence of rope; one only has to negate the existence of the snake on the rope. In the same way, apprehension of things as hypostatically existent is what has to be eliminated, not the apprehension of things themselves, and in order to do that one need not negate the conventional things, but only the hypostatic existence in them. Tsongkhapa categorizes all conceptual thoughts into three categories depending on their mode of grasping (‘dzin tshul): (1) those that engage with grasping of hypostatic existence (bden par ‘dzin pa) when they hold an object, (2) those that engage with the grasping of lack of hypostatic existence (bden med du ‘dzin pa) and (3) those that engage with grasping characterized by neither of them (de gnyis gang gis khyad par du ma byas par ‘dzin pa) thus being neutral.\textsuperscript{225}

Presenting this triad, Tsongkhapa explains that not all thoughts which do not see things as lacking hypostatic existence are thoughts which grasp things as hypostatically existent and the vice versa. There is the third set (phung sum pa) which contains numerous thoughts that are neither.\textsuperscript{226} In his Lam rim, he elaborates on how the persons in whom the view of lack of inherent existence has not arisen possess the first and the third but not the second. Were there no such third category and all conceptual thoughts in people who have not achieved the view of Emptiness grasping at hypostatic existence, Tsongkhapa argues that there would not be a common ground of conventional standard or transactional means for the substantialists and the Madhyamikas to have meaningful discussion and debate. This is because the phenomena conceived by the substantialists, that is, hypostatically existent world, would not be acceptable to the Madhyamikas and the Madhyamika world, that is, illusory existence, will not be acceptable to the substantialists.
By the same token, the unmistaken conventional theories delineated by the ordinary world, which the Madhyamikas ought to accept, will be invalidated. This will result in a chaotic system, in which even Isvara, existence and non-existence cannot be conventionally differentiated. Such a view is seriously detrimental to the understanding of Madhyamaka. He says that a lot of people seem to have forsaken many teachings, in the manner of Hwashang, through misunderstanding all conceptual thoughts to be defective and [mis]construing the religious praxis undertaken prior to obtaining the view of lack of hypostatic existence as involving grasping of characteristics and as fetters of samsara, and consequently reducing them to provisional values taught for beginners who have not obtained the definitive view. Thus, in Tsongkhapa's thought, it is a sheer mistake to view all thoughts, which do not discern lack of hypostatic existence, as flawed and negative. Only the first type of thoughts is epistemologically wrong and has to be negated.

Mipham and Gedun Chophel et al., dissented from this view holding all ordinary thoughts and concepts such as the notion of vase, etc. to be mistaken and obscuring in relation to the understanding of the ultimate reality. Mipham divides the cognitive negandum into grasping at the self of person and the self of phenomena and the obscurations of defilement and of knowable, which arise from them respectively. He says through negating the self of person, one overcomes grasping at ‘I’, and subsequently, the defiling emotions and actions thus reaching the cessation of suffering, and in Mahayana, through negating both self of person and phenomena, one overcomes the subjective grasping and subsequently the two obscurations. Of the cognitive neganda, the manifest (mngon gyur) is overcome on the path of preparation, the seed (sa bon) on the first seven sublime stages, and the impressions (bag chags) finally on the three pure Bodhisattva stages.

According to him, there is no cognitive negandum which is not a dialectical negandum because if the path eliminates what was not negated by reasoning, it will be a nihilistic path. However, not everything which is dialectical negandum is a cognitive negandum, for spiritual values such as compassion are not eliminated by the path.

Mipham criticizes the Gelukpa identification of cognitive negandum with the notion of the hypostatic existence, which is separate from the empirical objects. He argues that the apprehension of the five conventional aggregates, without the need to hypostasize a separate self, gives rise to the notion of ‘I’. Likewise, the notion ‘this is a vase’ is grasping the vase as phenomenon (chos su ‘dzin pa) and such grasping can give rise to defiling emotions, which can lead to accumulation of karma and consequently to suffering. Thus, if the notions of the aggregates and vase are not to be negated, what need is there to negate the notion of a separate hypostatic existence, which like a rabbit’s horn does not even exist conventionally, and would not give rise to defiling emotions or lead to accumulation of karma.

Continuing the argument, he says that as long as the five aggregates are grasped as aggregates of the internal continuum (nang rgyud kyi phung por bzungs), the grasping at ‘I’ (ngar ‘dzin) will evidently continue to exist. As long as the
five aggregates are not empty of their own nature, negating some hypostatically existent aggregates would not stop grasping at ‘I’ because grasping at ‘I’ arises in reference to the five aggregates. Thus, to Mipham, the notion of or grasping at the five aggregates must be eliminated in order to eliminate the grasping at ‘I’ and merely negating the notion of the hypostatic existence of five aggregates would not stop that. To support his arguments, Mipham cites the following lines from Rabñalva:

As long as there is grasping to the aggregates,
So long grasping at ‘I’ on them will arise.234

Tsongkhapa, followed by other Gelukpa scholars, however interpreted this verse by paraphrasing it with a qualifier thus reading it ‘as long as one apprehends the aggregates as hypostatically existent’.235

In his annotative commentary on M K, Mipham makes another criticism of the Gelukpa theory in connection with the meditative equipoise of the āryas, which, he observes, is free from all kinds of mental notions and elaborations. As long as all conceptual thoughts are not eliminated, although the notion of hypostatic existence is overcome, the meditative equipoise would not be free from all concepts and elaborations. The notion of hypostatic existence is just one of the numerous mental elaborations. Furthermore, if there is grasping at the absence of hypostatic existence, that is itself a mental elaboration.236 He uses the same argument in Rab lan and reasons that in spite of overcoming the notion of hypostatic existence, gnosis free from all notions and elaborations will not be attained because the grasping at the lack of hypostatic existence is also a notion.237

In a similar argument in gSung sgros, he argues that if lack of the hypostatically existent dualistic appearance suffices for the lack of dualistic appearance in meditative equipoise of āryas although other things such as the vase and notions of vase may still appear to the gnosis, it follows that minds of all sentient beings abide in reality without dualistic appearances.238 That is because no one has the hypostatically existent dualistic appearance as such a thing is utterly non-existent. Hence, freedom from mental elaborations (niśprapañca, spros bral) is to be without any notion, conception and apprehension,239 not just to be without notion of hypostatic existence. He also says in Nyi snang that notions of characteristics are not free from the elaboration of dualistic appearances (gnyis snang) and Emptiness qua ultimate truth can be actualized only if one is free from all such dualistic thoughts.240

Amdo Gedun Chöphel followed Mipham in criticizing the Gelukpa theory that ordinary notions and thoughts other than the grasping at hypostatic existence are not to be negated. He sarcastically notes that according to the Gelukpas, the notion of a vase is correct whereas the notion of hypostatically existent vase is a delusion, and that these two thoughts can arise simultaneously in a person and are so alike that they cannot be easily distinguished.241 He asks how bizarre it is that a correct cognition, which leads to enlightenment and deluded cognition, which hinders enlightenment are so alike. He goes on to say that if they arise simultaneously,
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the thought of the vase must be eliminated as much, and at the same time, as the thought of the hypostatic existence of the vase.

He continues further arguing that if the thought of the vase is not mistaken, other thoughts such as ‘it is dawn’, ‘I am waking up’, ‘I am eating this food’, etc. will also have to be unmistaken. In that case, it follows that most of the thoughts we have in a day are unmistaken and not to be negated. When does the clinging to hypostatic existence arise then? He says that it would be strange if this clinging to hypostatic existence to which we were wonted since beginningless time arose only occasionally in us. Are not the thoughts that we are most habituated with supposed to arise first and frequently? ‘Because we are accustomed to this thought of hypostatic existence from beginningless time’, he reasons,

when we see a vase, [we] must confirm that the first thought [which] rises [in us] is the clinging to the vase as hypostatically existent. Hence, however [we] may distinguish the dialectical negandum verbally, in reality the negandum [we] must negate is the vase. [We] must negate the pillar, [we] must negate existence, [we] must negate non-existence. How can there be a separate negandum called hypostatically existent vase, leaving the vase aside?242

In the eyes of his Gelukpa colleagues, Gedun Chöphel’s refutation, however sharp and satirical, is a tool of annihilation. To them, negation of conventional phenomena and ordinary thoughts is sheer nihilism.

On BA, IX/26

It is perhaps appropriate at this point to look at the differences between Gyaltshab Je’s and Mipham’s commentaries on the following verse, which Gelukpas often cited to support their interpretation:

What is seen, heard or known
Is not what has to be negated here.
Here, the conceptual thought of [something] to be hypostatically [existent],
Which is the cause of suffering, is to be eliminated.243

Both Mipham and the Gelukpas take this verse as a reply to the questions raised by the proponents of Cittamātra whose concept of reflexive awareness Śāntideva is refuting at this stage. The proponents of Cittamātra argue that if the consciousness is without reflexive nature, it would not be conscious of itself and if it is not conscious of itself, it would not be capable of knowing other things. Thus, all accounts of visual, auditory, mental and such other consciousnesses will have to be denied. It is as an answer to this refutation that most commentators of Śāntideva construed this verse.
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Gyaltshab Je wrote an elaborate commentary on this verse, explaining the problems that the negation of empirical phenomena entails. He comments:

Were [the proponents of Cittamātra] to say that if there was no reflexive awareness, there would not be memory, and therefore, all experiences of the objects, and seeing, hearing, etc. would become non-existent, [the answer is,] the conventional things which are seen by visual consciousness, heard by auditory consciousness, known by the mind and so forth are not the negandum here. They need not be negated because suffering is not caused merely by them and even the arhats have such conventions. [They] cannot be negated because were [one] to negate them, [they] must be negated by scriptural citations and reasoning, and were they so negated, the same [negation would] also [apply] to the scriptural citations and reasoning. There is a fault if [they are] negated for [one will] become [a person] with nihilistic view. Therefore, in here, the conceptual thought of those objects to be hypostatic, which is the cause of suffering, is to be stopped because that is the root of samsāra. If the root of samsāra is not reversed, samsāra cannot be stopped, and because the grasping at form, sound, etc. as hypostatic is taught to be the root of samsāra, [Śāntideva] clearly accepts that srāvaka and pratyekabuddha realise the Non-self of phenomena. Kharagpa et al., say that mere appearance [of things] to the sensory cognition is not the negandum, but holding it as permanent/impermanent, existent/non-existent, etc. is the negandum. This [indicates] the return of the Chinese abbot.244

Negating the empirical experiences and conventional phenomena, according to Gyaltshab Je, leads to a host of problems. It is logically wrong to negate them as the same logic would apply to the reasoning and words used to negate them. Philosophically, negating the conventional phenomena entails a nihilistic view. Both of these criticisms have already been discussed. Soteriologically, the negation of conventional phenomena is unnecessary as they are not causes of suffering in samsāra. Referring to the position of Kharagpa and other on the cognitive negandum, Gyaltshab Je ridicules it as the doctrine of the Chinese abbot Hwashang. Let us now juxtapose it with Mipham’s commentary on the same verse. He observes:

If [one] speaks from the perspective of mere non-analytical gaiety,245 these [experiences] of seeing, hearing and knowing are not negated here, for they cannot be negated and there is no need to negate [them]. If asked what is negated then, here the conceptual thought of hypostatic existence, [which] clings to every entity as being itself and is the cause of suffering, is to be eliminated. In this case, the commentary explains the term seeing as direct perception, hearing as [learning] from scriptures or other persons and knowing as establishing through correct inferential cognition. In brief, the negation of reflexive awareness is negation on the
ultimate [level], and the concept of designating reflexive awareness to [the mind] for just being isolated from insentience is not negated. ...  

Mipham designates the context in which empirical experiences such as seeing, hearing, knowing and other conventional phenomena are not negated as the level of frivolous gaiety, where analysis into the nature is not conducted but existence of things is taken for granted. Both Mipham and Gyaltshab point out that they cannot be negated; on the conventional level in Mipham’s case, and generally in Gyaltshab’s. Neither is there any need to negate them according to both. However, Mipham and Gyaltshab’s descriptions of the negandum, the conceptual thought grasping something as hypostatically existent (satyataḥ kalpana, bden par rtog pa), are disparate. To Gyaltshab, this thought is the grasping at objects as hypostatically existent whereas Mipham deliberately interprets this thought as a clinging to an entity as itself. It is not just imagining the vase with an additional hypostatic existence but grasping the vase as the vase, which is the negandum in Mipham’s interpretation.

Mipham held all such ordinary notions to be misconception obscuring the ultimate reality. Even the thought of reaching enlightenment is a form of ignorance that must be ultimately given up. Were one to view that these ordinary thoughts and notions such as apprehending the vase as vase exist in a state of enlightenment, it would be a great insult to the Buddha for he has eliminated all ordinary thoughts and has actualized the non-dual gnosis. Both Mipham and Gyaltshab exploit the verse to support their other assertions. Mipham uses it to authenticate his distinctive position that the Prāṣāntika scholars such as Candragīrti and Śāntideva refuted reflexive awareness only on the ultimate level and accepted it conventionally. Because the verse appears immediately after the refutation of Cittamātra concept of reflexive awareness, it is contextually appropriate for Mipham to interpret this as Śāntideva’s assertion of reflexive awareness on the conventional level.

Gyaltshab uses the verse to support the Gelukpa assertion that śrāvaka and pratyekabuddha arhats must realize Emptiness and eradicate grasping of hypostatic existence like the Bodhisattva in order to reach nirvāṇa. Both the issues of reflexive awareness and śrāvaka and pratyekabuddha realization of Emptiness are intricate topics and beyond the scope of this book. Some work on Mipham’s theory of reflexive awareness and his position on whether or not śrāvaka and pratyekabuddha arhats realize Emptiness has been done by Paul Williams and John Pettit respectively.

Resemblances and reciprocal comparisons

According to the Gelukpas, denying all notions and thoughts and the understanding of Emptiness as ‘neither existent nor non-existent’ not only undermines the theory of dependent origination and faces many logical contradictions, but is also misleading in terms of meditative practice. Contemplation on Emptiness that is neither existent nor non-existent without any thoughts and apprehension, is a nescient
meditation with no philosophical conviction. The Gelukpas accused Nyingmapas and other followers of the Ngarabpa tradition of taking up the viewpoint of Hwashang Mohoyen, the Chinese master involved in Samye debate between the simultaneists and gradualists. They consider that Hwashang held a nihilist understanding of reality as neither existent, nor non-existent, neither is, nor is not, etc. and that all conceptual thoughts, including the virtuous ones, are hindrances to enlightenment.

To them, the Hwashang became a stereotype of the nihilists, and the Ngarabpas, the Nyingmapas in particular, are constantly ridiculed for their close similarity with Hwashang’s system. Earlier, we saw Gyaltshab making critical comments on the position of Kharagpa and other Ngarabpa scholars who apparently held all notions such as ‘the vase is existent’ or ‘the vase is impermanent’ to be cognitive negandum. He remarked in passing that such interpretation is the return of the teachings of the Chinese abbot. Pari Rabsal, in his refutation of Mipham, observes with sarcasm:

In this way, you say [that one] falls by holding the self to be non-existent to the extreme of non-existence and by holding the self to be existent to the extreme of existence. In that case, holding [it] as non-both, [one would] fall into the extreme of neither. Therefore, there is no doubt that [you] follow Hwashang Maha*yana by not having grasping at anything. I do not blame you for you have inherited as [your] share, the shoe that was left behind.

He also states:

Although you seriously pretend to despise the view of Hwashang, [you] rely on the citations, which he quoted to support [his view], as a matter of credence, and because [you] assert [what] is existent and non-existent, to be adopted and to be given up, cognition and knowable [objects] and whatsoever [we] think of is clinging to self and obscurations hindering the path, you are undoubtly the one from China who has come in a monastic garb.

Similar accusations were made by other Gelukpa scholars including Tsongkhapa. Referring to the story that the Hwashang left his shoe and prophesied that his tradition will come back to Tibet in future, the Gelukpas alleged that the Ngarabpa understanding of Emptiness is Hwashang’s prophecy coming true. This accusation was no surprise to the Nyingmapas as many of their prominent masters accepted the authenticity of simultaneist approach of Chan, the tradition propagated by Hwashang. Mipham’s view however is different and is discussed in Chapter 5.

While the Gelukpas accused Ngarabpas, particularly Nyingmapas, of following Hwashang in defining the cognitive negandum, Mipham observed that the Gelukpa understanding of Emptiness and Madyamika dialectics are close to that of the Svatantrika Madyamika against their strong claim that they are Prasangika.
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Mādhyamikas. In the eyes of Mipham, the Gelukpas resembled the Svātantrika Mādhyamika in many philosophical and dialectical issues. It is not the aim of this book to discuss in detail the similarities Mipham pointed out. Suffice it to make a brief comparison. As mentioned earlier, the Gelukpas supplied the qualifier ‘hypostatically existent’ just as the Svātantrikas added the qualifier ‘ultimate’. The Gelukpas defended by saying that both Prāsaṅgikas and Svātantrikas use the qualifier and that it is not a practice exclusive to Svātantrikas. In both Svātantrika and Gelukpa schools, they argued that conventional truths such as vase and production, even from the purview of the ultimate analysis, are not negated by reasoning. It is to this effect that the qualifiers are used.

This led to another philosophical resemblance between the Svātantrikas and the Gelukpas, namely, the position that Mādhyamikas even at the level of ultimate analysis have theses and assertions. The other striking similarity between the two is the assertion of status of conventional existence, described as the convention established by own characteristics (tha snyad rang mtshan gyis grub pa) in the Svātantrika system and convention established by correct cognition (tha snyad tshad mas grub pa) by the Gelukpas. The Gelukpas argued that despite the fact that nothing exists ultimately, existence of conventional phenomena is confirmed by correct cognition. As such, their ontological status and the corresponding subjective cognitions are not mistaken or assailable even by the ultimate analysis. The cognitions are authorities in what they perceive and therefore not delusions which one must eliminate.

Mipham and the Ngarabpas refuted this theory arguing if the conventional things, as apprehended by worldly beings, are existent and established by correct cognition, and such ordinary cognition of conventional phenomena are not mistaken but authorities in what they apprehend, there is no reason to cultivate the transcendental gnosis of the exalted beings. The whole point of cultivating the gnosis of the āryas through spiritual practice is to transcend the matrix of ordinary thoughts, which are mistaken and deluded. They argued using the following verse from Samādhīrājasūtra that cognition of conventional things through the visual, auditory, olfactory, gustatory, tactile and mental faculties are not authorities in determining the ontological status of their objects. Samādhīrājasūtra, IX/23 states:

Eyes, ears and nose are not authority,
Tongue, body and mind are not authority.
Were these faculties authoritative,
What use is the path of the exalted ones to anybody.

Gyatshab in his rGyal sras ’jug ngogs and Tsongkhapa in his Lam rim, interpreted this verse as showing that ordinary cognitions are not authorities in apprehending the reality although they are generally correct cognitions. Were they authorities in defining reality, the gnosis of āryas would become useless. In another case, Tsongkhapa commented that these cognitions are not authorities in connection with the apprehension of the own characteristics (rang gi tshan
nyid), because they perceive their objects with own characteristics although the objects lack own characteristics. Mipham makes sparse rebuttal of this Gelukpa concept of convention established by correct cognition, but other scholars such as Tagtshang and Gedun Chöphel made intensive criticism.

Of all the philosophical, dialectical and hermeneutic similarities between the Svatantrikas and the Gelukpas, the most outstanding perhaps is the definition of Emptiness. Although the Svatantrikas, according to Mipham, professed two kinds of ultimates, the topic to which we shall return in Chapter 4, they emphasized the notional ultimate (rnam grangs pa'i don dam), the Emptiness which is mere absence of the first of the tetralemma. The Gelukpa interpretation of Emptiness as lack of hypostatic existence but not free from all elaborations and apprehension, from the view point of Mipham, corresponds to this Svatantrika concept of notional ultimate. We shall return to this briefly in the next chapter. Referring to this, Mipham makes an insinuating and satirical remark in his rGyana 'grel, that perhaps the reason why in Tibet the understanding of Emptiness among even those who claim to be Prasangika Madhyamikas is inclined toward the Svatantrika understanding is because of the auspices of having Svatantrika Madhyamika initially through Sāntarakṣita and his disciples.

The resemblance and association of Nyingmapas with Hwashang and the Gelukpas with Svatāntrikas can both be explained as a result of their religious affiliations, philosophical priorities and practical orientations. The influences of the studies and practices, which constitute the primary components of their religious life, on their Madhyamaka understanding and exegeses are evident in both cases. While the Nyingmapas, on the one hand, expounded Madhyamaka with frequent overtones of the subitaneous and mystical Dzogchen thought, even considering Madhyamaka as synonymous to it, on the other, the Gelukpas, like Bhāvaviveka, Sāntarakṣita and their followers, formulated a highly systematic Madhyamaka tenet system with a heavy dose of Dharmakirtiian logic and epistemology, and bsdus grwa dialectics. The Nyingmapas, though not anti-rational, looked down on pure intellectualism and prioritized the exposition of Emptiness that is neither existent nor non-existent while the Gelukpas championed the rationalizing of Emptiness qua absence of hypostatic existence and disdained quietism. Both Gelukpas and Mipham provided ample reasons and scriptural citations to substantiate their positions and both adroitly interpreted the scriptural quotations which are prima facie different from their tenets and cited against them by their opponents. It is to the discussion of these Emptinesses and their theories of ultimate that we shall turn now.
4

THE FULLY EMPTY

Mipham’s theory of the ultimate reality

He cannot say what the Absolute is, but he can say what it is not. (J. W. de Jong, Buddhist Studies, p. 57)

A direct consequence of the difference in the identification of the negandum between Mipham and his opponents, which we have seen in Chapter 3, is the disagreement between them in defining the ultimate reality in Prasangika Madhyamika thought. Both parties, like most other Madhyamika thinkers, accept the absence of the negandum (dgag bya med pa) established by a negative Madhyamika analysis to be the ultimate reality qua Emptiness. Unlike the exponents of gzhon stong who espoused an absolutist theory of the ultimate reality in the form of inherent Buddha Nature, both the Gelukpas and Mipham maintained the ultimate reality to be a pure apophatic and negational concept (pratistheda, dgag pa). However, due to the discrepancies in identifying what is negated by the analysis, and therefore is absent or empty, they differ in defining the nature of such an absence or Emptiness, which, to both parties, constitutes the ultimate reality.

In this chapter, I shall discuss the differences in the theories of ultimate reality between Mipham and the Gelukpa masters. Several scholars including Seyfort Ruegg, Hopkins, Thurman, Newland, Wayman and Cabezón1 have written on the presentation of the Gelukpa theory of ultimate reality in the West. In contrast, John Pettit’s doctoral dissertation entitled ‘Theory, Practice and Ultimate Reality in the Thought of Mipham Rinpoche’, which was published as Mipham’s Beacon of Certainty, is the only major work on Mipham’s theories of ultimate reality in Madhyamika thought so far. Based mainly on Mipham’s Nges shes sgron me, Pettit provides a stimulating study of Mipham’s thought by juxtaposing them with those of Tsongkhapa and Gorampa, and highlight Mipham’s concept of coalescence as being the ultimate reality. Nonetheless, he does not make use of many other major writings of Mipham in which several crucial issues pertaining to ultimate reality are discussed. Hence, the aim of this chapter is to further elaborate on Mipham’s theories of ultimate reality by using all his major writings on Madhyamika philosophy and thereby draw distinctions between the mainstream Gelukpa position and Mipham’s stance on the philosophy of the ultimate reality in Prasangika thought.
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The ultimate and two truth theories

It is a general Mādhyamika assertion that every phenomenon possesses the binary natures of the conventional and the ultimate, which can be seen from two varying perspectives of the correct and false perceptions. Like most other Indian scholars, the Mādhyamikas divided existent things into two degrees of reality. Commonly known among Buddhist scholars as the conventional truth (sāṃvṛtisatya, kun rdzob bden pa) and the ultimate truth (paramārthasatya, don dam bden pa) for being true and valid in their own specific contexts, these two aspects comprise the objects of a mistaken worldly view and a correct enlightened view of things. According to the Mādhyamikas, the conventional nature of the vase, for instance, is the physical vase we see, touch and make use of in holding water, etc. while the ultimate nature of the vase is the way it actually is (yin lugs), its ontic mode (gnas lugs), reality (chos nyid), quidditas (de kho na nyid) and true nature (rang bzhin) as seen by the unmistaken gnosis of sublime beings and as established by the Mādhyamika analysis. Hence, ultimate reality, ultimate truth and ultimate nature here denote the same thing. In the Mādhyamika system, Emptiness is the ultimate nature of the vase because the vase, from the perspective of the gnosis of sublime beings and under the scrutiny of the Mādhyamika analysis, is not found and therefore proved empty of hypostatic existence according to the Gelukpas and of even its own existence according to Mipham.

However, to many Tibetan Mādhyamika scholars, Emptiness is not the only ultimate reality in Mādhyamika thought. As mentioned earlier, Zhantongpa thinkers such as the Jonangpas included the tathāgatagarbha and all aspects of Buddha-nature within the category of the ultimate truth. Further, others such as Longchenpa, Karma Mikyod Dorje and Sakya Chogdan included the non-dual gnosis which discerns Emptiness within the category of ultimate nature. The Gelukpas, strictly following Candrakirti, accepted only Emptiness to be the authentic ultimate nature (don dam mtshan nyid pa) in the Mādhyamika system. Mipham underscored the importance of distinguishing the different philosophical contexts within Mādhyamika in order to verify what is ultimate reality in a particular context. He argued that even within the Mādhyamika system, there are two different concepts of two truths: the two truths of abiding/ontic and appearing/phenomenal modes (gnas snang bden gnyis) and the two truths of appearance and Emptiness (snang stong bden gnyis).

In his rGyan ’grel, gSung sgros, Rab lan, Don rnam nges shes rab ral gri and Nges shes sgron me, he reiterates this distinction of two different theories of two truths stressing on its crucial significance in understanding the sūtras and sāstras. He writes in his Rab lan:

In the great treatises two different ways of delineating the two truths are explained. The first case is that in which the ontic nature of non-production (= Emptiness) is termed as the ultimate and the transactional mode of appearance as the conventional. The second, maintained with
regard to transactional [mode], is [in which] both objects and subjects of which the ontic and appearing [modes] conform are termed as the ultimate, and both objects and subjects [of which the ontic and appearing] do not conform as the conventional. According to this system, whether in sūtra or mantra [tradition], the term ultimate also applies to the subject. It is also possible to designate even persons, who realize, as notational and non-notational sublime persons. Although the terms ‘ultimate’ and ‘conventional’ are the same [in both], the two systems vary in understanding the meaning. Hence, if [one] does not know how to explain through distinguishing the intentions of individual traditions, hopes to fathom the great treatises would be in vain for [it would be like] a needle’s eye-like-narrow mind measuring the space.4

Mipham formulates the binary theories of two truths and the corresponding cognitions in order to explain varying concepts of the ultimate in Madhyamika and the nuances involved in the usage of the term. The two truths of ontic and appearing modes of the two different theories pertain to the dichotomy of ontic existence and phenomenal appearances taught in the sūtras categorized as the Last Wheel (‘khor lo mtha’ ma) and later formulated in treatises such as Nāgārjuna’s Dharmaññatustotra and Maitreya’s Ratnagotravibhāga. According to Mipham, a thing which is objectively existent so that its phenomenal appearance and its ontic state are consistent (gnas snang mthun pa) are ultimate whereas phenomenal appearances, such as the illusion of samsāra, which do not conform with the ontic reality, are considered to be conventional or worldly. The pure realm of the Buddha, for instance, exists as it appears and is thus ultimate in this sense whereas the infernal ground in the hell is an illusion and thus termed conventional. According to Mipham, all things which fall within the domain of nirvāṇa or enlightenment are ultimate truths in this context because they are ontic as opposed to the adventitious appearances of the samsāra, which form the conventional truths.

Corresponding to these two truths are the two subjective cognitions of the correct cognition of mundane seeing (tshur mthong tshad ma) and the correct cognition of pure discerning (dag gzigs tshad ma).5 Although both fall within the category of entirely conventional cognition (kun tu tha snyad pa ‘i tshad ma)6 because they are not analytical and investigative cognition as it is in the case of the ultimate cognition apprehending ultimate qua Emptiness, the former is mainly a sense experience or dependent on sense experience and is characterized by a limited scope (nyi tshes ‘i yul) while the latter is a product of some transcendental insight and has greater scope (rgya che ‘i yul) in terms of both depth and magnitude.7 Thus, the latter is considered closer to objective reality than the former. It is through the theory of ontic and appearing truths and corresponding cognitions that Mipham explains the varying degrees of pure and impure, mistaken and non-mistaken, ontic and superficial, permanent and transient conventional existences. Both ultimate and conventional in this case are still within the domain of non-analytical transaction. Analyses such as the scrutiny of production are not undertaken at this
level. Thus, both are conventional truths if viewed from the perspective of the Madhyamika analytical cognition.\(^8\)

In contrast, the two truths of appearance and Emptiness pertain to the theories of conventional phenomena and the ultimate reality as taught in the sūtras of the Middle Wheel (‘khor lo bar pa) and later systematically formulated in the Madhyamika treatises. In this case, ultimate reality constitutes Emptiness, the absence of own being as established by the Madhyamika analysis whereas conventional truth consists of all phenomena other than the ultimate truth apprehended on a non-analytical level of transaction. Thus, conventional truth in this context encompasses the conventional and also the ultimate truths of the previous theory except for Emptiness. Conventional cognition encompasses all empirical experiences and conceptual thoughts, which apprehend their objects without investigating their nature while the ultimate cognition is the analytical insight or gnosis experiencing the empty nature of things. It is this theory that is more commonly known as the two truth theory and Mipham also uses the terms ‘conventional’ and ‘ultimate’ in most cases to denote the two truths in this context.

The theory of these two truths in Madhyamika thought forms a topic of extensive study in Tibet. I shall not deal here in great detail with the theory of these two truths. However, I shall briefly juxtapose a few Nyingmapa and Gelukpa definitions of the two truths to illustrate the difference which is crucial to their understanding of the ultimate truth. Longchenpa, in his Grub mtha’ mdzod, defines the two truths as follows:

\[
\text{As for definitions: of the two, the definition of the conventional [truth] is the appearance in the form of elaborations of object and subject. ... The nature free from elaboration of object and subject is the definition of the ultimate truth.}^9
\]

Similar definitions are also given in his Yid bzhin mdzod.\(^10\) Longchenpa understood Emptiness as the nature free from the duality of subject and object. As long as it appears in the form of either a subject or an object, it is still within the domain of conventional truth. Tsongkhapa, a few decades after him, provided a different understanding of the two truths in Prāsaṅgika thought. In his dGongs pa rab gsal, he glosses Candrakīrti’s verse and explains that conventional truth is that which is obtained by incorrect perception; that is to say, the objects obtained by conventional correct cognition which discerns deceptive and false objects. The ultimate is the object obtained by the reasoning consciousness, that is, the Madhyamika analytical mind, which discerns the correct nature.\(^11\) He also explains the same in his commentary on MK\(^12\) and BA. He comments on BA, IX/2:

\[
\text{Therefore, the object of the correct cognition which discerns the ultimate is the definition of the ultimate. ... ‘Is said to be conventional’ is [showing] the thing to be defined. Thought is the definition, that is to say the object of transactional thought as implied by the earlier.}^13
\]
He explains that there are three kinds of thoughts: basic, transactional and ultimate thoughts. Ultimate truth being beyond thoughts refers to the first two types of thoughts and the thought described as conventional truth refers to the second. The first two are not free from a dualistic appearance and no dualistic cognition can discern the ultimate directly. Thus, it is the ultimate thought which discerns the ultimate truth and it is through the subjective non-dualistic thought that the ultimate truth is distinguished from other entities.

Tsongkhapa’s description of the two truths is a vicious circle in that the understanding of the definition of the two truths depends on verifying their subjective cognitions and the subjective cognition in turn can only be verified by understanding the two truths. Hence, Tsongkhapa remarks that for someone to know if something is conventional, he will have to discern the Madhyamaka view. Tsongkhapa’s circular definition of two truths is continued by most of his Gelukpa followers. Sonam Drakpa in his commentary on MA writes:

This treatise [MA] bifurcates, in the case of every phenomenon, objects through which correct cognition investigating convention becomes a correct cognition investigating convention and objects through which correct cognition investigating the ultimate becomes a correct cognition investigating the ultimate. The former is shown to be the definition of conventional truth and the latter to be the definition of the ultimate truth.

Sera Jetsun also defines in a similar way:

That which is the object obtained by reasoning consciousness investigating the ultimate and to which the reasoning consciousness investigating the ultimate engages as reasoning consciousness investigating the ultimate is the definition of that which is ultimate truth. . . . That which is the object obtained by conventional correct cognition and to which that [conventional correct cognition] engages as conventional correct cognition is the definition of that which is conventional truth.

Similar definitions are given by Khedrub Je, Jamyang Zhadpa, Changkya Rolpai Dorje and Ngawang Paldan. Newland discusses these definitions in detail in his Two Truths and also comments that these definitions would seem to involve circular elements but are not circular. However, he does not give any reasons as to why they are not vicious circles. Among the Gelukpa scholars, Gyaltsab Je, in his rGyal sras ‘jug ngogs, is rather unique in his definition of the two truths. He presents the definitions putting them in a special bs dus grwa format known among the Gelukpas as the ‘perfect formula of defining’ (mtshon sbyor rnam dag):

The lack of inherent nature in person and aggregate, the basis of definition, is defined to be the ultimate truth, for it is not known by the correct perceptual cognition which directly discerns it by the way of appearing
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itself dualistically to that, but is [still] knowable by the perception which perceives it...

The person and aggregate, the basis of definition, are termed as conventional truths, for they are to be known by the correct perceptual cognition which directly discerns them by the way of appearing themselves dualistically to it.18

Gyaltshab explicates that the ultimate truth is that which appears to direct the perception but without the appearance of subject–object dualism. He is clear in his statement of the second part of his definition of ultimate truth that ultimate truth is knowable. This he clarifies in order to argue against his opponents who interpret BA, IX/2 directly and maintain ultimate truth to be beyond the scope of the mind. We can say that to Gyaltshab, the ultimate is determined by its appearance to its subjective cognition in a non-dualistic way. This is quite similar to Longchenpa, at least in presenting the difference through subject–object duality. Closely following Gyaltshab, Drakar Trulku also distinguishes the two truths with regard to subject–object duality in his criticism of Mipham.19

Mipham does not give terse definitions in his commentary on the BA, IX/2. Instead, he explains that conventional truths are the illusory appearance of production and so forth resembling dream and magic which appear even as they are void of inherent nature. The ultimate is the lack of production when the nature of such an appearance is analysed properly.20 However, in his Grub bsdus, he presents verbatim the definitions of the two truths which Longchenpa formulated in Yid bzhin mdzod:

The definitions are: Conventional [truth] is the phenomenon which is not beyond the scope of thoughts and which cannot withstand analysis. Ultimate [truth] is the reality beyond the scope of thoughts and utterly pacified of apprehensions.21

We can see that according to Mipham a major distinction between the two truths is that of being within and beyond the scope of thoughts. The status of being within and beyond the scope of the thoughts is determined by whether or not they lack elaborations and apprehension. One of Mipham's direct disciples, Khenpo Kunzang Paldan also puts it in a similar way:

That which is beyond thought, ineffable and inconceivable is the definition of the ultimate truth. The deluded thought and its objects is the definition of conventional truth.22

Bodpa Trulku, a staunch follower of Mipham and an outstanding Nyingma scholar however puts it in a slightly different way which resembles the Gelukpa style. He writes in his ITa grub shan ‘byed gnad kyi sgron me:

In our tradition the definition of two individual truths is asserted in [this] way: The reality qua ontic nature which is the object of the gnos
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equipoise which transcends thoughts and the phenomena qua appearance which is the object of empirical conventional thoughts are respectively the definition of ultimate and conventional truths.23

He goes on to say that Candrakīrti in his MA expressed the definition of the ultimate truth in a cataphatic manner whereas Śāntideva in his BA taught it in an apophatic manner. Both present the definition of the conventional truth in an apathetic manner.24 In this book, Bodpa Trulku also undertakes an elaborate treatment of Mipham’s Mahāyāna position including the binary theories of two truths. In Bodpa Trulku, Mipham’s theory of the ultimate and the two sets of two truths found a staunch advocate. Passed down through masters such as him, these theories of Mipham remain central to the understanding and exposition of Mahāyāna in the Nyingma school. Let us now return to Mipham’s arguments for the assertion of the two sets of two truths.

Delineating the two different theories of two truths, Mipham argues that the verification of the two is vital to the proper understanding of the concept of the ultimate and in dealing with the nuances of the term ‘ultimate’. He writes in his gSung sgros that not all conventional appearances have to be deceptive and mistaken and not everything termed ultimate have to be mere Emptiness; there are two ways of understanding the two truth theories in the sūtras and sastras.25 Like Plato’s myth of the cave, Mipham presents several degrees of reality corresponding to the different subjective cognitions. The impure worldly existence apprehended by the cognition of mundane seeing is the lowest level of reality, a mere illusion and the most conventional of conventions.

By comparison, the appearances apprehended by the cognition of pure seeing which is free from delusion are objectively existent according to Mipham. Notwithstanding their Emptiness or absence from the viewpoint of Mahāyāna analysis, they are ontic entities evident to some higher plane of thought albeit only in a transactional capacity. According to Mipham, things such as tathāgatagarbha, gnosis and qualities of the Buddha belong to this category of the ultimate. However, even these ontic entities are not found if thoroughly investigated using the Mahāyāna analysis. Thus, from the viewpoint of the ultimate cognition, only Emptiness qua absence of own being is tenable. Furthermore, even ultimate qua Emptiness is divided into notational and non-notational ultimates, the classification to which we shall come back later.

It is evident in his writings that this persistent formulation of the two sets of two truths and different gradation of realities to Mipham is a hermeneutic attempt to coherently accommodate in one Mahāyāna tradition, the concepts of the deceptive and non-deceptive or the pure or impure conventions, and the theories of ultimate qua Emptiness and ultimate qua ontic existence that appear in different Mahāyāna treatises. Among various contributions of Mipham in Mahāyāna scholarship, this formulation of the two-truth theories stands as an important one of his philosophical exposition as well as his hermeneutic enterprise to bridge the two major traditions of profound and vast Mahāyāna Buddhism passed down from
Nāgārjuna and Āsaṅga respectively. I shall not elaborate here on his endeavours to bring the two traditions into one coherent system. Instead, I shall revert to the disputes between Mipham and his opponents concerning the understanding and the definition of ultimate Emptiness, the ultimate of the two truths of appearance and Emptiness (snang stong bden gnyis).

The ultimate and the nature of negation

Emptiness, when described in dialectical terms by Tibetan scholars, is generally accepted to be a negation and most Tibetans agree on the definition of negation and its subcategories of implicative or pre-suppositional negation and non-implicative or absolute negation. However, Tibetan scholars varied in asserting as to which of the two categories of negations Emptiness belonged. Some Tibetan scholars such as Jonangpas, Karmapa Mikyod Dorje and Sakya Chogdan took Emptiness to be a pre-suppositional or implicative negation because an affirmation of ultimate gnosis or absolute tathāgatagarbha is implied after the negation of transient worldly things. Both Mipham and the Gelukpas accept Emptiness to be an absolute negation. However, as seen in the previous chapter, Mipham accused the Gelukpas of having to assert a theory of Emptiness that is implicative in nature.

What became more contentious than the question of which negation is Emptiness is the dispute on the very nature of Emptiness, which both Mipham and his Gelukpa opponents considered to be absolute negation. The Gelukpas explicitly equated Emptiness with the absence of hypostatic existence or the inherent nature and maintained such absence to be the ultimate truth. Thus, in their theory, the view that Emptiness is an absence of hypostatic existence is an unmistaken understanding, which cannot be invalidated or surpassed by any further understanding in its ontological rectitude. However, to Mipham, as to many other non-Gelukpa scholars, the view of Emptiness qua mere absence of hypostatic existence is also to be ultimately given up. Just as hypostatic existence does not exist under the scrutiny of the Madhyamika analysis, the absence of hypostatic existence cannot exist under such scrutiny either. Ultimate Emptiness must transcend the dualism of hypostatic existence and its absence, of existence and non-existence, one and many, empty and non-empty, self and non-self, permanence and impermanence and so on. Ultimate Emptiness, in Mipham’s thought, is free from all mental elaborations (niśpraparicca, spros bral), and the view of Emptiness qua absence of hypostatic existence is an inferior and provisional understanding. It has to be negated in order to reach the ultimate Emptiness free from all elaborations. Although both absence of hypostatic existence (bden med) and lack of elaborations are, in dialectical terms, absolute negations, they differed vastly in their philosophical description and it is over this difference that the two parties continue to attack each other considering their own interpretation as the correct way of understanding the ultimate Emptiness.

Tsongkhapa and his followers attacked the Ngarabpa position that the absence of hypostatic existence or inherent nature has also to be negated in order to realize
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the ultimate Emptiness. They repeatedly asserted that what is negated by ultimate
analysis is the hypostatic existence or inherent nature but not mere absence of
hypostatic existence. Tsongkhapa writes in his Lam rim:

When an inherent nature which is established by its own being is negated,
we ascertain that there is no inherent nature in the sprout. Then, even when
another thought holds such absence of inherent nature to exist, its object
(i.e. the absence of inherent nature) is not negated by the analysis. If that
Emptiness is asserted to be established by its own being, then [that object]
is negated.²⁷

According to him, what is negated is a reified absence of hypostatic existence
or inherent nature, which is itself established hypostatically or inherently, and
not a mere absence of hypostatic existence. He maintained that the absence of
hypostatic existence, like other conventional phenomena, is the object of a correct
cognition, and therefore cannot be negated. Gyaltshab and Pari Rabsal, closely
following Tsongkhapa, reasoned that it is the hypostatic existence which one needs
to negate because it is the apprehension of hypostatic existence (bden ‘dzin), which
is the root of saṃsāra. A apprehension of the absence of hypostatic existence is a
correct view and does not bind one to saṃsāra.²⁸

In his Drang nges, Tsongkhapa also refutes certain earlier Tibetan scholars who
observed that, in the case of Mādhyamikas, there are only reasons and inferential
cognitions which negate inherent nature but not those which establish the absence
of inherent nature.²⁹ These scholars held the view that Mādhyamika reasoning neg-
ates inherent nature but does not establish the absence of inherent nature and thus
a mere absence of inherent nature is not its probandum. Mipham clearly espouses
this position in his Mādhyamika works. Tsongkhapa argues that Mādhyamika rea-
soning and inferential cognition must establish the absence of inherent nature as
the probandum, because without a probandum, the reasoning and inference would
not be valid. Furthermore, he reasons that negating inherent nature with the help of
scriptural citations, reasoning and by discerning it through inferential cognitions is
in itself proving the absence of inherent nature. A though no other separate positive
entity is affirmed, Mādhyamika reasoning is not without probandum. He elabor-
ates that when we say or know that there is no smoke on the lake, smoke is negated
but the smokeless nature of the lake is automatically established. Likewise, when
we say or know that there is no inherent nature in the sprout, the inherent nature
is negated while the absence of inherent nature in the sprout is simultaneously
established. Thus, negating inherent existence is the act of affirming the absence
of inherent existence.³⁰

Tsongkhapa remarks in the Drang nges that maintaining ‘inherent nature is
merely negated by the reasoning but the absence of inherent nature is not
affirmed’ is an argument neither of Mādhyamika nor of Pramāṇa tradition.³¹
Arguments against these opponents appear also in his Lam rim and dGongs pa
rab gsal.³² The two positions of the Ngārabpa scholars (a) that all phenomena, not
merely hypostatic existence, are negated by Madhyamika reasoning and (b) that ultimate Emptiness is not a mere absence of inherent nature which is affirmed by Madhyamika reasoning but a reality transcending existence and non-existence, etc. form the two main targets of the Gelukpa criticism. Tsongkhapa devotes dozens of pages in his Lam rim and several passages in his other works to the refutation of the first stance and many pages in his Lam rim and Drang nges besides passages in other writings arguing against the second. His refutation of these two positions has been rigorously continued by his followers in most of their Madhyamika works.

Using the laws of logical bivalence, excluded middle and non-contradiction, they argued that if absence of hypostatic existence were negated, hypostatic existence would be implied. Negating the absence of inherent nature would lead to an absurd consequence of reversing the absence of inherent nature to existence of inherent nature. Similarly, if Emptiness were empty of itself, it would become non-empty. Thus, to the Gelukpas, when a vase is analysed by an ultimate analysis, an inherent or hypostatic nature of the vase is negated. That negation or absence of inherent or hypostatic nature in the vase is the ultimate reality of the vase and apprehending such negation or absence is a correct view. Such negation and absence need not be negated to reach a greater reality free from all elaborations.

We have already seen in the previous chapter, how according to Tsongkhapa, things have to be either with or without hypostatic existence, with or without inherent nature and empty or non-empty. These dichotomies, according to the Gelukpas, are contradictory in a mutually exclusive manner (phan tshun spang ’gal) and, as mentioned in the bsdu grwa texts, there cannot be a third option (phung sum pa) in the case of such mutually exclusive contradictions. Moreover, in the case of such dichotomies, when one is positively affirmed (yongs su gcod), the other is negatively eliminated (rnam par bcad) simultaneously. Tsongkhapa explains in his Drang nges that hypostatic existence and the lack of hypostatic existence are such a dichotomy. However, what one must note is that hypostatic existence and a hypostatic absence of hypostatic existence (bden med bden grub) are not such a dichotomous pair and both can be negated at the same time.

Sera Jetsün, in his rebuttal of Gorampa, states that the use of these principles of double negation, excluded middle and simultaneous affirmation and elimination originate from the teachings of the Buddha and masters such as Nāgārjuna. He and other Gelukpas often cite this line from the Śāmcaygāthā, ‘What is not existent is said to be non-existent’, to argue that in the case of mutually exclusive pairs what is not existent has to be non-existent, and what is not empty non-empty. There cannot be a middle which is neither existent nor non-existent. Thus, one cannot define Emptiness as neither existent nor non-existent or as neither empty nor non-empty. Similarly, Emptiness has to either possess hypostatic existence or lack hypostatic existence. Were Emptiness understood to be without the lack of hypostatic existence, it would then revert to being hypostatically existent. The Gelukpas consistently used the Vigrahavāyavartani, verse 26 to support this argument.
As mentioned in the previous chapter, Mipham maintains that the Mādhyamikas employed such dialectical principles only on a conventional level. He rebukes the Gelukpa for applying their profane bsdus grwa casuistry to fathom the profound philosophy of Emptiness. He argues that on the level of the ultimate analysis, negation of absence of inherent nature would not imply inherent nature, but further reaffirm the concept of absence of inherent nature by transcending the dualism of the substantial and non-substantial, empty and non-empty.

Mipham does not give an explanation of the verses cited by the Gelukpas. However, we can perhaps infer Mipham's interpretation of the verse by putting it in the light of his general position on the subject of having theses in Prāsaṅgika Mādhyamika. Mipham, following Longchenpa, classifies Prāsaṅgika Mādhyamika perspectives into three different levels of (1) understanding the ultimate reality free from elaborations corresponding to the gnoseological experience in meditative equipoise of the sublime beings, (2) theorizing the experience of such ultimate in post-meditative state and (3) delineating the conventional theories. In the first two cases, Longchenpa and Mipham deny that Mādhyamikas have any thesis of their own. It is in these two contexts Mipham reads Nagārjuna's Vigrahayāvatārani, 29–30, Yuktāśṭikā, 51, Āryadeva's CatuḥŚataka, XIV/25, Candrakīrti's Madhyamakaprajñāvatārakārikā, 1 and Śantaraksita's Madhyamakālaṃkāra, 68. In the context of the third perspective, that is to say on the conventional level, Mādhyamikas make their assertions and it is here that Mādhyamika must maintain the theories of ground, path and result of their tenet system.

The act of establishing ultimate Emptiness through reasoning and refutations falls within the second category of the three and from that perspective, the Mādhyamikas do not have any assertions of their own but only destroy assertions of their opponents. On this level, rules of logic such as that of excluded middle and double negation are used for the purpose of refuting the tenets of their opponents because the opponents accept the validity of such rules. The Mādhyamikas do not accept the validity of such principles in establishing the ultimate, thus, the rules are not applicable to the Mādhyamikas. According to Mipham and Ngarabpa scholars, Nagārjuna and other Mādhyamika masters used these principles, which are accepted by their opponents, only to destroy the positions of their opponents by showing internal contradictions in their systems. Because the Mādhyamikas did not have such an assertion and position themselves, the arguments using the rules of excluded middle, double negation and non-contradiction do not apply to them. This kind of argument of reductio ad absurdum, whereby the assertions of the opponents is used to dismantle their own system, is commonly used as a polemical technique of Mādhyamika to refute their opponents and establish Emptiness.

In his Ketaka, rGyan 'grel and Nges shes sgron me, Mipham also marks a distinction between the delineation of final ultimate lacking all elaborations and the partial ultimate qua mere absence of hypostatic existence and explains that the former is beyond any theories of negation and affirmation, existence and non-existence while the latter is still within the domain of intellectual theories such as...
negation and affirmation. He thus argues that the Madhyamikas have assertions and accept the viability of principles such as excluded middle and non-contradiction on the level of establishing the partial Emptiness qua absence of hypostatic existence. Hence, at this level even the use of autonomous inference to establish this ultimate is appropriate. However, this level of delineation of Emptiness is still a conventional level when compared to the ultimate Emptiness free from all elaborations. On the level of ultimate Emptiness, no such principles would be tenable. Thus, Mipham accepts the validity of principles such as excluded middle and non-contradiction inasmuch as establishing the mere absence of hypostatic existence is concerned but categorically denies that such an absence is the ultimate Emptiness and that these principles of logic are applicable to the ultimate Emptiness.

One verse that some Ngarabpa scholars are reported to have cited in order to argue against the viability of rules of excluded middle and double negation is the following from Lokaparíśa:

Here, existence is being negated,

Non-existence is not being maintained.

While saying ‘[it is] not black’,

one does not mean ‘[it is] white’. 44

Ngarabpas argued that negating existence does not necessarily imply affirmation of non-existence or not being non-existent need imply being existent. Tsongkhapa quotes this verse in his Drang nges and goes on to argue that this does not show that the absence of hypostatic existence is not affirmed. Just as saying ‘it is not black’ denotes the mere absence of black and does not imply a separate white thing, saying, for instance, ‘the sprout is ultimately without inherent nature’ affirms the mere negation of the lack of inherent nature ultimately but does not imply a separate absence of hypostatic existence that is other than the sprout. Thus, he interprets the verse by arguing that it is an isolated lack of hypostatic existence that is not implied after negating hypostatic existence but a mere absence of hypostatic existence is definitely affirmed.

Closely following Tsongkhapa and citing Bhāvaviveka and Avalokitavrata, Sera Jetsun, in his rebuttal of Šākya Chogdan, reasons that this verse just shows the absence of inherent nature to be an absolute negation. He argues that the verse just negates inherent nature, just as black is negated by saying ‘this is not black’, but does not imply the existence of the absence of inherent nature, just as white is not implied by saying ‘this is not black’. Were negation of inherent nature to imply the existence of an absence of inherent nature, it would become an implicative negation. The verse, according to him, just shows that the absence of hypostatic existence is not an implicative but an absolute negation. It does not prove that the absence of an inherent existence is not affirmed or that rules of double negation and excluded middle are not applicable.

However, from Mipham’s viewpoint, the Gelukpas are mistaken in affirming (sgrub) the absence of hypostatic existence as the final ultimate. According to
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him, ultimate Emptiness cannot be affirmed, delineated or discerned in the normal
sense of the word. Words such as establish, affirm, discern are used only for the
sake of convenience. They are like a finger pointing to the moon. The moon is not
on the finger tip and it would be childish and wrong to think so. Similarly, words
are also misleading. Although the terms such as prove, establish or delineated are
used, there is nothing that can be proved, affirmed or delineated to be the ultimate
Emptiness. He frequently cites the following verse by Maitreya to describe this
state.

Herein, there is not a thing to be negated,
And not a thing to be affirmed.
View the reality as it really is;
One who views the reality is emancipated.

In answer to whether the view is implicative negation or absolute negation, he
says in his Nges shes sgron me:

Both of them are imputed by the mind,
In reality, we do not accept it to be either.
The primordial reality is beyond thought
Without any negation or affirmation.

If there were something affirmed or proved on the ultimate level, there would still
be a cataphatic entity, a substance or being. As long as [it] is in the apprehensive
mode of negation and affirmation, Mipham writes in his rGyan ‘grel, ‘it is not
the nature which is void of four extremes of conceptual elaborations. Mipham
often compares delineating the ultimate Emptiness to pointing out space; there is nothing that can actually be pointed out.

As described in BA, IX/33 there is not anything (kiṃcīn nāsti, ci yang med) that is apprehended on
the level of ultimate Emptiness. In his rGyan ‘grel, he cites the sutra saying,
‘Emptiness is a term denoting “there is not perceiving anything”.
However, he says that it is not like Hwashang’s concept of not thinking of anything. Hwashang’s
lack of thinking is not totally free of thinking and without any reifying notions, but
it is only a suppression of emotions and thoughts through thinking of ‘nothing’. Being in such a state does not even avoid the extreme of existence, let alone all
extremes. More shall be said on Mipham’s viewpoint of Hwashang in the next
chapter.

In many of his Madhyamika works, Mipham argues that establishing the absence
of inherent nature is not what is of main concern. It is the negation of inherent
nature and other mental elaborations that characterizes the ultimate Emptiness. The
following aphoristic statement in his commentary on MK sums up his position.

In brief, the existence of inherent nature is negated, a mere absence of
inherent nature is not being established.
This is exactly the same as the Ngarabpa position which Tsongkhapa refutes toward the end of his Drang nges. In the same passage, Mipham compares clinging to inherent existence and understanding the absence of inherent existence to disease and medicine, and remarks that the medication of absence of inherent nature would be only necessary and suitable when there is the illness of clinging to inherent nature. If the illness is cured, what use is the medicine? Thus, the theory of absence of inherent nature should also be given up after the attachment to inherent nature is remedied. As long as there is an absence or a negational entity which is an object affirmed by the mental apprehension, substantialization of some sort will persist and a proper understanding of things being neither empty nor non-empty, as taught in the MK will never be reached. Thus, to Mipham, the Madhyamika reasonings do not ultimately prove anything, not even the absence of hypostatic existence, but only negate the presence of hypostatic existence and any extremes of mental elaborations for that matter.

Like many Ngarabpa scholars, Mipham cites from Candrakīrti’s Prasannapadā to support this understanding:

We are not proving this to be non-existent. What then? [We] are negating the conception of this as existent by others. Likewise, we are not proving this to be existent. What then? [We] are negating the conception of this as non-existent by others, because we wish to establish the middle way having dispelled the two extremes.54

Tsongkhapa quotes this in his Drang nges as one of the scriptural citations of his Ngarabpa opponents and seems to comment that this verse shows that Madhyamika reasoning does not positively prove the non-existence of the ultimate production but merely negates the ultimate production, and it does not prove the existence of the ultimate production but negates the hypostatic absence of the ultimate production55 and Sera Jetsun, in a slightly different interpretation, observes:

The meaning of [the passage from] Prasannapadā is that we do not prove [things] to be ultimately existent or conventionally non-existent. Clearing the hypostatic existence which others impute in terms of existence and conventional non-existence which others imputed in terms of non-existence, [we] wish to establish the middle way free from these two extremes.56

Thus, unlike the Ngarabpas who most of the time read such passages by Indian authors without any interpretation, Tsongkhapa and his followers consistently interpreted them as negating inherent nature or hypostatic existence and affirming the absence of such inherent nature or hypostatic existence supplying qualifiers such as ‘hypostatically existent’, ‘ultimate’ and ‘conventional’. One striking example, which shows the application of such qualifiers and the Gelukpa interpretation of Emptiness as negation of hypostatic existence and reflects the dissonant
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understanding between the two parties is the negation of the tetralemma (catuṣkoti, mtha’ bzhis). This has already been dealt with in the previous chapter in the context of the negandum.

Mipham, like the Ngarabpas, took the negation of the four extremes of existence, non-existence, both and neither directly and maintained that the ultimate Emptiness is beyond intellectual elaboration of existence, non-existence, etc. To him, the ultimate Emptiness is free from all elaborations and to be free from elaborations is to transcend all objects of mentation and conceptualization. The Gelukpas disparaged such understanding as a nihilistic view and ascribed it to Hwashang. According to them, the negation of tetralemma cannot to be taken literally; doing so would lead to a host of internal contradictions. I have already discussed the logical problems alleged by the two sides to their opposition in the previous chapter. The following gloss of Sera Jetsün in his refutation of Sakya Chogdan on the interpretation of Jiñānasarasamuccaya, 29 shows a typical Gelukpa reading of the negation of the tetralemma:

Now, I shall explain the meaning of the lack of elaborations of four extremes, taught in Jiñānasarasamuccaya and Madhyamakāvatāra, etc. in accordance with the intent of Je Tsongkhapa. That is to say, ‘all phenomena are not existent’ means all phenomena are not ultimately existent, ‘all phenomena are not non-existent’ means all phenomena are not utterly non-existent, ‘not both’ means all phenomena are not both existent and non-existent, and ‘not neither’ means not neither of the existent and non-existent. . . . In brief, if [one] expounds the content of those citations in brevity, the point is that all phenomena are not ultimately existent, not utterly non-existent, not both existent and non-existent, and not neither existent nor non-existent.57

Jetsün’s gloss clearly shows that the tetralemma in his thoughts are not merely existence, non-existence, both and neither but hypostatic existence, utter non-existence, both existence and non-existence and being neither. The reality of the vase, for instance, is thus not characterized by transcendence from existence, non-existence, both and neither but by the lack of hypostatic existence, utter non-existence, being both existence and non-existence and being neither.

Mipham’s main qualm concerning the Gelukpa theory of the ultimate is their assertion of the lack of a hypostatic existence as the ultimate Emptiness. He does not deny that the absence of hypostatic existence is a perfectly valid and tenable theory inasmuch as the understanding of provisional ultimate is concerned.58 He repeatedly mentions in his works that it is a step to reach the final ultimate free from all elaborations.59 However, to maintain that the lack of hypostatic existence is the final Emptiness qua ultimate truth in Prāsaṅgika thought entails many philosophical problems.

First, it is logically incoherent to argue that mere absence of hypostatic existence remains after hypostatic existence itself is negated by the Madhyamika analysis.
As discussed in the previous chapter, nothing including the absence of hypostatic existence can withstand the Mādhyamika analysis. From the perspective of the Mādhyamika analytical mind, the absence of hypostatic existence, like hypostatic existence itself, cannot be found. This is because the notion of the absence of hypostatic existence is dependent on the hypostatic existence that if the latter is negated, the former would not be viable, as shown by Śāntideva’s analogy of the death of a child in a dream. He strongly argued for the interdependent and the ultimately untenable nature of dualistic notions such as existence and non-existence, production and non-production, empty and non-empty, self and non-self, investigation and the investigated in his commentary on MK, IX/7, BA, IX/111, 141 and Madhyamakālamkāra.

Besides, if the absence of hypostatic existence were found on the level of the ultimate reality, ultimate cognition would have to apprehend it. Apprehending the absence of hypostatic existence as Emptiness on this level, according to Mipham, is a mental elaboration. From the ultimate perspective, apprehending any entity or non-entity constitutes objectification and reification. To view that there is Emptiness or absence of hypostatic existence on this level is thus reification. It is clinging to Emptiness (stong pa nyid la zhen pa) and it amounts to having the incorrigible view (gsor mi rung ba ’i lta ba). If Emptiness itself were to remain after negating everything else, why would the Emptiness of Emptiness have to be taught? Mipham repeatedly cites MK, XIII/8 and XXIV/11 in his works insinuating that the Gelukpa understanding of the absence of hypostatic existence as ultimate Emptiness, and it being present from the viewpoint of the ultimate cognition is a misunderstanding. We shall return to a more detailed study of this accusation later.

He also argued that if all that the Prasangikas had to establish as ultimate was the absence of hypostatic existence, why would they have to abandon all views and have no thesis? There would not be any point for Candrakīrti to reject the use of autonomous inference to delineate Emptiness. If the ultimate qua final Emptiness were merely the absence of hypostatic existence, why would it be regarded as difficult to fathom, profound and ineffable? Mipham alludes to the story in Vimalakīrtinirdeśasūtra in which Mañjuśrī enquires Vimalakīrti about reality and Vimalakīrti remains silent to indicate that it is profound and ineffable. Mañjuśrī applauds him for the unuttered answer. If the mere absence of hypostatic existence were the ultimate Emptiness understood by ordinary beings and discerned by the sublime ones, it would not be any more difficult than the understanding of subtle impermanence. Mipham also questions how the ultimate qua absence of hypostatic existence can be understood to be the sphere of reality (dharmaḥatu, chos byings), which is embodied in the Svābhāvikāya (ngo bo nyid sku)?

Furthermore, Mipham argued that understanding a mere absence of hypostatic existence as the final ultimate goes against the objective nature of all things. The ultimate nature of all phenomena is coalescence of Emptiness and appearance. Things are simultaneously empty as they appear. Emptiness and appearance are
not separate parts but one and the same thing. Understanding Emptiness as absence of hypostatic existence and holding the conventional entity to be different from Emptiness defies the nature of coalescence. The Gelukpa understanding of the ultimate non-existence as one truth and conventional existence as the other splits the two truths into separate entities. Mipham termed this Gelukpa understanding, whereby one asserts the ultimate non-existence and conventional existence of things, as leaving two truths unaffected in their individual states (bden gnyis so so rang sa na ma nyams par bzhat pa) and went on to say that this is a provisional Svatantryka understanding of Emptiness. This and the topic of coalescence will be discussed in more detail in the following sections.

He also asks how the absence of hypostatic existence alone could eliminate all elaborations which it should eliminate if it were the ultimate Emptiness? In his Nges shes sgron me, VII/17 he argues that if there is no ultimate reality other than the absence of hypostatic existence which is an absolute negation obtained after negating the negandum, then the discernment of the ultimate would not involve any appearance. It would be purely a negative modal apprehension of non-existence of hypostatic existence. If so, would not one become an advocate of the view of non-existence (med par lta ba) and one’s view, meditation and conducts be influenced by an utterly negative approach because the understanding of reality is what one must adopt across all practices?

Using various arguments, Mipham, in most of his writings on Madhyamaka, undertakes intense refutations of the Gelukpa position that Emptiness is the absence of hypostatic existence and sets out to delineate the Emptiness free from all elaborations to be the final ultimate in Madhyamaka philosophy. In addition to the arguments, Mipham cites from a wide range of sutras and sutas to show that the Gelukpa understanding contradicts the classical definition of Emptiness as transcending all notions and elaborations. Mipham devotes numerous pages to quoting these sources in his rGyan ‘grel while commenting on Madhyamakalama, 69 and over 40 pages in his Rab lan in his rebuttal of Pari Rabsal, who, like most other Gelukpas, dismissed the understanding of Emptiness free from elaborations as a legacy of Hwashang.

It is to counteract this dismissive treatment of the Ngarabpa position, as the residue of Hwashang’s doctrine and to prove that the concept of the ultimate reality qua Emptiness free from all elaborations is an authentic Buddhist teaching and is in tune with the Madhyamika exposition of Emptiness, that Mipham undertakes an extensive quotation of the passages from the sutras and Madhyamika literature to support his stance. Through the citations Mipham mainly demonstrates (a) that what is negated in establishing Emptiness is not merely hypostatic existence or inherent existence and (b) that the ultimate Emptiness is not merely the absence of such hypostatic existence. The Gelukpas, from his viewpoint, are not only wrong in limiting the negation to only hypostatic existence but mistaken in affirming (sgrub) the absence of hypostatic existence as the ultimate.

The Gelukpas, however, tactfully interpreted the citations applying qualifiers to the negandum. They shunned the negation of existent things in order to establish
Emptiness and the theory of the ultimate, which is free from all elaborations, as resilient leftovers of the teachings of the Hwashang. The Gelukpas further argued that it is taught that things are empty of inherent nature (rang bzhin med pa), without own being (ngo bo nyid med pa), without hypostatic existence (bden med), etc. or that things are ultimately or in reality not existent, in the Prajñaparamitā sūtras and other Mādhyamika literature. Reified entities such as inherent nature, own being, hypostatic existences and ultimate existence, as shown in the previous chapter, are negated and the negation of such neganda is proper Emptiness. Therefore, the concept of Emptiness, as the terms indicate, should be negation or absence per se, of inherent nature, own being, hypostatic existence and so forth. The negation need not be negated to reach an ultimate reality that is free from all elaborations. They argued that if things, on the ultimate level, were not merely empty or lacking inherent nature but are free from all elaborations whereby they are neither empty nor non-empty, neither existent, nor non-existent, etc. the sūtras and Madhyamika treatises would not teach all phenomena to be empty and lack of inherent nature.

Mipham interpreted the terms, absence of inherent nature, etc. differently. According to him, these terms can mean two different things in different contexts. In the process of Mādhyamika analysis to negate inherence, hypostatic existence, own being, substantiality, etc. the terms absence of inherent nature, etc. are generally used to refer to the mere negation of inherent nature, etc. However, they are not restricted to just these meanings. While delineating the ultimate reality, which is non-notational, these terms are also used to refer to the ultimate Emptiness free from all elaborations. Thus, in this latter case, the absence of inherent nature (rang bzhin med pa) refers to the reality where both inherent nature and the absence of inherent nature are not viable. The same applies to other terms such as the absence of hypostatic existence, absence of own being, absence of production (skye med) and so forth. He writes in his rGyan 'grel:

In this way, terms such as ‘absence of production’ show the whole scope of perceptions to be empty. [They] show the lack of perception because whatever phenomenon is empty, grasping of it is eliminated. Therefore, the word, lack of hypostatic existence, indicate that things are simply not perceived when analysed. It is not such that vase, etc. are empty of a separate negandum called ‘hypostatic existence’. . . . With terms such as ‘absence of production’, [one] must engage in the pacification of all elaborations.

In the same text, he mentions that words such as the lack of inherent nature and Emptiness can refer to both notational and non-notational ultimates and in the latter case, it indicates the lack of all elaborations. As noted earlier, he refers to the sūtra describing Emptiness as ‘the term denoting not seeing anything’. Therefore, one must not cling onto the mere absence as the sole referent of term ‘lack of inherent nature’. Here, he quotes the dialogue from Prasannapadā, where a person says,
‘There is no good (panya, zong) whatsoever that I can give you’ to a customer and the customer demands ‘the whatsoever good which is not there’ (na kimcī nāma panyam, ci yang med pa zhes bya ba ‘i zong) be given to him. In such a case, how can one make the customer realize what ‘there is no good whatsoever’ means? Holding onto Emptiness, which is supposed to denote lack of all elaborations, as an entity that is a mere negation, is exactly like this. Thus, it is very important to distinguish what the term, lack of inherent nature, refers to: either to the notational ultimate, the understanding which involves modal apprehension of a mere absence of inherent nature, or to the non-notational ultimate. One should not merely follow the literal picture of such words.

Mipham was a pragmatist in the use of language emphasizing the contextual usage of the word than its literal meaning. The Gelukpas, for instance, strictly interpreted the term lack of production (skyed med) as an absence of hypostatic production by supplying a qualifier. Mipham, in contrast, understood the absence of production depending on the context: as the lack of hypostatic production, as the absence of general production or as the reality transcending the tetralemma of production, absence of production, both and neither. He argues in his rGyan ‘grél that one must understand words and phrases such as the absence of inherent nature, Emptiness, established by correct cognition and established by individual characteristics according to the various contexts.

In the same way, he argues in his rGyan ‘grél and gSung sgros that terms such as bden grub (here better rendered as truly existent), although generally used for hypostatically existent entity, can be rightly used in the conventional sense to refer to things that genuinely exist in conventional terms. He says,

Even true existence (bden grub) can conventionally mean those that are unmistakenly evident to a conventional correct cognition. And own being (ngo bo), individual characteristics (rang mtshan) and inherent nature (rang bzhin), etc. can conventionally mean the own being, etc. of a vase appearing with bulging belly.

The fire, for instance, can be on the conventional level correctly described as truly and inherently hot.

Thus, he emphatically remarks that tenet systems should be delineated through content rather than obstinate usage of words, and words should be understood according to their contexts. He nonetheless adds that it may sometimes help understand the meaning easily in certain cases by supplying the qualifiers.

He took the terms absence of inherent nature, absence of production, etc. to refer to the mere absence of inherent nature or hypostatic production, etc. while establishing the notational Emptiness and to denote the ultimate Emptiness free from all elaborations while establishing the final Emptiness. He argued that these terms are used in both ways in the sūtras and the Madhyamika treatises.
Let us further study the difference in understanding the ultimate Emptiness between Mipham and the Gelukpas by juxtaposing their commentaries on BA, IX/33–5, which encapsulates Śāntideva’s understanding of the experience of ultimate Emptiness. After his reasoning against his opponents to prove all phenomena to be empty and illusory, Śāntideva presents an argument which he ascribes to his opponents. In the argument, his opponents question the efficacy of knowing things to be illusory for the purpose of overcoming attachment to things. They argue that the magician who knows the magical woman to be an illusory magic is still attracted by her. His knowledge of her illusory state does not help him to overcome his passionate attachment to her. Śāntideva answers saying that the attraction of the magician to the magical woman is due to his resilience of attachment in normal life. Because he has not given up the attachment to woman and other things in normal life and his inclination to see things as empty is poor, such attachment arises toward a magical woman.76 Śāntideva then goes on to say:

Through being inured to the propensity of Emptiness
The propensity of substantiality will be overcome.
Through being inured to the [thought] that there is not anything
That too will be subsequently overcome.
When that entity, of which one thinks ‘it does not exist’,
Is not apprehended
Then how would the non-entity, without any support [of entity],
Remain before the mind?
When neither entity nor non-entity
Remain before the mind,
Then, because there is no other aspect [to apprehend],
The [mind] is pacified without any apprehension.77

Tradition has it that Śāntideva, while reciting this famous work, at this point, levitated into air and disappeared.78 To Mipham, this passage summarizes the ecstatic realization of ultimate Emptiness free from all mental elaborations such as existence, non-existence, is and is not. He takes these verses as a reply to another proleptical query, in which the opponent asks how one can escape mental elaborations because both clinging to substantiality and clinging to Emptiness are within the range of conceptual elaborations. Even if one gives up clinging to substantiality, apprehending Emptiness would land oneself in another clinging. It would be like an elephant’s bath, getting into another muddy water to cleanse the mud from the previous bath.79 This question however is not in the root verses.

Mipham interprets the above-mentioned verses as an answer to such a question and goes on to say that whoever gets accustomed to Emptiness qua lack of inherent nature of all substances will overcome the propensity of clinging to substantiality, as apprehension of Emptiness and of substantiality are contradictory. However, the apprehension of the non-substantiality is also merely a mental
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construct and does not exist in reality. Hence, by getting accustomed to the fact that both substantiality and non-substantiality are not hypostatically existent, clinging to non-substantiality is given up.

He inserts yet another proleptic question arguing that if Emptiness qua negation of substance or existence were negated, would it not revert to affirmation? Emptiness qua absence of substantiality cannot be negated for such absence of substantiality is being proved here and being delineated as the antidote. This is exactly what the Gelukpas say to argue against the negation of Emptiness. Mipham is perhaps implicitly citing a Gelukpa position in this question. To this query, Mipham replies:

For the time being, in the face of clinging to substances as existent, [to which one is] accustomed from beginningless time, [one must] prove [substance] to be non-existent and familiarise [oneself] with [it], because unless [one] knows substances to be without inherent nature, there is no chance at all of generating certainty about the ontic nature free from extremes. However, such mere non-existence is not the ultimate ontic nature. If, in claiming ‘the substances such as matter and so forth are not existent’, those substance under scrutiny are not perceived to be conventionally produced and so forth by their own nature, then, even the non-substantiality which depends on them turns out to be without the base of a substance. Hence, how can it remain before the mind as an object of apprehension? It cannot possibly remain so, just as the death of a barren woman’s son is not perceived as its birth does not exist. Therefore, non-existence is merely imputed in dependence on existence; it does not exist independently by its nature. If [he] asks: what is the point of alternating the two: negating existence to prove non-existence and again negating non-existence to prove existence? [The answer is:] it is very true that thoughts such as this, which resembles an elephant’s bath, arise to those who are dependent on worldly speculation and are relying on [ordinary] consciousness. The inconceivable reality is the best of great topics which frightens those with inferior fortune. [They] would not understand it. When taught to be non-substantial, [they] hold it to be a nihilistic Emptiness, when taught to be with appearance, [they] hold it to be hypostatically existent. When described as coalescence, [they] hold it to be like white and black threads twisted together. When described as inconceivable, nothing but an utter non-existence and nothingness like that of Hwashang’s view is visualized. If this ultimate of the profound dharma can be easily understood by all, why would it be said to be transcending all worlds, the scope of sublime beings, difficult to view, difficult to understand and inconceivable.80

Mipham then cites MK, XXIV/11–12 and goes on to say that in order to realize the reality, one must follow a qualified teacher, accumulate merits and familiarize
oneself with the profound topic of Emptiness. Being puffed up with pride of one's learning and adopting profane forms of logic would not bring forth even a partial understanding of this reality even if one strives for aeons. He continues:

Therefore, when none of the substances and non-substantiality remain before the mind, because there is no other hypostatically existent aspect, all elaborations are pacified without any point of fixation for the clinging to hypostatic existence. [Such] is the equality like the centre of space, inconceivable, inexpressible and characterised only by the intuitive gnosis.81

Thus, Mipham makes it clear that a mere absence of hypostatic existence is not the final ultimate in Prāsaṅgika thought. He argues that holding onto the understanding of all phenomena to be empty is ultimately wrong. He cites the Saṃcayagāthā I/9, ‘If the Bodhisattva thinks “this aggregate is empty,” even so, he is engaging in phenomenal features and is not being attentive to the unborn state.”82 He also quotes the MK, XIII/8, which states that the Buddha taught Emptiness to overcome all views and those who view Emptiness itself are irredeemable.

Let us turn to Gyaltshab’s commentary on these verses. His commentary on BA, IX/33–5 in his gYal sras ’jug ngogs is an almost verbatim reproduction of Tsongkhapa’s notes on the wisdom chapter of BA which he probably compiled into a commentary entitled Spyod ’jug sher le ’u ’ṭīka bīo gsal ba.83 In their commentaries on the preceding verse answering why a magician gets attached to the magical woman he created in spite of his knowledge that she is illusory, Tsongkhapa and Gyaltshab states that it is because the magician has not given up clinging to hypostatic nature of the magical woman. Although the magician sees the magical woman as empty of woman, the propensity to see her as such is very poor and the propensity to cling to it as real is strong having been habituated with it since time immemorial.

They refute the interpretation of some earlier masters who claim that seeing the magical woman as empty of real woman is an understanding of partial Emptiness (nyi tshab ‘i stong nyid) and an understanding of pervasive Emptiness (khyab pa ’i stong nyid) is required to overcome attachment.84 They argue that understanding the magical woman to be empty of real woman is not an understanding of partial Emptiness. The reason why the attachment arises is because the inclination to cling is strong. Merely understanding the magical woman to be empty would not eliminate the attachment. One must get inured to the propensity of Emptiness. Tsongkhapa, Gyaltshab and Mipham agree that the magician cannot give up the attachment to the magical woman because he has not given up attachment generally and his sense of Emptiness is very weak. There is no antidote in him which can counteract the power of defiling emotions by directly contradicting it in its mode of apprehension (dngos su ’dzin stangs ’gal ba).
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However Tsongkhapa and Gyaltshab’s commentary on verse 33 vary from Mipham’s. Gyaltshab writes:

By getting accustomed to the propensity of Emptiness, i.e. if one understands substances to be empty of inherent nature, the propensity of clinging to substances as hypostatic will be eliminated. By getting inured to what is called ‘there is not anything’, i.e. the understanding that even the absence of hypostatic existence is itself without hypostatic existence, the clinging to absence of hypostatic existence as hypostatic is also subsequently given up. When, saying ‘substance is without hypostatic existence’, the object under scrutiny, which has to be perceived if hypostatically existent, is not perceived and thus understood to be without hypostatic existence, then how could a hypostatic negation remain before the mind because the hypostatic non-substantiality is without the basis of hypostatic existence? Because there is no reality (chos nyid) without subject (chos can), the absence of hypostatic existence, if hypostatically existent, has to exist as the nature of that subject. The existence of such [subject] as hypostatically existent by nature has been negated early on. Therefore, when no hypostatic substance or non-substantiality remain before the mind, then, because there is no other aspect of hypostatic existence, [one] realizes the non-existence of all points of focus of clinging to hypostatic existence, and all elaborations are pacified. For those persons who discern Emptiness directly, even the elaborations of duality are pacified in the reality of Emptiness. For those who realize the reality of Emptiness through a universal [image], the elaboration of hypostatic existence of the object is negated although the dualistic appearance is not negated.

The most striking difference between Mipham’s and Gyaltshab’s commentary is in the use of the qualifying phrase, ‘hypostatic existence’. By glossing all negations with such a phrase, Gyaltshab makes it explicit that what is negated is not mere existence but a hypostasized entity. According to him, one first negates hypostatic existence by proving absence of hypostatic existence and subsequently the absence of hypostatic existence is also proved to be without hypostatic nature. Thus, ultimate Emptiness in his thought does not transcend the absence of hypostatic existence. Although the sublime beings discern this absence without dualistic appearance (gnyis snang) and ordinary beings realize it without the sense of hypostatization (den ‘dzin) but with dualistic appearance, the Emptiness they understand is the same.

Mipham, in contrast, takes the passages more directly without applying the qualifier. He holds Emptiness qua absence of hypostatic existence as a provisional antidote to overcome the strong inclination to cling to things as substantial and real. Once such clinging is overcome, the thought of absence of hypostatic existence must also be given up through the knowledge that there is not anything.
absence of hypostatic existence is a provisional Emptiness, which is a step to the ultimate Emptiness that transcends both existence, non-existence, emptiness, non-emptiness, etc. The former is known as the notational ultimate and the latter non-notational ultimate. Let us now turn to discuss the binary ultimates in Mipham’s thought.

The two ultimates

The theory of the ultimate in Mipham’s thought can be best understood through his typology of ultimates in his diverse writings. However, I shall not attempt to discuss the types of ultimates that do not directly impinge on the current topic of varying degrees of ultimates and Emptinesses in the Madhyamika school. Such ultimates include the ultimates in the Vaibhasika, Sautrantika and Cittamatra philosophical systems,66 the three ultimates discussed in Madhyantavibhaga,87 and others such as the seven-fold ultimate (don dam skor bdun) discussed in the Vajrayana literature.88 We have also briefly discussed the two types of ultimates corresponding to the two theories of two truths of appearance vis-a-vis ontic mode and of appearance vis-a-vis Emptiness. Here, what concerns us is the theory of two ultimates qua Emptinesses in Madhyamika thought, which forms the crux of Mipham’s understanding of the philosophy of Emptiness and of his hermeneutical theories thereof.

The classification of ultimates qua Emptiness into notational (rnam grangs pa ’i) and non-notational (rnam grangs min pa ’i) ultimates89 is a very frequent theme in Mipham’s writings on Madhyamika philosophy. Mipham attributes the origin of this classification to Svaatantrika masters such as Bhavaviveka, Jnangarbha and Santaraksita. He says that the Prasangikas do not accept the bifurcation of the ultimate.90 What is termed as notational ultimate by Svaatantrika thinkers would be a conventional phenomenon in the Prasangika system. It is clear that the concept of a provisional and ultimate understanding of Emptiness definitely goes back to Indian scholars such as Bhavaviveka, Jnangarbha and Santaraksita although the technical use of the terms, concordant ultimate (mthun pa ’i don dam), notational ultimate (“paryayaparamarth, rnam grangs pa ’i don dam or saparyaparamarth, rnam grangs dang bcas pa ’i don dam) and non-notational ultimate (“aparyayaparamarth, rnam grangs min pa ’i don dam) do not appear in their works. However, a clear mention is made of the nature which is concordant with the ultimate (dam pa ’i don dang mthun pa) and therefore called ultimate.91 The technical terms seem to have come to use much later, perhaps only in Tibetan works. Moreover, the reference of the term concordant ultimate seems to vary among the scholars.

Bhavaviveka, while explaining the etymology of paramarth in his Madhyamakadvrdyaavrttikajvala, mentions the concordant ultimate as the discriminating wisdom which accords with the realization of the ultimate. Lopez
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translates the passage as follows:

Regarding ultimate (paramārtha, don dam), with respect to ‘object’ (artha, don), it is an object because of being that which is to be known; this is synonymous with ‘that which is to be examined (parīkṣaṇija, brtag par bya ba)’ and ‘that which is to be understood (pratipādya, go bar bya ba)’. ‘Highest’ (parama, dam pa) is a word [meaning] supreme. With respect to the compound paramārtha, because it is an object as well as being highest, it is the highest object. Or [it means] the object of the highest (paramasya artha, dam pa ‘i don); because it is the object of the highest non-conceptual wisdom (nirvikalpajñāna, rnam par mi rtog pa ‘i ye shes), it is an object of the highest [consciousness]. Or, it [means] that which accords with the highest object [that is, the highest consciousness]. Since the ultimate exists for a wisdom that accords with a realization of the ultimate, it accords with [that which directly realizes] the highest object.92

Thus, in Bhāvaviveka’s thought, concordant ultimate refers to the reasoning consciousness or the conceptual understanding of Emptiness in the ordinary state or the post-equipoise state (rjes thob kyi skabs) of the sublime beings. This is further supported by Bhāvaviveka’s binary classification of ultimates in the same text. He writes:

The ultimate is of two types. One is that which operates without contrivance, supramundane, undefiled and free from elaborations. The second operates with contrivance, accords with the accumulation of merit and gnosis, is with elaborations and called the pure mundane gnosis.93

Bhāvaviveka clearly asserts two kinds of ultimates and connects the first to the ultimate free from all elaborations and the latter to mundane understanding. This latter one, thus, clearly corresponds to the concordant ultimate described in the earlier passage. Lopez takes this classification to be that of ultimate consciousnesses and thus glosses the first line likewise: ‘one is a supramundane non-contaminated [consciousness] free from elaborations which operates without activity’.94 The insertion of ‘consciousness’ here however is interpolated into the reading and goes against Bhāvaviveka’s assertion that the final ultimate, as opposed to concordant ultimate, is the reality and the object of the consciousness but not consciousness itself. It is clear from both passages that, in Bhāvaviveka’s thoughts, the first ultimate is reality qua Emptiness free from elaborations and the provisional ultimate or concordant ultimate is the conceptual understanding of such Emptiness.

His successors such as Jñānagarbha and Sāntarakṣita understood the concordant ultimate differently. To them, concordant ultimate is the objective absence of entities such as production, existence, etc. and is not the subjective consciousness.
which discerns the absence as Bhāviveka maintains. The concordant ultimate does not involve negation of all extremes but is merely a negation of the first extreme. Thus, it is not an ultimate but a conventional phenomenon from the perspective of the final ultimate. However, it is called ultimate because it is concordant with the final ultimate qua Emptiness which is free from all elaborations such as production, non-production, existence, non-existence, etc. To support the argument that the mere absence of production, existence, etc. is not the final ultimate, both of them reasoned that if no neganda such as existence, production, etc. were found during the Madhyamika analysis, there cannot ultimately be the negation or absence of such neganda. Śāntarakṣita states:

Because there is no production and so forth
There cannot be non-production and so forth.\(^9^7\)

Jñānagarbha too puts in a similar way:

Because the negandum is not existent
It is clear that in reality, there is no negation [of it].\(^9^8\)

They maintained that the final ultimate is the reality free from all extremes and elaborations whereas concordant ultimate is a notional negation of the neganda such as inherent nature, production, existence, etc. Although both the concordant and final ultimates are in dialectical terms absolute negations, they are vastly different concepts. On the ultimate level, the concordant ultimate must also be negated in order to reach the final Emptiness qua ultimate free from all elaborations. Mipham understands the above mentioned verses in the same manner as BA, IX/140 that we have discussed in the previous chapter.

Tsongkhapa while explaining what ‘ultimately’ means in the phrase ‘ultimately non-existent’ in his Lam rim cites both passages from Bhāviveka’s Madhyamakārdayavṛttitarkaśāla and thus holds concordant ultimate to be subjective cognition of Emptiness including the understanding of Emptiness on the ordinary level as well as the experience of Emptiness in the post-meditative equipoise of sublime beings.\(^9^9\) He also interprets that what is taught to be concordant ultimate in Śāntarakṣita’s Madhyamakālamkāra and Kamalasila’s Madhyamakāloka refers to the object of the reasoning consciousness (rigs shes).\(^1^0^0\) Thus, Tsongkhapa appears to have bifurcated the objective realities into actual and concordant ultimates and accepted the conceptual understanding of Emptiness to be a subjective form of concordant ultimate.

His followers such as Changkya and Ngawang Paldan formulated a theory which could incorporate the bifurcation of both the objective and subjective ultimates. Both Napper and Newland have discussed the Gelukpa interpretation of concordant and actual ultimates although they have not clarified the problems posed by the bifurcation of objective Emptiness.\(^1^0^1\) Changkya maintained there are cases of both objective reality and subjective cognition being referred to as ultimates and each is further classified into actual and concordant ultimates. The Emptiness that
is free from the elaboration of duality which is discerned by the meditative equipoise of the sublime beings is the actual objective ultimate whereas the Emptiness understood by conceptual thought, which is not free from the elaboration of duality although it is free from the notion of hypostatic existence, is concordant ultimate.

In the same way, the gnosis of meditative equipoise, which engages into reality without any elaborations, is the actual subjective ultimate and the conceptual reasoning consciousness which infers Emptiness through a logical reasoning, is only a concordant ultimate because it cannot overcome the dualistic appearance although it can overcome hypostatic appearance. He summarizes in the following passage in his Grub mtha ’thub bstan lhun po ’i mdzes rgyan:

In brief, although the objective reality is the actual ultimate truth and the subjective cognition is not the actual ultimate truth, in textual exegesis, it [the latter] is also said to be ultimate. One should know that for each of them, there is the concept of two forms of the actual and the concordant.

Tsongkhapa and Changkya’s bifurcation of objective Emptiness is very similar to Mipham’s understanding of the concordant and the actual ultimate. However, their bifurcation of ultimate into the concordant and the actual ultimate raises a serious problem among the Gelukpas, most of whom strictly maintain that Emptiness qua absence of hypostatic existence or inherent nature is the only actual ultimate truth and the rest are merely nominal. If Emptiness qua absence of hypostatic existence, the object of reasoning consciousness, were the actual ultimate, some other form of Emptiness would have to constitute the concordant ultimate; this is not feasible because the Gelukpas do not accept any objective ultimate other than the absence of hypostatic existence. If the absence of hypostatic existence, the object of reasoning consciousness, were a concordant ultimate, there will have to be an Emptiness superior to the absence of hypostatic existence, which is the actual ultimate. Besides, both Tsongkhapa and Changkya distinguish the actual and the concordant ultimate by their subjective cognitions whereas most Gelukpas and also scholars of other schools agree that the ultimate reality discerned during the meditative equipoise of sublime beings and understood by inferential cognition of ordinary beings are the same. Ngawang Paldan, to contain this problem, accepts the objective concordant ultimate, that is, the Emptiness that is the object of inference, as an actual ultimate.

Mipham does not make the bifurcation of subjective cognitions into two ultimates in this context. He says that the bifurcation of subjective cognitions into concordant and actual or notational and non-notational ultimates can be made in the context of theory of two truths of appearing and ontic modes (gnas snang bden gnyis). It is in the context of such two truths that the non-dualistic cognition of Emptiness, free from all elaborations, is called non-notational ultimate and the dualistic cognition called notational ultimate. In that context, one could even make distinctions of non-notational and notational persons. In his Ketaka, Mipham refutes a certain position that the meditative equipoise of the sublime beings, which
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is free from all elaborations, is the actual non-notational ultimate and that meditation on Emptiness among ordinary beings is a meditation only on the concordant ultimate, which is an absolute negation. He states that in the context of delineating Emptiness, negation of things such as matter is always an absolute negation. An ultimate which is an implicative negation will eventually lead to clinging to sub-stantiality and would not fulfill the requirements of Emptiness. Thus, he implies that all ultimates are objective states of Emptiness, which in dialectical terms are absolute negations.106

Mipham formulates the theory of two ultimates along the lines of Śāntarakṣita and Jñānagarbha’s arguments relating it purely to the two different objective states of Emptiness. In his thought, the Emptiness which is free from all elaborations is the non-notational ultimate and Emptiness which is the partial negation of extreme/s, that is, existence, production, etc. is the notational ultimate. He writes in his Rab lan that the difference between the two ultimates is being beyond the scope of limited elaborations and being beyond the scope of all elaborations.107 Speaking on the two ultimates, he writes in his Nyi snang:

The ultimate, then, is twofold: notational and non-notational ultimates. The first one is in every aspect an object of thought for it is the mere aspect of Emptiness of hypostatic existence. So, it is just an object of the conceptual mind, which is a particular kind of thought. It is not the genuine ultimate, however, it is designated as concordant or notational ultimate in the treatises because it is the door to realizing the [genuine] ultimate.108

Explaining the notational or concordant ultimate further in his Ketaka, he states:

As for the ultimate, Emptiness, which is a mere negation such as non-production, non-abiding, etc. [reached] after negating production, abiding and so forth, is a mere entrance to approach the great Emptiness free from four extremes. Hence, [it] is called notational ultimate or concordant ultimate.109

In his rGyan ’grel, he defines the final ultimate in the following manner:

Therefore, the lack of all extremes [reached] by the way of Emptiness of the External, etc. taught in order to overcome the clinging to existence (yod par zhen pa) and Emptiness of Emptiness, etc. taught in order to overcome clinging to non-substantiality (dngos med la zhen pa) is this non-notational ultimate.110

It is clear that according to Mipham, the latter is final and the former is provisional and only a step to the latter. We can also see that he holds the concordant and notational ultimate to be synonymous. In both Ketaka and rGyan ’grel, he explains
that those who are intensely accustomed to clinging to substantiality cannot generate the gnosis free from all four extremes and must first strive to understand the absence of hypostatic existence, substantiality, etc. Having understood the absence of hypostatic existence, etc., one must then transcend the absence by negating all extremes of elaborations. The concordant ultimate is thus a temporary understanding and not the proper ultimate. In the context of the final ultimate, this concordant or notational ultimate is a conventional phenomenon. He writes while commenting on Madhyamakālaṃkāra, 70:

In this way, this utter non-existence from the dichotomy of existence and non-existence, [which is obtained] after the negandum – hypostatic existence – has been negated, in the definitive sense falls within the conventional or transactional [truth] and is not the final ontic nature. Nonetheless, because it is concordant with the ultimate reality or the ultimate which is the authentic final ontic nature, in the manner of giving the name of the result to the cause, this utter absence of hypostatic existence, the antithesis of hypostatic absence, is also known as ultimate reality. However, [this] is [only] the notational ultimate or nominal [ultimate]. For the authentic ultimate is not merely an utter non-existence but the lack of elaborations of the four extremes. Nevertheless, were this notational ultimate, the mere absence of hypostatic existence of things, which remain within the mental scope of the exclusionary conceptual mind, not to exist, there is no [other] means of understanding the great ultimate. Because it is the means or cause of understanding that [great ultimate], and is within its category, [it] is given the term ultimate.

In his refutation of Mipham, Pari Rabsal refers to these expositions in Ketaka on the bifurcation of ultimates and accuses Mipham of following Hwashang by espousing such interpretation of the final ultimate. He accepts that there are concepts of subjective and objective ultimates taught in the sūtras and tantras and the three ultimates mentioned in Bhāvaviveka’s works. Mipham, in his Rab lan, reiterates that there are two ways of understanding Emptiness. One is to understand all conditioned and unconditioned things to be without inherent nature and hypostatic existence. The other is to transcend all extremes of elaborations and apprehensions. It is through the former that the latter is contacted. It is not his intention to argue that the lack of hypostatic existence is not a certain grade of ontological truth. It is in fact a well-founded reality. However, he says that it is nothing new that he is claiming to state that such understanding of partial Emptiness, where not all elaborations are done with, is not the final ultimate. He remarks, ‘The Blessed Teacher and his followers have taught this and we claim in accordance with the Teacher’, and then goes on to cite over forty pages of scriptural sources.

In his rGyan ’grel too, he states that some sūtras teach the non-notational ultimate which is free from all extremes whereas others teach notational ultimate
of mere negation with phrases such as ‘there is no matter, no consciousness’ and so forth. Nagārjuna correctly first proved all things to be without hypostatic existence, the notational ultimate, and finally established the Emptiness free from all elaborations, the non-notational ultimate. I have already discussed Mipham’s liberal usage of terms and their varying referents. In his Ngészshes gron me, Mipham provides a few other terms that he uses to refer to the notational and non-notational ultimate. He calls the notational ultimate the Mādhyamaka of discriminating path, the gross, the causal and the lower Mādhyamaka, which is delineated on the level of consciousness. On the contrary, non-notational ultimate is the actual Mādhyamaka of the meditative equipoise, the subtle, the resultant and the Great Mādhyamaka, which is delineated on the level of gnosis.\footnote{\textsuperscript{116}}

The two ultimates and the two schools

One of the most outstanding characteristics of Mipham’s exposition of the two kinds of ultimates is the connection he makes between the two ultimates and the Svātantrika and Prāsāṅgika school of Mādhyamika. This is clearly formulated in the following definition of the proponents of these two schools he provides:

Therefore, it must be known that the definition of a Svātantrika is [one who] emphatically expounds the notational ultimate with assertion of theses while a Prāsāṅgika is [one who] emphatically expounds the non-notational ultimate without assertion of any thesis.\footnote{\textsuperscript{117}}

Mipham argues that the differentiation of the Svātantrikas and Prāsāṅgikas through other criteria such as the acceptance and denial of the viability of individually characterized objects conventionally, the acceptance and non-acceptance of thesis, the use of autonomous inference and apagogic reasoning to establish the lack of inherent nature and the application of the qualifier ‘ultimate’ to the negandum are all secondary differences dependent on the major difference of emphasis on the two kinds of ultimates.\footnote{\textsuperscript{118}} According to him, the Prāsāṅgikas stress on delineating the non-notational ultimate, which is free from all elaborations, and therefore do not take any philosophical stance or thesis. Espousing no philosophical assertions of their own, they destroy the positions of their opponents using apagogic reasoning (prasaṅga, thal gyur). Hence, they came to be called Prāsāṅgika. The Svātantrika, on the other hand, emphasizes on the delineation of the notational ultimate distinguishing even in the context of the ultimate analysis that things are ultimately non-existent and conventionally existent. Maintaining such assertions, they prove the lack of ultimate existence of things by using autonomous inference (svatantra, rang rgyud). Thus, they are called Svātantrika. However, eventually even the Svātantrikas delineate the non-notational ultimate and come to the point where they would have no assertions and realize the ultimate free from all elaborations. As demonstrated in Mādhyamakālaṃkāra, 70/71 and Satyadvayavibhāga, 9
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they first negate the first extreme by establishing the lack of hypostatic existence, inherent nature, ultimate production, etc. and finally, negate even the absence of hypostatic existence, etc. to fathom the Emptiness free from all elaborations of negation and affirmation.

To Mipham, the difference between Prasangika and Svatantrika therefore is one of methodology and pedagogy rather than that of a philosophical and ontological understanding. The Prasangikas emphasize the exposition of Madhyamaka corresponding to the intuitive experience of Emptiness by sublime gnosis in the meditative equipoise, which discern the two truths as of one single flavour (bden gnyis ro gcig) while the Svatantrikas emphasize the exposition of Madhyamaka from the viewpoint of post-equipoise understanding where the two truths are distinguished as separate entities (bden gnyis so sor 'byed pa). He takes the Svatantrikas as persons of inferior calibre and as gradualist in their mode of approach to final Emptiness and Prasangikas as persons of superior calibre and as simultaneists in their approach to final Emptiness. A part from their difference in emphasis and approach, both Prasangika and Svatantrika ultimately understand and expound the final Emptiness free from all elaborations. Thus, he warns that the Svatantrika understanding should not be seen as a mistaken or distorted interpretation of the sutas and sastras.

To elaborate further, individuals such as Sāntideva and Candrakīrti have lesser degrees of attachment to things as substantial and sharper faculties which make them capable of comprehending Emptiness free from all elaborations by eliminating all extremes simultaneously in one session. They do not establish the mere absence of hypostatic existence to be the ultimate truth and do not bifurcate the ultimate into two categories. The terminologies ‘concordant ultimate’ or ‘notational ultimate’ do not appear in their works. It is due to this reason that Mipham categorically states that there are no two ultimates in Prasangika thought.

In contrast, individuals of the Svatantrika category have a greater degree of attachment to things as substantial and real, and thus need to first establish all things to be without any hypostatic existence, substance or inherent nature. Although both the Prasangikas and Svatantrikas negate the four extremes one after the other, the Prasangikas do not hold the partial negation of the extremes as an ultimate whereas the Svatantrikas do. Basing themselves in the philosophical position that all things exist but lack hypostatic existence, etc. and that lack of hypostatic existence, etc. is an ultimate truth, they make use of autonomous reasoning and supply qualifiers to the negandum while negating the four extremes. Once they have fully understood the lack of hypostatic existence, etc. in this manner, they then eliminate the subsequent extremes of the absence of hypostatic existence, etc. of both and of neither just as the Prasangikas, thus approaching the Emptiness free from all elaborations and extremes gradually.

In this way, the delineation of the absence of hypostatic existence, etc. forms a necessary preliminary step to the understanding of the final ultimate in the Svatantrika system. To support this, Mipham uses the arguments of Jayānagarbha
and Śāntarakṣīta cited above and also frequently cites the following verse from Bhāvaviveka’s Madhyamakāraṇḍaya:

Without the stairs
Of the correct conventional [truth]
It is not possible for the wise
To climb unto the mansion of the [ultimate] truth.\textsuperscript{122}

Mipham, like Śāntarakṣīta, takes the ‘correct conventional truth’ in the verse to refer to notational ultimate qua lack of hypostatic existence.\textsuperscript{123} Bhāvaviveka in his auto-commentary however does not seem to specifically take it to denote such lack of hypostatic existence but seems to refer to all conventional phenomena and argue that conventional truth is a crucial means to understand the ultimate reality.\textsuperscript{124} Mipham also cites the following from MK and MA and argues that conventional truth in these verses does not merely mean the conventional truth vis-à-vis notational ultimate:

Without depending on the conventional,
The ultimate nature cannot be shown,\textsuperscript{125}

and

The conventional truth is the means
And the ultimate truth is that which results from the means.\textsuperscript{126}

He says that conventional truth in this context encompasses the entire domain of language and conceptual thoughts (sgra rtog gi spyod yul) and includes all things transacted through knowing, speaking and engagement (shes brjod ’jug pa’i tha snyad). It is for this reason that Śāntarakṣīta in his auto-commentary on Madhyamakālaṃkāra holds that even the notational ultimate falls within the category of conventional truth.\textsuperscript{127} Ultimate, in these verses, denote the Great Madhyamaka, which is coalescence free from all elaborations.\textsuperscript{128}

One could say that Mipham understands the Svatantrika philosophical world with three tiers: the worldly transactional level of conventional truth, the level of notational ultimate and the level of non-notational ultimate. From the viewpoint of the first two, there are two kinds of ultimates: the notational or concordant ultimate qua partial negation of extremes and non-notational or final ultimate free from all elaborations. From the perspective of the third level, that is, non-notational ultimate, the lower two are both conventional and that is why the notational ultimate comes to be called ‘correct conventional truth’. However, it is on the level of the second, that is, notational ultimate, where they expound most of their doctrine of Emptiness asserting their own stance and carry on the Madhyamika analysis and refutation of the opponents.

In contrast, the Prāśāngikas have only two tiers: conventional and ultimate. On the ultimate, there exists neither existence nor non-existence, neither production nor non-production and so forth. It is the level of final ultimate and no mental elaborations are viable and therefore no thesis is tenable. On the level of the
conventional, the flow of interdependent appearance is uninterrupted and thus various kinds of worldly transactions are possible. Mipham is fully aware that even the Prāsaṅgikas such as Candrakirti and Santideva, like the Svetāntikas, carry out a gradual negation of the four extremes using different arguments. This is clear in their works such as MA and BA. However, the Prāsaṅgikas do not base themselves at an intermediate state of partial negation, that is notational ultimate, but rather move on to the total elimination of extremes within one session. The Svetāntikas not only negate the extremes gradually but find an interim philosophical base on the level of notational ultimate and propound their philosophy from that state. Although they would finally move on to the third tier of ultimate Emptiness, they temporarily base themselves on the second tier and it is this graduated development that distinguishes them from the individuals of Prāsaṅgika category.

From Mipham’s viewpoint, the Gelukpa understanding of Emptiness as a mere lack of hypostatic existence is similar to the understanding of the notational ultimate in Svetāntika system. We have already seen him remark that perhaps in Tibet the understanding of Emptiness of even those who claim to be Prāsaṅgika incline towards the Svetāntika understanding due to the auspices (ṛten ‘brel) of the Svetāntika spreading first in Tibet. A according to him, the Svetāntikas see the clinging to substantiality or hypostatic existence as the main cause of samsāra and thus stress upon the delineation of the notational ultimate, that is, the absolute negation of substantiality, hypostatic existence, etc. on the ultimate level. Although they tend to negate all extremes on this level, they do so by supplying qualifiers such as ‘ultimate’ or ‘hypostatically existent’ thus only negating the first extreme of hypostatic existence, etc. In this way, they claim to dispel the extremes of existence (eternalism) and non-existence (nihilism); that of existence by the fact that things are without ultimate or hypostatic existence and that of non-existence by the fact that things are existent conventionally or in worldly transaction.

However, by negating only hypostatic existence and leaving the conventional existence unscathed, the two truths become dichotomous and consequently there arises apprehensions of non-existence while thinking ‘it ultimately does not exist’ and of existence while thinking ‘it conventionally exists’. It is in this manner that the Svetāntikas view the two truths separately and it is due to this that they assert the individually characterized phenomena on the conventional level and also use autonomous inference in delineating Emptiness.

Mipham argues that if ultimate truth is understood to be the non-existence of hypostatic property and conventional truth the existence of conventional property, the two truths become ontologically two different properties. This not only leads to diversion from the coalescent nature of the two truths, which we shall discuss later, but also entails fabricating apprehensions. Mipham says that it is this dualistic apprehension of the two truths as dichotomous entities (bden gnyis so sor ’dzin pa) which is the most subtle flaw of the Svetāntika understanding. Were they to overcome this, there would not be any difference between the Svetāntikas and Prāsaṅgikas in terms of understanding Emptiness. Thus, he argues that as long as one asserts the ultimate to be a mere absence of hypostatic existence and the
conventional phenomena to exist quite apart from such absence, one would have a dualistic understanding of two truths and never touch upon the non-notational ultimate, which is coalescence free from all elaborations.

The Prasangikas at the very beginning delineate the Emptiness free from all elaborations and eliminate the notion that although things do not have hypostatic existence they have individually characterized existence conventionally. Thus, they destroy the dualistic clinging that holds the two truths as if they were isolates (bden gnyis so sor rang sa na ‘dug pa ita bu’i tha dad du zhen pa zhig), coalesce the two truths into one taste (bden gnyis ro gcig tu ‘dres) and destroy all modal apprehensions grasping existence, non-existence and so forth (yod pa med pa la sogs par ‘dzin pa ’i ‘dzin stangs thams cad zhi). In this way, they do not have to supply the qualifiers regarding the two truths such as hypostatic existence and ultimate to the four extremes (mtha’ bzhi por bden grub dang don dam sogs kyi bden gnyis so so’i khyad par sbyar mi dgos) but negate the conceived objects of the four extremes (mtha’ bzhi’i zhen yul khegs) and reach the great Emptiness free from all apprehensions and theses of the subjective mind (yul can blos dmigs pa dang khas len thams cad dang bral ba’i stong pa chen po), the ultimate ontic nature (mthar thug pa’i gnas lugs) which corresponds to the gnosis of the equipoise of sublime beings (’phags pa’i mnyam gzhag ye shes dang rjes su mthun pa). Nonetheless, on the non-analytical and post-meditative state, it is very much appropriate to assert the theories of path and result as ascertained by the correct cognitions.132

Thus, in Mipham’s thought, the Gelukpas are very similar to the Svatantrikas in understanding the absence of hypostatic existence to be the ultimate and in holding it separate from conventional phenomena. However, unlike the Svatantrikas who ultimately reach the final Emptiness free from all elaborations through understanding the concordant ultimate, the Gelukpas hold onto the concordant or notational ultimate as the final ultimate. This, from Mipham’s viewpoint is the main flaw of the Gelukpa understanding of final Emptiness. Understanding the ultimate reality of all things as mere absence of hypostatic existence, which is different from the conventional appearance, faces rational inconsistencies and defies the ontological way in which all things exist as coalescence of appearance and Emptiness.

In many of his works on Madhyamaka, Mipham touches on the topic of binary ultimates and reiterates that the understanding of Emptiness qua notational ultimate is not final but only a propaedeutic method. It is a step to the ultimate Emptiness and is an antidote to strong attachment to things as substantial and real. Claiming that the lack of hypostatic existence is the notational ultimate and that it is not final Emptiness in his Madhyamika writings, he criticises the Gelukpa understanding, at least that of most Gelukpas in the three seats, of being an incorrect and partial understanding of the final ultimate.

Mipham however specifically mentions that Tsongkhapa provisionally propounded such an interpretation of Emptiness to help his disciples, who have strong attachment, along the path to discern the final ultimate, which is free from all elaborations. The ultimate understanding of Tsongkhapa, like most other great
scholars and saints of Tibet, accords with the ultimate Emptiness free from all elaborations. This, he demonstrates in rGyan ‘grel by citing Tsongkhapa along with other luminary figures from the four traditions. Mipham takes the following verse from Tsongkhapa’s Lam gtso nram gsum to show his final understanding of the ultimate Emptiness, which is coalescence free from all elaborations and apprehensions.

As long as the unfailing interdependent appearance
And the understanding of Emptiness without any assertions
Appear [to him] as separate
He does not understand the intent of the Buddha.
When without having to alternate if [he can] simultaneously destroy
All modal grasping of objects through certainty,
With the mere seeing of interdependent [appearance] as unfailing,
Then, [he] perfects the investigation of the view.

Mipham uses this passage to argue that Tsongkhapa, unlike most of his followers, understood the final ultimate as coalescence of appearance and Emptiness from all elaborations but merely emphasized the exposition of Emptiness qua absence of hypostatic existence to help his disciples overcome their strong sense of reification. Arguing against Pari Rabzal, he also writes in Rab lan:

In the scroll that Je Tsongkhapa offered to Redawa, [he] says that sublime beings in the Prasangika tradition, absorbed in the non-notational ultimate free from all theses, during meditative equipoise, envisage unobstructed the notational ultimate truth of interdependence, which is like a reflection, in their post-meditative state. Because the non-notational ultimate, the actual lack of elaborations is said to be the scope of sublime beings, it is therefore clear that [he] accepted the lack of elaborations to be the ultimate ontic nature.

It thus appears from the earnestness with which Mipham presents Tsongkhapa’s understanding in the passages mentioned above and his other remarks in his rGyan ‘grel and Rab lan that Mipham genuinely believes that Tsongkhapa understood the ultimate Emptiness but emphasized the exposition of the notational ultimate which his followers misunderstood to be his ultimate thought. The exposition of the bifurcation of ultimates into notational and non-notational forms one of Mipham’s most significant hermeneutic enterprises in Madhyamaka philosophy. By formulating the two levels of ultimates and explaining the Svatantrika and Prasangika discrepancies as differences in emphasis and approach, Mipham brings together the two Madhyamika traditions to a harmonious phase, where both, in spite of their different methods, arrive at a single goal of the final ultimate. The bifurcation and gradation of the ultimates, according to him, is
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an outstanding way to harmonize the two traditions and thereby fathom the ultimate essence of Madhyamaka. In this and in his understanding of Tsongkhapa through the passage cited above, we clearly see in Mipham the ris med spirit of reconciliation. Even at the heart of polemical disagreements, there is room for ris med attitude, with which he expresses profound respect to and admiration of Tsongkhapa, whose interpretations he strongly refutes.

The ultimate and the coalescence

Mipham clearly considered the Gelukpa understanding of Emptiness qua absence of hypostatic existence as an understanding of partial Emptiness (nyi tshe ba’i stong pa) which is utter absence (med rkyang). This, he argued, is because (1) such absence of hypostatic existence is not free from all elaborations and (2) is not consistent with the ontological state of the coalescence of appearance and Emptiness. Thus far, we have seen how Emptiness qua absence of hypostatic existence is not final Emptiness because it is a mere absence, which is itself one of the extremes that has to be negated in order to reach the ultimate free from all elaborations. Let us now turn to see how the absence of hypostatic existence is not the final ultimate because it is not the coalescence of appearance and Emptiness.

In Mipham’s thought, the final ultimate, which is free from all elaborations (spros pa thams cad dang bral ba), is also described as coalescence of appearance and Emptiness (snang stong zung ‘jug). The vase, for instance, is ultimately utterly free from elaborations for, when investigated by the Madhyamika analysis, it can neither be found to be existent, nor non-existent, produced, non-produced and so forth. Not only does it lack hypostatic existence, it lacks any conceptual qualifications. The vase, on this level, is simply not anything, not even nothing. Yet, the appearance of the vase, that is, its interdependent existence, undeniably exists as long as its causes and conditions are present. Mipham uses the words bslu med, unmistaken or unfailing, and bsnyon med, undeniable to describe the interdependent appearance and show its inevitable and irrefutable presence. He also repeatedly claims that the Madhyamika does not negate the mere appearance. Whether or not the Madhyamika analytic mind sees it, the appearance of vase exists simultaneously and inseparably with its state of being empty. The interdependent appearance of the vase is nothing intrinsically different from the empty nature of the vase. Therefore, the vase is described as a coalescence of appearance and Emptiness or of two truths (snang stong/bden gnyis zung ‘jug).

Both in his Ketaka and rGyan ‘grel, Mipham reasons that because Emptiness is an absolute negation, coalescence is possible. Coalescence is the ontological state of being where the appearance, which is utterly empty and not existent, is yet evidently appearing. Were Emptiness an implicative negation, coalescence would not be possible. Mipham writes in his Ketaka:

Here, in the context of expounding Emptiness, the negation of matter and so forth is solely an absolute negation. Even if [one] negates
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implicatively, [it will] ultimately result in clinging to substantiality and would not be suitable for the concept of Emptiness. [As] an absolute negation, even while being [so], the dependently originated [phenomenon] appears unfailingly. Hence, [it] is coalescence of appearance and Emptiness and therefore, one must be free from any modal apprehension of negation and affirmation. It has been said:

Having known this [fact that] phenomena are empty,  
Yet one sees] that the action and result are dependent,  
This is [more] amazing than [other] amazing things,  
This is [more] exquisite than [other] exquisite things.

And in the Pañcakrama, it is said:

That in which Emptiness and appearance, 
After [one] has realized their individual aspects, 
Are combined correctly, 
Is called coalescence.

A similar argument appears in the rGyan ‘grel stating that coalescence is the amazing state of being where appearance, while being non-existent, still appears. Thus, in Mipham’s thought, the ultimate is Emptiness free from all elaborations inseparably intertwined with appearance, and it is understanding as such that is the ultimate understanding of the ultimate. He explains this ultimate nature qua coalescence in all his Madhyamaka works equating it with concepts such as ultimate truth, lack of elaborations, selflessness, quidditas, ontic mode, etc. Following Nagārjuna’s point in MK, XXIV/18,19 Mipham reasons that whatever is empty is pervaded by appearance and whatever is appearance is pervaded by Emptiness. The two cannot be without each other for they are concomitant (yod mnyam med mnyam), inseparable (’du brai med pa) and indivisible (dbye ba med pa). They are only different aspects (ldog pa tha dad) of the same nature (ngo bo gcig). If one has a thorough conviction in this indivisible nature of appearance and Emptiness, from which even a thousand Buddhas cannot convert one otherwise, then one reaches the bottom of the Madhyamika analysis.

However, ordinary people cannot comprehend the empty nature and appearance in this way because appearance, due to their attachment to it, obscures the empty nature. Hence, one must first establish the Emptiness in order to get rid of the attachment to appearance. For the sublime beings who have no attachment to appearance and are accustomed to Emptiness, appearance reminds them of its interdependent nature and thereby activates the experience of Emptiness and does not obscure it. For them, understanding of interdependent appearance helps them invigorate the experience of Emptiness and the experience of Emptiness helps stabilize their conviction in the interdependence of all phenomena. The two truths turn into some sort of a reciprocal catalyst for each other (bden gnyis gcig la gcig grogs su shar ba) in strengthening the conviction in Emptiness and interdependent
appearance. However, as long as one is an ordinary being, one can only have the experience of Emptiness and appearance alternatively. One cannot view the two truths simultaneously. The Buddhas with their omniscient gnosis see the Emptiness and appearance of things simultaneously and thus have constant direct experience of coalescence.

In his rGyan drel, Mipham presents a graduated way of cultivating the understanding of coalescence and approaching the non-conceptual gnosis through four stages of Madhyamaka experiences (dbu ma ’i char rim bzhis).

1 First, the beginners, using the Mādhyamika reasonings such as that of lack of one and many (gcig du bral), must analyse conventional entities and establish them to be empty. Through this, one realizes that things, which exist when unanalysed, do not really exist when properly analysed. This is the experience of appearance as Emptiness (snang ba stong par ’char ba).

2 Then, one must prove that even non-existence or Emptiness is not tenable and contemplate on how all things, while being utterly empty, still appear, just as a reflection of the moon in the river. At this point, an exceptional certainty about how things are empty and at the same time appear and how things appear and are the same time empty will arise. This is known as the experience of lack of inherent existence and interdependent origination as non-contradictory or the experience of Emptiness as coalescence (stong pa zung ’jug tu ’char ba).

3 Because of the conviction in the indivisible coalescence of the two truths, which nonetheless are referred to by different words, the conceptual thought which artificially couples appearance – the basis of negation – and Emptiness qua negation of negandum, and holds them together, will automatically cease. An experience of lack of elaborations which is spontaneous and free from negation, affirmation, elimination and delineation will arise. This is the experience of coalescence as free from elaborations (zung ’jug spros bral du ’char ba).

4 By getting inured to such lack of elaborations, the discriminating thought which sees the subject (chos can) and its reality (chos nyid) as different will become free from any such partial and discriminatory objectification. One will gain conviction in the equality (mnyam pa nyid) of all things thus culminating in the experience of lack of elaborations as equality (spros bral mnyam nyid du ’char ba).

‘In this way’, Mipham summarizes, ‘through getting used to the preceding ones of the four Madhyamaka experiences – Emptiness, coalescence, lack of elaborations and equality – conviction in the subsequent ones will arise. These are very important and sacred quintessence of instructions.’ Thus, as suggested by these four stages, a beginner must start by delineating Emptiness qua negation of things but that is not final. He must at some point see Emptiness coalescent with appearance for that is the objective truth and the way things are.

Mipham refutes two groups of Tibetan Madhyamikas in his Nges shes sgron me saying that their understanding of ultimate Emptiness do not conform with
the concept of coalescence. Against the Gelukpas, he argues that if Emptiness were understood to be just the negation of hypostatic existence, then the ultimate would merely be an absence. Such absence which is not appearance itself can never coalesce with appearance properly. He writes:

An Emptiness qua negation of the [hypostatic] pillar
And appearance that remains afterwards
The two empty and non-empty [entities],
Cannot coalesce, just as twisting threads together.\footnote{147}

Mipham uses the simile of spinning white and black threads also in his Ketaka.\footnote{148} To him, trying to coalesce the ultimate which is a mere absence of hypostatic existence with an existent conventional appearance is like conjoining two polar things and it would not work. Coalescence is the inseparable oneness of Emptiness and appearance by their nature and not a contrived syncretization of two different things, like twisting white and black thread together. Mipham says it is a misunderstanding of the coalescence of the two truths to see it as arbitrary unification.

Tsongkhapa, on the contrary, emphatically mentions in his commentary on MK and MA that the two truths are to be understood as two natures (\textit{ngo bo gnyis}): of the ultimate and of the conventional. They are not just one nature seen differently from the perspectives of ordinary and sublime beings.\footnote{149} However, conflicting with this position, he and his followers also accept that the two truths are of one nature (\textit{ngo bo gcig}) and different isolates or aspects (\textit{ldog pa thad}). To Mipham, the two truths are seen as two different isolates only on the level of conventional transaction. On the ultimate level, the appearance and Emptiness of an object do not remain separate forming a dichotomy but coalesce into one nature. He states:

However, in the context of the final ontic nature, the binary characteristics of existence and non-existence do not remain separate and polarised, termed as ‘conventionally existent’ and ‘ultimately non-existent’. For whatever matter and so forth appear, that itself is empty and whatever is empty, that itself appears as matter and so forth. Therefore, until one actualises the sphere of reality which is the coalescence of appearance and Emptiness and free from thirty-two superimpositions, [one’s understanding of Emptiness] is not authentic \textit{Prajñāpāramitā}.\footnote{150}

Mipham clearly attacks the Gelukpa paraphrasing of ‘neither existence nor non-existent’ as ‘neither ultimately or hypostatically existent nor conventionally non-existent’. According to such an interpretation, Emptiness qua ultimate truth becomes a negative absence of ultimate or hypostatic existence in contrast to conventional truth, which forms positive existence. Such understanding polarises the two truths instead of fusing them in coalescence.

The Prasangikas, Mipham says, not only negate hypostatic existence but also reject all elaborations thereby also denying the notion that although things do not
have hypostatic existence they, in mere conventional context, possess individually characterized existence (bden grub med kyang kun rdzob tsam du rang gi mtshan nyid kyis grub pa yod snyam pa). By doing so, they destroy the clinging to two truths as different (bden gnyis tha dad du zhen pa) and coalesce the two truths into a single taste (bden gnyis ro gcig tu 'dres'). 151 Attacking the position of those who propound only Emptiness of hypostatic existence as ultimate, he further argues under question 7 of Nges shes sgron me:

The path which takes as its object
Only the Emptiness is a partial view,
Because it falls to one side of two truths.
It is not coalescence and free from elaborations.
While coalescence is equality
Of existence and non-existence or appearance and Emptiness,
This [view] is the subjective [cognition]
Of only the ultimate sphere of Emptiness.
Elaboration [includes] all kinds of perception
Of existence, non-existence and so forth.
This is not free from the elaboration of non-existence
Because [this] perceives it. 152

Thus, according to Mipham, the proponents of absence of hypostatic existence as ultimate do not comprehend the correct ultimate qua coalescence of appearance and Emptiness. Their concept of ultimate falls to the side of utter Emptiness (stong cha kho na'i phyogs su lhung) and the subjective cognition of such ultimate cannot possibly transcend conceptual thoughts (rnam par rtog pa las 'da' ba mi srid). Because there is a subject leftover after negating hypostatic existence, it will undeniably have to be an individually characterized entity. In that case, Candrakirti's three reasonings against the Svakritikas will apply to the proponents of such an ultimate. 153 In this way, Mipham repeatedly refutes the Gelukpa understanding of the absence of hypostatic existence as ultimate and goes on to prove that ultimate reality is coalescence free from elaborations.

Mipham’s second opponents are the advocates of the gzhan stong theory, who claim that samsāra, including all the world within and without are illusory and ultimately not existent while the state of nirvāṇa qua enlightened nature is absolute and inherently existent. Such a state of enlightenment exists truly and is not empty of its own being but only of fortuitous and accidental delusions of samsāra.

Mipham refutes the gzhan stong theory reasoning that such Emptiness, where \( x \) is empty of \( y \) does not qualify to be Emptiness and the absence of non-existent samsāra in a absolute nirvāṇa would not make coalescence. He explains:

Generally speaking, the Emptiness of other
Does not qualify to be Emptiness.
Although a cow is not perceived in a horse
How can one [through that] perceive a horse to be empty?
What kind of benefit or harm
Will seeing a horse be to the [concept of] cow?
Thus, it is improper for the non-empty nirvāṇa and [empty]
saṃsāra
To be dharma and dhammā
The concept of coalescence of appearance and Emptiness
And the equality of existence and nirvāṇa cannot be applied to
this.
Saying ‘[the reflection of] the moon in water is not moon’
If the appearance of the moon in water itself
And [the fact that it is] empty of sky-moon is [considered]
coalescence,
Coalescence would be so easy to understand.
Everyone knows a cow is not a horse
For the appearance is evidently seen.
Why would the Great Sage say
That it is amazing to realize it?
Therefore, in our own tradition,
If [the reflection of] the moon in the water is analysed,
Nothing is found or [nothing] exists, and yet simultaneously
The moon in the water appears; when [that is] evident,
Although [it is] absolute negation, [it is still] possible to appear
Although Emptiness and existence are contradictory
To the mind of ordinary persons, here [they] evidently coalesce.
The learned hail [this] with words of amazement
Calling this [coalescence], ‘the exquisite’.154

Refuting the theory of the ultimate in these two schools, Mipham declares the
theory of his own tradition, Nyingma, to be that of coalescence. He claims in Ngéshes
shes sgron me:

Therefore, following the assertion of the Omniscient One,155
Our own tradition is to be known as follows.
If [it] is the authentic middle
[It] must be the Great M adhyamaka of coalescence
Or the M adhyamaka free from elaborations.156

This understanding of the ultimate as the sphere of reality qua coalescence in
which every elaboration is negated, he says in his Ketaka, is the special category
of M ahayana realization and is given the name Great M adhyamaka.157

The ultimate, middle way and elimination of extremes
As the name indicates, the M adhyamikas claim to delineate a theory of the ultimate
that is the middle (madhyamaka, dbu ma) free from fabricating extremes (spros pa’i

Generally speaking, all Buddhist schools consider themselves to be both ethically and philosophically middle by avoiding the extremes. From an ethical viewpoint, the historical Buddha is said to have taught his followers to adopt the middle path where the extremes of self-indulgence in worldly enjoyments and of austere physical penance are both to be eschewed. Philosophically, all Buddhist thinkers claim their schools to be on the middle path by avoiding the ontological extremes of eternalism (sāsvatadvādin, rtag par smra ba) and nihilism (ucchedavādin, chad par smra ba) although the understanding of what is eternalism and nihilism vary from school to school and from topic to topic.

The Madhyamikas equated their theory of Emptiness with the philosophical middle way and refuted other Buddhist philosophical schools such as Vaibhasika, Sautrantika and Cittamatra alleging their ontological theories of falling to the extreme of eternalism or substantialism (ngos [por] smra ba). Others in turn criticized the Madhyamika theory of Emptiness as nihilism. Among the Madhyamikas in India, Candrakirti attacked Bhāvaviveka’s interpretation of Nagārjuna’s middle way and his method of eliminating extremes. In Tibet, the understanding of the middle way and the elimination of extremes attracted rigorous debates. The Gelukpas and their opponents – the Ngarabpas and later scholars such as Mipham – differed considerably on the understanding of the middle way and the verification of philosophical extremes and alleged each other of falling to extremes. The Ngarabpas accepted that any mental elaboration is a philosophical extreme. On the ultimate level, not only are extremes such as existence, non-existence, both existence and non-existence and neither negated, but even the concept of the middle is to be negated. Any cataphatic apprehension amounts to reification and is an extreme to be eschewed. An affirmative determination of the middle is also a fabricating extreme.

Mipham understood the ultimate middle along the same lines. He presents several degrees of elimination of extremes and understanding of the middle way in an ascending order culminating in the non-abiding middle way (rab tu mi gnas pa’i dbu ma) corresponding the non-notational ultimate. First, he gives the realist method of eliminating the extreme of eternalism through the fact that conditioned things are impermanent and eliminating the extreme of nihilism through the fact that conditioned things are produced through dependence on causes and conditions. Presenting the idealist tradition, he says that they eliminate the extreme of eternalism qua existence by understanding things to be without hypostatic existence, and eliminates the extreme of nihilism qua non-existence by understanding things to be conventionally existent. However, such elimination of extremes and understanding of the middle is not final but only a provisional step to enter the non-notational ultimate. While delineating the non-notational ultimate, all extremes inclusive of even subtle notions of existence and
non-existence must be abandoned. If there are no extremes of any sort, how could there be a middle? Hence, it is a mistake to conceive a philosophical middle as a point of focus after eliminating the extremes.\textsuperscript{159}

The Gelukpas generally understood the M\textsuperscript{\textregistered}adhyamika middle way to be free from the extreme of eternalism through the lack of hypostatic existence and free from the extreme of nihilism through the conventional existence of things. Asserting hypostatic existence is espousing an eternalistic view. Similarly, denying the conventional existence of things is a nihilistic view. The rejection of hypostatic existence and the acceptance of conventional existence are both correct and do not need to be negated as extremes.\textsuperscript{160} The middle way, thus, is to abide in the middle by avoiding the eternalistic view of reification of things as hypostatically existent and the nihilistic view of denying the conventional existence of things. However, mention must be made of the unique case in the Lam gtso rnam gsum, where Tsongkhapa proclaims the elimination of the extreme of existence by appearance and the extreme of non-existence by Emptiness.\textsuperscript{161}

Mipham attacked the general Gelukpa theory of middle way contending that Emptiness qua lack of hypostatic existence cannot be the middle way which eliminates all extremes. Were it capable of eliminating all extremes, what is the point of using conventional existence to avoid nihilism? The Gelukpas, as mentioned, assert that Emptiness qua lack of hypostatic existence eliminates the extreme of existence and conventional existence the extreme of nihilism. They paraphrased ‘neither existence nor non-existent’ as ‘neither hypostatically existent nor conventionally non-existent’. Mipham argued that this paraphrase indicates that Emptiness qua lack of hypostatic existence alone cannot eliminate all extremes and one must rely on conventional existence to negate the extreme of non-existence or nihilism.\textsuperscript{162} It is further evident that there has to be a combination of the Emptiness qua absence of hypostatic existence and conventional existence to form the middle way. Without either component, one cannot abide in the middle.

Were such the case, he argued that such middle way could not be realized by gnosis of a sublime being in an equipoise. In the event of a person on the path remaining in an appearance-free equipoise (mnyam gzhag snang med), when all appearance are stilled, would the two thoughts that things do not exist hypostatically and that things exist conventionally arise in him simultaneously or gradually? The two thoughts cannot arise simultaneously because the objects of the thoughts, the two truths, are not perceived simultaneously in an appearance-free equipoise. The thoughts cannot arise gradually either because no thought of conventional existence alone can arise in the meditative equipoise characterized by the discernment of Emptiness.

Besides, the understanding that things do not exist hypostatically and that things exist conventionally involves conceptual thought (zhen rig) process and conceptualization do not occur in the meditative equipoise of sublime beings. It thus ridiculously follows that sublime beings in meditative equipoise do not abide in the middle because they lack conceptual thoughts to synthesize the two components of hypostatic non-existence and conventional existence whereas the ordinary
person reflecting that things do not exist hypostatically and exist conventionally abide in the middle way.  

Objecting to the Gelukpa theory of the middle arrived through a syzygy of conventional existence and lack of hypostatic existence, Mipham conflates the middle free from extremes with the Emptiness free from elaborations. He argued that the philosophical middle of the ground (gzhis dbu ma) is the ontic nature which is free from all elaborations and which does not belong to any extremes or aspects of apprehension. The understanding of such a philosophical middle is the cognitive middle of the path (lam dbu ma). The middle way free from all extremes (mtha’ thams cad dang bral ba’i dbu ma) is not an excluded middle (phung sum pa) that is apprehended after negating extremes such as existence, non-existence, self, non-self, etc. A middle with regard to which mental apprehension persists cannot be found even conventionally. The middle way is not an object of apprehension like a point between two pillars; it does not abide in any form as an apprehensible point of focus.

Refuting Mipham’s understanding of the middle, Pari Rabsal presents the following arguments:

1 Mipham cannot be a Madhyamika because he does not abide in the middle way because abiding in the middle free from the extremes of existence and non-existence, as per Mipham’s own reasoning, would still lead to being on the extreme of neither existence nor non-existence.

2 Even abiding in the absence of all extremes would be abiding in the extreme of non-existence because such absence is the lack of hypostatic existence, and the lack of hypostatic existence is considered as the extreme of non-existence and negated according to Mipham.

3 Anything lacking hypostatic existence, has to be an extreme of non-existence in Mipham’s theory because he considers whatever is conceived to be existent as extreme of existence and whatever is conceived to be non-existent as extreme of non-existence.

Pari Rabsal goes on to argue that there is a middle which exists free from the extremes and that abiding in such middle way is not negated.

Mipham, in his rebuttal of the first objection, differentiates between the delineation of the middle on the level of notational ultimate and that on the level of non-notational ultimate. On the level of notational ultimate, he agrees that one eliminates the extreme of eternalism by understanding the absence of hypostatic existence and the extreme of nihilism by accepting conventional existence. This way of eschewing the extremes through using the binary factors of absence of hypostatic existence and conventional existence is valid on the level of discriminating wisdom in the post-equipoise state. Hence, on this stage, one need not formulate the middle free from existence, non-existence, self, non-self, etc. but in fact establish the lack of hypostatic existence and non-self.
However, when compared to the ultimate middle way, this is still on the conventional level and not all elaborations are overcome at this stage. On the level of non-notational ultimate, both existence and non-existence, self and non-self are superimpositions of our conceptual thoughts and there is not even a middle that can be apprehended after eliminating all four extremes. Furthermore, Mipham argues that Pari Rabjal's accusation that he would be abiding in the extreme of neither existence nor non-existence does not apply because there is no abiding as such in this context. Abiding in middle merely indicates not being in any extremes; there is not any real action of abiding anywhere.

Replying to the second argument, Mipham states that to abide in the absence of hypostatic existence is to cling onto the negation of hypostatic existence with the notion of characteristics (mtshan ma i rtog pa). How can understanding the reality free from all extremes be abiding in such a negative extreme of non-existence, for reality free from elaborations is without any notion of positive and negative characteristics? Mipham does not deny outright the purpose of understanding the lack of hypostatic existence. On the level of notational ultimate, it is a right view and crucial for beginners training in Emptiness. Alluding to the Kagyupa and Sakyapa criticism of the Gelukpa understanding of Emptiness qua absence of hypostatic existence as nihilistic view, Mipham clarifies in rGyantrel that it is not a nihilistic view. To him, the main mistake of the Gelukpas is holding the provisional absence of hypostatic existence as the ultimate Emptiness or the middle way.

In response to the third objection, Mipham denies saying out of context that whatever is conceived to be existent to be the extreme of existence and whatever is conceived to be non-existent to be the extreme of non-existence. Conventionally speaking, absence of hypostatic existence and conventional existence are not extremes but antidotes to corresponding extremes of hypostatic existence and conventional non-existence. However, mere understanding of conventional existence and of the absence of hypostatic existence cannot overcome all conceptual elaborations. Instead, they themselves become subtle extremes. Hence, on the level of non-notational ultimate when reality free from all elaborations is established, even subtle extremes such as the notion of existence and non-existence are to be dispelled and no middle is cataphatically established. To support his interpretation, Mipham cites the following verses:

What is ‘existence’ and ‘non-existence’ are both extremes;
So are ‘purity’ and ‘impurity’ extremes.
Therefore, abandoning the extremes of both,
The wise surely would not abide even in the middle.
How could there be a middle for that which has no extremes?
Therefore, one should not take the things to exist
And should avoid the thought of the non-existence of things.
Those who wish the state of omniscience
Should not abide in the middle either.
Mipham remarks that were one to understand the middle as his opponents did, the fourth verse of Samādhīrājāsūtra should read ‘the wise surely would abide in the middle’. Pari Rabsal refers to the following from Kāsyapaparivarta to argue that a middle is established after negating the two extremes:

Kāśyapa! This which is called ‘permanence’ is one extreme. Kāśyapa! This which is called ‘impermanence’ is a second extreme. The middle of the two extremes is what cannot be examined, cannot be taught, is not a basis, is without appearance, without cognition and without abiding. Kāśyapa! This is what is called the middle way, the understanding of phenomena correctly.

Kāśyapa! This which is called ‘self’ is one extreme. This which is called ‘non-self’ is a second extreme. The middle of the two extremes is what cannot be examined, cannot be taught, is not a basis, is without appearance, without cognition and without abiding. Kāśyapa! This is what is called the middle way, the understanding of phenomena correctly.

Kāśyapa! This which is called ‘existence’ is one extreme. This which is called ‘non-existence’ is a second extreme. The middle of these two extremes is what is called the middle way, the understanding of phenomena correctly.179

In his response to Pari Rabsal, Mipham mentions that the sūtra does not teach a middle way that is established as an object of apprehension after the extremes are refuted. He points out that the middle in the sūtra is described as ‘what cannot be examined, cannot be taught, is not a basis, is without appearance, without cognition and without abiding’, and goes on to say how that contradicts the Gelukpa interpretation of the middle but suits his understanding. He writes: ‘those treatises do not point out, as you do, a middle which is apprehensible and an object on which to abide, like the middle between two pillars placed [next to each other]’ and ‘therefore, middle refers to not apprehending [anything] in any extremes. If one were to hold [it] as an object on which the apprehensive [thought] can abide, one would never be able to transcend conceptual thoughts and elaborations, in whatever way Emptiness may be taught.’180

The concept of the middle way in Mipham’s thought, like that of Emptiness and ultimate, is divided into the provisional middle between the extremes of hypostatic existence and conventional non-existence and the final middle which is free from all extremes of elaborations. The authentic middle in the Madhyamika tradition, according to Mipham, is the latter and the former is a step to the latter. He explicates in his Nges shes sgron me the Nyingma stance on middle way:

Therefore, following the assertion of the Omniscient One, Our own tradition is to be known as follows. If [it] is the authentic middle [it] must be the Great Madhyamka of coalescence
THE FULLY EMPTY

Or the Madhyamaka free from elaborations,
Because [it is that, which] having been delineated
In accordance with the gnosis of equipoise of sublime beings,
Is the nature in which all extremes
Such as existence and non-existence are pacified.181

Mipham refers to the two tiers of the middle way as the lesser and great middle way. He also calls them the causal and the resultant, the coarse and subtle, the middle way of the discriminatory path and the middle way of the stage of actual equipoise. They correspond to the cognitive middle ways of consciousness and gnosis.182 Mipham refers to the gnosis of the equipoise as the resultant middle way (mnyam gzhag ‘bras bu’i dbu ma) and to the discriminating wisdom on the path of ordinary persons as the causal middle way (shes rab rgyu yi dbu ma).183

Describing the lesser middle way, he states:

Therefore, the middle way with the assertions
Of the two truths distinctively
Is the lesser middle way, involving alternation,
For which the name of the result is given to the cause.184

In the case of this middle way, the discriminating mind can comprehend the nature of Emptiness and appearance only alternately and cannot perceive them simultaneously. Speaking on the resultant or great middle way, Mipham points out that the gnosis which do not abide on the two extremes through alternating the two truths but is beyond the scope of mind is the great middle way. Unless one reaches this stage of gnosis, it is not the great middle way, which is the essence of the intent of all Buddhas.185 He describes further:

The great gnosis of coalescence,
Induced by wisdoms comprehending the two truths,
Pacified of all elaborations of four extremes
Such as existence, non-existence, is and is not,
The very gnosis of equipoise of sublime beings,
Is asserted to be the resultant middle way of coalescence.186

On MK, XIII/8

Throughout this chapter I have discussed, looking from various angles, how Mipham accuses his Gelukpa opponents of misunderstanding Emptiness by holding the concordant or notational Emptiness qua absence of hypostatic existence to be ultimate Emptiness. We have also seen how the Gelukpas reasoned that Emptiness is absence of hypostatic existence per se and to see Emptiness either as a hypostatic absence or as reality transcending existence, non-existence, etc.
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is a misunderstanding of Emptiness. Let’s now turn to briefly look at their commentaries on the verses dealing with the misunderstanding of Emptiness such as M K., XIII/8:

The Victorious Ones have taught Emptiness
In order to expel all views.
Those who have the view of Emptiness,
They are said to be incorrigible.187

Nāgarjuna clarifies that the Emptiness is also not tenable after all other things are proved to be empty. He argues that if there is anything that is non-empty, there could be something empty. Because there is nothing which is not empty, how can there be anything that is Emptiness.188 Then, he goes on to say that the Buddhas taught Emptiness to overcome all kinds of views and those who hold the view of Emptiness are incorrigible. All other kinds of views and clinging can be overcome by the antidote of Emptiness, but there is no other remedy to the view of clinging to Emptiness itself.

Closely following the commentaries of Bhāvaviveka and Candrakīrti on M K., Tsongkhapa and Mipham do not differ much in interpreting the verse in their commentaries on M K. Both interpret ‘the view of Emptiness’ as the view holding Emptiness to be with its own being. They cite the passage from Kasyappaparivarta on how Emptiness does not make a thing empty but things are empty by nature or own being and both allude to the analogy of how a patient who, being treated with a medicine for a certain disease, cannot be remedied if that very medicine left inside him turns into a disease. They also both uses Candrakīrti’s example of good.189 If a person asks for a piece of good and is told there is no good whatsoever but if he still insists on ‘the good that is not there’, how can one communicate with such a person and make him understand what ‘there is no good’ means? Holding onto the view of Emptiness is like asking for ‘that which is not there’.

Tsongkhapa however clarifies in his commentary that it is not wrong to hold all things to be empty of hypostatic existence. The view of Emptiness that is rejected in this verse is to hold Emptiness itself as hypostatic absence possessing some form of asesity. He also mentions this emphatically in his Lam rim.190 He argues that it is clear from the analogy of the good. Knowing that there is no good is not wrong but grasping onto the lack of good as something substantial is mistaken. He elaborates on how the view of Emptiness is correct and crucial to the enlightenment. It is the view of Emptiness as hypostatic or substantial entity that is being shunned by Nāgarjuna.

Mipham in his Rab lan, rGyan ’grel and K etaka191 conflates the incorrigible view of Emptiness with the misunderstanding of lack of hypostatic existence as the ultimate Emptiness. The mistaken view of Emptiness is to view Emptiness qua the absence of hypostatic existence and hold it as the final ultimate. According to him, such a view of Emptiness is a provisional antidote to clinging to substance and is instrumental for beginners. However, to hold onto such a view of Emptiness, after
having overcome the clinging, is redundant and can become a problem that cannot be remedied. It is clear that both Tsongkhapa and Mipham take the Emptiness in this verse to mean the absence of hypostatic existence. To Tsongkhapa, viewing it as hypostatically existent is wrong whereas, in Mipham’s thought, to hold onto it and view it as ultimate Emptiness and not transcend it is wrong. Another verse on wrong understanding of Emptiness is MK, XXIV/11:

An Emptiness wrongly understood
Could ruin a person of inferior intelligence.
It is like handling a snake incorrectly
And cultivating a mantra knowledge wrongly.192

This verse appears in Nāgārjuna’s reply to the objection by his opponents that if everything is empty and there were no production and cessation, the four noble truths, the three jewels, the Buddhist path would not be possible. Nāgārjuna replies by presenting the theory of two truths and explaining how Emptiness is not to be construed as sheer annihilation of the empirical and evident phenomena. He goes onto to say how Emptiness is subtle and difficult to fathom:

Thus, knowing that the inferior ones
Would have difficulty fathoming this dharma,
The Sage has withdrawn his mind
From teaching the dharma.193

Both Tsongkhapa and Mipham comment that to view Emptiness either as sheer annihilation of things or as a hypostatic absence of inherent nature is an incorrect understanding of Emptiness. Mipham comments that there are two ways of clinging to Emptiness: Emptiness as substantial and as insubstantial.194 He takes Emptiness in this context to refer to the final Emptiness qua non-notational ultimate which is the coalescence of appearance and Emptiness free from all elaborations and insinuates that the Gelukpa understanding of Emptiness as the mere absence of hypostatic existence is incorrect clinging to Emptiness as insubstantial negation. He also adds in Ketaka and rGyan ‘grel that to view the nature of Emptiness to be neither substantial nor insubstantial but as a blank state of indeterminacy just as Hwashang did is also a wrong understanding.195

He reasons that if Emptiness were so easy to understand, as it is in the case of Emptiness qua absence of hypostatic existence espoused by the Gelukpas or blank non-thinking propagated by Hwashang, why would the masters of antiquity proclaim it to be abstruse, profound and difficult to fathom?196 Thus, he uses the profundity, inconceivability and ineffability attributed to Emptiness by earlier masters to argue that Emptiness in its ultimate form is not merely an absence of hypostatic existence but an ultimate reality transcending all fabricating extremes such as existence and non-existence. Let us now turn to the discussion of the inconceivable and ineffable nature of Emptiness that forms a major strand of Mipham’s polemics on Emptiness.
IS EMPTINESS KNOWABLE AND EFFABLE?

As long as one keeps expressing it, it is not really expressed.
(Candrakirti, Madhyamakavatarrabhsya, p. 139)

The discrepancies between Mipham and his opponents on the knowability and expressibility of Emptiness, the topic for this chapter, comes as an immediate corollary to their differences in their ontological understanding of the ultimate qua Emptiness, which we have discussed in the previous chapter. The ontological theory of what is the ultimate is invariably interwoven with the epistemological and semasiological issue of how it is known and expressed or whether it is knowable and expressible at all in the normal sense of the words. Thus, ontology, language and epistemology are closely linked together. We have seen this intricate link, in the preceding chapter, in the way the ultimate is defined through its epistemic subject and its mode of cognition. In this chapter, we shall see how the proponent’s understanding of the nature of the ultimate determines his epistemological and semasiological position pertaining to the ultimate.

It is a common Madhyamika theme that the linguistic exposition of the ultimate is conducive to the cognitive understanding of the ultimate, and the cognitive knowledge qua correct view, leads to enlightenment. All Madhyamika thinkers accept the linguistic communication and cognitive realization of the ultimate qua Emptiness to be indispensable to the attainment of enlightenment. However, they differ on the issues pertaining to the form of communication and the nature of the realization; on the type of thoughts, the efficacy of words in communicating the ultimate, the viability of apprehension and grasping and the role of conceptual thoughts in the cognition of the ultimate. Followers of the Madhyamika tradition, in this regard, can be said to belong to two divergent trends: one inclined to passive quietism, as it were rejecting the involvement of all words, thoughts, apprehensions and concepts in the experience of the ultimate and the other emphasizing active rationalism and holding the ultimate to be an object of language and thoughts. In this chapter, I shall discuss the debates between these two trends in the light of Mipham’s interpretations and assess his own stance on the knowability and effability of the ultimate qua Emptiness.
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On whether Emptiness is knowable (jñeya, shes bya)

The issue of whether or not the ultimate is a knowable (jñeya, shes bya) is one of the most salient topics of debate between the Gelukpas and their opponents on Emptiness. A knowable thing, in Tibetan dialectics, is generally defined as that which can be an object of thought (blo yul du bya rung ba). It is equivalent (khyab mnyam) to what is existent (yod pa), phenomenon (chos) or object (yul). Hence, whatever is existent, a phenomenon or object is knowable and vice versa. More specifically, it can refer to the object (yul) of the subject–object dichotomy (yul dang yul can gyi zlas phye ba) but in the context of the debates in question, it is understood primarily with the first denotation.

Tsongkhapa and his followers strongly opposed their Ngarabpa opponents to whom they ascribed the position that Emptiness qua ultimate truth is not a knowable entity. It is unclear whom exactly Tsongkhapa was refuting as he does not name his opponents. Hopkins and Napper report respectively that Jamyang Zhadpa and Zhamar Tenzin identify one of Tsongkhapa’s opponents in this case as Ngog Loden Sherab. Gyaltsab gives the name of Tilung Jamawara, the most likely Jangchub Drak, the teacher of Chapa Chökyi Setge, in his commentary on the BA. These Ngarabpas, including others such as Sapan, held the standpoint that ultimate truth qua Emptiness is not knowable, perhaps based on the direct reading of the sūtras and the sūtras such as the Vajracchedikāparamitāsūtra, MA, XVIII/7 and BA, IX/2. Were Emptiness knowable and the ultimate cognition such as the gnosia of meditative equipoise able to apprehend it, they thought it would be hypostatically existent – for only a hypostatically existent entity can withstand the ultimate analysis and remain before the ultimate cognition. We shall return to this discussion later. A more compelling reason for the unknowability of the ultimate truth is the delineation of Emptiness in the Mahāyānasastra literature as neither existent, nor non-existent, both or neither. Whatever is knowable is existent and what is not existent is not knowable.

The Gelukpas, as we have seen in the previous chapters, did not accept the literal reading of the negation of the four extremes presented in the Mahāyāna treatises. To them, the ultimate truth is existent; the two truths are divisions of existent things. Tsongkhapa and his followers attacked the Ngarabpa stance mostly in the discussion of the basis of the classification of the two truths (bden pa gnyis kyi dbye gzh). In his dGongs pa rab gsal Tsongkhapa emphatically points out that the basis of classification of the two truths is knowable things. That is to say, knowable things are classified into conventional and ultimate truths. The denial of the ultimate truth to be knowable, he mentions, is not the intention of Candrakīrti and Sāntideva. He writes, ‘Although there are various assertions of the basis of classification of two truths, here, it is knowable things.’ He cites the following passage from Āryapitaputrayāmāgamānasūtra cited in Śiksāsamuccaya to support his stance that both truths are knowable things:

In this way, the Tathāgata fathoms both conventional and ultimate, and all knowable things are included in the conventional and ultimate truths.
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They are clearly seen, known and properly actualized by the Blessed One to be empty. Therefore, [the Buddhas] are known as the omniscient.11

Tsongkhapa and his followers use the phrases ‘knowable things’ and ‘clearly seen, known and properly actualised’ in this passage to argue that the ultimate truth is knowable according to both the sūtra and Sāntideva who cited it. In his commentary on MK, XV/2,12 Tsongkhapa also argues that Emptiness is existent and knowable because it is the inherent nature (svabhāva, rang bzhin) of things. Paradoxically, the lack of inherent nature is the inherent nature of things, the ontic mode, reality, quidditas and ultimate truth. They are all equivalent to Emptiness and they exist and can be known.13

Tsongkhapa’s main qualm about the Ngarabpa position is that, were ultimate truth not knowable or existent, the understanding of the ultimate truth would not be tenable. Without the epistemological understanding, the soteriological efficacy of Emptiness as right view would be entirely lost. Thus, ontological theories of Emptiness, its epistemological understanding and the soteriological purpose would become isolated. Moreover, Tsongkhapa is worried that Tibetan thinkers, maintaining the ultimate as unknowable, misunderstand the Madhyamaka theory of Emptiness as a philosophy of non-thinking, as an indeterminate quietist approach that ‘there is not anything at all’ instead of a gradual and systematic development of a well founded certainty (nges shes) about the ultimate through rationalism. This ‘philosophical naivety’ as Jinpa calls it,14 thus undermines the rational approach to understanding the ultimate and subsequently leads to neglect of moral and ethical values, which we shall discuss briefly later.

Mipham adopts a middle stance between the Ngarabpas and Gelukpas. He acknowledges that the ultimate truth is described as unknowable and like the Ngarabpas, often takes the texts describing the ultimate truth as unknowable without any interpretation. Yet he also presents the ultimate truth as an object of knowledge, the right view, which forms the central pillar of Mahāyāna soteriology. The cultivation of such a view or certainty about Emptiness forms a major theme in his writings on Madhyamaka. He resolved the apparent contradiction, which he considered as prima facie, through some hermeneutic devices of placing the variant understandings in their specific contexts and perspectives.

In his Ketaka and Nyi snang, he clarifies that one must verify the specific perspectives through which one looks at the topic of the knowability of Emptiness in order to say anything definite. From the perspective of the knowledge of the ultimate truth such as the gnosis of meditative equipoise, Emptiness is not knowable or existent. He writes:

Reality, in this context, is said to be unknowable because reality transcends all elaborations, and therefore it is not apprehensible by [any] thought. How can that which is neither object nor subject and does not exist with any characteristics be really called a knowable?15
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From the viewpoint of the non-dualistic thought, which discerns the ultimate, there is no object to be known or subject which knows; all such fabrications are fully pacified. Otherwise, if it has a sense of the subject knowing the object, how would it be free from the subject–object dualism?16 If one argues that the subject–object duality does exist in reality but does not appear to the thought discerning the ultimate, then it would follow that the thought discerning the ultimate is wrong with regard to ontic reality as it is not consistent with the ontic reality.17 Furthermore, Mipham reasons that if they insist that the inferential cognition or gnosis, which discerns the ultimate, obtains or sees Emptiness as such, Emptiness, one would have to say, is affirmed or ascertained positively. Asserting such positive Emptiness is equal to espousing the absolutist extrinsic Emptiness attributed to the Zhantongpas.18 We shall come back to this argument.

Thus, what is meant by ‘the gnosis discerning the ultimate’ is the experience of Emptiness free from all extremes without any sense of duality and apprehension. Mipham cites Saṃcayagāthā, XII/10 and illustrates that claiming to know reality qua Emptiness is like claiming to see space.19 If properly examined, there is nothing being seen and it is merely a term designating the seeing of a lack of matter. Similarly, there is nothing to be known or discerned in Emptiness in the normal sense of the word.20 He remarks, ‘Would not the claim be inconsistent in [its] direct and implied [meanings] if one says that in reality this [ultimate truth] is the object apprehended or known by the equipoise, which is without any apprehended object or apprehending subject.’21

However, from the perspective of conventional truth, it is appropriate to say that ultimate truth is knowable because the gnosis in the meditative equipoise of exalted beings is subjective experience which takes the ultimate truth as its object.22 He cites the following verse from MA to show how conventionally one could speak of discerning the ultimate truth although there is no actual discerning of an object by a subject:

Since unborn nature is reality and mind too is devoid of arising,
Then that [mind], through depending on the aspect of [the unborn], [seems] as if it knows reality.
Just as the mind [is said to] know an object when it acquires the aspect of that object,
So is reality [said to be] known, relying fully on convention.23

He adds in his Nyi snang, ‘There is no need to mention that there is, on the conventional [level], a thought which discerns the ultimate according to all traditions.’24 The whole point of delineation of the ultimate is to realize it. So, there is no need for special discussion on whether the ultimate is knowable or not on the conventional level. It is understood from the context. Were it not even knowable on the conventional level, there would be no purpose in delineating it. Hence, when the ultimate is described to be unknowable, one need not even doubt
that it is denying the knowability from the viewpoint of the ultimate cognition and not mere convention.\textsuperscript{25}

Mipham reiterates that the verification of the perspective from which the ultimate is discussed is crucial to the understanding of knowability of the ultimate. He writes:

"Therefore, with regard to the conventional, the ultimate is taught several times in all sūtras and sāstras to be knowable, object and so forth, and in accordance with the manner in which it is realized by the non-conceptual gnosis of equipoise, it is taught to be the abstruse, ineffable reality which is to be experienced by the intuitive awareness and without any net of elaborations such as knowing and knowable, object and subject, etc.\textsuperscript{26}"

Mipham warns that taking the description of the ultimate as knowable or unknowable out of context and having a partial understanding of the scriptures will lead to extreme conclusions. One would either be forced to accept that the ultimate is utterly unknowable and cannot be delineated, thus rejecting the soteriological role of the ultimate, or corrupt the essential teachings of the Buddha by claiming the profound ultimate, which is the reality free from all fabrications, to be within the domain of ordinary ratiocination. Any elaborations on a partial understanding is like ornamenting a corpse. However beautifully it is said, it will destroy the spirit of Mahāyāna. Showing the ris med side of him, Mipham adds that the understanding of the earlier and later Tibetan scholars, should be seen as non-contradictory, placed in their right perspectives. Let us continue to look at the debates on knowability of the ultimate through the commentaries on the BA, IX/2.

\textbf{On BA, IX/2}

The second verse of the ninth chapter of Sāntideva's BA is perhaps the hottest topic of debate among Tibetan scholars on the subject of the nature of the two truths. After stating the purpose of cultivating wisdom in the first verse, Sāntideva presents the concept of the two truths and describes their natures likewise:

\begin{quote}
The conventional and the ultimate
Are asserted to be the two truths.
The ultimate is not within the scope of thought;
Thought is asserted to be conventional.\textsuperscript{27}
\end{quote}

What has become highly controversial is the understanding of the description of the ultimate in the third line. There are two systems of interpretation which stand out on this: one which adheres to the direct reading of the line and espouses the unknowability of the ultimate and the other which interprets the reading and asserts the knowability of the ultimate.
The Ngarabpa thinkers such as Ngog Loden Sherab and Tilung Jamarwa are reported to have understood it in the first way by taking the third verse as a thesis and the fourth as reasoning, thus phrasing it: ‘the ultimate is not within the scope of thoughts because all thoughts are conventional’. Ngog in fact argues in his Tegchen rgyud bla ma ‘i don bsdus that the ultimate is not an object of conceptual thought because conceptual thought is conventional. As we have seen in the previous chapters, the ultimate qua Emptiness according to them transcends the dichotomies of existence and non-existence, subject and object, is and is not; it is beyond thought because all thoughts and objects in the scope of thought are conventional. Several later thinkers from the Nyingma, Kagyu and Sakya schools including Milham and Karmapa Mikyo Dorje understood the above verse along these lines.

The Gelukpas from Gyaltshab, through Jamyang Zhadpa to Pari Rabral and Drakar Trulku refuted the direct reading of the third and fourth lines as thesis and reasoning. Gyaltshab argues that, were the ultimate truth beyond the reach of all thoughts and were there no thoughts in the meditative equipoise of the exalted beings, one would have to accept that a person would cease to have thoughts when he becomes a sublime being absorbed in the meditative equipoise, just like Carvakas believe thoughts to cease after death. Beside, if one does not accept a knowable reality, the knowledge of which would help eliminate the defilements, the elimination of defilements would not be possible and consequently there would be no distinction between the Buddhas and sentient beings. If one accepts a knowable reality, it would contradict the assertion that the ultimate is unknowable. Furthermore, if whatever is conventional does not apprehend the ultimate, there would not be anything that apprehends the ultimate for the ultimate does not apprehend itself. What is the point of having two truths, then? He remarks that those, who hold the ultimate to be unknowable, defy ontic reality and belong to an evil tradition deprived of the soteriological purpose for their religious observance.

Khedrub Je and Jamyang Zhadpa made similar refutations which Guy Newland presents in the following translation:

Borrowing from Kay-drup-jay’s Thousand Doses, Jam-yang-shay-ba hurls four reductio ad absurdum arguments at those who maintain that emptiness is unknowable:

(a) Santideva must have contradicted himself because his Compendium of Instructions cites a sūtra indicating that objects of knowledge are the basis of the division of the two truths, while his Engaging in the Bodhisattva Deeds teaches that the ultimate is unknowable.

(b) Since the ultimate cannot be known, Buddha taught the ultimate without knowing it. Therefore, the sūtras that say that the Buddha knows emptiness are incorrect.

(c) Emptiness does not exist because it is not an object of knowledge. Since sūtra and sastra sources state that if emptiness did not exist
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there would be no point in making great sacrifices on the path, other sutras that say that such sacrifices should be made are incorrect.

(d) All sentient beings are already liberated from suffering because the mode of subsistence of phenomena has been clear to them for countless aeons. This must be the case because if emptiness is non-existent, phenomena have no mode of subsistence apart from the way that they appear.

The first argument, about an inconsistency that would arise between Santideva's two works, the Siksasamuccaya and the BA, if the third line were taken directly and the ultimate understood to be unknowable, appears in several Gelukpa refutations and we have briefly touched upon this earlier. Using the passage cited in the Siksasamuccaya from Aryapitaputrasamgamasutra on how all knowable things are included within the two truths, the Gelukpas argued that it goes against Santideva's intention to take the third line of BA, IX/2 directly and claim that the ultimate is unknowable. Tsongkha\-pa writes in his dGongs pa rab gsal: 'Therefore, expounding that ultimate truth is not a knowable and is not realized by any thought to be the intent of BA ["s author] is an incorrect exposition.'

The Gelukpas unanimously interpreted 'thought' in the third and fourth lines as thought with dualistic appearance (gnyis snang can gyi blo). They took the third line to show the definition of the ultimate and the fourth to show the definition of the conventional truth. Tsongkhapa understood thought in these three ways: the mere thought (blo tsam), the transactional thought (tha snyad pa'i blo) and the ultimate thought (don dam pa'i blo). The thought in the context of BA, IX/2, he says, belongs to the first two. In the case of mere thought, one must attach a qualifier (khyad par sbyar dgos), that is, with a dualistic appearance. This is because no thought with fabrication of a dualistic appearance can directly discern the ultimate. With regard to the transactional thought, no thought other than Buddha's gnosis and Emptiness-discerning wisdom of those on the path of learning can properly apprehend the ultimate. It is clear that according to Tsongkha\-pa, and subsequently to all Gelukpas, the ultimate is not an object of thought with a dualistic appearance but is definitely an object of the non-dualistic thought or the ultimate thought, as he calls them in his tripartite understanding of thought.

Mipham was fully aware of the Gelukpa criticism of the Ngarabpa understanding of the verse. He lists in his Ketaka the following oppositions against the stance that the ultimate is unknowable. If the ultimate truth were not an object of thought, (a) it would not be appropriate for the empirical qualities of elimination and realization (spangs rtogs) to arise from apprehending Emptiness, (b) gnosis of the sublime beings in meditative equipoise would not be the subject cognizing reality, (c) reality would have to be accepted like an inconceivable creator and (d) the basis of classification of two truths would not be knowable things. Notwithstanding these refutations, he followed the Ngarabpa system insofar as the direct reading is concerned and criticized the Gelukpa specification of 'dualistic thoughts' as an ado with mere words (ming tsam gyis ngal ba). In his commentary
on the last two lines, he writes:

Therefore, the ontic mode of things, the ultimate, is not within the scope of thought because [it] is free from all extremes of existence, non-existence, both and neither. [That is so] because thought and words are conventional, not ultimate. Whatever is apprehended and constructed as ‘this and that’ by thought and whatever is communicated as ‘this and that’ through words, such phenomena which are within the scope of mind and speech, are empty like a magical illusion, because they are not found if analysed. [A thing] which can withstand the analysis can never be possible.

Then he goes on to cite the following passage from a Āryasamārtiparamārtha-satyanirdesāsūtra:

Devaputra! If the ultimate truth were within the scope of body, speech and mind, it would not fall within the category of the ultimate, but turn into conventional truth. Devaputra! However, the ultimate truth is beyond all conventions, undifferentiated, unborn, unceasing and void of [being] the expressible and expreessor and the knowable and knower. [The ultimate truth] is that which is beyond the scope of even the omniscient gnosis endowed with the supreme of all aspects; [it] is not like [when one is] saying ‘the ultimate’.

Mipham cites this in most of his major Mādhyamika works to prove that the ultimate is not only beyond the scope of dualistic thoughts but is unknowable even by the non-dualistic thoughts such as the Buddha’s omniscient gnosis. Because the ultimate reality is without any elaborations, there is nothing to be apprehended. How could the ultimate be knowable without any form of subjectivity or objectivity?

Tsongkhapa knew about the use of this passage to support the ineffability of the ultimate. He cites this to object the reading that the ultimate is beyond the scope of even the omniscient gnosis. According to him, the first line shows that if the ultimate falls within the scope of body, speech and mind as the five aggregates do, it would not be free from elaborations and would then turn into an elaborative conventional truth. The second line demonstrates how the ultimate from the perspective of ultimate cognition is undifferentiated, unborn, etc. Commenting on the third line, he argues that the ultimate is not an object of the omniscient gnosis involving a dualistic appearance. He comments that the first half of the sentence mentions that the ultimate is not an object of the omniscient gnosis and the second half states in what sense it is not an object. Unlike in the case of the conceptual thought of the ultimate derived from hearing ‘the ultimate’, the realization of the ultimate by the Buddha’s gnosis does not involve dichotomising appearance of subject–object duality (yul yul can gnyis so sor snang ba). Thus, this line shows the lack of a dualistic appearance to the Buddha’s gnosis and the lack of conventional
appearance to the gnosis directly discerning the reality (de kho na nyid mgon sum du gzigs pa ’i ngor’); it does not prove the ultimate to be unknown to the Buddha. He goes on to argue that the Buddha is the Buddha because he realizes the ultimate fully.

Mipham, as we have already discussed, distinguishes the two perspectives and argues that from the perspective of ultimate cognition, the ultimate is unknowable, even to the Buddha. However, from a conventional perspective, one can consider it as knowable, hence, the contradictions raised by Gelukpas against the Ngarabpas do not affect him. He cites MA, IX/13 to demonstrate how we can speak of knowing the ultimate as a mere nomenclature although there is no real knower and the known.

Another interesting hermeneutic device he uses in his Ketaka to resolve the inconsistency of the ultimate being described as knowable sometimes and unknowable at other times is the dialectical explanation through the mode of determination. There are two ways of determining an object or a fact: positive determination (yongs gcod) and negative determination (rnam bcad). Negative determination is a process where ‘the nature of a thing is known [indirectly] through the elimination of what are not the thing’ and positive determination is where ‘the nature of a thing is [directly] affirmed and by doing so, what are not the thing are eliminated.’41 The ultimate is not a positively determined object and therefore it is not knowable in a positive sense. It is a pure negation, established by negative determination. Hence, like space, it can be said to be a knowable thing apophatically, but not even the gnosis of the Buddha can discern the ultimate via positive determination.42

Rebutting his refuters

Mipham’s commentary on the BA, IX/2 lead to a series of debates between him and the Gelukpa opponents. His opponents accused him of numerous contradictions in following the Ngarabpa tradition of reading the verse directly. A thorough treatment of the refutations and the elaborate replies of Mipham will require a more detailed presentation. Here, I shall summarize the debates between him and his two Gelukpa opponents.

Pari Rabsal states that by denying the ultimate to be the object of thoughts and words, Mipham contradicts his own words and the scriptures.43 He demonstrates how Mipham contradicts his words by putting forth several apagogic reasonings:

(a) The ultimate, it follows is knowable, because there is the wisdom, which discerns it. This is so because Mipham says in his own commentary that ‘one should persevere to cultivate the wisdom, which discerns the ultimate’.44
(b) The ultimate, it follows is not the object of yogis because the yogis are conventional truths. The pervasion (vyāpti, khyab pa) is established as Mipham holds that whatever is conventional cannot discern the ultimate.
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This contradicts with his presentation of the persons who understand the two truths.45

c) The ultimate, it follows cannot be approached through words and conceptual thought because they are conceptually constructed (btags pa). That is so because they are not established with their own characteristics (rang mtshan gyis ma grub pa). Pari Rabsal seems to think that Mipham would accept that whatever is conceptually constructed and without its own characteristics cannot point to the ultimate because Mipham states in his Ketaka that the ultimate is beyond the scope of language and thoughts and anything within the scope of thoughts and words cannot withstand the ultimate analysis.46 If the thesis is accepted and there is truly no thought or word which point to the ultimate, Pari Rabsal argues that it would contradict his statement that Emptiness is known inferentially and through the power of the Buddha,47 because inference involves conceptual thought and the latter involves words.

d) The ultimate, it follows is an object of thought because Mipham mentions in several cases that it is an object of the thought of ordinary and exalted beings.

He goes on to point out numerous other instances where Mipham talks about the realization, understanding or the discernment of the ultimate and argues that all such descriptions are inconsistent with his assertion that the ultimate is unknowable.48 Then, he refers to quotations from different śūtras and sāstras on the knowability of the ultimate and accuses Mipham of contradicting them.

Drakar Trulku makes a similar refutation of Mipham attacking the reading of the third line as a thesis and the fourth line a reasoning to support it.49 He objects the stance that whatever is the conventional truth cannot apprehend the ultimate. Were it the case, the ultimate would become utterly non-existent because it cannot be an object of any thought. It would then follow that the two truths are not ‘of one nature two aspects’ (ngo bo gcig ldog pa tha dad) as taught in the Bodhicittavivarana.50 Furthermore, he writes, ‘it [i.e. the ultimate], the subject, it follows is object of thought, because it is the object apprehended by the gnosia of equipoise of the sublime beings’.51 He goes on to quote a few texts stating that the ultimate is realized by the exalted beings. Commenting on the citations Mipham used to support his argument that the ultimate is unknowable, Drakar accused Mipham of not properly distinguishing the provisional teachings from the definitive and not verifying thoughts with and without a dualistic appearance.52

Mipham responds to both Pari Rabsal and Drakar Trulku in great depth and detail citing their objections fully in each case. He denies that the ultimate is utterly unknowable, speaking from a conventional viewpoint. Responding to Pari Rabsal’s refutation that the ultimate cannot be an object of yogis, of any word and thought because they are constructed and lacking individual characteristics, he rejects claiming that all things which are constructs and lacking individual characteristics cannot know or show the ultimate.53 Following up his arguments in Ketaka, he reiterates, in both Rab lan and Nyi snang, the need to verify the
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perspectives from which the ultimate is discussed in order to properly understand the divergent description of the ultimate as knowable and unknowable. He remarks that the objections they raised against him are prima facie contradictions, which can be solved through verifying the specific perspective and context and accuses them of making pointless refutations without distinguishing the philosophical contexts in which the ultimate is discussed. He rebuts Pari Rabsal:

Thus, you are skilled in showing your faults through reckless words of opposition without verifying the assertions dependent on the two cases: the ultimate not being knowable within the scope of apprehension and being known in the context of conventional transaction.

We have already discussed Mipham’s way of resolving the seeming contradictions by verifying the contexts. This is one of Mipham’s main ways of reconciling the variant teachings on the knowability and effability of Emptiness. His Gelukpa opponents however did not find his explanation convincing and sufficient.

Pari Rabsal, using a reductio ad impossibile, asks if the ultimate, which is being delineated on a conventional level as one of the two truths, is free from all extremes of existence, non-existence, etc. If it is, he argues that the ultimate then cannot be an object of thought and words because it is free from all extremes. This would contradict the assertion that it is knowable on the conventional level. Were the ultimate not an object, the delineation of two truths would be impossible even on the conventional level. There would not be an ultimate on either the ultimate level or the conventional level. Hence, Mipham’s interpretation of the ultimate being unknowable from the perspective of ultimate cognition does not resolve the issue of the ultimate being unknowable in the context of the delineation of two truths such as the one in the BA, IX/2.

Drakar Trulku complains that Mipham overlooked the difference between ‘the analysis of whether or not the ultimate is knowable’ and ‘the analysis of whether or not the ultimate exists ultimately’ and assumes his opponents to accept the ultimate to exist as a knowable entity ultimately. It is undisputed that the ultimate, like all other things, is not knowable on the ultimate level. The question of unknowability of the ultimate is thus a conventional issue. According to him, the delineation of both truths is conducted from a conventional perspective. He goes on to say that there is no doubt that conventional truth is delineated on the conventional level and cites a commentary on Yuktisāśṭikā, to argue that even the delineation of the ultimate truth is conducted on the conventional level.

Replying to Pari Rabsal, Mipham says the middle way without any extremes is the reality of all things; such a middle way exists conventionally and is designated as the ultimate. He sees no philosophical inconsistency in accepting that the ultimate, which is free from all fabrications, is an object of thought on the conventional level. He does not assert from the viewpoint of a conventional outlook that
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The ultimate is beyond the scope of all thought and words. The ultimate is known by certain thought such as the intuitive gnosis of the sublime beings. He also stresses on this point in his reply to Drakar Trulku. Mipham would readily agree with Drakar Trulku that the theory of two truths is delineated on the conventional level and, on that level, they are of one nature and two aspects. However, he does not seem to read all the lines of the BA, IX.2 in one single context.

Whereas the Gelukpas understood the entire verse in the context of the delineation of the two truths, which is necessarily from the viewpoint of a conventional thought, Mipham read the last two verses as showing the perspective of the ultimate cognition such as the gnosis in the meditative equipoise. This difference in perspectival standpoints from where they delineate their theories of the ultimate, which pervades their writings, appears to be the main reason for discrepancies in their delineation of the ultimate. To Mipham, the ultimate can be best presented through describing how their subjective cognitions discern them, not by constructing an intellectual image that fits into the philosophical apparatus of ordinary understanding. The delineation of the final ultimate must strictly correspond to the gnosis directly discerning it and not be subjected to the constraints of intellectual theorization to fit the limited scope of the ordinary mind.

He fears that the Gelukpa exposition, in the course of building an intellectually coherent system, degrades the profound and transcendent nature of the ultimate by relegating it to the domain of ordinary thought. This viewpoint is also shared by Hopkins, a prominent advocate of Gelukpa Emptiness in the West:

"Sometimes, it seems as if the Ge-luk-bas deliberately disregard the more fantastic, relegating it to the realm of exceptions rather than attempting to blend the outlooks of higher experiences with their presentation. It seems as if they occasionally lose sight of the goal during their highly intricate philosophical maneuverings whereas other interpreters seem more content to keep the goal in mind and risk some apparent difficulties in presenting conventional objects."

Newland also raises the problem of 'the predominant Gelukpa approach of speaking in terms that make sense in relation to where we are now' and discusses the way they reconcile this with the ultimate gnosis of the Buddha.

With regard to Drakar Trulku's accusation of misunderstanding 'the analysis of whether or not the ultimate is knowable' and 'the analysis of whether or not the ultimate exists ultimately', Mipham explains that claiming the ultimate not to be an object in this context is essentially the same as saying it is not an object after having been analysed thoroughly by an ultimate reasoning. Whatever is established by the ultimate reasoning is discerned by the ultimate cognition because they must correspond. Hence, Mipham equates being an object from the viewpoint of the ultimate perspective to being an object ultimately, that is, in the face of ultimate reasoning. Because there is no object which is found when searched through ultimate analysis, there is no object from the viewpoint of the ultimate
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perspective. The third line is a statement made from the viewpoint of an ultimate perspective, thus, there is no object apprehended in that context.62

It is in this same context that Mipham reads the description of the ultimate as surpassing even the scope of gnosis of the omniscient Buddhas, such as the citation from Aryasamvritparamārthasatyānirdeśaśūtra we have seen earlier. Because the ultimate is beyond all fabrications, the Buddha taught it to be beyond the scope of even the omniscient gnosis.63 He writes that when one expounds the ultimate which is free from all the apprehensions and the duality of subject and object, it is not contradictory to claim that the ultimate is not an object of even the gnosis of the sublime beings.64 It is in reference to this that some sūtras describe it to be beyond even the gnosis of the omniscient Buddhas. The ultimate should not be understood to be beyond the Buddha’s scope of knowledge, conventionally.

Pertaining to the direct reading of the BA, IX/2, Mipham argues that there is no fault in taking the third line as the thesis and the fourth as the reasoning, just as the Ngarabpas did, and mentions in his Nyi snang that this is how the Indian commentators also understood the two lines.65 Mipham presents a unique and striking interpretation of the verse by taking it to be an exposition of the two truths of appearing and ontic mode (gnas snang bden gnyis) rather than the two truths of appearance and Emptiness (snang stong bden gnyis).66 He warns that the conventional truth in this verse is not to be understood as the conventional qua appearance, which includes all phenomena except Emptiness. It would be contradictory to argue that nothing conventional qua appearance can know the ultimate because the ultimate is discerned by the gnosis and the inferences, which are conventional truths.

He states that the two truths in this verse refer to the ultimate, which are things whose appearing and ontic modes conform, and the conventional, which are things whose appearing and ontic modes do not conform. He writes in his Rab lan while answering Pari Rabbasl’s objection that yogis would not discern the ultimate because they are conventional truths:

In this way, the thought without apprehension is the subject of the ultimate because [its] appearing and ontic [modes] conform [with each other]. The thought with apprehension is the subject of the conventional because [its] appearing and ontic [modes] do not conform. Therefore, it is appropriate to reason that the conventional subject discussed in this case cannot know the ultimate because the thought, [whose] appearing and ontic [modes] do not conform, can never know the ultimate directly. Thus, although the yogis, from the point of being objects, are conventional truth [in the context where] the appearance aspect is delineated to be conventional truth, it is not being reasoned that no such [conventional truth] knows [the ultimate]. Of the two forms of delineation of two truths, which has been discussed earlier, context proves [this case] to be the latter form of delineation through the conformity and non-conformity between appearing and ontic [modes]. Not knowing [this] subtle key point, the objection
proves to be about the mere label ‘conventional’ without verifying the meaning.67

According to Mipham, ‘thought’ in the third and fourth lines is to be understood as thoughts with apprehension, which fall under the category of conventional truth of the two truths of appearing and ontic mode. As long as there is an apprehension and sense of subject–object duality, the thought will fall within the domain of the conventional truth. The ultimate, whether subjective or objective, is free from apprehensions and is therefore not within the scope of apprehensive thoughts. Given the context, it is appropriate to argue that the ultimate is beyond thoughts because thoughts are conventional.68

Mipham formulated the same argument in Nyi snang in his reply against Drakar Trulku’s refutation of his direct reading of the verse following the Ngarabpa thinkers. He states that the Ngarabpa thinkers whom the Gelukpas refuted also accepted the reading in the context of the two truths of appearing vis-à-vis ontic modes, rather than appearance vis-à-vis Emptiness as the Gelukpas assumed.69 He argues that in their tradition no conventional thoughts can discern the ultimate. Nonetheless, the ultimate and the subjective cognition of the ultimate is not unknown and non-existent because the ultimate is discerned by the subjective gnosis, which goes by the name of ultimate in the context of two truths of appearing vis-à-vis ontic modes. This way of understanding the ultimate and the conventional in the current context as the ultimate and the conventional of appearing and ontic modes is also perfectly in tune with Candrakīrti’s classification of two forms of discernment: the correct seeing (mthong ba yang dag pa) and false seeing (mthong ba rdzun pa).

Thus, the Gelukpa refuters, Mipham remarks, have not understood the Ngarabpa position properly and adds that narrow mindedness and bigotry like that of a pond-frog, with which they refute the Ngarabpas, does not suit learned persons. Mipham seems to see the Gelukpa criticism of the Ngarabpa position as mainly a denouncement motivated by sectarian prejudices rather than scholarly discussion. However, Mipham does not level his attacks against Tsongkhapa, who, he seems to think, was in agreement with the Ngarabpas in his ultimate intent. Mipham claims that Tsongkhapa clearly asserts the binary set of two truth theories in his Lam rim, but he does not provide the precise reference or citation, and he commends that other Gelukpas also profess an interpretation along the lines of Ngarabpa stance.70 It is perhaps a ris med gesture on the part of Mipham to exclude Tsongkhapa from the Gelukpas he attacked.

**Verifying subjective thoughts**

In the discussion above, we have not only seen Mipham verify the perspectives of the two truths and contexts related to the binary theories of two truths, but also the verification of two kinds of subjective thoughts. This is a salient interpretation that Mipham adopts concerning the knowability of the ultimate in his Rab lan and Nyi snang which he did not properly explicate in his Ketaka. His verification of the
thoughts into those with apprehension and without apprehension presents us with another form of major hermeneutic device he uses to understand the paradoxical teachings in Prajñāpāramitā-sūtras and Madhyamika treatises. Let us, therefore, look at the distinction of thoughts with apprehension and without apprehension, which runs throughout his replies to the Gelukpa refutation on the subject.

In his works, Mipham repeatedly mentions that the ultimate should not be understood as utterly unknowable. He reiterates that the ultimate is not an object of thoughts with apprehension (dmigs pa can gyi blo) but is an object of thoughts, which are free from apprehension (dmigs pa med pa'i blo). Would not the acceptance that the ultimate is an object of thought then contradict the delineation of the ultimate as being beyond the scope of thought? He clarifies:

The thought with regard to which [the ultimate] is proved to be not an object of language and thought is [thought] with apprehension. The thought which discerns the ultimate is without any apprehension. Therefore, [such objection] is purely a dispute of words relying merely on the word ‘thought’ without understanding the meaning.71

It is very important to verify which kind of thought is being referred to in the particular context. As long as there is apprehension, such thoughts will never discern the ultimate, hence, the ultimate is taught not to be an object of language and thought. Then, the ultimate is also taught to be the object of intuitive gnosis which is free from all apprehensions and elaborations. One must understand these two teachings as non-contradictory (’gal med) and showing the same point (don gcig). Trying to prove the ultimate to be in every respect (rnam pa kun tu) within the scope of language, thought and range of ordinary speculation serves only the purpose of corrupting the profound teachings of the Buddha.72

Mipham, we can see, is very emphatic about the distinction of subjective thought. According to him, it is clear from the context that ‘thought’ in the third and fourth lines refer to thought with apprehension. No one is claiming the ultimate to be beyond the scope of thought without apprehension on the conventional level. Hence, the Gelukpa fear of the ultimate being unknowable by all kinds of thought if the verse is taken directly is needless and their objections concerning this uncalled for. This, he acknowledges, is in fact not different from the Gelukpa distinction of dualistic and non-dualistic thoughts.73

He relates the Gelukpa inclination to interpret the ultimate as an object of language and thought, and their refutation of the Ngarabpa position to their intellectual incapability to comprehend the ultimate Emptiness. He insinuates that the Gelukpas are scared of losing all apprehensions if the apprehension of the absence of hypostatic existence were given up, and thus out of fear turn to refute those espousing the reality free from all extremes. With the intention of insisting on proving an Emptiness, which is apprehensible, they oppose the scriptures, reasoning and assertions supporting the position that the ultimate is not an object of language and thought. Such oppositions, Mipham rebuts, are futile endeavours and cannot even
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stir a hair of the Ngakpas but instead make evident the refuter’s own shortcomings of seeing all teachings as contradictory. He notes:

In whatever way one may raise contradictions by using as counter-arguments the scriptures, reasonings and the opponent’s assertions on [the ultimate] being an object of language and thought in order to assail [the opponents], [they] will never be more than pseudo-confutations. The ultimate truth can never be proved to be something within the scope of an apprehending [subject]. [However] for knowing the reality free from apprehension and elaboration, which is the object of the intuitive gnosis that transcends the scope of language and thought, even the previous party accepts that conventionally the ultimate truth is known. The intended purport of these two can be distinctly explained and there are valid reasons to prove them to be non-contradictory in content.74

To insist on the objective ultimate qua mere absence of hypostatic existence and the subjective cognition of purely conceptual understanding, Mipham comments, is showing one’s opposition to the objective reality free from all extremes and subjective gnosis which is non-conceptual.75

Mipham mentions in his Nyi snang too that the Gelukpa critics, bereft of the understanding of reality free from all the elaborations, contend that there would not be any knowing of the ultimate if there were no apprehension.76 By doing so, they demonstrate how they ‘turn their back’ on the profound understanding inspite of their claim that they uphold the profound teachings. Patching every phrase such as ‘without apprehension’ and ‘without elaboration’ with qualifiers such as ‘hypostatic existence’ and ‘ultimate’, and reducing all abstruse topics of Mahayana to comprehensible subjects of ordinary speculation and ratiocination is not doing service to the Buddha and his teachings because it destroys the depth of transcendental gnosis and validates the findings of ordinary consciousness. He adds that a variety of interpretations occurs to him too but it is of paramount importance to stick to the teachings of the sublime masters of the past while commenting on such vital issues.

Mipham also explains that of the two ultimates of notational and non-notational, the notational ultimate qua absence of hypostatic existence is a projection of conceptual mind and therefore within the scope of language and thought with apprehension.77 The non-notational ultimate qua lack of all elaborations, on the contrary, is the objective reality which transcends conceptual notions and abides whether the Buddhas have revealed it or not; the nature described in the MA, XV/2 as uncontrived and non-dependent on another. Because it is free from all elaborations such as production and cessation, it is without any point of apprehension. Thus, the discernment of the ultimate is proved to be without apprehension from the point of both the object discerned and the subject discerning. Perhaps it would be appropriate to look at the role of apprehension and grasping in the theory of the ultimate in little more detail.
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**Apprehension, grasping and the ultimate**

One of the most outstanding topics of controversy between the Ngarabpas and scholars such as Mipham, who adhered to their line of understanding, on one hand, and the Gelukpas, on the other, is the issue of whether there is apprehension (ālambana, dmigs pa) and grasping (grahaṇa, ‘dzin pa) in the cognition of Emptiness. While the former strongly denied any element of apprehension and grasping in the experience of Emptiness, the Gelukpas accepted that apprehension and grasping are constitutive of the proper knowledge of the ultimate and for that matter of any cognition. Some treatment has already been given to this in the discussion on cognitive negandum in the third chapter. Unlike in that case, the discussion here will focus on the nature of the epistemic subject which discerns the ultimate so as to investigate what is involved in the empirical cognition of Emptiness rather than what is negated by it. Thus, the issue we are concerned here with is an epistemological or more specifically a gnoseological rather than a dialectical one.

The Ngarabpas seems to have argued that if something is apprehended or grasped by the ultimate cognitive subject (don dam pa ‘i yul can) such as the gnosis of the meditative equipoise, it would follow that such a thing is found (rnyed pa) during the ultimate investigation and therefore it would withstand (bzod) the ultimate analysis. This amounts to the apprehended object being hypostatically existent. Thus, accepting apprehension in the cognition of the ultimate entails an ontological absolutism where the ultimate is itself ultimately existent. This was the concern of the Ngarabpas such as Ngog Lotsawa. Discussing Ngog Lotsawa’s worry about the ultimate becoming absolute if it is apprehended or cognized by ultimate thoughts, Hopkins writes:

Ngok’s idea is that if an analytical consciousness cognized an emptiness, then that emptiness would necessarily inherently exist. For, an analytical consciousness is searching to find whether an object inherently exists or not, and if it ‘finds’ or cognizes an emptiness of inherent existence of that object, then it would seem that the emptiness must inherently exist since, according to him, it would be able to bear the ultimate analysis.78

Although this does not appear to be the main reason why Mipham rejects apprehension in the cognition of the ultimate, he mentions this reasoning in his works. In his Rab lan, he argues that if the ultimate qua Emptiness is apprehended by the ultimate cognition such as the gnosis of the meditative equipoise, then it would exist ultimately.79 This is because in Mipham’s thought what is ultimately existent is defined by what remains in the face of the ultimate cognition and analysis. In such event, it would not be logically incorrect to assert the ultimate to have hypostatic existence because it can withstand the ultimate analysis by remaining before the ultimate cognition. In this way, accepting apprehension in the cognition of Emptiness, Mipham reasons, will lead to an absolutist ontology.
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The fear of the ultimate becoming absolute and resistant to the ultimate analysis for being apprehended by its subjective cognition is unnecessary according to the Gelukpa scholars. The ultimate cognition such as the gnosis of the equipoise ought to apprehend and perceive the ultimate because it is the subjective knowledge of the ultimate. The subject has to ascertain its object. The Gelukpas explained that when the ultimate analysis investigates an entity such as a vase, the vase is not found but the Emptiness of the vase (bum pa’i stong nyid) is found. If the vase were found, it would have to be hypostatically existent. However, although the Emptiness, although it is found, does not have to be hypostatically existent and resistant to the analysis because the analysis was seeking the vase, not the Emptiness of the vase. Were the ultimate or Emptiness found when the ultimate analysis was searching for it, then it would be hypostatically existent and resistant to the analysis. Hence, to the Gelukpas, apprehending the ultimate by thought does not entail an absolute existence of the ultimate. The ultimate can be apprehended by the ultimate cognition without having to exist ultimately or to resist the ultimate analysis.

Tsongkhapa, while commenting on the two truths in his dGongs pa rab gsal, states that the scholars, who argued that the ultimate would be hypostatically existent if the gnosis of sublime beings perceived it and therefore claimed that the ultimate is unknowable, completely missed the point that in Candrakīrti’s system the ultimate could be obtained by the gnosis and yet be without the hypostatic existence. He charged them with degrading the tradition of the wise through their lack of understanding.80 Mipham however contends that a thing found and apprehended by the ultimate cognition ought to be ultimately existent because it is the viability before the ultimate cognition that determines existence on an ultimate level. As mentioned already, to be ultimately existent, to him, is to be found on the ultimate level and to be apprehended from the viewpoint of the ultimate cognition. These are synonymous to existing hypostatically and withstanding the ultimate analysis. Thus, claiming the ultimate to be apprehended and obtained by subjective thought would only push one to the extreme of ontological absolutism.81 Just like the accusation made pertaining to the negandum, Mipham also in this case incriminates the Gelukpas of espousing some sort of crypto-gzhan stong position despite their strong claim to be Rangtongpas and harsh rebuttal of the Zhantongpa tradition.

The Gelukpas, as we have already seen, made the distinction of thoughts with a dualistic appearance (gnyis snang dang bcas pa’i blo) and those without it, and propounded that the ultimate cannot be known by the former. There is no sense of subject-object duality in the ultimate cognition but they insisted that there is apprehension and grasping because it is a correct knowledge of its object. This perhaps is influenced by their interpretation in tshad ma literature that all correct cognitions, conceptual and non-conceptual, can and must apprehend (dmigs), grasp (‘dzin) and ascertain (nges) their objects. Mipham agrees that the ultimate could not be known by a dualistic thought and went on to say that the classification of dualistic and non-dualistic thoughts is the same as his classification of thoughts with and without apprehension.82 However, he dissents from the Gelukpas on whether there is apprehension and grasping or not in a non-dualistic cognition.
by strongly rejecting that non-dualistic thought can possess apprehension and grasping. ‘A non-dualistic thought, then’, he goes on to say, ‘has to be described as [that which] has no object apprehended and no subject with apprehensive grasping’.83

Mipham’s attribution of non-apprehension to the cognitive experience of the ultimate seems to be based on textual sources such as the B A, IX/35.84 But in spite of his repeated distinction of thoughts with apprehension and without it in his Rab lan and Nyi snang, Mipham does not explicate as what defines the two. It is clear from his discussions that not all perception and cognition involve apprehension. Neither is apprehension merely a feature of a sense of gross hypostatization and reification such as clinging to a hypostatic existence. It appears that even a subtle sense of objectification and conceptualization amounts to apprehension and grasping. Perceiving anything to exist, not to exist, both or neither and to have an idea of anything is apprehension and grasping. If there is anything for the mind to hold on to, that amounts to an elaboration (prapañca, spros pa) and perceiving it involves apprehension. To be free of apprehension is to dissolve all notions and thoughts, to give up all contrivance, conception, fixation and focus, and to perceive nothing, not even nothing itself. Thus, the seeing of Emptiness is described as not seeing anything (ci yang mi/ma mthong ba)85 or seeing without seeing (ma gzigs pa ‘i tshul gyis gzigs pa).86 It is a mere convention to say that Emptiness is known by a subjective gnosis.

Tsongkhapa, however, understood it differently. In his dGongs pa rab gsal and Rigs pa ‘i rgya mtsho, he argues that the cognition of the ultimate is not merely ‘not seeing anything’.87 Statements such as ‘Non-seeing is supreme seeing’ (mthong ba med pa ni mthong ba dam pa’o) and ‘seeing without seeing’, Tsongkhapa comments, do not negate seeing altogether; they negate seeing elaborative objects but affirm seeing a lack of elaborations. He cites Sañcayagāthā, XII/9–10 to contend that what is not seen by the ultimate cognition are conventional phenomena such as the five aggregates. The ultimate cognition discerns the reality itself. Applying the analogy of seeing space, he says, spatially obstructive things are not seen in the act of seeing space but space itself is seen.

Thus, Tsongkhapa objected to the understanding that seeing Emptiness is qualified by the lack of seeing or apprehending anything and asserted in the cognition of the ultimate in an active sense of seeing or apprehension of Emptiness itself. Mipham denies any such active or positive sense of seeing. According to Mipham, to say the reality is seen by the cognition of the ultimate is merely a positive way of saying it does not see anything. ‘“Not seeing anything” (ci yang ma mthong)’ he remarks, ‘is the negative way of presenting the seeing whereas “seeing nothing” (ci ‘ang med pa mthong) is, as it were, a positive phrase. There is no difference between the two.’88 He also takes ‘not being the object of thought’ and ‘being the object of non-conceptual gnosis’ in a similar manner. Thus, Mipham rejects even a subtle sense of seeing or apprehension in the gnosis discerning the ultimate.

Both the Gelukpas and Mipham use an apophatic approach to establish Emptiness in the Madhyamika context and agree on Emptiness being known only by
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via negativa. Although they both advocate an apophaticism in as much as no positive entity is claimed to be known in the cognition of Emptiness, further scrutiny reveals difference in their apophaticism. The Gelukpas emphatically assert the ultimate cognition to be the subject which discerns the ultimate qua absence of hypostatic existence, which exists objectively. There is a direct cognition and discernment of the object by the subject. Mipham, in contrast, denies the ultimate to be an objective point which could be grasped or affirmed. The gnosis is termed as knowing the ultimate when it remains without any fixation, conception and objectification having eliminated all elaborations. Thus, from his viewpoint, the cognition of the ultimate as the Gelukpas understood, despite the claim of being the cognition of a pure negation, still involves positive determination and their subject–object apparatus, despite their claim to be non-dualistic, still involves dualism. They have reified the negation itself.

In Mipham’s theory of the ultimate, apprehension is equivalent to grasping. Both terms, in this context, have a connotation of objectification, reification and contrivance. As long as there is a mode of grasping (‘dzin stang), one is in the domain of conventional thought. In his answer to the third question in Ngès shes sgron me on whether or not the gnosis of meditative equipoise is without any mode of grasping, he explicates that the experience of the ultimate, like seeing clear space, is free from any mode of grasping because there is nothing to be grasped in the reality free from all extremes after having pacified the grasping of the four extremes. All modes of grasping disappear because there is nothing which remains before the gnosis of the equipoise. If something is obtained and found by the ultimate investigation, it could be apprehended or grasped. However, nothing is found and the ultimate is characterized by such non-finding. Thus, his gnoseological understanding is grounded on his ontological theory of Emptiness qua lack of all elaborations, and connected to his doctrinal position of no-thesis and the dialectics of unrestricted negation of tetralemma from the vantage point of the ultimate. The gnosis is free from apprehension and grasping because there is nothing to be apprehended or grasped in reality. Were there any mode of grasping, it would only obscure the ultimate. Thus, like the famous saying of the Sakya masters that ‘it is not [right] view if there is grasping’, Mipham saw apprehension and grasping as obstructions to proper knowledge of the ultimate.

The Gelukpas, on the contrary, saw this denial of apprehension and grasping in the ultimate cognition as a very disturbing epistemological trend. According to them, rejecting apprehension and grasping deprives the ultimate cognition of the functional qualities of knowing and ascertainment, which are constitutive of wisdom and the right view. Maintaining such nescient view based on the philosophical understanding of Emptiness as neither existent, nor non-existent and the doctrine of no-thesis, from the Gelukpa viewpoint, destroys the philosophical essence – dependent origination – and the soteriological purpose – cultivation of wisdom/insight – of the Madhyamika system. It deviates from Madhyamika rationalism, and debases the analytic philosophy of the middle way to an indeterminate quietism, or even worse, to an ontological nihilism and epistemological
scepticism. Tsongkhapa, Jinpa observes, was deeply concerned with this tendency of anti-rationalism inculcated by, what Jinpa puts as, philosophical naivety and epistemological skepticism, which was pervasive in his days, for its profound religious and ethical consequences.91

Let’s look at these Gelukpa qualms about the lack of apprehension and grasping in the ultimate cognition in a little more detail. The Gelukpas saw Mādhyamika tradition as a highly analytical philosophy at the heart of which is featured the concept of Emptiness qua dependent origination. Understanding Emptiness as the lack of all elaborations such as existence and non-existence was shunned as a simplistic understanding based on the literal reading of the Mādhyamika texts. From their viewpoint, such understanding of Emptiness and the rejection of apprehension in the cognition of Emptiness would not go with the theory of Emptiness qua dependent origination.

The salvific capacity of Emptiness depends on developing the proper certainty (nges shes) about Emptiness, also known as discriminative knowledge of discerning Non-self (bdag med rogs pa ’i shes rab), through the process of zetetic enquiry using Mādhyamika analysis. At the very outset of the chapter on the insight of his Lam rim, Tsongkhapa explicates the role of this discriminative knowledge.92 Further down, when he identifies the uniqueness of Mādhyamika tradition, he again stresses the soteriological role of certainty on the nature of two truths in order to achieve the two bodies of the Buddha.93 We have already discussed in the chapter on negandum how, according to the Gelukpas, the clinging to hypostatic existence is the root of all evils and the primary defiling emotions to be eliminated. The Gelukpa logic is that in order to overcome the clinging to hypostatic existence, one must negate hypostatic existence and ascertain its absence qua Emptiness. It is apprehension of the lack of hypostatic existence that can counteract clinging to hypostatic existence and thereby all negative emotions.

Mere withdrawal of apprehension, grasping and other activities of mind without any conviction or confident knowledge of Emptiness derived from correct reasoning, cannot eliminate the defiling emotions. To the Gelukpas, apprehension of Emptiness is not a negative thing but the right view and the true antidote. Without the apprehension of Emptiness, certainty on and knowledge of Emptiness would not be possible. Tsongkhapa remarks that many people appear to assume wrongly that they obtained the quiddity of Madhyamaka in denying all theses such as ‘this is’ and ‘this is not’ and claim to meditate on correct view for contemplating on the ‘non-grasping of anything’ (cir yang mi ’dzin pa).94 Such claims are ignoble words instigating wrong views and would only estrange the persons from the correct understanding.

While discussing the actual practice of insight meditation, Tsongkhapa elaborates further on the fallacies of those who reject apprehension in the cognition of the ultimate and profess various forms of non-conceptuality as the experience of Emptiness. He refutes four variations of this position in detail. I shall only summarise them in the following.
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(1) The first group claims that even if one has not realized Non-self, holding the mind from conceiving anything is correct meditation on the nature of Emptiness as Emptiness is beyond any conceptual notions. Because nothing exists objectively, to have no grasping of any sort is in agreement with the reality. The crux of Tsongkhapa’s refutation is that if such meditation is based on analytical investigations through which all phenomena are negated, it is contemplation on an annihilationist theory characterized by an over-broad definition of the negandum, not the correct meditation on Emptiness. If it is not inspired by analytical enquiry but merely in the non-conceptual state, one would have no conviction in the meditation. Beside, if mere non-conceptuality constitutes insight, all non-conceptual thoughts, such as some meditative experience of the non-Buddhists and even sensory consciousnesses, would turn out to be insight. Citing Kālamāśīla, he reasons that such practice undermines both the wisdom and method facets of the Mahāyāna path by undervaluing the instrumentality of discriminating wisdom and the practice of moral and ethical principles such as giving, and by discouraging discursive and zetetic thinking. There is also an internal contradiction in viewing all concepts as obstructions to enlightenment and at the same time encouraging altruism and morality, which are pursued by a conceptual mind. He remarks that the practice of withdrawal from all conceptual thoughts and abiding in the state of non-thinking as an insight-meditation is a legacy of the Chinese monk, Hwashang.

A follower of this group further argues that the elimination of grasping of self by realizing the Non-self through rational enquiry is only an elimination of the external problem, like the dog chasing the stone. To exterminate the grasping of characteristics entirely, one must hold one’s mind from grasping anything, thereby overcoming the source just like the dog biting the hand, which throws the stone. Tsongkhapa rebukes this as a pathetic understanding which goes against the tradition of the Buddha and all great masters because they expounded the negation of the object of grasping using numerous reasoning and scriptures. If one were able to eliminate the grasping at self by merely withdrawing all thoughts and with no certainty in the absence of the self derived from analytical investigation, even in the state of sleep and unconsciousness one would realize the Non-self and eliminate the grasping at characteristics. He compares this to advising a person, who is scared because he is uncertain about whether there is a ghost in an unknown dark cave, to hold his mind from having conceptual thoughts of a ghost, instead of dispelling the fear by ascertaining whether it is there or not by using a lamp. He also cites the similes of a cowardly person closing his eyes when confronted by his enemy and a brave one confronting it with a weapon, and the analogy of a snake and a rope to illustrate how one must know the rope is void of snake in order to eliminate the fear.

(2) The second party argues that it is necessary to ascertain Emptiness before remaining in the state of non-conceptuality. Having ascertained Emptiness, all instances of abiding in the state of non-conceptuality after that qualify as meditation on Emptiness. Tsongkhapa questions that all the instances of non-conceptuality
even after gaining certainty about Emptiness can be meditation of Emptiness. Maintaining the flow of the certainty is the meditation on Emptiness; merely being in a non-conceptual state does not suffice to be meditation on Emptiness. If this were the case, why would not the practice of Bodhicitta also be meditation on view?

(3) The third group rejects both of the abovementioned and maintains that if analytical wisdom is generated at the beginning of meditation sessions with the aim of cultivating non-conceptuality, the subsequent state of non-conceptuality becomes the meditation on Emptiness. This, Tsongkhapa maintains, is also unacceptable for even the non-conceptual state in deep sleep preceded by the analytical investigation at the time of falling asleep would count as the meditation of Emptiness. He agrees that it is meditation on Emptiness as long as it is focused on Emptiness but a mere non-conceptual state, where the mind has lost its focus on Emptiness, not meditation on Emptiness.

(4) The fourth opponent professes a graduated combination of analytic and contemplative meditations. Unlike the first three, who ascribe an intrinsic gnoseological value to non-conceptuality, this one says that when meditating on Emptiness, one must initially generate certainty about Emptiness and then consistently retain one’s mind on it. This is similar to the graduated approach that Mipham adopts in his Nges shes sgron me. Tsongkhapa objects that to retain the mind on Emptiness in a contemplative manner, in the meditation on Emptiness, is still partial meditation. Although there is the calm-abiding of contemplative meditation on Emptiness, it lacks the insight through analytic meditation, thus lacking the syzygy of the two.

These arguments clearly depict Tsongkhapa’s concern about the practice of non-mentation (yid la mi byed pa), non-conceptuality (mi rtog pa) and not grasping anything (cir yang mi ’dzin pa). Not only did Tsongkhapa fear the misunderstanding of the view (lta ba) and the decline of intellectual rigour and discursive thinking at the hands of quietist anti-rationalism but he was also worried about the impact such practices have on religious praxis (spyod pa). Emphasis on such quietist and contemplative meditation and viewing it as a self-sufficient soteriological tool were causing laxity in moral and ethical practices among the religious practitioners. He was concerned that some of the Ngarabspas, complacent with the quietist trend of non-mentation and non-conceptuality seen as a single remedy to all negative emotions, overlooked or neglected the method aspect of the Mahāyāna soteriology.

Mipham believes that it was with these worries in mind and with the intention of promoting the rational and ethical side of Buddhism that Tsongkhapa made a concerted effort to refute the quietist trend and advocate the analytic approach to meditation on Emptiness. From his viewpoint, Tsongkhapa prescribed the rational approach with strong emphasis only to counteract the quietist trend. He persistently argues that ultimately, even Tsongkhapa accepted the lack of apprehension and the mode of grasping in the cognition of the ultimate. This, he demonstrated by citing the verse from Lam gtso rnam gsum6 which we have already seen during the discussion of the ultimate. Mipham here in particular refers to the second verse,
which explicitly mentions the dissolution of all the modes of grasping during the complete understanding of the view qua Emptiness. He comments:

When, without having to grasp appearance and Emptiness alternately, the unfailing interdependent [nature of] appearance is discerned, [then] merely through [that], because of the fact that the two truths are primordially inseparable, certainty in the ontic mode of coalescence free from extremes will arise. If [one] understands such homologous lack of elaborations, [where] all modes of grasping objects or points of apprehension such as Emptiness and non-Emptiness have ceased, the investigation of the view is complete. There is nothing higher than that to be investigated because the meaning of the ontic mode qua coalescence is understood. [I] think there is no doubt that [Tsongkhapa] taught that by getting used to being in such [state], the gnosis of the sublime beings is brought forth.97

Mipham then goes on to say that his understanding of Tsongkhapa, viewed by the contemporary followers of Tsongkhapa as an interpolation, came under attack from all directions. Although several instances of Tsongkhapa’s writings support his understanding, he says that it would be unbecoming of him to claim that he understands Tsongkhapa better than the followers of Tsongkhapa. Elaborating on Tsongkhapa’s thoughts to them, he remarks, would be as improper as selling a needle to the needle factory.98

Thus, in Mipham’s understanding, Tsongkhapa’s advocacy of rationalism and the apprehension and grasping in the cognition of the ultimate is only a provisional antidote to the aforementioned quietist tendency. It is wrong to avoid all thoughts at the very beginning before one has cultivated a firm certainty in Emptiness as one may misunderstand a blank state of non-thinking with genuine meditation on Emptiness. In the suśra tradition, it is crucial to gain certainty by the means of a thorough analysis. Without such certainty, one would get lost into a nescient state of nothingness with a mere claim of being in the state free from all extremes and non-mention. In this way, Mipham attributes an indispensable propaedeutic value to apprehension and grasping of Emptiness, to conceptual understanding of Emptiness and to certainty, which paves the way for direct experience of Emptiness. Let us now turn to look at the discussion concerning the role and status of conceptual thoughts in cognition of the ultimate.

Conceptuality, non-conceptuality and Emptiness

Tsongkhapa in his refutation of the four positions on non-conceptuality mentioned earlier refuted the theory that knowledge of Emptiness is necessarily without any conceptual thought. As per his opponents, Emptiness cannot be apprehended by thought. Since conceptuality involves apprehension of universal image (don spyi) of the conceived object (zhen yul), cognition of Emptiness can only be non-conceptual. It is implausible that all the Ngarabpas subscribed to the view that
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non-conceptuality is sine qua non of all forms of cognition of Emptiness, but as for those who did, Tsongkhapa and his followers made painstaking refutations. If all conceptual thoughts bind a person in samsāra and if meditation on Emptiness qua Non-self has to be without them, then, Tsongkhapa enquires whether Emptiness is an evident (mgon gyur) or a hidden (lkog, gyur) object to the ordinary person who is meditating on it? If it is the first that is evident, the meditator cannot be an ordinary person. He has to be a sublime being because he discerns Non-self evidently. If he discerned Non-self but did not know that he did so and requires to be instructed by a teacher, it would be absurd that the student having discerned Non-self evidently still has to be taught by a teacher using inference.

If the object, the Non-self, is hidden to the meditator, then it is a laughable thing to claim that a hidden object is grasped by a non-conceptual thought. Tsongkhapa further explains that when the ordinary meditator on Emptiness meditates, his mind has to engage in the Non-self qua Emptiness. If it is not engaged, it cannot be meditation on Emptiness. If it is engaged, it has to engage either directly with the object being evident or inferentially with the object being hidden. Because he would be a sublime being if the Non-self is evident to him, the object has to be hidden to him. But to say a hidden object, which is known only through its universal image, is perceived by a non-conceptual thought is contradictory. A non-conceptual cognition of Non-self will have to be a yogic perception, exclusive to the sublime beings. Therefore, arguing without any certainty that all knowledge of Emptiness is without conceptual thought is an exposition full of contradictions.

Explaining the combination of analytic and contemplative meditations, Tsongkhapa writes that it is impossible to generate insight without a proper conviction in the view of Non-self. In order to cultivate insight, one must delineate the view using various channels of reasoning and scriptures (lung rigs kyi sgo du ma) and the delineation must involve repeated analysis through the discriminative knowledge (so sor rtog pa’i shes rab). He shuns the position that once Emptiness is established through study, one must focus on it without further analysis because analysis involves notional grasping. If conceptual thoughts were to be negated in meditation because they involve grasping to hypostatic existence, then they would have to be negated even at the time of delineation through study. Furthermore, it would follow that conceptual thought would have to be negated during exposition, debate, composition and other activities, which are executed by conceptual thought. Were conceptual thought intrinsically grasping or clinging to hypostatic existence, they should be eliminated at all times.

Tsongkhapa is very emphatic that meditation on Emptiness should not just be contemplative and quiet. He goes on to explain how after attaining single pointed concentration, one must couple it with analytical meditation to form a syzygy of the two. Experience of Emptiness is not merely quiescence of thoughts and concepts but a dynamic and active awareness of the insubstantial nature of things. A non-analytic quiescent meditation would not be soteriologically effective because it cannot eradicate clinging to hypostatic existence through the knowledge of lack of hypostatic existence. Citing Kamalaśīla, he argues ‘those who do not
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meditate by analyzing the nature of things with discriminative knowledge but rather meditate on mere dissolution of mentation can never overcome their conceptual thoughts and never realize the lack of own being, because [they] lack the light of wisdom. 101

Tsongkhapa reports that his opponents used the homologous nature of cause and effect to reason that the knowledge of Emptiness even at the level of ordinary persons has to be non-conceptual in order to give rise to a non-conceptual gnosis.102 A conceptual knowledge, according to them, cannot give rise to a non-conceptual gnosis. Tsongkhapa considered the application of such homology superfluous. If such were the case, a pure path would not arise from an impure path, a green sprout would not arise from a yellow seed, smoke would not arise from fire and man would not be born to woman, because the cause and effect are not entirely similar. According to Tsongkhapa, the conceptual understanding of Emptiness by an ordinary person and the gnosis of a sublime being are homologous because they both cognize Emptiness. The analogy of two twigs rubbing and turning into flames in the Kṣāyaparivarta is illustrative of how a conceptual thought can lead to a non-conceptual gnosis.103 Thus, for Tsongkhapa, homology of discriminative knowledge and gnosis did not necessarily require both to be non-conceptual.

Pettit, during his discussion of modal apprehension, juxtaposes Tsongkhapa’s arguments with Yontan Gyatsho’s exposition and comments that Nyingmapas, influenced by Vajrayāna Buddhism, specially Dzogchen, accepted one degree or another of formal homology of cause and effect whereas Tsongkhapa used the word ‘homologous’ (mthun pa) in a different way, in the sense of ‘conducive’, which implies a figurative or temporal understanding of the term and means a cause conducive to the desired result, not necessarily a cause that resembles the result. Pettit’s distinction however smacks of reading between lines excessively and overstating the minor differences.

Tsongkhapa certainly would not accept all causes conducive to the desired result to be homologous cause and all effects produced from such a cause to be homologous effects of that cause, which is what Pettit’s understanding implies. Homologous effects (rgyu mthun pa i ‘bras bu) in Tibetan dialectics, as explained in the abhidharma and later in Tibetan bsdus grwa textbooks, form only one of the five kinds of effects and are relative to the characteristics determining the homology. Generally, a homologous effect is determined by the continuity of properties and characteristics, which are the major constituents of the cause. A rice sprout is a homologous effect of a rice seed, not of moisture, earth and heat according to both the Nyingmapa scholars and Tsongkhapa. Tsongkhapa accepts that the seed and the sprout are homologous despite the differences in their colour and shape. In his thought, the non-conceptuality of the gnosis is like the green colour of the sprout; it is not an intrinsic property which defines the experience of Emptiness. Hence, it need not be present in both the ordinary cognition of Emptiness and the gnosis of sublime beings. However, the characteristic of being a subjective cognition of Emptiness, like being rice, is a constitutive characteristic. In so far as both have this characteristic, they are homologous. Thus, non-conceptuality is
not the trait which determines the ordinary cognition of Emptiness and gnosis of sublime beings to be homologous.

Tsongkhapa’s opponents however understood non-conceptuality as an intrinsic characteristic of cognition of Emptiness, like the property of being rice is intrinsic to both seed and sprout, and went on to say that the gnosis would not have a homologous cause were there no non-conceptual experience of Emptiness before the Path of Seeing. Hence, the two parties disagreed in defining what characteristics constitute the defining properties of the cognition of Emptiness which have to be intrinsic to both ordinary understanding and gnosis for them to be homologous, rather than in the general understanding of the term ‘homologous’.

Mipham, like Tsongkhapa’s opponents in Lam rim, raises the problem of the homology between ordinary understanding and gnosis of sublime beings in his writings. However, instead of discussing homology with regard to non-conceptuality, he argues that the gnosis of the sublime beings would not have a homologous cause if there were no proper meditation on or understanding of Emptiness free from all apprehensions and elaborations in the state of ordinary beings. According to him, the gnosis discerning Emptiness free from all elaborations arises from the homologous cause of meditation on such Emptiness prior to the Path of Seeing. The cultivation of the understanding of a mere absence of hypostatic existence cannot lead to the generation of gnosis, which discerns Emptiness free from all elaborations. He writes:

If the ordinary persons only meditate on [reality] with apprehension and elaboration, and through that the gnosis of the sublime beings free from apprehension and elaboration arises, such gnosis would not have the cause of preceding practice during the Paths of Accumulation and Preparation. (It) will be like rice arising from barley.

Mipham argues that if meditation on Emptiness among ordinary beings, as the Gelukpas claimed, were only cultivation of conceptual understanding of the mere absence of hypostatic existence, the non-conceptual gnosis which is free from all elaborations and dualistic grasping would not have a preceding cause homologous to it. The Gelukpas however assert the non-conceptual gnosis of the sublime beings also to discern the absence of hypostatic existence, and not an Emptiness free from all elaborations, therefore, the gnosis is homologous to the ordinary understanding. On this, Mipham contends that it is untenable even conventionally to say an absolute negation such as the absence of hypostatic existence is cognized by a non-conceptual awareness.

Mipham makes it quite clear that the ordinary practitioner on the Paths of Accumulation and Preparation understand and experience Emptiness qua lack of all elaborations albeit in a gradual manner by a conceptual thought, through the mediation of a universal image. The non-conceptual understanding of Emptiness, for which one does not depend upon the mediation of a universal image, does not occur before the attainment of the gnosis of sublime beings. However, if there
were no proper understanding of Emptiness free from all elaborations in the state of ordinary beings but only of the mere absence of hypostatic existence, the direct experience of Emptiness free from all elaboration at the stage of sublime beings would not have a homologous cause.

Thus, Mipham professed a different kind of homology from the Ngārabpa position, which we have discussed vis-à-vis the Gelukpa stance. He explained the homology between the cognitions of Emptiness of ordinary beings and gnosis of sublime beings through the content of the cognitions and not merely through non-conceptuality as raised by the Ngārabpas. Mipham’s exposition of such a homology, further adds to his refutation of the Gelukpa equation of Emptiness to the absence of hypostatic existence. Through this argument, he intends to underline the point that understanding of the mere absence of hypostatic existence is not a sufficient and a homologous cause, which can give rise to the non-dualistic gnosis of the sublime beings.

It must nonetheless be noted that there are instances in Mipham’s writings where he discusses the homology in terms of non-conceptuality and also seems to accept what Pettit calls ‘formal homology of cause and effect’. This is clear particularly in his citation of the following verse from Vajragarbhatikā, which states that a cause which is a conceptual cognition cannot give rise to a resultant gnosis which is non-conceptual:

From the seed of kodrava,
Rice grains would never grow.
The result that arises from the seed,
Which is conceptual, will be conceptual.
The result that arises from the non-conceptual
Will also be non-conceptual.108

It is plausible that this theory of formal homology of a conceptual cause giving rise to a conceptual result and a non-conceptual result requiring a non-conceptual cause, according to Mipham, is viable, as Pettit understands, only in the context of Vajrayāna soteriology, where the emphasis is on revealing the innate non-conceptual gnosis, rather than in Sūtrayāna where the emphasis is on transforming the ordinary conceptual mind into an enlightened non-conceptual gnosis of the Buddha. I shall not go into Mipham’s theory of cognition of Emptiness and the role of conceptuality in the Vajrayāna system. What is striking and worth mentioning here is Mipham’s theory of non-conceptuality (rnam par mi rtog pa).

**Mipham’s theory of non-conceptuality**

Mipham did not understand the non-conceptuality of the gnosis discerning Emptiness only in terms of the absence of the generally known conceptual thought, that is, thoughts which Tibetan epistemologists classify as zhen rig because they cognize their conceived objects (zhen yul) through a universal image (don spyi) as their direct object. Merely being free of such conceptual thought, is not a unique
characteristic of the cognition of Emptiness; all direct perceptions are free from this kind of conceptuality. In his works on epistemology, Mipham presents three different kinds of thoughts referred to by the term rtoṅ pa:

(1) Conceptual thoughts grasping mixed word and object (sgra don ‘dres ’dzin gyi rtoṅ pa): This is the most common understanding of rtoṅ pa in Tibetan Buddhist scholarship and is primarily known through the epistemological theories of Dignāga and Dharmakirti. This corresponds, according to Mipham, to abhinirupavikalpa in Asaṅga’s and Vasubandhu’s classification of vikalpa. Conceptual thought in this context include thoughts which comprehend the object through the mediation of a universal image. They mix the generic conceptual image – the universal – which is often the picture of word, with the actual object – the particular – thus grasping the mental picture and the object as one. This kind of conceptuality involves mental conceptualization and construction and therefore would not occur in the sensory consciousnesses.

(2) Notional thought of the own being (ngo bo nyid kyi rtoṅ pa): This is defined in treatises such as Madhyāntavibhāga and Satyadvayavibhaṅga and includes all the ordinary minds and the volitions of beings in the three realms. All cognitive processes, whether sensory or mental, involving dualistic grasping, reification and even a subtle notion of the own being fall within this category. Thus, some sensory and mental cognitions which are non-conceptual in terms of the first type of conceptuality would still fall under conceptual thought of this category.

(3) Thought [grasping gross features] of the gross and subtle (rtsing zhib kyi rtoṅ pa): This concept of rtoṅ pa is known in abhidharma phenomenology as vitarka in contradistinction to vicāra (dpyod pa) and forms one of two aspects of a subjective cognition. In this case, rtoṅ pa denotes the aspect of cognition with which the cognition has the general picture, the gross image and the sense of the whole of its object in contrast to dpyod pa, the aspect with which the cognition has the specific details in a meticulous manner. It is the tendency of cognition to apprehend the outline and the whole of the object as opposed to the tendency to apprehend the particulars and the details.

Of the three kinds, the Gelukpas, like most other Tibetan scholars, generally understand conceptuality in the first sense and non-conceptuality, to them, presupposes the lack of conceptualization by the mental consciousness. It is the conceptuality of this kind that the Gelukpa thinkers argue is present in the cognition of Emptiness among ordinary practitioners and is absent in the gnosis of the sublime beings. Pari Rabsal cites Pramāṇasamuccaya, I/3 and Pramāṇavārttika, Pratyakṣa, 281 to identify this conceptuality which the gnosis discerning Emptiness is free of and argues that the sublime gnosis, being free from such conceptuality, discerns Emptiness directly. In fact it is this direct experience qua yogic perception free from the conceptuality of the first type, which characterizes the sublime gnosis and sublime person. It is in this respect that the Gelukpas argued that were cognition of Emptiness by ordinary persons non-conceptual as the Ngarabpas
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...claimed, the ordinary persons will have to discern Emptiness directly, in which case they would already be sublime beings.

Mipham would certainly agree with the Gelukpas that conceptuality in the first sense is present in the cognition of Emptiness by ordinary beings and that the non-conceptual gnosis transcends such conceptuality. However, he contends that the Gelukpa theories of the middle way and the ultimate are not compatible with their understanding of the non-conceptuality. In Mipham's thought, the non-conceptuality of the gnosis is not merely the lack of conceptuality in the first sense. Such non-conceptuality is present in all perceptions and is not a special trait of sublime gnosis. He understands the non-conceptuality of the gnosis as the absence of notions of all three kinds of vikalpas, not merely of the first type.

According to Mipham, non-conceptual gnosis is not merely a cognitive process without mental concepts but a profound and mystical experience of Emptiness without any apprehension, grasping and mentation. To be in the state of non-conceptuality is to be in the state of Emptiness, where all the mental activities and conceptual elaborations are stilled. The Gelukpa scholars, however, viewed such understanding as the quietist doctrine of Hwashang Mohoyen and rejected it as a nihilist practice. Mipham, in response, argues that his understanding of the non-conceptuality is far from Hwashang's practice of non-thinking and goes on to explain, both in his rGyan grel and Rab lan, how non-conceptuality in Māhāyāna soteriology presupposes the dissolution of all conceptualization and mentation.

He cites the following verse from Maitreya's Dharmadharmatavibhāga to demonstrate how non-conceptuality must surpass the mere lack of conceptual thoughts as understood by the Gelukpas, as well as the non-thinking that Hwashang propagated:

[The non-conceptual gnosis] is the individual characteristic Which precludes the five kinds [of cognitive states]: Non-mentation, transcendence, pacification, Essential nature and grasping at features.

While commenting on this verse in his Rab lan, Mipham states that the non-conceptual gnosis cannot be pointed out cataphatically. Therefore, it is shown apophatically through the elimination of the five absorptive states. (1) Explaining the five states, Mipham says that the state of non-mentation here implies the lack of conceptual thoughts which mixes word and object, that is, the first of three types of rtog pa discussed earlier. Non-conceptuality of the gnosis discerning Emptiness is not merely absence of such conceptuality for this type of non-conceptuality can occur even in babies who have not developed any linguistic tendency. (2) Nor is non-conceptuality of the gnosis merely a cognitive state which transcends the notion grasping at gross feature, the third type discussed above. The consciousness of sentient beings above the second dhyāna of the form realm lack this notion but the non-conceptuality of their consciousness is not paramount to the non-conceptuality of a gnosis discerning Emptiness. (3) Non-conceptuality of
the gnosis is not mere pacification of mental concepts for that occurs even in the unconscious states such as the meditative absorption of nirodhasamāpatti. (4) The absence of any notion, thought and cognitive activity alone does not amount to the non-conceptuality discussed here. Non-conceptuality is more than the lack of the notion of essential nature or own being, the second type discussed above. Even the physical faculties such as the eyes and insentient objects are free from such a notion. (5) Non-conceptuality of the gnosis is not just a grasping at the feature of non-thinking, that is, the state of non-thinking where the mind is busy thinking about ‘not thinking’, for such a meditation is itself grasping at characteristics (mthshan mar ‘dzin pa). Tibetan scholars accused Hwashang of mistaking non-conceptual meditation with this false state of non-thinking.

The description of the non-conceptual gnosis by Maitreya in this verse and the explanation Vasubandhu provided in his commentary, Mipham says, indicate that the non-conceptual gnosis is without any grasping (cir yang mi ‘dzin pa) and without any conceptual thinking (cir yang mi rtog pa) and yet transcendent to these five non-conceptual states. If the non-conceptuality of the gnosis involves grasping and apprehension, why would Maitreya have to differentiate it from these states? There would not be any need for such clarification. Mipham then goes on to discuss the unique qualities and functions of the non-conceptual gnosis.

Mipham also argues that the understanding of mere absence of hypostatic existence is an ordinary wisdom or discriminative knowledge (shes rab) and does not qualify to be non-conceptual gnosis (rnam par mi rtog pa ‘i ye shes):

The thought understanding the absolute negation qua absence of hypostatic existence is wisdom, an aspect of mind (caitasika, sems byung) whereas it is the gnosis without [duality of] subject and object which realizes the dharmaññatu qua indivisibility of two truths.\footnote{121}

He observes that the application of the terms wisdom and gnosis however may not always be restricted to this understanding. In his Nges shes sgron me, Mipham argues in yet another manner that the understanding of the absence of hypostatic existence is only an ordinary wisdom, which falls within the category of caitasikas. He reasons that an understanding which cannot comprehend the coalescence of two truths but only perceive the two truths separately and alternately is not non-conceptual gnosis.\footnote{122} Non-conceptual gnosis is marked by the dissolution of the duality of two truths; it transcends the concepts of negation and negandum, subject and object, and appearance and Emptiness. Discriminating wisdom apprehends the two truths separately and verifies them as such. As long as one is in the realm of such apprehension and discrimination, one’s understanding is still within the domain of discursive wisdom and not of the gnosis free from apprehension and grasping.

Thus, while the Gelukpas understood non-conceptual gnosis discerning Emptiness as a cognitive process, which consists of epistemological features such as subjectivity, apprehension and grasping, Mipham saw it as a profound and mystical experience, which went beyond the norms of regular knowledge, understanding
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and perception. Normal epistemological definitions did not apply to the experience of non-conceptual gnosis, which is characterized per se by the dissolution of the subject–object duality and the cessation of all mental activities. From Mipham’s viewpoint, the Gelukpa understanding of non-conceptual gnosis as a direct cognition of the absence of hypostatic existence is a naive and simplistic theory and the association of Nyingmapa concept of non-conceptuality qua lack of mentation with Hwashang’s view, a presentation made out of preconceived bias.

On Hwashang and meditation on Emptiness

We have seen throughout the discussions on negandum, ultimate and cognition of Emptiness how the Gelukpas accuse the Nyingmapas of espousing Hwashang’s quietist system. They allege that the Nyingma exposition of tenets such as the negation of all phenomena, delineation of the ultimate which is neither existent, nor non-existent, both or neither and the rejection of apprehension and grasping in cognition of Emptiness is a repetition of Hwashang’s nihilistic doctrine. This is not surprising as most Nyingma scholars did not outright reject Hwashang’s philosophical positions and practical orientations. In fact, many Nyingma scholars such as Nub Sangye Yeshe, Nyangral Nyima Özer, Longchenpa and Jigme Lingpa accorded Hwashang’s simultaneist system a high status in the Buddhist doxographical hierarchy placing it above Sūtrayāna gradualism and sometimes even taking it as akin to the Dzogchen thought.123

Mipham’s viewpoint of Hwashang is different from both the Gelukpas and his Nyingma precursors. Unlike the Gelukpas, he does not contemptuously dismiss Hwashang as a contemplative nihilist and nor anywhere in his works does he attribute to Hwashang an eminent place in the Mahāyāna tradition like some of the Nyingma masters. Mipham repeatedly disapproves the figure of Hwashang who represents the practice of excessive contemplation and anti-rationalism but at the same time he is very scrupulous about refuting the historical figure, Hwashang Mohoyen, who took part in the great Samye debate.

Showing his reluctance to approve or disprove Hwashang Mohoyen, he writes in his reply to Pari Rabjal’s allegation that his view is repetition of Hwashang’s position:124

Therefore, apart from a mere popular hearsay that in order to support [his point on] not thinking of anything the Chinese monk of yore [cited] eighty sūtras as the source [of his view], none of [his] treatises citing the sūtras and delineating the contents of those [sūtras] are extant today. Hence, how can [we] say whether or not others are similar to his [system]? [One cannot,] because the basis of comparison is not known. If [he has] delineated the non-conceptual gnosis as said in the sūtras and the great sāstras, then this hearsay told these days claiming [that he] professed a complete negation of the aspects of skilful means such as giving is definitely untrue. If he correctly delineated the practice of skilful means and reasoning as
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A way to develop the non-conceptual gnosis and [delineated] the Emptiness attributed with the supreme of all aspects – i.e. attributed with aspects of skilful means such as giving, which are coupled with non-conceptual gnosis – the sole path trodden by the Buddhas and their [spiritual] heirs, then it is not proper that bad-mouthing against him as a holder of such an evil tradition [i.e. nihilism] should occur. Nor is it proper for Kamalasila et al. to refute him for there cannot possibly be a Buddhist scholar who refutes the correct path of the Buddha. If he, in spite of quoting the sūtras as sources, explained [them] wrongly without understanding the contents of the sūtras correctly, how can all those [people] seeking support in those citations today be considered to be [following] his tradition merely because he cited [the same citations] to support [his point]? Even if he contaminated the content of the teachings of the Buddha with his mental impurities, the Buddha’s teachings would not become teachings that are not [the Buddha’s]...

This shows how Mipham, with no sufficient historical sources and evidence to ascertain what exactly Hwashang Mohoyen taught and practised, is not willing to form a determinate opinion of Hwashang Mohoyen’s system. In response to Pari Rabsal’s accusation that he is relying on the same sources as Hwashang, he argues that even if Hwashang were mistaken in his understanding and practice of Emptiness, it does not imply that all those who cite the same sources are also wrong. Moreover, it is a mistake to associate those sūtras, which Hwashang cited, with his doctrine and dismiss them in their entirety.

Mipham states that not all teachings on ‘not grasping anything’ are Hwashang’s doctrine. Those who consider every [concept] of ‘not grasping anything’ as Hwashang’s tradition, Mipham remarks, are only revealing their own flaws of being totally ignorant of the ultimate freedom from all elaborations and of being opposed to the profound truth. He clarifies that there are two forms of non-grasping: one on the ultimate level where the certainty derived from ultimate analysis does not apprehend anything and the other which is of a conventional kind. Without verifying the two, it would be an utter mistake to equate the non-mentation of the Buddha, where no elaborations are apprehended, with Hwashang’s non-mentation, which involves grasping of features (mngon rtags su ‘dzin pa).

He succinctly defines the two kinds of ‘not grasping anything’ in the Nge shes sgron me in answer to the question of whether there is a mode of grasping in the meditative equipoise of the sublime beings. The first and correct one is the experience of reality free from all elaborations, whereas the second and erroneous one is thinking of non-thinking as espoused by Hwashang. He writes:

At the time of maintaining the actual state of view,
Some say that one should not grasp anything.
[But], there is a proper understanding and a wrong notion
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As to the meaning of ‘not grasping anything’. The first is to be free from the elaborations of four extremes. It is the natural dissolution of mode of grasping. Through seeing that nothing remains before the gnosis of the sublime beings, it is like looking into the empty clear sky. The second is Hwashang’s tradition of lack of awareness. Through abiding idly without any analysis, [One], without the aspect of clarity of insight, will remain ordinary like a rock on the seabed.127

Mipham distinguishes the two types of not grasping anything through the presence of philosophical conviction. In the first case, the meditator does not grasp anything because he cannot find anything to grasp when thoroughly searched using the means of Madhyamika rational enquiry. It is an experience instilled by a philosophical understanding derived from rational analysis. Hwashang’s practice, on the contrary, lacks such rational foundation and philosophical conviction or certainty. It is contemplation based on an unjustified assumptive thinking (mos pa) that there is nothing to grasp. Mipham further illustrates the difference by contrasting the Madhyamika seeing (mthong ba) that things do not exist (ci yang med) and assumptive thinking of the beings of fourth formless realm that things do not exist. Although they are described in same words, they are vastly different like the heaven and earth.128

In his rGYAN grel, he compares these two kinds of not grasping anything to a thief and an innocent person, both avowing that they did not steal.129 Although both, in expression, deny stealing in the same manner, they nonetheless differ vastly in content as one speaks the truth and the other lies. Hwashang’s concept of not grasping anything is not a non-thinking derived from not seeing any object of apprehension through the negation of all substantiation and reification. It is a mere suppression of mental discursivity through contemplation on non-thinking. As such, Hwashang’s meditation is not one without thought as it was claimed, but a contemplation on the thought of non-thinking. It does not even eliminate the extreme of existence, let alone all extremes.130

Hwashang’s tradition of not grasping anything is thus an unwarranted contemplation on non-thinking. According to Mipham, it does not surpass the realm of notions (‘du shes) and the grasping of features or characteristics (mgon rtags su ‘dzin pa / mtshan mar ‘dzin pa) but falls within the category of notion and thought. It is a pseudo-practice of non-conceptuality and is at best a good calm abiding. He mentions that such practices of non-thinking is taught in Vajrayana treatises as a method of maintaining (bzhag thabs) the mind on focus but not as a view or gnosis discerning the reality. Citing Saraha’s Dohakosa, he shows that maintaining the mind in such mode of non-mentation can be the right mental setting to generate non-conceptual experience of gnosis provided there is a proper application of an effective instruction of a master.131
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Apart from the uncertainty he showed about Hwashang in the passage in Rab lan cited earlier, Mipham presents Hwashang as a teacher of blank contemplation, thinking about non-thinking. He depicts Hwashang as an archetype of one who expounded the doctrine of ‘not grasping anything’ and yet grasped the thought of non-thought and practised a meditation of indeterminacy and blankness without any philosophical insight. While the Gelukpas took Hwashang as a nihilist for denying existence, non-existence, is, is not, both, etc. and for the corresponding meditation, Mipham doubts that Hwashang was even close to realizing such freedom from extremes and being without apprehension and grasping. Were he truly without any apprehension and grasping, he would have achieved the non-conceptual gnosis, which discerns the ultimate Emptiness.

He observes that Hwashang, from ancient descriptions appears to be a proponent of the White Single Remedy (dkar po gcig thub) which involves blank contemplation without any thought and without the requirement of skilful means. According to such sources, Hwashang is said to have argued that as both white and dark clouds cover the sun, every good and bad thought obscures the reality, thus, all thoughts are to be eliminated. One has to remain only in the meditation of non-thinking. Such practice of non-mentation, Mipham comments, was refuted by Kamalaśīla because it would not lead to certainty about reality. Rejecting such a practice, Kamalaśīla clearly set, in his three Bhāvanākramas, the procedures of reaching the non-conceptual gnosis free from all elaborations through developing certainty derived from analysis.

Taking this depiction of Hwashang and such doctrines that are ascribed to him by Tibetan scholars, Mipham adds that his path is not conducive to spiritual practice as it is overtly contemplative and deliberately ignores the practice of skilful means. As such, Hwashang’s system is considered nihilistic for neglecting the aspects of skilful means but not, as the Gelukpas argued, for upholding the position of not apprehending anything. A nihilistic view, properly understood, is to see existent things such as the law of cause and effect as non-existent. Not grasping anything, therefore, is not a nihilistic view and Hwashang is not a nihilist with regard to the view, but considered as nihilistic with respect to praxis as he overlooked the requirement of skilful means such as giving.

According to Tibetan scholars, Hwashang adopted a simultaneist approach, which emphasized inducing an instantaneous enlightenment through the elimination of all thoughts rather than a gradual path of cultivation and development. Hence, Hwashang did not profess a school of systematic theory and practice but stressed solely on not grasping anything. The Gelukpas, as we have seen earlier, argued that such approach is not only the wrong way of engaging in the ultimate but is also a dangerous practice leading to the negligence of moral and ethical values. They strongly denied that enlightenment is possible through following such a path.

Mipham does not deny that enlightenment is possible through a simultaneist approach. However, he is clear that even the simultaneist path involves the initial development of certainty on Emptiness and does not seem to associate simultaneism with Hwashang’s quietism. He mentions in Nges shes sgron me that some
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students of high spiritual calibre, through the blessings of their master, can generate the understanding of Emptiness merely by the means of the analysis of arising, abiding, coming and going. Such students are very rare and not everybody can discern Emptiness so easily. He also claims both in his Nges shes sgron me and Ketaka that simultaneous elimination of all elaborative extremes is difficult for ordinary practitioners. Hence, ordinary beings must negate the elaborative extremes gradually through the use of the Madhyamika analysis.

Mipham states with ample stress that in order to understand the ultimate truth, one must first master the understanding of lack of hypostatic existence through rational enquiry and that even the Primordial Purity (ka dag) of Dzogchen can be understood only through mastery over the Prasangika view. Throughout his answer to the third question in Nges shes sgron me, Mipham shuns the quietist contemplation as a spiritual deadlock. All sentient beings, he remarks, have been roaming in the sam.sara due to spiritual inactivity and there is no need to encourage them further into such anti-rational practice of spiritual torpor.

In connection with the quietist contemplation, Mipham also refutes certain Dzogchenpas, who claim that Emptiness is understood when one does not find the colour, shape, arising, abiding, going, etc. of the mind. He contends that such practice involves the great risk of mistaking naive understanding for the right view. Mind is immaterial and therefore cannot be seen with colour and shape and it is a grave mistake to assume that one realized Emptiness just because one did not see the colour and the shape of the mind. Were that the case, understanding Emptiness would be so simple. The correct way of seeing the Emptiness of mind is to have by way of rational enquiry, the certainty that one’s mind, even while flashing like an illusion, lacks the hypostatic existence.

He questions the Dzogchenpa concept of total liberation through a single knowledge (gcig shes kun grol) in which they claim to know, without much study, the luminous dharmakaya (‘od gsal chos sku) qua nature of mind which is neither existent, nor non-existent. He remarks that the Dzogchen reality, which is neither existent, nor non-existent, is the lack of elaboration of the four extremes whereas their understanding of it tends to be of a mind which is within the options of both (gnyis yin) and neither (gnyis min). To conceive the mind as a base, which is neither existent nor non-existent, and as an object of thought is equivalent to conceiving the inconceivable self (bsam gyis mi khyab pa’i bdag).

He goes on to say that sentient beings are caught in this sam.sara because of clinging to substantiality and such clinging can only be uprooted by the antidote of the well founded grasping of Non-self, not merely by blindly assuming it. Using the analogy frequently used by Gelukpa, Mipham argues that merely thinking ‘there is no snake’ would not help eliminate the misconception of the rope as a snake. The misconception must be overcome by seeing no snake through investigation. Therefore, in Mipham’s thought, it is crucial for beginners to develop through investigation, the modal grasping of the lack of hypostatic existence and meditate on it in order to counteract the habituation of clinging to the substantiality. To teach that all grasping should be eschewed from the very early stages is a word
of evil because grasping at the lack of hypostatic existence is the right path for a
beginner. However, after the certainty about the lack of hypostatic existence has
become firm, the practitioner must give up grasping and develop certainty on the
lack of all the elaborations with no mode of grasping.

In the answer to the fourth question in Nges shes sgron me, Mipham elaborates
on the three stages of how a practitioner should first stress on analytic meditation
(dpyad sgom) to inculcate certainty. Then, having gained certainty, the practitioner
has to maintain it through fixed meditation (’jog sgom) and if the concentration
wavers, repeat analytic meditation to re-stabilise certainty. Thus, he has to alternate
between analytic and fixed meditation (dpyad ’jog spel ma) to familiarise himself
with certainty, and finally, when the certainty is firm and one needs no more of
analysis to inculcate it, he maintains the certainty with purely fixed meditation.

Mipham thus adopts a gradual zetetic approach with strong emphasis on the
rationally inculcated certainty (dpyad pas drangs pa’i nges shes), a theme which
permeates throughout his Mādhyamika writings. Although he does not dismiss
simultaneism altogether, he despises the subitanous approach of Hwashang’s
quietism and of some Dzogchenpas, who practiced along those lines, as an ignor-
ant meditation, which will not induce elimination (spangs pa) and realization
(rtogs pa). Their contemplation on ‘not grasping anything’ without any certainty
will instead obstruct the achievement of spiritual qualities, increase defiling
emotions and undermine faith in the law of cause and effect.137

Hence, to Mipham, the figure of Hwashang came to epitomize the proponents
of the quietest practice of the non-thinking who are ironically lost in the thought
of non-thinking. It is difficult to say whether Mipham really took the historical
Hwashang M ohoyen to be such a master. His depiction could as well be hypothet-
ical but it is the most suitable interpretation of Hwashang he could provide to both
denounce Hwashang, who emblemated quietist contemplation and simultaneist
approach among the circles of Tibetan scholars, and at the same time maintain his
theories of Emptiness free from the extremes of existence, non-existence, both and
neither and of the apophatic knowledge of Emptiness which is free from grasping
and apprehension.

Is Emptiness effable?

The controversy on the effability of Emptiness is not very different from the one
on the knowability of Emptiness, which we have discussed so far. The Ngarabpa
scholars such as Ngog Loden Sherab maintained that the ultimate qua Emptiness
is ineffable (avācya, smrar med pa) and inexpressible (anabhilāpya, brjod du med
pa). Ngog writes in his Theg chen rgyud bla ma’i don bsdus:

The ultimate is not an object of speech for conceptual thought is con-
ventional and the ultimate is not an object of conceptual thought. What
is meant here by ‘being inexpressible by speech’ is to say [it] is not the
referential object (zhen yul)138 of word and conceptual thought.139
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Ngog links the ineffability of the ultimate to its transcendent nature of being unknowable by conceptual thought. The ultimate is not expressible because it is not within the scope of conceptual thought; linguistic expression is feasible only to objects of conceptual thought. He reasons that the ultimate is not the referential object of language or conceptual thought because it is without any defining characteristic. Tsangnagpa and Butün, Seyfort Ruegg reports, also held the position that the ultimate is beyond words and discursive thought. These scholars seem to have taken the description of the ultimate as ineffable and the inexpressible in texts like M K, XVIII/7 and the famous verse from Rahulabhadra’s Prajñāpāramitāstotra directly without any interpretation.

The Gelukpas, in contrast, espoused a different position, which Seyfort Rueggs sums up in the following:

En revanche, les dGe lugs pa soutiennent que le Sens absolu (paramārtha) peut faire l’objet de l’expression verbale, encore que le contenu de cette expression (abhidheya) ne pénètre évidemment pas dans l’essence même de son caractère propre (svālaksāna). Et comme la Réalité absolue peut donc être l’objet de la pensée et de la parole, elle est un connaissable (jñeyā).

They criticized the position maintained by Ngog and other Ngarabpas as rationally and practically untenable. Were it the case that Emptiness cannot be taught and expressed, the whole soteriological role of Emptiness would be lost and the entire range of teachings on Emptiness would be pointless. Thus, they interpreted the teachings describing Emptiness as ineffable. Commenting on Candrakīrti’s remark that the ultimate will be illustrated through analogy because it cannot be shown directly (dngos su bstan) as it is not effable and an object of thought based on language, Tsongkhapa argues the ultimate is described as ineffable because it cannot be expressed directly; it should not be understood to be ineffable and unknowable. He uses the analogy of a falling hair to explain that the person who has ophthalmia can be told about the non-existence of falling hair he sees and he can also understand they are mere illusion and that they do not exist but nonetheless he cannot see the non-existence of falling hair as fully and clearly as a person who is not suffering from ophthalmia. Gyaltshab interpreted the teachings describing the ultimate as ineffable in similar manner. He writes in his Thig pa chen po rgyud bla ma’i tīkā:

[By ‘the ultimate is ineffable’] is meant that the reality, in whatever way [it is] expressed and pondered by language and conceptual thought, [it] cannot be [expressed or understood] as realised by the equipoise of sublime beings. It does not mean that the ultimate truth cannot be made the object of language and conceptual thought at all.

Providing such interpretations to teachings describing Emptiness as ineffable, the Gelukpas argued that Emptiness is effable for it can be taught and understood.
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To maintain that Emptiness, a crucial subject of Buddhist teachings, cannot be expressed in words is a contradiction in terms. Thus, there developed among Tibetan Madhyamika scholars, as Seyfort Ruegg points out, two different currents of thought: one held by Ngarabpa scholars such as Ngog, Sapān and Būtin maintaining the ultimate to be ineffable and the other held by the Gelukpas asserting the ultimate to be effable.

To his Gelukpa opponents, Mipham’s position was a repetition of the Ngarabpa stance and it entailed a host of internal contradictions. To demonstrate how Mipham is contradicting his own words, Pari Rabsal cites the instances in Mipham’s Ketaka where he explicitly or implicitly mentions that Emptiness is taught or expressed.

He begins by making this sarcastic remark: ‘If [I] impose, in addition to the unbearable load of contradictions for not accepting [the ultimate] to be knowable, further [the load of] contradictions, the size of which only a gandhāhastin can bear, for not accepting [the ultimate] to be effable, this pupil might die [from the weight] and I might lose my monastic vows. However, many learned and ignorant people in the world today seem to assist [him] carry the load of [such] great evil. So hoping that it would not damage [so much], I take the courage to speak.’

Further attacking Mipham’s remark that Emptiness is inexpressible, Pari Rabsal hurls at Mipham the following hermeneutic problems:

1 Claiming Emptiness to be ineffable will contradict the sūtras such as the Lalitavistarasūtra, which mentions how the Buddha initially did not want to teach because the dharma he discovered was so profound and subtle that no one may understand but later taught at the request of Brahmā and Śakrah.

2 He argues that the statement in Ratnakūṭa that the Buddha did not utter even one word between the night he got enlightened and his Mahāparinirvāṇa would have to be taken literally if Emptiness was not taught.

3 Prajñāparamitāsūtras, which are regarded as the king of sūtras for teaching Emptiness through extensive reasoning cannot be regarded as such if Emptiness is not effable.

4 If Emptiness is ineffable, there cannot be the distinction of provisional and definitive teachings as the bifurcation is based on the teaching of the two truths and there cannot be any sūtras teaching the two truths. Because there are no teachings on Emptiness, Candrakirti’s statement that ‘those teachings on Emptiness should be known as definitive’ would not be acceptable.

5 Nāgārjuna’s description of the Buddha as the exponent of dependent origination qua Emptiness at the beginning of his M K would be wrong. He goes on to quote many other verses from Maitreya and Āryadeva to prove that Emptiness is effable and therefore taught in many treatises.
Mipham replies in great detail accusing Pari Rabsal of misunderstanding the texts and manipulating them to fit his own understanding. Whereas Pari Rabsal, and the Gelukpas generally, delineated Emptiness as effable and interpreted the sūtras and the sāstras describing Emptiness as ineffable to agree with this understanding, Mipham maintained a flexible position employing a liberal use of the descriptions. Emptiness free from all apprehensions is intrinsically ineffable, nonetheless it is perfectly feasible to talk about it and attempt to describe it as best as one could for transactional purposes. Conventional expression of Emptiness for worldly transaction is compatible with the otherwise inexpressible nature of Emptiness. To Mipham, expressing the inexpressible is not a contradiction of terms but an expedient way of approaching the ultimate. Thus, he did not consider it contradictory to view Emptiness as ineffable and yet at the same time treat it as a subject of discourse, discussion or exposition.

In response to Pari Rabsal’s first refutation, Mipham cites further passages from Lalitavistara asūtra to demonstrate that Emptiness is in fact described in it as inexpressible and difficult to understand. If the ultimate were merely the lack of hypostatic existence, as the Gelukpas understood, there would not be much reason to describe it as profound, unfathomable and ineffable. However, it is undeniably clear that the ultimate is taught to be free from all elaborations and as such it is taught to be beyond the scope of language and thought. He cites many more passages from major Indian sources describing the ultimate as ineffable and warns Pari Rabsal that he is antagonizing them through his refutations.

In his reply to the second question, Mipham denies saying that Emptiness was not taught. Instead, he categorically asserts that the Buddha delivered teachings on Emptiness which is free from apprehension. If the statement in the Ratnakūṭa were understood in the conventional sense, it need not be taken literally because many conventional topics were taught even if Emptiness was not. How can it be the case that the Buddha did not utter even a word when he delivered the three wheels of dharma? The statement, he thus argues, is to be taken in reference to the reality free from apprehension, in which no teacher, teaching, or mode of teaching are apprehended. He seems to take the statement as viable in the context of the delineation of the reality, the way Tsongkhapa does in his commentary on MK, XVIII/7 and XXV/24. However, he contends that if the statement is understood as implying that the Buddha did not utter any hypostatically existent word, then no sentient beings, it would logically follow, utter any word either.

Mipham’s position on effability, like the one on knowability we have discussed earlier, is determined by contexts. In the context of conventional transaction, Emptiness is effable and expressible lest all sūtras and treatises on Emptiness become pointless. Mipham does not deny the fact that teachings on Emptiness were delivered. Responding to Pari Rabsal’s refutation, Mipham clearly mentions that Emptiness free from apprehension is extensively taught in the Prajñāpāramitāsūtras and therefore the same are considered as the king of definitive sūtras. It is in this respect that the Buddha is described as the greatest exponent.
of Emptiness qua dependent origination. However, on the level of the ultimate free from all apprehension, no subject, object, expresser and expressed are viable. How could the ultimate then be effable in the normal sense of the word? Mipham thus understands the statement that the Buddha did not teach anything in the context of the ultimate truth.

In reply to Pari Rabjabs’s question about bifurcation of sūtras into provisional and definitive, he makes a clear-cut distinction between the two stating that ‘those sūtras which teach Emptiness free from apprehension are definitive and sūtras which teach the conventional phenomena involving apprehension are provisional’. Thus, from Mipham’s viewpoint, Pari Rabjabs’s criticism that there would be no sūtras teaching the two truths is unwarranted as there is no opponent holding such a stance. Furthermore, Mipham refutes the Gelukpa understanding that the sūtras which teach Emptiness qua absence of hypostatic existence to be the definitive sūtras. He reasons that were the sūtras teaching Emptiness which involves apprehension definitive, it would then follow that the teachings, which negate apprehension and transcend the dualities of substance and non-substance, etc. will have to be provisional. In that case, only the hypostatic existence will have to be negated and the Buddha would not have taught of Emptiness dispelling diverse dualistic appearances of substance, non-substances, etc. Besides, thoughts with the subject–object duality will be correct and those without will have to be mistaken, and the description of the ultimate as a sphere transcending the subject–object duality will not be tenable.

Mipham also argues that it would be wrong to understand ineffability of Emptiness merely in the sense, as known in the general semasiological context, of linguistic incompetence in expressing the referent directly. Formulating his systematic theories of semasiology, which he attributes to Dignaga and Dharmakirti, Mipham explains how language relates to its referent directly. In several of his philosophical writings, Mipham presents a fourfold concept of the expressed (brjod bya) and expresser (rjod byed): the object directly expressed (dngos kyi brjod bya) and the object intended to be expressed (zhen pa’i brjod bya), the subject which is the direct expresser (dngos kyi rjod byed) and the subject which is intended to be the expresser (zhen pa’i rjod byed). The object directly expressed, according to Mipham’s theory, is the mental picture of the object, that is, the universal image of the object (arthasamanya, don spyi), and the object intended to be expressed is the specific object, the individually characterised thing (don rang mtshan). The conceptual picture of the word, the linguistic universal (sabdasamanya, sgra spyi), is the direct expresser and the individually characterised word (sgra rang mtshan), the sound of the word, is the intended expresser. In the instance of saying ‘vase’, the mental image of vase is the first, the actual vase, the second, the mental picture of the word ‘vase’, the third and the sound ‘vase’, the fourth respectively.
Language, in Mipham’s thought, is intricately interwoven with conceptual thinking. When a word such as ‘vase’ is uttered, the speaker conceives the conceptual picture of vase and apprehends it as one with the actual vase. Similarly, he conceives the conceptual picture of the word ‘vase’ and apprehends it as one with the sound ‘vase’. Mipham calls this process the mixing of the presented and the constructed (snang brtags gcig tu bsres pa), the presented being the specific object and sound, and the constructed being their conceptual images. It is through conceptually linking the mental image of vase with the mental image of the word ‘vase’ as the expressed and expresser and conceiving the mental image of vase as one with the actual vase and mental image of word ‘vase’ with actual word ‘vase’ that the actual vase and sound ‘vase’ are also connected as the expressed and expresser. Without this, the speaker, or the listener, would not be able to link the linguistic expresser with the object expressed. Now, when we say ‘vase’, vase is existent and therefore the object which is intended is found. In other words, the word vase has a referent. In the case of saying ‘rabbit’s horn’, the object which is intended cannot be found. There is no referent of the word. Nonetheless, the expression is feasible and the message is also conveyed because there is the direct object, the conceptual image mentally generated. Thus, anything is expressible in this sense.

Like other Tibetan dialecticians, Mipham followed Dharmakirti (and also Candrakirti) in claiming that words and their referents have no natural relationship. The relationship between the expressed and the expresser (brjod bya rjod byed kyi ‘brel ba) is a constructed one, forged by the conceptual mixing mentioned earlier. Thus, it is a pure convention founded on our conceptual thinking to call a vase ‘vase’ and not ‘pillar’. Were it the case that we are accustomed to calling vases ‘pillars’, it would be perfectly rational and pragmatic to call them ‘pillars’. Words are devoid of inherent meaning and thus are not capable of expressing any referent automatically. They merely follow the intention of the speaker in referring to an object and their purpose is achieved when the intended referent is expressed or the message conveyed.

Thus, in Mipham’s theory, no expresser can express any referent directly without the mediation of conceptual thoughts and intentions. Not only is Emptiness ineffable but all individually characterized entities are ineffable in this respect. Mipham thus rebukes the interpretation that Emptiness is described as ineffable because it cannot be expressed directly by language as a naive understanding. He remarks that such ineffability would be applicable to even conventionally existent things and Emptiness would not be the ultimate, which is uniquely described as transcending language and speculation.

However, it is not quite clear whom Mipham is criticizing here or if his argument, rather than being a general clarification, is targeted at anyone in particular at all. Even the Gelukpas accepted that the description of Emptiness as ineffable has to be understood differently from the linguistic theory that individual characteristics are ineffable by words directly. Gyaltsab clearly distinguishes the two:

The two cases of individual characteristics not being objects of language and the ultimate being ineffable are different. Although language does not
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penetrate the nature of individual characteristics, they are fully cognised through [conceptual] dichotomization. The reality, in whatever way [it is] expressed and pondered by language and conceptual thought, [it] cannot be [expressed or understood] as realised by the equipoise of sublime beings.161

Thus, Gyaltshab argues that the ultimate is not termed ineffable merely because its individual characteristics cannot be directly expressed by language. Although the nature of individual characteristics is not penetrable by language, one can gain a full understanding of the individual characteristics depending on the words but in the case of the ultimate, one cannot gain a full understanding through words and conceptual thoughts. Ngog too makes the distinction:

What is meant here by ‘being inexpressible by speech’ is to say [it] is not the referential object (zhen yul) of word and conceptual thought. It is not [about] merely being non-evident to linguistic cognition (sgra’i shes pa). If this were the case, it would follow that even conventional things such as vase are likewise [ineffable].162

Mipham then goes on to explain how he understands the description of Emptiness as ineffable:

What then? All phenomena which fall within the substantial and non-substantial things – substantial things such as vase and the non-substantial such as space – or those which are known either negatively or affirmatively are within the scope of conceptual thoughts, because their particular natures can be apprehended and expressed. The definitive ontic nature qua Emptiness cannot be thought or said to be on the extremes of either substantiality and non-substantiality, negation and affirmation, or both and neither [of these]. Therefore, it is said to be inexpressible and beyond the scope of conceptual thought.163

In Mipham’s thought, the ultimate qua Emptiness, unlike other phenomena which can be said to be substantial, non-substantial, negatively existent, positively existent, etc., cannot be truly said to be anything because it transcends being anything. The ultimate is to be free from all the elaborations; it cannot be apprehended by thought or expressed by language.164 Citing the MK, XVIII/7 and Vigrahavyāvartanī, 29, he remarks that Pari Rabsal’s arguments reveal no additional loads of contradictions but are pointless criticisms like attempts to cut space with a sword. The ultimate cannot be expressed as empty or non-empty, existent or non-existent, is or is not. He comments that this is exactly what is meant by ‘the unspeakable, inconceivable, inexpressible perfection of wisdom’, in the verse from Prajñāparamitāstotra by Rāhulabhadra,165 which everyone is
so used to chanting, and by the statement ‘the Bodhisattva [Vimalakirti] remained silent when Mañjuśrī asked him about reality’.166 Nonetheless, Mipham does not deny that as a propaedeutic method, the ultimate is given names such as Emptiness, dharma-dhatus, etc. and described as the reality which is not a partisan appearance or Emptiness but beyond the extremes of existence and non-existence.167 Such conventional designations and definitions are used and through them conceptual understanding of the ultimate is also cultivated. However, these conventional expressions and the conceptual understanding are merely ways to the actual experience of the ultimate. Although they are used to delineate the ultimate, they do not affirm or express the ultimate per se in the manner of an apprehensible entity. Delineation of the ultimate is not like delineating other phenomena where a positive or negative determination and apprehension are involved. The ultimate transcends being a linguistic referent in that it cannot be described or pointed out either cataphatically or apophatically, the way conventional things can be. Cataphatic and apophatic delineations, like the finger pointing to the moon,168 are only distant signs leading to it. The ultimate, by its nature, is beyond linguistic description and therefore the delineation of the ultimate is known as the delineation of the inexpressible.

Then, Mipham draws a clear distinction between the understanding of effability/ineffability merely in the sense of being verbally enunciable and being subject of meaningful expression. Emptiness is definitely effable in the first sense as it can be verbally uttered and mentioned. Ineffability of Emptiness discussed in the sūtras and sūtras do not merely mean that the word ‘Emptiness’ cannot be uttered or mentioned by the mouth. Emptiness is ineffable in that it cannot be communicated properly even through meaningful expression. Without verifying the two forms of effability, it would be laughable to argue that Emptiness is expressible because it can be uttered by the mouth and is within the scope of thought because it can be thought of.

In another hermeneutic approach, Mipham distinguishes between the direct and the indirect engagement of language and thought and argues that the ultimate is not a direct object of language and conceptual thoughts because there are no words or conceptual thoughts which can engage in the ultimate directly. In this respect, the ultimate is said to be beyond being taught or illustrated (bstan pa dang dper bya ba las ‘das pa). However, there are words and thoughts, which engage in the ultimate indirectly. The ultimate is directly discerned after cultivating and habituating the certainty about it with the help of analyses and scriptural quotations. He observes:

Because there is no language or conceptual thought which directly engages with the ultimate, [it] is not a direct object of language and thought. [It] is taught to be beyond demonstration, analogies and so forth and so it is. However, language and conceptual thoughts which engage indirectly are not non-existent for it is appropriate to discern directly the
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ultimately through the force of practising the certainty about the ineffable nature of intuitive self awareness gained through flawless scriptures and reasoning delineating the ultimate, which is free from elaborations.169

Mipham in this case seems to use an argument based on the graduated soteriological stages of engaging in Emptiness. From this viewpoint, Emptiness is considered ineffable because words cannot directly engage in it; they can only lead the meditator to the cultivation of the intuitive gnosis of the sublime beings, which engages in it directly. Mipham’s interpretation of ineffability of Emptiness here – that Emptiness is ineffable because words cannot engage in it directly – appears identical with the semasiological argument discussed earlier – that Emptiness is ineffable because words cannot express it directly – which he rejected to be a correct explanation of the ineffability of Emptiness. In fact, they are both based on the same principle of Emptiness not being a direct object of language. However, Mipham takes them differently. The previous one, which Mipham rejected, is a semasiological argument that Emptiness is inexpressible because it cannot be expressed by language directly. That does not hold because other individually characterized objects such as vases and pillars cannot be expressed directly either. The latter one is a case of linguistic pragmatism, where language can convey the meaning of objects such as vases and pillars but cannot convey the concept of Emptiness because it is transcendent. This explanation is viable. In this case, Mipham also takes into account soteriological gradualism, where word and conceptual thought, although bereft of the capacity to engage in Emptiness directly, leads to the generation of the direct experience of Emptiness.

In yet another instance,170 Mipham quotes from the Aksayamatirnirdesātra171 and the Āryaśamvātaparamārthasatyānirdesātra172 and Candrakīrti’s Madhyamakavātarabhāṣya173 to prove that the ultimate is inexpressible. Then, he adds that although the inexpressible ultimate cannot be demonstrated exactly or accurately (ji bzhin du) by language and conceptual thought, it can nonetheless be delineated through dependence on them. Thus, Mipham interprets the ineffability of Emptiness in the sense of not being exactly, accurately or fully effable. This interpretation, it may be noted, is similar to Gyaltshab’s theory that the ultimate cannot be realised fully (yongs su rdzogs pa) through language and conceptual thought alone.174 The similarity is even more striking with other Gelukpa scholars who use the same terminology as Mipham and argue that the ultimate is not expressed and known accurately or exactly (ji bzhin du/ji lta ba bzhin du) by language and conceptual thought.

Mipham’s usage of a variety of hermeneutic methods indicates the intriguing nature of the problem that the description of Emptiness as the inexpressible poses. He does not approve of the Gelukpa description of Emptiness as effable and their viewpoint that the description of Emptiness as ineffable is untenable if taken directly and thus requires interpretation. From his viewpoint, understanding Emptiness as unilaterally effable debases Emptiness to the realm of ordinary speculation and language.175 Besides, persistence in such interpretation implies direly that the
master of the past who described Emptiness as ineffable was inept at describing Emptiness.

There are few salient features of Mipham’s hermeneutic approach to the problem of ineffability. Mipham adheres as closely as possible to the original sources both in use of linguistic description and philosophical presentation, thus preserving the often paradoxical and antinomical style of teachings on Emptiness which the Gelukpas, in the process of presenting a highly scholastic formulation of Emptiness, seem to have lost. Similarly, he favours a liberal use of terms by not obdurately following the literal meaning of words. An outstanding feature is also his enthusiasm to rationalize the paradoxical and antinomical values of Mādhyamika without reducing them to objects of mundane speculation. In his hermeneutic endeavours to accommodate the ineffability of Emptiness, its intrinsic characteristic, and the verbalization and the exposition of Emptiness for transactional purposes in one coherent system, we also see the typical Mipham, who is the champion of reconciling all divergent trends through an inclusivistic approach.
SOME CONCLUDING REMARKS

The three issues discussed here – the delimitation of the negandum, the theory of the ultimate and the knowability and the effability of Emptiness – represent the dialectical, ontological and epistemological aspects of the philosophy of Emptiness and form the main themes of Mipham’s discussions. The arguments presented under these topics comprise Mipham’s main criticisms of the Gelukpa understanding of Emptiness and his own distinctive contributions to the philosophy of Emptiness, although the discussion undertaken in this book is far from being either an exhaustive treatment of his polemics or a complete study of his theory of Emptiness.

Mipham’s first and foremost qualm about the Gelukpa understanding of Emptiness, as we have seen, concerns their emphatic identification of hypostatic existence, which is distinct from the commonsense objects, as the negandum. The disputes on the nature of the ultimate and the knowability and effability of Emptiness arise as corollaries to this. Like many other opponents of the Gelukpa school, Mipham argues that by exegetic emphasis on negating an ‘isolated’ negandum and leaving the empirical world unscathed, Emptiness will be misconstrued as an absence of ‘extrinsic’ hypostatic existence, both in theory and practice. Consequently, people will miss the whole Madhyamika point of discerning all things as Emptiness in order to eliminate attachment to empirical phenomena, thus destroying the main purpose of the philosophy.

The Gelukpas, however, have a different concern. They fear that the overbroad delimitation of the negandum involving the negation of all conventional phenomena by the ultimate analysis would annihilate even the conventional status of things. If all phenomena were negated, Emptiness would be misunderstood as a sheer denial of everything. Such a nihilistic view would destroy the coexistence of Emptiness and dependent origination, the philosophical essence of the Madhyamika school. Practically, people would engage in the meditation of non-mentation without developing any insight. This would lead to indulgence and complacency in non-mentation, and undermine the moral and ethical aspects of the path. Thus, they formulated a Madhyamaka philosophy with a strong sense of rationality, and identifying the exact negandum formed a fundamental part of this rational approach.
Mipham is aware of this problem and he distinguishes the correct philosophical understanding of Emptiness through ratiocinative enquiry and meditative insight from the indeterminate view and contemplation of non-mentation. Identifying his own position with the former, he ascribes the latter to Hwashang. However, according to him, the Gelukpa fear that even the conventional status of things will be annihilated if things are negated by the ultimate analysis is an unnecessary worry, because the conventional phenomena, in spite of being negated under the ultimate analysis, will exist undeniably on the non-analytic transactional level. Nothing can resist the scrutiny of the ultimate analysis; therefore, everything is negated and proved to be empty. Were the things themselves not negated, negating a separate hypostatic existence would not overcome attachment to them.

Moreover, the identification of hypostatic existence exclusively as the negandum leads to the delineation of the mere absence of hypostatic existence as Emptiness qua ultimate. This is the view of a biased Emptiness (stong pa phyang chad), a mere absence of hypostatic existence. Mipham no doubt attributes a propaedeutic value to the absence of hypostatic existence, but strongly denies that such absence is the ultimate Emptiness. Positing an absence of hypostatic existence is also ultimately a reification like positing hypostatic existence. He relegates the absence of hypostatic existence to a relative status and argues that such Emptiness is only a provisional antidote for those who are enmeshed in a strong sense of substantiality but is ultimately to be given up to reach the final Emptiness free from all elaborations. He terms it the notational ultimate (rnam grangs pa'i don dam), which is free from only the partial extremes in contrast to the non-notational ultimate (rnam grangs min pa'i don dam), which is free from all extremes.

Thus, Mipham’s understanding of Emptiness and the ultimate differs from the Gelukpa theory of Emptiness and the ultimate in an important way. This difference entails many other logical, epistemological and linguistic discrepancies. With the ultimate qua absence of hypostatic existence in mind, the Gelukpas accept the ultimate to be dialectically an absolute negation (med dgag). Ontologically, the ultimate, according to them, is an existent phenomenon, epistemologically, a knowable object and linguistically, an effable content. They also assert the viability of the rules of logic such as the non-contradiction, the excluded middle and the logical bivalence in delineating Emptiness.

Mipham agrees that all these are applicable to the notational ultimate qua absence of hypostatic existence. However, he professes the final ultimate to be Emptiness free from all elaborations (spros pa thams cad dang bral ba'i stong nyid), and argues that the ultimate is neither existent nor non-existent and therefore neither knowable nor effable in the normal sense of the words. The final Emptiness in Mipham’s thought, as in the Gelukpa system, is an absolute negation, but he dissents from the Gelukpas in negating all the mental elaborations including, he specifies, the absence of hypostatic existence. Ontologically, it is the state where nothing can be apprehended, perceived or pointed out, and yet interdependent appearance presents itself unfailingly. The ultimate nature of things is the coalescence of Emptiness and appearance. Epistemologically, this
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Emptiness is beyond the domain of language and thought but within the scope of the intuitive gnosis.

It is this non-notational ultimate that Mipham proves to be unknowable and ineffable. The Gelukpas do not accept this interpretation of the higher ultimate and dismiss the Ngarabpa understanding of Emptiness characterized as neither existent nor non-existent (yod min med min), as a naive understanding with a nihilistic inclination. Thus, the debate on the knowability and effability of Emptiness is not on an Emptiness which is mutually accepted. Mipham readily agrees with the Gelukpas that the ultimate qua absence of hypostatic existence is knowable and effable. The main bone of contention, to him, is the Gelukpa assertion of such absence as the final Emptiness qua non-notational ultimate. He uses the description of the final ultimate as unknowable and ineffable to argue that such an ultimate is not mere absence of hypostatic existence but reality free from all elaborations.

The Gelukpas formulate their theory of the ultimate qua absence of hypostatic existence with a strong sense of rationality, drawing on Dharmakirti’s logico-epistemology and their bs dus grwa dialectics. The Nyingmapas generally are known to expound their theory of Emptiness under profound influence from Dzogchen. Hence, while the Gelukpas, with strict adherence to rules of logic, profess a highly coherent ontological theory of the ultimate, which neatly fits into their general dialectical and epistemological framework, the Nyingma ontological exposition is full of paradoxes and antinomies, often transcending the rules of logic. For this, we have seen the Gelukpas tax the Nyingmapas with naive literalism and anti-rational quietism while the Nyingmapas rebuked them for excessive intellectualism and profane reasoning. These disparate trends are no doubt due to the religious education and the general religious orientation in the two traditions: the intensity of pramana and sutra studies among the Gelukpas and the dominance of vajrayana and Dzogchen teachings in the Nyingma tradition.

Against this general background, Mipham stands out as unique in being both a committed rationalist and a staunch exponent of the theories of Emptiness with a mystical flavour. Mipham recognizes the need for rationality, but is always selective and cautious of its limitations. It is the excessive and the inapposite application of intellectual reasoning (rtog ge’i rigs pa) and verbal hair splitting (tshig gi then khyer) that enshrouds the proper view of Emptiness in the case of the Gelukpa exegeses. The identification of an isolated negandum, different from conventional phenomena, for one, is such a verbal and intellectual distinction. Mipham despair that if one thinks introspectively about Emptiness, such specious arguments and reliance on words will only obstruct the realization of Emptiness and will not help overcome clinging and attachment to anything but only lead to mere quibbling.

Mipham, as we see throughout his writings, is trying to strike a balance between intellectual rationalism and transcendental mysticism, which he derives from his love of logico-epistemology and Dzogchen teachings. He presents both rational arguments and paradoxical and antinomical descriptions of Emptiness and links conceptual/rational understanding and non-conceptual/mystical experience,
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treating them as crucial and consistent parts of a systematic soteriological process. An outstanding feature in his thought is his rationalization of even the paradoxical, antinomical and the mystical through what may be termed Mahāyāna surrationalism. Even on the level of establishing the non-notational ultimate, where he rejects the viability of the ordinary rules of logic, he does not discard logic and rationalism altogether but endorses a transcendental form of rationalism. He distinguishes profane reasoning (tshur mthong rigs pa) from what he calls the reasoning of reality (chos nyid kyi rigs pa), and rejects that the rules of profane reasoning such as the law of double negation, non-contradiction, excluded middle and logical bivalence are viable on the level of the ultimate. In fact, on that level, it is logical and rational to defy these ordinary rules of logic and to argue that the ultimate is neither existent nor non-existent, etc. It would be irrational to maintain that the ultimate is one-sidedly existent or non-existent. This kind of surrationalism is also the logic behind Mahāyāna concepts such as the existence of a billion worlds in an atom and an aeon in a moment, and behind statements such as MK, XXIV/14 stating that everything is possible for that, for which Emptiness is possible.

Mipham’s exposition of Emptiness is also marked by distinctive hermeneutic skills such as the binary sets of the two truths, the bifurcation of the conventional correct cognitions, the theory of the two ultimates, the verification of philosophical contexts, the distinction between thoughts and words with apprehension and without apprehension and above all by his inclusivistic approach and ris med outlook. These hermeneutic endeavours and religious approaches play a significant parts in building his philosophical edifice, the pinnacle of which is the theory of the final ultimate qua Emptiness free from elaboration and apprehension.

Mipham inherited the inclusivistic approach from his Nyingma predecessors such as Rongzom and Longchenpa, who were propagators of the Dzogchen inclusivism, which proclaimed that all other schools ultimately led to, and all theories and practices culminated in, the Dzogchen school of Atiyoga, the ne plus ultra of Buddhism. This inclusivism and the ris med outlook, of which Mipham is a major promulgator, permeate his writings and their impact on his thoughts is evident in the efforts he makes to bring the divergent Buddhist traditions and interpretations into harmony.

This, for instance, is demonstrated in the course of his debates in two notable cases: (1) Unlike other critics of Hwashang, Mipham does not dismiss Hwashang’s quietism as nihilism. He reasons that Hwashang’s practice of non-mentation is not nihilistic, instead, it is an expedient way of calming the mind and through it some persons of sharp faculty can easily give birth to proper insight when inspired by the instruction of a skilful teacher; (2) Similarly, Mipham does not accuse the Gelukpas, as other opponents did, of espousing a nihilist view. He acknowledges that their absence of hypostatic existence is a provisional Emptiness, which helps overcome an intense sense of substantiality and ultimately conduces to the understanding of the final ultimate.

Mipham’s reconciliatory tone is heard best in his repeated approbation of Tsongkhapa and his final understanding of Emptiness. This reconciliation through
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An inclusivistic and ris med approach however was not his main motive for writing his works on Madhyamaka which triggered the polemical controversies. The main purpose of his exposition of Madhyamaka was to give Nyingmapas, who were then heavily relying on other schools for sutra studies, an independent philosophical system. By doing so, he also perhaps intended to counteract the proliferation of the Gelukpa scholasticism embodied in their yig cha curriculum and eristic mode of study, which he despised for its casuistry and verbosity.

His irenic hopes of finding religious and philosophical harmony may not have been fully realized, but Mipham has certainly succeeded in giving Nyingmapas a Madhyamika hermeneutic of their own and in raising a major alternative voice on Emptiness besides the Gelukpa tradition dominant in his day. His works on Madhyamaka thus represent the crowning glory of his remarkable contributions to learning in Tibet and it will surely be for this legacy that Mipham will be best remembered and most studied for generations to come.
Reply to Trewo Drakar Trulku Lobzang Paldan Tenzin Nyandra’s Zab mo dbu ma’i gnad cung zad brjod pa blo gsal dga’ ba’i gtam zhes bya ba mi pham rnam rgyal la klan ka gyis pa dang po

Mipham wrote his commentary on the ninth chapter of the Bodhicaryavatāra entitled the Shes rab le’u’i tshig don go sla bar rnam par bshad pa nor bu ke ta ka in 1878. This he did in 13 days, requested by one Sukama, after he had received the exegetical transmission of the root text from his teacher Paltrul Ugyen Jigme Chökyi Wangpo and read all Indian and Tibetan commentaries available. In his commentary, he reinforced the Ngarabpa interpretations of Mādhyamika philosophy, and argued against certain interpretations which are associated with the Gelukpas. Mipham does not name his opposition but most of his criticisms were clearly targeted at Gelukpa authors. These criticisms, he explains later, were not deliberate polemical attacks, but enquiries he had to make in the course of clarifying his own positions.

His criticism soon provoked counter-criticisms from several contemporary Gelukpa scholars including Drakar Trulku Paldan Tenzin Nyandra of Drepung monastery, who is said to have written his first rejoinder, Zab mo dbu ma’i gnad cung zad brjod pa blo gsal dga’ ba’i gtam, at the age of twenty-three in 1888/89(?). The rejoinder seems to have reached Mipham relatively quickly as he wrote his rebuttal, brGal lan nyin byed snang ba, in 1889. This reply to Drakar Trulku was finished in ten days during the recesses of a meditation retreat and has 46 folios or 92 pages in the MGS version and 112 pages in the recent Sichuan edition.

Mipham begins by mentioning that he is not undertaking this work with sectarian prejudice and hatred towards his opponent although he admits his loyalty to the Ngarabpa tradition. He stresses the importance of an unprejudiced outlook.
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and adherence to rational argument. He says that he is engaging in inter-school
debate not because he wishes to arouse controversy but to elucidate the difference
in understanding Emptiness between the Ngarabpas and the Chirabpas and
to establish the correct understanding.

Major Madhyamika issues discussed in the Drakar Trulku’s criticism and
Mipham’s reply are:

- the definition of hypostatic existence and grasping at hypostatic existence in
  Madhyamika and other schools;
- the issue of all phenomena being superimpositions of the mind;
- definition of individually characterized existents;
- grasping at self and grasping at hypostatic existence;
- whether Sravaka and Pratyekabuddha arhats give up grasping;
- whether arhats are liberated from samsāra;
- defining the ‘craving’ in the BA, IX/47;
- on grasping at self as particular kind of grasping at phenomena;
- the realization of Non-self and the arhats;
- the typology of the two truths and the nature of the ultimate;
- Reflexive Cognition (svasamvedana, rang rig);
- unique tenets of Prāṣaṅgikas and the two ultimates.

Mipham ends his work urging that religious discussion must not be conducted
with bigotry and malice but with sound arguments so that it will contribute to the
furtherance of the Buddha’s teachings. Drakar Trulku wrote two more criticisms of
Mipham. The second one jam dbyangs rnam rgyal gyis ‘dod tshul la klan ka bygis
pa zab mo ’i gtam was a revised version of the first one and the third, Mi pham rnam
rgyal gyis rtṣod pa ’i yang lan log ita ’i khong khrag ‘don pa ’i skyug sman, was
written in reply to Mipham’s rebuttal. Mipham wrote no further response and it
is not clear whether Mipham did not receive these two or he avoided replying to
them. Since writing his brGal lan nyin byed snang ba, Mipham mentions receiving
two polemical rejoinders from Lhasa, one from Jangkha and a fourth one from
Pari Rabcal. He says that he did not take the trouble to write replies to the first
three as they lacked philosophical depth. However it is not clear if the two from
Lhasa are the same as the ones Drakar Trulku wrote.
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Mipham’s reply to Pari Lobzang Rabsal’s ‘Jam dbyangs dgongs rgyan rigs pa’i gzi ‘bar gdong Inga’i sgra dbyangs

After the dissemination of his commentary on the ninth chapter of the BA, in which he elucidated the Ngakarapa line of interpretation and argued against certain Gelukpa positions, Mipham received polemical rejoinders from a few Gelukpa scholars. One of them was Pari Lobzang Rabsal of Kubum Jampaling, who was one of the renowned Gelukpa scholars of his day. Among those from whom he received polemical rejoinders, Mipham regarded Pari Rabsal as a scholar whose criticisms contained profound arguments and deserved to be carefully studied and answered.

Pari Rabsal’s work was written in 1897 but Mipham got it only in 1902. By then, Mipham’s health was deteriorating and he also seems to have become very disheartened by sectarian reaction to his writings. His earlier reply to Drakar Trulku, brGyal lan nyin byed snang ba, for instance, appears to have provoked more sectarian reaction instead of conducing a non-sectarian dialogue. He was worried that philosophical dialogues were being misconstrued as sectarian attacks and fueling unnecessary anger and ill feeling. So he did not wish to write this reply to Pari Rabsal, but it was the persistent request of his students, such as Kathog Situ and Golog Lingtrul, which led to the writing of this ‘brief’ rebuttal. The work was written in 18 days in the middle of 1903 with Khenpo Kunzang Paldan as scribe and consists of 142 folios and 283 pages in the MGS version and 316 pages in the recent Sichuan edition.

Mipham begins by showing his strong approval of Pari Rabsal’s praise of Tsongkhapa. Both in the beginning and the end, Mipham explains how Tsongkhapa is an outstanding master and how his ultimate view is consonant
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with that of the Ngarabpas. He also points out that most of the followers of Tsongkhapa misunderstood and misinterpreted Tsongkhapa’s teachings on the ultimate Emptiness, although he quotes Changkya and says that many Gelukpa masters knew that Tsongkhapa’s understanding of ultimate Emptiness was the same as the Ngarabpa understanding.

The actual answer to the refutation of Pari Rabsal begins with the discussion on the first verse of the ninth chapter. The major topics of their discussions are:

- the terms ‘yan-lag’ and ‘don’ in the BA, IX/1;
- the typology and definition of the two truths;
- dualistic thinking and the Buddha’s gnosis;
- the modes of grasping, meditative equipoise and post-equipoise period;
- the grasping at self and grasping at existent objects;
- conventional reality and the Buddha;
- Emptiness and the ultimate nature of mind;
- the two sets of two truths;
- Śrāvaka and Pratyekabuddha realization of Emptiness;
- the nature of Emptiness free from all elaborations;
- coalescence (yuganaddha, zung ’jug);
- the notational and the non-notational ultimates;
- the middle way;
- the ineffability and inexpressibility of the ultimate;
- on Hwashang and non-conceptuality;
- on theses and assertions;
- Prasangika and Svatantrika differences;
- reflexive awareness and store consciousness;
- difference of philosophical view in the sūtra and mantra schools.

The bulk of the book is on the theory of Emptiness and on the nature of the realization of Emptiness, his main qualm being the Gelukpa understanding of absence of hypostatic existence as the ultimate Emptiness. He devotes over half of his book to this issue; elaborating on how the ultimate Emptiness is not a mere negation of hypostatic existence but a reality, free from all elaborations.

Throughout his work, Mipham says that this work is written neither with a sectarian prejudice nor with any intention to provoke anger and conflict between the different schools. He frequently reminds his opponent that the argument should be based on reasoning and the debate should not become a worldly quarrel with censorious remarks on one’s opponent or a mere quibble. Despite the frequent use of sarcastic language by his opponent, Mipham shows respect to his opponent and carries on his arguments calmly. Mipham and Pari Rabsal later came to share mutual admiration and exchanged not only polemical letters but eulogies praising each other.
Mipham’s reply to queries of Dodrub Damchö Zangpo

Mipham wrote in 1876 an extensive commentary on the Madhyamakālaṃkāra of Santarakṣita entitled dBu ma rgyan gyi rnam bshad ’jam dbyangs bla ma dgyes pa ’i zhal lung at the behest of his master Jamyang Khentse Wangpo. In it, he elucidated most of his Madhyamika theories and the work soon received criticism even from within the Nyingma circles. The Damchos dogs sel is a work of 28 folios and 55 pages, written as an answer to the queries of Dodrub Damchö Zangpo, a Nyingmapa, who criticized Mipham’s commentary on the Madhyamakālaṃkāra.

It is unique in that it was written for a critic from his own tradition and, unlike the two other polemical replies, the opponent seems to have requested Mipham to dispel his doubts. Strangely, Mipham also makes more impolite and sarcastic remarks here than in his two other replies. Damchö seems initially to have attacked Mipham and also challenged Mipham to a debate, but subsequently he seems to have accepted Mipham’s authority and entreated him to write this work.

Mipham begins with some pejorative verses about the kind of work (perhaps the refutation of his commentary on Madhyamakālaṃkāra) Damchö has written. Topics discussed here are mostly related to interpretation of the Madhyamakālaṃkāra. Major points are:

- the definition of ground, path and resultant middle way;
- the sub-schools of Svātantra Mādhyamika;
- on how Madhyamakālaṃkāra is the ornament of all Mādhyamika schools;
- acceptance of a shared subject for debate in the two Mādhyamika schools;
- the usage of terms ‘ultimate’ and ‘hypostatic existence’ with the negandum;
- external entities and the Mind Only assertions;

Mipham’s reply to queries of Dodrub Damchö Zangpo

Mipham wrote in 1876 an extensive commentary on the Madhyamakālaṃkāra of Santarakṣita entitled dbu ma rgyan gyi rnam bshad ’jam dbyangs bla ma dgyes pa ’i zhal lung at the behest of his master Jamyang Khentse Wangpo. In it, he elucidated most of his Mādhyamika theories and the work soon received criticism even from within the Nyingma circles. The Damchos dogs sel is a work of 28 folios and 55 pages, written as an answer to the queries of Dodrub Damchö Zangpo, a Nyingmapa, who criticized Mipham’s commentary on the Madhyamakālaṃkāra.

It is unique in that it was written for a critic from his own tradition and, unlike the two other polemical replies, the opponent seems to have requested Mipham to dispel his doubts. Strangely, Mipham also makes more impolite and sarcastic remarks here than in his two other replies. Damchö seems initially to have attacked Mipham and also challenged Mipham to a debate, but subsequently he seems to have accepted Mipham’s authority and entreated him to write this work.

Mipham begins with some pejorative verses about the kind of work (perhaps the refutation of his commentary on Madhyamakālaṃkāra) Damchö has written. Topics discussed here are mostly related to interpretation of the Madhyamakālaṃkāra. Major points are:

- the definition of ground, path and resultant middle way;
- the sub-schools of Svātantra Mādhyamika;
- on how Madhyamakālaṃkāra is the ornament of all Mādhyamika schools;
- acceptance of a shared subject for debate in the two Mādhyamika schools;
- the usage of terms ‘ultimate’ and ‘hypostatic existence’ with the negandum;
- external entities and the Mind Only assertions;
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- reflexive awareness;
- Tsongkhapa’s theory of zhig pa dngos po;
- Arhats and non-self of phenomena;
- Candrakirti’s three apagogic reasonings;
- Tsongkhapa’s assertion of all grasping at hypostatic existence (bden ’dzin) to be obscuration of afflictive emotions (nyon mongs pa ’i sgrīb pa).

In this text, Mipham also takes the gzhan stong stance, although he declares that it is not his own position, and defends the gzhan stong view against the offhanded criticism of Damcho. Throughout his work, Mipham strives to interpret the teachings of great Indian masters such as Maitreya and Nagarjuna, Dharmakirti and Candrakirti without contradiction. Mipham ends by saying that he did not write this to bring conflict between schools and that he avoided writing in detail for fear of offending people. The work was completed within two days.
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Tibetan names

A khu Sherab Gyatsho
A kya Yongzin Lobzang Dondrub
A mdo Gedun Chöphel
Balmang K onchog Gyaltsan
Barawa Gyaltsan Palzang
Bodong Pan chen Chogle Namgyal
Bodong Jigdrel/Jigdrak
Bodpa Trulku Dongpai Tanpai Nyima
Bum sar Geshe
Butin Rinchen Drub
Chag Lotsawa Choje Pal
Changkya Ngawang Lobzang Chödan
Changkya Rolpai Dorje
Chapa Chikyih Sejhe
Chari Kalzang Thogme
Chim Jampaiyang
Chim Lobzang Drak
Chogro L ui Gyaltsan
Chogjur Lingpa
Chomdan Rigpai Ralde
Chone Jets david Drakpa Shedrub
Chungtrug Jampa Tashi
Chukye Samten
Dagpo Tashi Namgyal
Danbag Nechung
Dan ma Lobzang Choaying

A khu Shes rab rGya mtsho
A kya Yongs ’dzin Blo bzang Don grub
A mdo dGe ’dun Chos ’phel
dBal mang dK on mchog rGyal mtshan
‘Ba’ ra ba rGyal mtshan dPal bzang
Bo dong Pan chen Phyogs las rNam rgyal
Bo dong ’jigs bral/ ’jigs grags
Bod pa sPrul sku mDo sngags bStan pa’i ’Nyi ma
Chos Idan
Chapa paPhya pa Chos kyi Sejhe
Cha ri s kal bzang Thogs med
mChims ’jam pa’i dByangs
mChims Blo bzang Grags
Cog ro Klui rGyal mtshan
mChog gyur Gling pa
bCom Idan Rigs pa’i Ral gri
Co ne rje btsun Grags pa bShad grub
Khyung phrug Byams pa bK ra shis
Chu skyes bSam gtan
Dwags po bKa ra shis ’Nam rgyal
Dan bag gNas chung
IDan’/’dan ma Blo bzang Cho dbyings
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Derge/Derge Chözod Chenmo</th>
<th>De dge/sDe dge Chos mdzod Chen mo</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Desi Sangye Gyatsho</td>
<td>De srid Sanss rgyas rGya mtsho</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dodruk Rgyig Ngag Wangpo</td>
<td>rDo brag Rgyi dzin Ngag gi dBang po</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dodrub Tshing Thubten 0zer</td>
<td>rDo grub jigs med 'Phrin las 'Od zer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dodrub Tsalp Nyima</td>
<td>rDo grub bsTan pa'i Nyi ma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dokhar Tsering Wangyal</td>
<td>mDo mkhar Tshe ring dBang rgyal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dolpopa Sherab Gyaltshan</td>
<td>Dol po pa Shes rab rGyal mtshan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dorje Shugdan</td>
<td>rDo rje Shugs Idan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dowa/Dodrub Damcho</td>
<td>rDo ba/Do grub Dam chos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drayor Sherab</td>
<td>Grags 'byor Shes rab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drakar Trulku Paldan Tenzin Nyandra</td>
<td>Brag dkar sPrul sku dPal Idan bsTan 'dzin sNyan Grags</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drathang Khenpo</td>
<td>Grwa thang mK han po</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drenchenpo Sherab Bar</td>
<td>Bre Chen po Shes rab 'Bar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drepung/Loseling/Gomang</td>
<td>Bras spungs/BlO gsal Gling/sGo mang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drigung Palzön</td>
<td>Bri gung dPal 'dzin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drigung Kyojoba Jigten Gonpo</td>
<td>Bri gung sK yobs pa 'Jig rten mGo ng po</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dromton Gyaltai Jungne</td>
<td>Brom ston rGyal ba'i 'Byung gnas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drogoi Lotsawa Sakya Yeshe</td>
<td>Brog mi lo ts  ba Sakya Ye shes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drungungpa Lodoe Jungne</td>
<td>Gro lung pa BlO gros 'Byung gnas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drubthob Ugyenpa</td>
<td>Grub thob O rgyan pa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drupka Pema K Karpo</td>
<td>Brug pa Padma dk ar po</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drusha Sonam Sehge</td>
<td>Br u sha bSod nams Seh ge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dzogchen Pema Rgyig</td>
<td>rDzoqs chen Padma Rgyi 'dzin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gaden/Jangtsa/Shartse</td>
<td>dGa' Idan/Byang rtsa/Shar rtsa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gaden Chökhorlinfo</td>
<td>dGa' Idan Chos 'khor Gling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gadan Phodrang</td>
<td>dGa' Idan Pho brang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gampopa Sonam Rinchen</td>
<td>sGam po pa bSod nams Rin chen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gedun Drub</td>
<td>dGe 'dun Grub</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gelukpa/Gedampa</td>
<td>dGe lu gs pa/dGo Idan pa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Getse Pandita Gyurme Tshewang</td>
<td>dGe rtse Pandita 'Gyur med Tshe dbang mChog grub</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chogdrub</td>
<td>sGe'u stig/sGs steng BlO bzang dPal Idan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geuteng/Giteng Lobzang Paldan</td>
<td>Gungbu ba rGyal mtshan bZang po</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gô Lotsawa K huqpa Lhatse</td>
<td>'Gos L o ts  ba K hug po lHa btsas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gô Lotsawa Zhonon Paldan</td>
<td>'Gos L o ts  ba gZhon nu Paldan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gomde Namkha Gyaltshan Zangpo</td>
<td>sGom sde Nam mkha'rgyal mtshan bZang po</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gonpo Chab</td>
<td>mGon po skyabs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gonpo Namgyal</td>
<td>mGon po rNam rgyal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gorampa Sonam Sehge</td>
<td>Go rams pa bSod nams Sehge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gungruwa Gyaltshan Zangpo</td>
<td>Gung ru ba rGyal mtshan bZang po</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gungthang Jampaia Yang</td>
<td>Gung thang 'Jam pa'i dByangs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Gungthang Konchog Tanpai Drönme
Gung thang dKon mchog bsTan pa'i sGron me

Guru Chiwang
Guru Chos dbang

Gyalrong Namkha Lhundrub
rgYal rong Nam mkha' lhun grub

Gyaltshab Je/Dharma Rinchen
rgYal tshab rje/dhar ma Rin chen

Gyalse Zhanphan Thaye
rgYal sras gZhan phan mTha' yas

Horkhang Sonam Palbar
Hor khang bsod nams dPal 'bar

Hwashang M ohoyen
Hwashang M ohoyen

J adui Tsondru Bar
Bya 'dul bTson 'grus 'Bar

J amyang Chöje
'jam dbyan gs Chos rje

J amyang Gawai Lodoe/Legpa Chijor
'jam dbyangs dGa' ba'i Blo gros/Legs pa Chos 'byor

J amyang Zhadpai Lodoe
'jam dbyangs bZhad pa'i Blo gros

J amyang Zhadpa Ngawang Tsondru
'jam dbyangs bZhad pa Ngag dbang bTson 'grus

J ampa L ingpa
Byams pa gGling pa

J amyang K hyentsei Wangpo
'jam dbyangs mK hyen brtse'i dBang po

J angdagpo
Byang dbag po

J apa [A lag] Dongag
'Gya pa'/Ja' pa [A lags] mDo sngags

J atong Chingrupa
rgYa stong Phying ru pa

J edrung Gyurme
rJe drung 'Gyur med

J e K henpo
rJe mkhan po

J igme Lingpa
jIgs med gGling pa

J onang Chogle Namgyal
Jo nang Phyogs las rNam rgyal

J onang K unga Dr dolchog
Jo nang K un dga' Grol mchog

J u Mi pham Namgyal Gyatsho
'Ju M i pham rNam rgyal rGya mtsho

J ula Rin chen Go npo
'Ju bla Rin chen mGon po

J umo Hor Sa-ngag Choling
'Ju mo Hor gSang sngags Chos gling

K adampa
bK a' gdam s pa

K agyu
bK a'/dK ar bgyud

K amtshangpa Palkhang Chozod
Kam tshang pa dPal khang Chos mDzod

K arma Konchog Zhönu
K arma dK on mchog gZhon nu

K armapa M ikyod Dorje
K arma pa Mi bskyod rDo rje

K armapa Rolpai Dorje
K arma pa Rol pa'i rDo rje

K armapa Rangjung Dorje
K arma pa Rang 'byung rDo rje

K athogpa Dampa Desheg
K ah thog pa Dam pa bDe gshegs

K athog Rigzin Tshewang Norbu
K ah thog Rig 'dzin Tshe dbang Nor bu

K awa Paltseg
K a ba dPal brtseg s

K hangmar Rinchen
K hang dmar Rin chen

K hedrub Je/Geleg Palzang
mK has grub rJe/dGe legs dPal bzang

K hedrub Tanpa Dargye
mK has grub bsTan pa Dar rgyas
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Khenchen Pema Dorje  mKhan chen Padma rDo rje
Khenpo Jigme Phuntsho  mKhan po 'Jigs med Phun tshogs
Khenpo Zangba/Zhanphang Chokyi  mKhan po gZhan dga'/gZhan phan
Nangwa  Chos kyi sNang ba
K hon K onchog Gyalpo  mKhan dkon mchog rGyal po
Kh u Dode Bar  K hu mDo sde 'Bar
K hujug  K hu byug
K onchog Jigme Wangpo  dK on mChog 'Jigs med dBang po
Kontrul Lodo Thaye  K ong sprul Bl o gros mTha' yas
K unphyan Lodo Rinchen Sejhe  K un mkhyen Bl o gros Rin chen Sejhe
K unpal/K unzang Paldan  K un dpal/K un bzang lPal Idan
K unzang Chodrak  K un bzang Chos grags
K unga Drak  K un dga' Grags
Labrang Tashikhyl  Bla brang bK ra shis 'khyil
Lama Dampa Sonam Gyaltshan  Bla ma Da m pa BSod nams rGyal mtshan
Langnak Sonam Tanpa  Glang nag BSod nams BrTan pa
Lithang K henchens Lobsang Choedrak  Li thang mKhan chen Bl o bzang Chos grags
Lobsang Phuntsho  Bl o bzang Phun tshogs
Lochchen Chabchog  Lo chen sK yabs mchog
Lodrenpa Darma Sejhe  lHo bran pa Da r ma Sejhe
Longchen Rabjampa Dri me  lOng chen R'bYams pa D ri med 'Od zer
Longdol Lama Ngawang Lobsang  lOng rdol Bla ma Ngag dbang Bl o bzang
Lubum/Dobi Geshe Sherab Gyatsho  Kl u 'bum/rDo sbis dGe shes Shes rab rGya mtsho
Luga  Kl u dga'
M achig Labdun  M a gcig Lab sgron
M aja Jangchub Tsundru  rM a bya B yang chub BrTson 'grus
M arpa Chokyi Lodo  M ar pa Chos kyi Bl o gros
M ilarepa  M i la ras pa
Minling Terchen Gyurme Dorje  sM in gling gTer chen 'Gyur med rDo rje
M ondropa  sM on g ro pa
Mu chen K onchog Gyaltshan  M us chen dK on mchog rGyal mtshan
Nagsho Tshultrim Gyalwa  N a g m tsho Tshul khrs rGyal ba
Naljor Sejhe  rNa l 'byor Sejhe
Naro Bonchung  Na ro Bon chung
Ngaban Kunga  rNg a ban K un dga'
Ngaga/Ngawang Palzang  Ngag dga'/Ngag dbang lPal bzang
Ngagyur Nyingma/Nyingmapa  sNg a 'gyur rNying ma/rNying ma pa
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Ngari Pan.chen Padma Wangyal
Ngawang Chodrak
Ngawang Lobzang Gyatsho
Ngawang Tashi Namgyal
Ngog Lobsawa Loden Sherab
Ngog Lekpai Sherab
Ngorchen K onchog Lhundrub
Ngorchen K unga Zangpo
Ngulchu Dhar mabhadra
Norbu Tenzin
Nub Sangye Yeshe
Nya On K unga Pal
Nyaltön Paljor Lhundrub
Nyangral Nyima Özer
Nyedo M rawui/Tsöndru Sengê
Paltrul Ugyen Jig me Chökyi Wangpo
Panchen Delek Nyima
Panchen Lobzang Chökyi Gyaltshan
Pagsam Wangpo
Pang Lobsawa L coden Tanpa
Pari Lobzang Rab săl
Patshab Nyima Drak
Pawo Tṣuglag Trengwa
Pha Dampa Sangye
Phagpa L odos Gyaltshan
Phagmo Drupa
Phodrang Zhiwa Ö
Phurchog Jampa Gyatsho
Rangtôngpa
Redawa Zhonu Lodoe
Rigzin K unzang Sherab
Rinchen Zangpo
Rinpungpa
Rongtön Sheja Kunrig/Sakya Gyal tshan
Rongzom Choizang
Rudam Dzogchen Samtan Chöling
Serdog/Zilung pa Sakya Chogdan

mNgag‘ ris Paṇ chen Padma dBang rgyal
Ngag dbang Chos grags
Ngag dbang B los bzang RGYa mtsho
Ngag dbang bK ra shis rNam rgyal
Ngog Lo tsa ba B los ldan Shes rab
Ngog Legs pa‘i Shes rab
Ngor chen dK on mchog lHun grub
Ngor chen K un dga‘ bZANG po
DN gUL chu Dhar mabhadra
Nor bu bsTan ‘dzin
gNubs Sangs rgyas Ye shes
Ny a dbon K un dga‘ dPal
gNyal ston dPal ‘byor lHun grub
Nyang ral Ny i ma ‘Od zer
SN ye mdo sM ra ba‘i/brTson ‘grus Sengê
dPal sprul O rgyan ‘Jigs med Chos kyi dBang po
Pan chen bDe legs Nyi ma
Paṇ chen B los bzang Chos kyi rGYal mtshan
dPag bsam dBang po
dPang Lo tsa ba B los brTan pa
dPa‘ ri sB los bzang Rab gsal
Pa tshab Ny i ma Grags pa
dPa‘ bo gTṣug lA gPhreng ba
Pha Dam pa Sangs rgyas
Phags pa B los rGYal mtshan
Phag mo Gru pa
Pho brang Zhi ba ‘Od
Phur lcog Byams pa rGYa mtsho
Rang stong pa
Red ma‘ ba gZhon nu B los gos
Rig g‘dzin K un bzang Shes rab
Rin chen bZang po
Rin spungs pa
Rong ston Shes bya K un rig/Sakya rGYal mtshan
Rong zom Choisang
R dam dB ogn chen bSam gtan Chois gling
gSer mdo/ Zi lung pa Sakya mChog ldan
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Sakya Dorje
Sakya Zhonu
Sakya/Sakyapa
Sakya Pandita Kunga Gyaltshan
Sera Jay/May
Sera Jetsun Chökyi Gyaltshan
Santipa Lodoe Gyaltshan
Shenchen Kargyal
Shenyen M aryuila
Sherab Sege
Situ Panchen Chökyi J pang
Sogdogpa Lodoe Gyaltshan
Sonam Drakpa
Sonam Chab
Sonam Tsemo
Sumpa Khenpo Yeshe Paljor
Taglung Drakpa Pal
Tagtshang Lotsawa Sherab Rinchen
Sakya rDo rje
Sakya gZhon nu
Sa skya/Sa skya pa
Sa skya Pandita K un dga’ rGyal mtshan
Se ra Byes/sM ad
Se ra rje btsun Chos kyi rGyal mtshan
Santipa Blos gros rGyal mtshan
gShen chen dK ar rgyal
bShes gnyen dM ar yul ba
Shes rab Sege
Si tu Pan chen Chos kyi ’Byung gnas
Sog zlog pa B lo gros rGyal tshan
bSod nams Grags pa
bSod nams sK yabs
bSod nams rTse mo
Sum pa MK han po Ye shes dPal ’byor
sTag lung Grags pa dPal
sTag tshang Lo tsa ba Shes rab R in chen
Tandar Lharampa
Taranatha K unga Nyingpo
Tenzin Choigyal
Tenzin Drakpa
Tharpa Lotsawa Nyima Gyaltshan
Throshul Jamdor/Jampal Dorje
Thubtan Chödrak
Tölung Jamarwa
Trisong De tsan
Tri Rapachen
Tshandrok K henpo
Tsangnagpa Tsöndru Sege
Tsang pa
Tsag/Tseg Wangchuk Sege
Tsang K hawoche
Tshonawa Sherab Zangpo
Tsöngkhapa Löbhang Drakpa
Thukhen Chökyi Nyima
Ugyen Lingpa
Úepa Losal
Umapa Tsöndrü Sege/Pawo Dorje
Yagde Panchen
Yagtrugpa Sangye Pal
bTan dar lHa rams pa
Taranatha K un dga’ sNying po
bTan ’dzin Grags pa
bTan ’dzin Grags pa
Thar pa L o tsa ba Nyi ma rGyal mtshan
K hro shul ’jam rdro’/j am dpal rDo rje
Thub bstan Chos grags
sTod lung rGya dm a r ba
K hri srong IDE btsan
Tri R al pa can
Tri Ral pa can
mTshan sgr og mK han po
gTsang nag pa brTson ’grus Sege
gTsang pa
rTsag/bTseg sD ang ph yug Sege
bTsan K ha bo che
mTsho sna ba Shes rab BZang po
Tsöngkhapa B lo bz ang Grags pa
Thu ’u kwan Chos kyi Nyi ma
O rgyan Gling pa
dBu s pa B lo gsal
dBu ma pa brTson ’grus Sehe/dPa’ bo rDo rje
gYag sde Pan chen
gYag phrug pa Sangs rgyas dPal
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Yeshe Ö
Yongzin Yeshe Gyaltsan
Khenpo Yonga/Yontan Yatsho
Yumowa Mikyod Dorje
Zhang Yeshe De
Zamthang Ngawang Lodo Drakpa
Zangring Drakpa Darma Tshultrim
Zhabdrung Ngawang Namgyal
Zhamar Tenzin
Zangthang Sagpa Jungne Yeshe
Zhanphan Chökyi Lodoe
Zhantongpa
Zhechen Drungyig Tenzin Gyaltsan
Zhechen Gyaltshab Pema Namgyal
Zhechen Gyaltshab Kunzang Namgyal
Zhechen Tannyi Dargyeling
Zhuchen Tshultrim Rinchen
Zu Gawai Dorje

Ye shes ‘Od
Yongs ‘dzin Ye shes rGyal mtshan
mKhan po Yon dga’ or Yon tan rGya mtsho
Yu mo ba Mi bskyod rDo rje
Zhang Ye shes sDe
‘Dzam thang pa Ngag dbang Blo gros Grags pa
Zang rings Grags pa Dar ma Tshul khrims
Zhab drung Ngag dbang rNam rgyal
Zhwa dmar bsTan ‘dzin
Zhang thang Sag pa ‘Byung gnas Ye shes
Zhan phan Chos kyi Blo gros
gZhan stong pa
Zhe chen Drung yig bsTan ‘dzin rGyal mtshan
Zhe chen rGyal tshab Padma rNam rgyal
Zhe chen rGyal tshab Kun bzang rNam rgyal
Zhe chen bsTan gnyis Dar rgyas Gling
Zhu chen Tshul khrims Rin chen gZu dGa’ ba’i rDo rje
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NOTES

INTRODUCTION

3 Sūtra Nipāta, verses 9–13, 1119; Dhammapada, XX/7, and so on. See Chapter 2, n. 1.
4 MK, XXIV/14; Vighrahavyāvartanī, p. 70.
5 MA, VI/23.
6 See Chapter 3, p. 82.
7 See Chapter 4, n. 89 on the two ultimates.
9 Seyfort Ruegg (1967), p. 5.
10 Catuḥjataka, VIII/7.
13 See Chapter 2, pp. 50–1.
15 MGS, vols Ae and Wam.
19 Ibid., pp. 89–253.
22 Traditional scholars such as Khenpo Jigme Phuntsho have it that Mipham composed his Ngес shes sgron me when he was seven years old with Jula Rinchen Gönpo (c.1850–1920) as the scribe. See Jigme Phuntsho (2002), vol. iii, p. 184. The book does not however have a proper colophon and is not datable. In his commentary on Ngес shes sgron me, Khenpo Kunpal (1872–1943), one of the well-known disciples of Mipham, provides us with a colophon written by Mipham when he was fifty-seven. Mipham says,

Although this Ngес shes rin po che’i sgron me was written as it fortuitously came to my mind in one session when I was very young and a beginner in my studies, there is no contradiction in its content and it holds pithy meaning. Therefore, I leave it as it is, without correction. This [colophon] is written by Mipham at [the age of] fifty-seven.

See Mipham Gyatsho and Kunzang Paldan (1997), p. 256. John Pettit’s conjecture that the text probably was written when Mipham was seventeen seems to have no basis.
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either. See Pettit (1998), p. 44. The earliest datable text is a prayer in Mipham’s Gesar cycle written in 1859.
25 Primordial Purity (Ka dag) is the term for the empty nature of all things in Dzogchen philosophy.
26 For Ngarabpas, see Chapter 2, n. 72.
27 For rang stong and gzhan stong controversy, see Chapter 2, n. 62 and Chapter 3, n. 107.
33 ʼgSung sgros, 450:  ràng lugs rab lan du gsal te ràng stong smra ba’i lugs so//
36 Ibid., pp. 322–23.
43 Mimaki (1982).
44 Mipham Gyatsho (1997b).
46 Williams (1998b) and see Kapstein (2000b) for his critical review.
48 Ngas shes sgron me, Question IV/9: ka dag bilar sha chod pa la/ thal ’gyur la ba mthar phyin dgos// MGS, vol. Śrī, p. 88. See also, Ngas shes sgron me, chapter III/8; don dam rang ngo shes pa la/ bden stong phu thag chod pa dgos// In order to realize the self-nature of the ultimate, [one] must have fathomed the lack of hypostatic existence.
49 MGS, vol. Om, p. 813: snang stong mnyam par nges shes rtsogs pa chel/ klu sgrub gzhang lugs bzang po kho nas mthong//
50 Tagtshang Sherab Rinchen is perhaps the first to use this allegorical concept. See Tagtshang Lotsāwa (1999), p. 155.
51 rGyan ’grel, p. 321.

1 EMPHTENES: ITS SOTERIOLOGICAL, DOCTRINAL, ONTOLOGICAL AND HISTORICAL SIGNIFICANCE IN BUDDHISM

1 View, darśana or deśit in Sanskrit and lla ba in Tibetan, covers both philosophically correct and erroneous viewpoints. However, in the context of this bifurcation, it refers to the right view qua correct understanding of reality.
2 MA, I/3. dang po nga rjes bdag la zhen gyur cing/ bdag gi ’di rjes dngos la chags skyes pa/ zo khyun ’phyen liar rang dbang med pa yi/
3 PV, Pramāṇasiddhi/221: atmani sati parasamajñā svaparavibhāgā pariṣṭhayadevṣau/ anyoḥ sampratibuddhāḥ sarve doṣāḥ prajñayante// bṛdayaḥ na ni gzhana du she// bṛdaya gzhana cha la// ‘dzin dang s鄜g// de dag dang ni yongs ‘brel las// nyes pa thams cad ‘byung bar ‘gyur//

4 Ignorance equivalent to the grasping of ‘I’ and ‘my/mine’ is identified with the first link of the twelve links of the dependent origination. It is therefore the ignorance which is cause of rebirth in saṃsāra. It falls within the obscuration of defiling emotions (kleśavāraṇa, nyon mongs pa’i sgrīb pa) of the two obscurations and pertains to the defiling one (kliṣṭa, nyon mongs can) of the two kinds of ignorance known to later Indian commentarial literature.

5 Ibid., 215: tanmālāśca maḷāḥ sarve, sa ca satkāṣayarājanam/ nyes kun de yi rtsa ba can// de yang ‘jig tshogs lta ba yin// See also verse 198: mohaḥ ca niśālam doṣāṁ nam sa ca satvakṛtya vina/ gīt mig nyes pa’i rtsa ba yin// de yang saṃsāra can ‘dzin pa yin//

6 Ibid., 215–6. Dharmakirti argues against the proponents of abhidharma who assert that ignorance and view of substantiality are different caitasikas. On the relation between ‘jig lta and ma rig pa/mongs pa’i sgrīb pa in Tsongkhapa’s thought, see Lam rin, 234–5, 655–7 and in Mipham’s, see MGS, vol. 20, p. 354. Both agree with Dharmakirti in accepting that the ‘jig lta is a particular ma rig pa.

7 Āryadeva. Catuḥṣataka, VI/10.

8 MA, VI/120: nyon mongs skyon rnam ma las ‘jig tshogs la/lta la byung ba blo yis mthong ‘gyur nas// bṛdaya ni ‘di yi yul du rτogs byas nas// rnal ‘byor pa yis bṛdaya ni ‘go gog par byed//

9 PV, Pramāṇasiddhi/217, 224.

10 Ibid., 214: mohāvirodhiḥ maityrader nāyantam doṣanirgrahah/ byams sogs rmoṅgs dang ‘gul med phyi// shin tu nyes pa tshar gcen mi//

Cutting across this general view, many Tibetan masters have accorded ethical values such as Bodhicitta and compassion the pivotal role in Mahāyāna soteriology. One such master is Paṭrul Rinpoche, the famous exponent of Bodhicaryavatāra and teacher of Mipham, who even went on to claim that Bodhicitta alone is sufficient to attain Buddhahood. Although this may not be taken literally, the emphasis on Bodhicitta is quite clear. Gombrich, in a recent work on the soteriological role of loving-kindness and compassion in early Buddhism, has also argued that these ethical principles have salvific efficacy on their own. See Gombrich (1997b).

11 Ibid., 255: muktiaṅśtā śūnyatādṛṣṭēs tadarthaḥ śeṣabhaṁvayaḥ/ stong nyyī lta ba grol ‘gyur gyil/ sgoṃ pa tlaṅ ma de don yin//

12 Āryadeva. Catuḥṣataka, XII/13: zhi sgo gnyis pa med pa dang// lta ba ngan rnam ‘jig byed pa/l bṛdaya ni sogs rgyas kun gyi yul gyur pa// bṛdaya med ces ni bya bar brjod//

13 Nāgarjuna, Ratnāvali, I/29–36. Nāgarjuna’s statements in these verses have become a hot topic of commentarial exposition and debate in Indo-Tibetan Mādhyamika studies. The verses, 35–7, which Candrakīrti cites to prove that Śrāvaka and Pratyekabuddhas also understand the Non-self of phenomena, is to become a major point of debate.

14 Ibid., I/30: phung po de lta mi bden par// mthong nas ngar ‘dzin spon bar ‘gyur// ngar ‘dzin pa dag spongs nas ni// phyi ni phung po ‘byung mi ‘gyur//

15 MK, XVII/4: mamety abham iti kiṃe bahidhādyātman eva ca/ niruddhātā upādānān tātksāyā jannamāḥ kṣayaḥ/ nṛṇaṃ dṛṣṭi rol nyid dag la/ bṛdaya dang bṛdaya gi snyam zad nas/ nye bar len pa ‘gag ‘gyur zhing// de zad na skye ba zad//

16 Nāgarjuna, Śūnyatāaparītākārikā, 62.

17 MK, XVII/5: karmaklesāsyaṁ mokṣah/ karmaklesā viikalpataḥ/ te prapañcāt prapatianca tā śūnyātyān niruddhātā// lās dṛṣṭi nyon mongs zad pas thar// lās dṛṣṭi nyon mongs rnam rτog las// de dag spros pas spros pa ni// stong pa nyid kyis ‘gag par ‘gyur//
NOTES

18 Āryadeva, Catuḥśataka, XIV/25.
19 BA, IX/26.
20 Ketaka, pp. 49–55, rGyau ’grel, pp. 313–21. Ngas shes sgron me, Question II.
21 Candrakirti (1912), pp. 19–23.
22 Ibid., p. 302.
24 Nāgārjuna, Lokātātsastava, 27: mthshan ma med pa ma riogs par// khyod kyis thar pa med par gsung// Lack of characteristics (anirmita, mthshan ma med pa), generally understood as a synonym of lack of elaborations (apraptāṇca, spros pa med pa), is another designation for Emptiness in Mahāyāna philosophy. However, this term as one of the three vimokṣaṇakhas, known from very early period of Buddhism, predates Mahāyāna tradition.
25 BA, IX/55: klesāviyāvrti nama pratipakṣo hi sūnyatā/ Śīhram sarva-vajñātākāmo na bhūvayati tām kathan/ nyon mongs shes bya'i sgrub pa yil// mun pa'i guyen po stong pa nyid// nyur du thams cad mkhyen 'dod pas// de ni ci phyir sgom mi byed//
26 MA, VI/79: slob dpon klu sgrub 'zabs kyi lam las ni// phyi rol gyur la zhi ba'i thabs med do//
27 Dignāga, Prajñāpāramitāpiṇḍathārasamgrahah, verse 1.
28 smra bsam brjod med shes rab pha rol phyin// ma skyes ma 'gag nam mkha'i ngo bo nyid// so so rang riü ye shes sproy yul ba// dus gsum rgyal ba'i yum la phyug mthal lo//

Although this popular verse is attributed to Rāhulabhadra by Tibetan scholars, it does not appear in the Prajñāpāramitāśāstra, which is found at beginning of the Sivokrāntavikramaparipṛčchā, Aṣṭāḥṣaṅkṛīkā and Paticcavīṣṇitasahasāṅkṛīkā-prajñāpāramitāśāstra and commonly said to be by Rāhulabhadra. Moreover, the Tibetan bstan ’gyur attributes the Prajñāpāramitāśāstra to Nāgārjuna.
30 Maitreya, Abhidharmāvāksamānakṛāntaprajñāpāramitopadesāśāstra, verse 1. The Prajñā- pāramitāśāstra also assert Prajñāpāramitā to be the sole path to liberation. See Rāhulabhadra, Prajñāpāramitāśāstra, verse 17.
31 BA, IX/1: imaṃ pariṣkarām sarvam, prajñārthaṃ hi munir jaga/ tasnād utpādayet prajñāṃ duḥkhaniyvyāsakaśyaśya// yan laś ’di dag thams cad ni// thub pas shes rab don du gsung// de yi phyir na sdug bongal dag/ chi bar ’dod pas shes rab bskyed/
32 Tsongkhapa (1980), sPyod ’jug shes rab le ’u’i tsha blo gsal ba, p. 652. The argument is also reproduced verbatim in rGyals rsys ’jug ngogs, p. 363. Rab gsal, pp. 357–61.
33 Ketaka, pp. 4–5, 138–41.
34 Samcayaśāhā, VII/1.
35 MK, I/Preliminary verses: aniruddhan anutpādam/ anucchadaṃ aśāśvatan// anekār- tham anānārtham, anāgaman anirgaman// yaḥ pratiyasaṃutpādam/ prapaṭṭopsaṇam sivam// desāyāṃsa sambuddhas taṃ vande vadātāṃ varam// gang gis rten cing ’brel bar byung// ’gag pa med pa skye med pad/ chad pa med pa riug
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pa med pa// ong ba med pa’/ gro med pa// tha dad don min don cig min// spros pa nyer zhi zhi ston pa// rdzogs pa’i sangs rgyas smra rnams kyil dam pa de la phyag ’tshol lo//

MK, XXV/18: yah pratityasamutpada’/ sanrata’/ tam pracaksmahe’/ rten cing ’brel bar byung ba gang// de ni stong pa nyid du bshad//

MK, XXIV/19: apratityasamutpanno dharmakas’cin na vidyate’/ yasmat tasmad asiinyo hi dharmakas’cin na vidyate’/ gang zhig rten ’brel ma yin pa’i// chos ’ga’ yod pa ma yin no’/ de phyir stong nyid ma yin pa’i// chos ’ga’ yod pa ma yin no’/

Nagjarjuna, Vighnavyavartani, p. 22: yaś ca pratityabhāvo bhāvānāṃ śunyateṣi tā prokṣiṣṭa’/ rten nas ’byung ba’i dngogs rnams gang// de ni stong nyid ces brjod de//

MK, XVIII/6–8, Yuktiśaṣṭikākārikā, pp. 31–6, Ratnāvali, IV/95.

Āryadeva, Catuhśatakā, VII/20, VII/15.

BA, II/57.

MA, VI/94–7.

MA, VI/80: upāyabhūtaṃ vyavahārasaṭṭyaṃ upeyabhūtaṃ paramārthasaṭṭyaṃ/ tayor vibhāgaṃ na paraśī yo vai mithyāvikalpaḥ sa kulārpaṣṭayati// tha snyad bden pa thubs su gyur pa dang// don dam bden pa thubs byung gyar pa ste’i de gnyis rnam dbye gang gis mi shes pa’i de ni niun dam leg pa’i lam ngan zhugs//

BA, IX/3–4.

AK, VI/67: anupādakṣayayānāṃ bodhiḥ . . . / zad dang mi skye shes pa’i/ byung chub . . . //

Maitreya, Mahāyānasūtraśūlākāra, VI/2: tataś ca mokṣo bhramāṃtrasaṃsakṣayaḥ/ de phyir thar pa nor tsan zad pa yin’/

MK, XVIII/5: karmaklesakṣayān mokṣaḥ/ las dang nyon mongs zad pas thar’/

Gombrich (1997a), pp. 67–70. Gombrich also mentions that nirvāṇa is synonymous to bodhi but Mahāyānists later restricted the use to Hinayāna liberation and looked down on it. However, Nagjarjuna’s theory and many other Mahāyāna treatment of nirvāṇa seem to suggest otherwise.

BA, IX/104.

MK, XXV/3: apraśāhīnam asamanprāptaṃ anuucchinnam aśāśvataṃ/ aniruddham anutpannam etan nirvānāṃ ucayate’/ spangs pa med pa thob med pa/ chad pa med pa rtag med pa’/ ’gag pa med pa skye med pa’/ de ni mya ngan ’das par brjod’/

Ibid., XXV/13: asaṃskṛtaṃ hi nirvānāṃ bhāvabhāvāva ca saṃskṛtu/ dngogs dang dngogs med ’das byas yin/ mya ngan ’das pa’/ ’das ma byas’/

52 Nāgjarjuna, Ratnāvali, I/42: dngogs dang dngogs po med ’dzin pa’/ zad pa mya ngan ’das zhes bya’/

Nagjarjuna, Yuktiśaṣṭikākārikā, verse 36.

MK, XXV/24: sarvopalambhopaśamā prapañcopaśamah śīvah/ dmigs pa thams cad nyer zhi zhing/ spros pa nyer zhi zhi ba ste’/

Āryadeva, Catuhṣatakā, XII/23: chos ni mdor na mi ’tshe bar’/ de bzhin gshegs pa rnams kyi gsungs/ stong nyid mya ngan ’das pa stel’/ ’dir ni de gnyis ’ba’/ zhi go’/

BA, IX/111: nirāśṛttavaran nodeti tvac ca nirvāṇam ucayate’/ rten phyir ma ni skye stel’/ de yang ma ngan ’das par brjod’/

I owe this idiomatic presentation to Isabelle Onians.

MK, XXV/19.

Ibid., XXV/20: nirvāṇasya ca yā kati katiḥ sansārāṇasya ca/ na tayor antaraṃ kincit susūkṣaṃam api vidyate’/ mya ngan ’das mthwa’/ gang yin pa’i/ de ni ’khor ba’i mthwa’/ yin tel’/ de gnyis khyay par cing zad ni/ shin tu phra ba’ang yod ma yin’/ nirvāṇa, which include the three traditional categories of nirvāṇa with residue. (sopadhiśeṣanirvāṇa, lhaṅ bcas myang ’das), nirvāṇa without
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residue (niropadhiśesanirvāṇa, lhag med myang 'das) and non-abiding nirvāṇa (apratīṣṭhi[ṃ]nirvāṇa, mi gnas myang 'das) and argued that the ontological nirvāṇa qua Emptiness taught by Nāgārjuna and others concerns the innate nirvāṇa. Thus, it is understood to be different from the nirvāṇa which is the result. Others however saw nirvāṇa both as ontological truth and soteriological goal equating it with Emptiness in the first case and with enlightenment in the second. Taking the nirvāṇa as ontological truth, they formulated that the state of nirvāṇa qua enlightenment is just to be in the state of nirvāṇa qua Emptiness. This became particularly important to the Vajrayāna schools who professed the identity of the ontological ground and the soteriological result.


2 THE BIG FUSS ABOUT EMPTINESS: AN OUTLINE OF THE HISTORY OF DEBATES ON EMPTINESS

1 In the Pali canon, there is ‘Megharāja’s Questions’ in the Sūtta Nīpāta (SN), v. 16 (verse 1119) where the Buddha describes the world as empty. Sūtta Nīpāta, verses 9–13 describe things as unreal. The Cūlasūṭasuttas in the MN, iii, 104–9 = pp. 965–70 gives a detailed presentation of Emptiness where Emptiness of x means absence of y in x but not of x itself. The Mahāsūṭasuttas in MN does not touch upon the current concept of Emptiness despite its title. See also MN, i, 297 = p. 394; i, 302 = p. 400; ii, 265 = p. 871; iii, 294 = p. 1143. MN, i, 65 = p. 160–1 on the views of being and non-being and proliferation may perhaps have had significant bearing on Nāgārjuna’s theory of Emptiness transcending entity (bhāva) and non-entity (abhāva).


The Sarvāstivādaṃ canon contains among Mahāsūtras, the Śūnyatānāmamahāśūtra and Mahāśūnyatānāmamahāśūtra which corresponds to the Cūlasūṭasutta and Mahāsūṭasuttas in MN. See Mahāsūtras, vol. I, pp. 146–87, 188–263. The former one seems to have been used by the Cittamātra philosophers to support their interpretation of Emptiness and later by the Jonangpa proponents of gzhan stong philosophy, who seem to have included both Śūnyatānāmamahāśūtra and Mahāśūnyatānāmamahāśūtra among the thirty definitive sūtras (niśādhikāśūtra, nye don gyi mdo) according to a list by a certain Jamyang Zhadpai Lodoe. See Mahāsūtras, vol. I, pp. 343–4. The Mahājūlamahāśūtra also discusses, using similes, how the sense objects of three times lack permanent (riag pa), eternal (brtan pa), absolute (ther zug) and hypostatic (bden pa) nature. It is comparable to the SN, iii, 140–2, which Candrakīrti cited to prove that Śrāvaka also understood dharmanairātmya. The
Suvarnabhūsottamāsātra contains a chapter on Emptiness, comparing the body to an empty village and senses to six village thieves. See The Śūtra of Golden Light, pp. 21–4 and SN, iv, 175. Emptiness is also treated in Nidāna Samyukta of the Sarvāstivādin in the context of pratītyasamutpāda and madhyamā pratīpad. See Tripāṭhi (1962), pp. 152–7. Vasubandhu gives two citations, one from an unidentified śūtra and the other from Kṣudra Agama, which explain Emptiness in terms of absence of a person. See Abhidharmakosābhaṣya, Pudgalavinīcāya, pp. 1202–3. In considering the content of Sarvāstivādin canon, it may be notable that with the addition of the Mahāyāna and Vajrayāna literature to the canon, the original Sarvāstivādin doctrine, except for the vinaya section, seems to have got immensely eclipsed by the Mahāyāna thought. This is more so because it was passed down through Mahāyāna persons, who did not advocate the Sarvāstivādin philosophical viewpoints. On the matter of Emptiness in the canons, see also Gómez (1976), pp. 137–65; Seyfort Ruegg (1981), p. 7; Mun-Keat (2000), pp. 92–7.

2 While most Mahāyāna and Vajrayāna śūtras deal with Emptiness to some degree, the following are some of the śūtras which, beside the Prajñāpāramitāśātras, formed important sources for the philosophy of Emptiness and for the Mādhyamika system: the Kaśyapaparivarta, the Daśabhūmika, the Vimalakīrtinirdeśa, the Śūraṅgamaśamādhi, the Aṣṭamahāatmya, the Tathāgatagūhyaka, the Pūtanārāma, the Mañjuśrīparipṛcchā, the Upāliparipṛcchā, the Satyadvayavatāra, the Samādhirāja, the Lalitavistara. The Ratnakūta, the Avatamsaka, the Saddharma-puṇḍarīka and the Lankāvataāra are also major canonical sources for Mahāyāna philosophy. Among them, the Lankāvatāra form an important source for the Cittamātra understanding of Emptiness. See also Seyfort Reugg (1981), p. 7.

3 Major Prajñāpāramitāśātras are the Śatasāhasrikāprajñāpāramitā, the Pañcavimsattāsāhasrikāprajñāpāramitā, the Aṣṭadāsāhasrikāprajñāpāramitā, the Āsāsāhasrikāprajñāpāramitā, the Prajñāpāramitāratnasamāçayagāthā. These six are known as the six mothers (yum drug). The first two and the fifth are also respectively known as the three extensive, medium and condensed mothers (yum rgyas 'bring bodus gsum). There are other śūtras such as the, Suvikratavirāṃparipṛcchāprajñāpāramitā, the Saptastātikāprajñāpāramitā, the Pañcavimsattāprajñāpāramitā, the Vajracchedikāprajñāpāramitā, the Prajñāpāramitāparamitā, the Adhyāyadhvastātikāprajñāpāramitā, the Śvālpaḥparipṛcchāprajñāpāramitā, the Kuṭikāprajñāpāramitā, the Pancavimsattāprajñāpāramitā and the Bhagavatiprajñāpāramitāśravattathāgatamatāyā ākartarunāma. These eleven are known as eleven sons (sras bcu geig) totalling seventeen mother and son Prajñāpāramita (sher phyin yun sras bcu bdun) literature known among commentators of Maitreya’s Abhisamayālāṃkāra. See Butön (1989), p. 216. There are also other Prajñāpāramitāśātras not included in this enumeration or translated into Tibetan. Conze considers the Āsāsāhasrikāprajñāpāramitāśātra to be the earliest, parts of it dating back to 100 bc and the 100,000 lines, 25,000 lines, 18,000 lines to be expansions of it around the beginning of Christian era. The short śūtras, among them the Heart Śūtra and Diamond Śūtra, are dated before 400 ad. Among the verses, he conjectures that the first two chapters of Ratnagunasamācayagāthā may form the original dating back to 100 bc. See Conze (1973) and (1978).

4 See, for instance, the Heart Śūtra and the Ratnagunasamācayagāthā. The Āsāsāhasrikāprajñāpāramitā, ii, 40 depicts even nirvāṇa as illusory. See Rab lan, pp. 233, 259, where Mipham cites Saññhitamadhevapatraparipṛcchāśātra and Mañjuśrīviharāśātra giving accounts of how several monks rejected Mañjuśrī’s understanding of Emptiness. See rGyud ’grel, p. 267 where he mentions debate between the Buddha and Mañjuśrī in one of the past lifetimes.
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6 Patissambhidamagga, i, 514–15 and xx, 3.
7 Kathāvatthu, i, 1; xix, 2; xvii, 6.
8 Ibid., xvii, 6; xviii, 1, 2. The debate between Thēravādins and Vetalayakas however is not on Emptiness.
9 The relationship between Sarvāstivāda and Vaibhāsika is not clearly defined although many scholars, both traditional and modern, are inclined to regard them as one or at least doctrinally very similar. However, it appears that Vaibhāsika developed as an intellectual school like Sautrāntika, Yogācāra and Mādhyamika, albeit wide spread among Sarvāstivādin monks, while Sarvāstivāda was primarily a monastic order, a major nikāya, although it professed unique doctrinal viewpoints. For Sarvāstivādin and Vaibhāsika connexion, see also Paul Williams in Craig (1998), vol. 2, p. 77 and C. Lindtner in Carr and Mahalingam (1997), p. 330.
10 See Chapter 2, n. 1.
11 Vibhāṣā, TD 27, p. 37a12.
12 The Sarvāstivāda–Vaibhāsika philosophers classified things into substantially existent (dravyasat, rdzas yod) and imputedly existent (prajñaptisat, btags yod). All things with discrete existence possessing general and specific characteristics (such as impermanence and audibility of sound) are substantial and real whereas things such as forest, stream, which are made up of basic dharmas and are thus not perceivable on their own only have a mentally constructed existence. However, the word ‘empty’ is rarely used and even the insubstantiality of the prajñaptisat, which from the Mahāyāna viewpoint can be understood to be dharma-nairātmaya and therefore Emptiness, is not described as empty. The Sarvāstivādin did not seem to make any distinction of two truths but the Vaibhāsikas delineated a theory of two truths in which only partless atoms and moments of consciousness and unconditioned things are ultimate entities and all the rest are relatively existent. See AK, VI/4.
13 See Bareau (1955), pp. 76, 82, 84–5; Dutt (1978), p. 127; Conze (1978), p. 1; Williams (1989); Ramanan (1998), p. 53–62; who bases their study on the accounts of eighteen nikāyas by Bhavya, Vasumitra and in the Kathāvatthu. Venkata Ramanan divides the early nikāya into three broad lines of doctrinal philosophy. The pluralistic line included the Sarvāstivādin and its sub-schools who held the view that substances and elements are real and absolute, and that Emptiness in the sūtra only referred to the absence of an absolute self. The Sthavira seceded from Sarvāstivādin and formed the second line, which also included other nikāyas such as Saṃmitiya, Vatsiputriya, Mahīsāsaka and the Sautrāntika. They too held the real existence of fundamental substances or dharma but differed from the Sarvāstivādin in taking them as being more conditioned, changing and in the process of becoming. They laid more emphasis on the meaningfulness of the subjectivity in contrast to the extreme objectivism of the Sarvāstivādin. His third line, called the absolutist line, covers the philosophical thought of the Mahāsāṅghikas and its offshoots. Of them he says:

The credit of keeping alive the emphasis on the ultimacy of the unconditioned reality by drawing attention to the non-substantiality of the basic elements of existence (dharma–śūnyatā) belongs to the Mahāsāṅghikas. Every branch of these clearly drew the distinction between the mundane and the ultimate, came to emphasize the non-ultimacy of the mundane and thus facilitated the fixing of attention on the ultimate. The Bahuṣrutiyas distinguished the mundane from the transmundane teachings of the Buddha and held that the
latter directly lead one to freedom from defilements. These were the teachings of the impermanence of the composite, the painful nature of the defiled, śūnyatā of the composite as well as the incomposite, the absence of self-being in things and the peace of Nirvāṇa. The Prajñāpāramitās maintained that the skandhas in their true nature do not constitute pain, that they are conditionally named ‘pain’ only when they combine to constitute the complexes of defiled entities. They maintained also that the twelve āyatanaś are not real entities. It is in the Ekavyāvahārikas however, that one finds the full-fledged doctrine of the non-substantiality of elements. They maintained that all things, mundane as well as transmundane, the self as well as the elements, are only derived names and devoid of substantiality. Ekavyāvahārikas were the first to branch off from their main stem, the Mahāsāṅghikas, perhaps only geographically and not doctrinally, for Vasumitra puts them along with the latter and not separately. The Lokottaravādins maintained the distinction between mundane and the transmundane and held the former as unreal and the latter as real.

Nalinaksha Dutt, following Paramārtha, states ‘the Prajñāpāramitā held the view that the twelve āyatanaś are not real and like the Mahāyānis held that Buddha’s teachings as embodied in the Pitaka should be distinguished as nominal (prajñapti), conventional (sanyāti) and causal (hetuphala)’. Edward Conze states that doctrines which the Kathāvatthu attributes to the Andhakas are so much akin to the Mahāyāna doctrine that the latter may well have developed from them. Paul Williams discusses the Lokānuvartanāsūtra, which, he says, Candrakīrti quotes as a sūtra of Pūrvaśaila, and which teaches both the doctrine of supramundane Buddha and the absence of ultimate, inherent existence in all things, including dhammas. ‘Thus’, he adds, ‘not only is the emptiness of dhammas found in non-Mahāyāna text (the same is also found in the non-Mahāyāna Satyasiddhisāstra of Harivarman), but this sūtra was later accepted into the Mahāyāna.’

However, Williams argues that Buddhist monastic schism happened due to discrepancies in monastic practice and that philosophical dissension did not play any role in the division of sangha. Although one’s philosophical and ideological stance did not hinder one’s affiliation to a certain monastic lineage, it is hard to rule out any monastic split through philosophical differences. It is true that intellectual schools like the Sautrāntika only existed as a school of thought without any monastic base, and that a monastery could also harmoniously host monks of conflicting philosophical viewpoints. Yet, both the Theravādin and Sarvāstivādin vinaya discuss disputes happening within the sangha due to disparities in philosophical assertions. The records of the second and third councils also mention the doctrinal disputes as well as laxity in monastic discipline. Thus, it would be presumptuous to say that none of the monastic divisions resulting in some eighteen different groups has occurred through philosophical differences. Doctrinal differences, particularly the understanding of what is real and unreal, seem to have had considerable significance in the formation of diverging denominations.

15 For the presentation of pudgala theory and refutations, see Saṃmānīyaniyāśāstra, T 1649; Kathāvatthu, i, 1; Vibhūṣa, T 1545, chapter 9; Abhidharmakosabhāṣya, IX.
16 Roger Jackson uses Sautruntika to refer to (1) An anti-abhidharma school, (2) School reflected in Vasubandhu’s criticism of abhidharma and (3) Pramāṇa School of Dignāga and Dharmakīrti. See Carr and Mahalingam (1997), p. 332. The division however is inaccurate as the second one cannot be considered separate from the first because Vasubandhu’s criticisms are the most well-known refutations of Sarvāstivādin
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abhidharma by a non-Mahāyānist. Moreover, the first is clearly an overstatement as not all anti-abhidharma schools are Sautrāntika. Tibetan scholars refer to two kinds of Sautrāntika: those following scriptures (lung gi rjes 'brangs) and those following reasons (rigs pa'i rjes 'brangs). The former adheres to Sautrāntika tenets presented in Abhidharmakosa and its bhāṣya, and latter to the Sautrāntika philosophy in Dharmakirti's seven logico-epistemological treatises. This classification introduced by Tibetan doxographers, or at the earliest by some late Indian scholars, do not clarify the historical sources of Sautrāntika. They only show the works which contain Sautrāntika thoughts and are available to us.

17 MGS, 21, p. 30 and MGS, 22, p. 51. The Gelukpas, however, take not only unassociated conditioned factors but also some universals, which Mipham take to be nominal, to be substantial according to Sautrāntika.

18 Tāranātha (1986), chapter 15, p. 95 mentions a refutation of Mahāyāna in 12,000 verses by a certain bDe byed.

19 See Ratnāvali, IV/68–100, Mahāyānasamgraha, Prastāvanā; Mahāyānasutrālaṅkāra, II; Madhyamakāhyaya, III; BA, IX/41–52.

20 Ratnāvali, IV/86: Theg chen las ni skye med bstan/ gzhan gyis zad pa stong pa nyid// zad dang mi skye don du nil/ gcig pas de phyir bzod par gyis//

Nāgārjuna observes that the Emptiness qua non-production in Mahāyāna is the same as Emptiness understood to be cessation/extinction by others (i.e. Śrāvakas. Some versions read ‘khyod kyis’ – by you – instead of ‘gzhan gyis’ – by others – in the second line). For this reason, he argues that they should accept Emptiness taught in the Mahāyāna.

BA, IX/41: satyadarśanato muktiḥ śūnyatādarśanena kim/ bden pa mthong bas grol /gur gyi/ stong nyid mthong bas ci zhi gbyal/

Śāntideva presents this objection from his opponents, thought to be Śrāvakas by his commentators, that seeing the four noble truths is sufficient for liberation and there is no need for seeing Emptiness. Śāntideva replies in detail. This and verses after this were to become a topic of intense debate among his commentators in Tibet concerning the Śrāvaka soteriology. The Ratnāvalī mentions Śāriputra and the BA Mahākāśyapa both to argue that Mahāyāna understanding cannot be invalidated just because Śrāvaka figures such as these did not comprehend it.


22 For specific presentation of these schools, see for instance, MK, I/5, XVII/4 for Sarvāstivāda–Vaibhāṣika, VII/4, XVII/13–5 for Saṃmūtīya, IX/1 for Vaiśēṣika and XVII/7 for Sautrāntika. MK, XXIV/1–9 gives a general opposition of the Buddhist substantialist and most of his work consists of thorough criticism of Buddhist and non-Buddhist substantialism in general.

23 Traditional historians credited Nāgārjuna with three classes of writings: the scholastic (rigs tshogs), hymnic (bstdod tshogs) and homiletic (gtam tshogs) corpuses, to use Seyfort Ruegg’s translation. The scholastic rigs tshogs or Yukti corpus includes the MK, Yuktiśāsika, Śūnyatāsāpasti, Vigrāhavyāvartani, Vaidyāsāttra and certain lost "Vyavāhārasiddhi according to Buton, Longchenpa, Maja Jangchub Tsöndrü, Jigme Lingpa among many others. Tsongkhapa and his followers enumerated six in this corpus but substituted Vyavāhārasiddhi by Ratnāvali. Gorampa Sonam Seinge is ambiguous saying five or six texts but Mipham classes Ratnāvali in the homiletic corpus and thus enumerates only five texts in the Yukti corpus. There are a few other works ascribed to Nāgārjuna which would belong to this corpus but are often not enumerated. In the homiletic gTams tshogs or Parikathā corpus, the most well known is the Suhṛllekha. The hymnic bSdom tshogs or Stava corpus includes the Dharmadhātuśāvā

24 Due to the significant difference in presentation of the concept of the ultimate in the scholastic corpus and the hymnic corpus, some modern scholars questioned Nāgārjuna who has composed MK to have also composed the latter. Seyfort Ruegg observes that it is a convenient way for historians to take MK together with any other texts ascribed to Nāgārjuna that are doctrinally related as a standard point of reference to describe Nāgārjuna’s philosophy. However, it is not an adequate determinant to decisively resolve all problems surrounding Nāgārjuna’s authorship of works which tradition ascribes to him. According to him, the Yukti corpus delineate a negative theory of the paramārtha using an apophatic approach and the hymnic corpus delineate a positive theory employing a cataphatic approach. To these two, he also adds a third ‘epochistic’ approach connected with the inconceivability and ineffability of Emptiness. See Seyfort Ruegg (1981), pp. 8–9, 33–5. See Chapter 3, n. 1.

25 The Hastavālaparakaṇa, its vṛtti and the Jñānasārasamuccaya are ascribed to him by the Indo-Tibetan tradition and the Satākṣaṭāstra (Pa'i Po-lun) and Aksarasātaka and its vṛtti by the Chinese tradition. Several tantric works are also ascribed to him.

26 See for instance, his refutation of caste system in chapter VI, atomism in chapter IX, eternal self or soul in chapter X and the concept of time and the Sarvāstivādins accept- ance of existence of phenomena in three times in chapter XI, besides his general critical investigation.


28 The historicity of Maitreya is a complicated issue and has been raised by many modern scholars. Tradition has it that he is the same person as the future Buddha who is right now in Tusita heaven. His five works became the cornerstone of later Mahāyāna philosophy, particularly the Yogācāra school. The classification of his works between Mādhyamika and Yogācāra has also been a debated topic. Some scholars have considered all five to be Mādhyamika in their content while others took them to be of Cittamātra. The most common tradition seems to be to take, as the Gelukpas do, the Abhisamayālaṅkāra and Ratnagotravibhāga as Mādhyamika in their content and other three as Cittamātra. Mipham however argues that except for Sūtrālankāra, there is no reason why the Madhyāntavibhāga and Dharmadhamavibhāga have to be classified exclusively as Cittamātra texts. He says that while Madhyāntavibhāga teaches the vast aspect of Mahāyāna, the Dharmadhamavibhāga teaches the profound aspect of Mahāyāna in general. Thus, he considers both texts as general Mahāyāna works, which should not be confined to either the Mādhyamika or the Yogācāra.

29 The sūtras teaching mind-only (sams tsam bstan pa'i mdo) include according to Mipham’s enumeration, Laṅkāvatārasūtra, Ghanavyūhasūtra, Sanbhinnirmanasūtra, Pitāpurasamāgamasūtra, Samadhirājasūtra, Hastikakṣyasūtra, Aksāyamatiṇirdesā- sūtra, Dharmasamgītāsūtra, Saṅgaranirāgarajaparipṛcchāsūtra and Ratnameghasūtra. They should not, however, be seen as sūtras accepted only by the Yogācāra school. Cittamātra, in this case, connotes the idealist tendency of Mahāyāna Buddhism in general rather than the tenets exclusive to the Yogācāra school. In this respect, Mipham refers to two kinds of Cittamātra: the Cittamātra of canonical teachings (bka'i sams tsam) and the Cittamātra of the tenet system (grub mtha'i sams tsam). The first refers to the canonical teachings dealing with idealism or subjectivism and the latter with the Yogācāra philosophical school that developed through Maitreya, Asaṅga and Vasubandhu. Mipham argues that even the Mādhyamika should be considered to be the proponent of first Cittamātra, as they too must accept the sūtras mentioned.

30 See Madhyāntavibhāga, chapter I and Mahāyānasutrālankāra, chapter XI for presentation of the triad natures. See also Mahāyānasutrālankāra, chapter VI on the ultimate reality.
The concept of luminous nature of mind is found in AN, I, 10; Śatasāhasrikā, III, 495–502; Dharmadīnustava, 12, 19, 21; Mahāyānottaratantra, I/63 and Pramāṇavārttika, Pramāṇasiddhi/210 and Vasumitra’s treatise on the Buddhist schools. See De Jong (1979), pp. 48–9. The Yogācāra thinkers dissented from Mādhyamika in hypoostasizing the luminous nature of mind, which they called the dependent consciousness (*paratantravijñāna, gzhan dbang gi rnam shes*). According to them, denying this fundamental consciousness would leave no basis or cause for the empirical world and consequently lead to the extreme of annihilation. They categorized mind, the dependent nature, into eight kinds of consciousnesses: the store-consciousness (*ālayavijñāna, kun gzhi*) which serves as the basis for all experiences, the defiled mind (*klīṣṭamana, nyon yid*), which is an introvert ‘I’ clinging, and one mental and five sensory consciousnesses, which are known as the engaging consciousnesses (*pravrttivijñāna, ’jug pa’i rnam shes*).

The eight consciousnesses of the three realms are dualistic cognition. They apprehend external objects and mistake them for real. Because their objects do not exist, they are ultimately deluded and false. On the contrary, the substructural aspect of mind, its innate form, is pristine and luminous awareness free from the delusion of dual grasping. The eight peripheral consciousnesses, which are deluded and discursive are called impure dependent nature (*ma dag gzhan dbang*), while this pure essence of mind is called the pure dependent nature (*dag pa gchan dbang*).

This concept of the self-conscious awareness (*shes pa rang rig rang gsal*) lies at the heart of later Yogācāra epistemology, ontology and soteriology. Through making this self-conscious awareness the pivot of their philosophy, the Yogācāra thinkers delineated a highly hypoostasized theory of the dependent nature. All constructed things are not real as they seem to be, because they are mere projections of the discursive mind. Discursive mind in turn is not ultimately real because its objects and referents do not exist. Thus, the discursive mind too is negated and only its innate nature, the self-conscious awareness, is established to be ultimately existent. Although this concept of the self-conscious awareness is a cardinal point, it seems to have developed among later Yogācāra thinkers as it is not explicitly mentioned in the early works such as Mahāyānasutrālāṃkāra and Mādhyāntavibhāga. The Mādhyamika including Candrakīrti and Śāntideva found this as the greatest flaw in the Yogācāra/Cittamātra philosophy and undertook rigorous refutation of this concept. See MA, VII/45–7, 72ab for his parvapakṣa presentation and VI/48–97 and BA, IX/17–33 for their refutations.

See Mādhyāntavibhāga, I/6d, I/14, and Mahāyānasutrālāṃkāra, XI/13.

It is clear that the Yogācāra thinkers accepted the authority of the Mahāyāna sūtras including the Prajñāpāramitāsūtras. However, they interpreted the sūtras in the context of their idealist theory using the stratagem of the three natures. The concept of how the three natures are void of own-being is a good example of their hermeneutic efforts related to Emptiness. It comes up twice in the Mahāyānasutrālāṃkāra; chapter XI, ‘Ernest Quest’ and again in chapter XII, ‘Exposition’ while discussing the provisional teachings. They took the sūtras, which taught that everything is empty of own-being as provisional teachings, which must not be taken literally. Interpreting such teachings in the light of the three natures, they argued that the constructed are empty of own-being because they lack real characteristics of being. The dependent are empty of own-being in the sense that they are empty of independent birth and the absolute nature is empty of own-being qua substantiality. Mipham states this very clearly while discussing the Cittamātra tenet system in his Grub rda’o:

Therefore, all statements that ‘all phenomena are without own-being’ in the sūtra refer to (dgongs) the objects of the subject-object superimposition. They refer to the three characteristics separately; the imputed being without

NOTES

31 The concept of luminous nature of mind is found in AN, I, 10; Śatasāhasrikā, III, 495–502; Dharmadīnustava, 12, 19, 21; Mahāyānottaratantra, I/63 and Pramāṇavārttika, Pramāṇasiddhi/210 and Vasumitra’s treatise on the Buddhist schools. See De Jong (1979), pp. 48–9. The Yogācāra thinkers dissented from Mādhyamika in hypoostasizing the luminous nature of mind, which they called the dependent consciousness (*paratantravijñāna, gzhan dbang gi rnam shes*). According to them, denying this fundamental consciousness would leave no basis or cause for the empirical world and consequently lead to the extreme of annihilation. They categorized mind, the dependent nature, into eight kinds of consciousnesses: the store-consciousness (*ālayavijñāna, kun gzhi*) which serves as the basis for all experiences, the defiled mind (*klīṣṭamana, nyon yid*), which is an introvert ‘I’ clinging, and one mental and five sensory consciousnesses, which are known as the engaging consciousnesses (*pravrttivijñāna, ’jug pa’i rnam shes*).

The eight consciousnesses of the three realms are dualistic cognition. They apprehend external objects and mistake them for real. Because their objects do not exist, they are ultimately deluded and false. On the contrary, the substructural aspect of mind, its innate form, is pristine and luminous awareness free from the delusion of dual grasping. The eight peripheral consciousnesses, which are deluded and discursive are called impure dependent nature (*ma dag gzhan dbang*) while this pure essence of mind is called the pure dependent nature (*dag pa gchan dbang*).

This concept of the self-conscious awareness (*shes pa rang rig rang gsal*) lies at the heart of later Yogācāra epistemology, ontology and soteriology. Through making this self-conscious awareness the pivot of their philosophy, the Yogācāra thinkers delineated a highly hypoostasized theory of the dependent nature. All constructed things are not real as they seem to be, because they are mere projections of the discursive mind. Discursive mind in turn is not ultimately real because its objects and referents do not exist. Thus, the discursive mind too is negated and only its innate nature, the self-conscious awareness, is established to be ultimately existent. Although this concept of the self-conscious awareness is a cardinal point, it seems to have developed among later Yogācāra thinkers as it is not explicitly mentioned in the early works such as Mahāyānasutrālāṃkāra and Mādhyāntavibhāga. The Mādhyamika including Candrakīrti and Śāntideva found this as the greatest flaw in the Yogācāra/Cittamātra philosophy and undertook rigorous refutation of this concept. See MA, VII/45–7, 72ab for his parvapakṣa presentation and VI/48–97 and BA, IX/17–33 for their refutations.

32 See Mādhyāntavibhāga, I/6d, I/14, and Mahāyānasutrālāṃkāra, XI/13.

33 It is clear that the Yogācāra thinkers accepted the authority of the Mahāyāna sūtras including the Prajñāpāramitāsūtras. However, they interpreted the sūtras in the context of their idealist theory using the stratagem of the three natures. The concept of how the three natures are void of own-being is a good example of their hermeneutic efforts related to Emptiness. It comes up twice in the Mahāyānasutrālāṃkāra; chapter XI, ‘Ernest Quest’ and again in chapter XII, ‘Exposition’ while discussing the provisional teachings. They took the sūtras, which taught that everything is empty of own-being as provisional teachings, which must not be taken literally. Interpreting such teachings in the light of the three natures, they argued that the constructed are empty of own-being because they lack real characteristics of being. The dependent are empty of own-being in the sense that they are empty of independent birth and the absolute nature is empty of own-being qua substantiality. Mipham states this very clearly while discussing the Cittamātra tenet system in his Grub rda’o:

Therefore, all statements that ‘all phenomena are without own-being’ in the sūtra refer to (dgongs) the objects of the subject-object superimposition. They refer to the three characteristics separately; the imputed being without
the own-being of characteristics, the dependent being without the own-being of arising from oneself and the absolute being without the own-being of substantiality. Because just the self-luminous consciousness exists as the basis of samsāra and nirvāna, it is not negated. Thus, they assert that no [schools] other than the Cittamātra tradition have (understood) the ultimate intent (dgongs pa mthar thug) of the Victorious One.

See MGS, 21, p. 474.  
34 Asaṅga, Sthiramati, Gunamati are known to have commented on MK and Dharmapāla wrote a commentary on Āryadeva’s Catuḥśataka. See Seyfort Ruegg (1981), p. 49.  
35 See Bhāvaviveka, Madhyamakahrdaya, V; MA, VI/45–97; BA, IX/17–33. Tārānātha mentions that Candrakīrti and Candragomin, maintaining the Mādhyamika and Yogācāra positions respectively, debated for seven years. See Tārānātha (1986), p. 190.  
37 Of the early commentaries on MK, Bhavya was critical of Buddhapālita and also of the commentary by Sthiramati’s (c.510–70) teacher, Gunamati. He approved Devaśārman’s commentary. See Seyfort Ruegg (1981), p. 62.  
38 Although the terms prasāṅga for apagogic reasoning and svatantra for autonomous inference were well known among Indian Buddhist logicians and the Mādhyamika school clearly diverged into two distinct lines in India, the name Prāsaṅgika is not attested in any known Indian sources or early Tibetan sources. The term Svātantrika is used by late Indian scholar Jayānanda. See Seyfort Ruegg (1981), p. 58 and (2000), pp. 20–1, 240–1, on this. In Tibet, these two lines of interpretation came to be recognized as two different schools with distinct philosophical positions and scholars showed preference to one over the other. However, some Tibetan scholars such as Butūn are said to have rejected the distinction of these two Mādhyamika as a Tibetan creation (bod kyi rtog bzo). Tsongkhapa states that the designation of the two lines as Svātantrika and Prāsaṅgika by scholars of Later Propagation of Buddhism in Tibet is justified as it accords with Candrakīrti’s Prasannapada. See Lam rin, p. 573.  
Mipham also argues that the two groups are distinguished as different by their logical procedure and exegetic emphasis (such as Buddhapālita’s interpretation being refuted by Bhāvaviveka for not supplying the qualifier ‘ultimately’ and Candrakīrti rebutting Bhāvaviveka’s arguments) although they are same in their understanding of the final ultimate. To him, the main difference between Prāsaṅgika and Svātantrika is in the emphasis laid on the two ultimates. The Svātantrikas, as gradualists methodologically, stressed the provisional notational ultimate and thus employed more autonomous inference, supplied qualifiers such as ‘ultimately’ to the negandum, and accepted individually characterized entities on conventional level. In contrast, the Prāsaṅgikas, as simultaneists insofar as their methodology of establishing Emptiness was concerned, put emphasis on the final Emptiness qua non-notational ultimate by using apagogic reasoning. See Chapter 4, pp. 142–6. See Ketaka, p. 9, rGyan ’grel, p. 64.  
Karmapa Mikyod Dorje also argues that all Mādhyamika masters are same in understanding and differ in presentation. See Karmapa Mikyod Dorje (1996), pp. 5–6. See also Sākya Chogdan (1975b), f. 8b = p. 224, arguing that both Svātantrika and Prāsaṅgika equally negate all fabrications ultimately. Along the same line, Seyfort Ruegg observes that the names have ‘sometimes been used by Tibetan doxographers not as the name of an immutable and monolithic school corresponding to an essentialist definition of the term; for “Svātantrika” appear to cover works and masters, linked as much by certain common features, or “family resemblances,” as by immutably fixed and uniform content . . .’. See Seyfort Ruegg (2000), p. 21.  
The division of Mādhyamika into two schools with the names Prāsaṅgika and Svātantrika, it is clear, became established during the Later Propagation of Buddhism
in Tibet. Among the late Indian Mādhyamikas, Bodhisattva is said to mention the Mādhyamika of Bhāvaviveka and Śaṅkarācāya. Advayavajra is said to divide Mādhyamika into Māyopāmāda and Sarvadharmāpratisthānāvādīn. See Seyfort Ruegg (2000), p. 34 and Changkya (1988), pp. 198–9 for more discussion. Among early Tibetan scholars, Paltseg in his Ti a ba’i rim pa’i man ngag and Yeshe De in his Ti a ba’i khyad par mention the bifurcation of Mādhyamikas into mDo sde spyod pa’i dbu ma (Sautrāntika–Mādhyamaka) of Bhāvaviveka and rNal sbyor spyod pa’i dbu ma (Yogācāra–Mādhyamaka) of Śāntarakṣita. See Seyfort Ruegg (1981), pp. 58–9 and (2000), p. 23. Similar distinction is made of the ‘external’ Mādhyamika (phyi’i dbu ma) and the ‘internal’ Mādhyamika (sngung gi dbu ma). See Seyfort Ruegg (2000), p. 24; Karmay (1988), pp. 150–1. Śākya Dorje (twelfth century) divides Mādhyamikas into non-partisan mainstream (gzhung phyi mo) and partisan (phyogs ’dzin pa) and the latter into those partisan in the theory of conventional truth and in the theory of the ultimate. He then divides them first into Sautrāntika and Yogācāra Mādhyamika and the latter into Māyopāmāda and Sarvadharmāpratisthānāvādīn. See Śākya Dorje, Theg pa’i spī ‘grel gzhis lam ’bras bu’i rnam gzhag gsal bar byed pa chos kyi gter mdzod kun ’das rig pa’i sgron ma, fl. 107b–8b. Tsonkha’pa later uses the same classification. See Lam rim, pp. 571–2.

Most of later Tibetan doxographers divide Mādhyamikas into Thal ’gyur pa (Prāsaṅgika) and Rang rgyud pa (Svātantrika), the latter of which is also further divided into mDo sde spyod pa’i dbu ma rang rgyud pa (Sautrāntika–Svātantrika–Mādhyamaka) and rNal sbyor spyod pa’i dbu ma rang sgyud pa (Yogācāra–Svātantrika–Mādhyamika). See Lam rim, p. 572; Changkya (1988), p. 198; Thukten (1984), pp. 25–6; Tagtshang (1999), pp. 15, 148. Following Longchenpa, Mipham, in his Grub ldus, discusses Mādhyamika under the three categories of Rang rgyud gong ma (Upper Svātantrika) and Rang rgyud ’og ma (Lower Svātantrika) and Thal ’gyur pa. The Lower Svātantrika further divides into sGyu ma rigs sgrub pa such as Samudramegha and sNang stong thngs dad pa such as Srigupta. The Upper Svātantrika is identified with Jñānagarbha, Śāntarakṣita, Kamalaśīla et al. See MGS, vol. 21, pp. 479–81.

In his Dogs sel, Mipham refutes Dodrub Damchö, who dismissed the sGyu ma rigs grub pa school as fake classification, reasoning that the classification of Mādhyamika into Zung ’jug rab tu mi gnas pa and sGyu ma rigs grub pa is known in India, notably in Śūra’s Bhāvanakrama. See Dogs sel, p. 631. Tagtshang Lotsāwa cites Śūra, Jñānavajra, Avadhūtīpāda and Jñāti to support the classification of sGyu ma rigs grub pa and Rab tu mi gnas pa and equates them with Svātantrika and Prāsaṅgika respectively and refutes Ngog Lotsāwa who classified Candrakīrti and Śāntideva as Svātantrika. See Tagtshang (1999), pp. 14, 141–4.

39 These three are known as Rang rgyud Shar gsum mKhan po and their works, Svatadvayaavibhaṅga, Mādhyamakālakāra and Mādhyamakāloka are known as Rang rgyud Shar gsum.

40 The Gelukpas, Mipham and most other scholars consider Śāntideva to be Prāsaṅgika. Karmapa Mikyod Dorje includes Śāntideva among the phyi mo’i dbu ma pa, the non-partisan root Mādhyamikas along with Nāgārjuna, Aryadeva and Śūra. See Karmapa Mikyod Dorje (1996), p. 5.

41 By the middle of eighth century, Buddhism gained royal patronage and began to flourish in Tibet through the influence of great Indian masters like Padmasambhava, and this lead to contentions between the Bonpos and the Buddhists. The conflict is said to have erupted with prominent Bonpo ministers staging protest against the King on the account of his support and allegiance to the foreign religion and with the Buddhist party demanding a ban on the animal sacrifices the Bonpos undertook. The King convened
a contest between the two religions to prove their worth and superiority. The competition is said to have taken the course of both philosophical debates and competitions in spiritual powers, and the victory, the Bon and Buddhist records each claim differently, to have gone to their sides. Nonetheless, the Buddhists are said to have won the favour of the monarch and thus said to have thrived as a royal faith. Contests between the Bonpos and Buddhism continued in the following centuries. Rinchen Zangpo is said to have defeated Lü Kargyal, whom Gene Smith identifies as Shenchen Kargyal or Lüga (996–1035), the first Bonpo gter ston, and Milarepa is said to have debated with Naro Bonchung. See Smith (2001), p. 237.

Kamalaśīla was invited to represent the Indian gradualist and be the chief opponent/refuter of Hwashang following the will of his teacher, Sāantaraksīta, the Indian abbot who introduced Buddhist monasticism and Mādhyamika in Tibet. Sāantaraksīta is said to have left a prophecy before he died that there will be a serious doctrinal contention among the followers of Buddhism in Tibet and that his student Kamalaśīla should be invited to evince the wrong views.

Buddhism in general and Mahāyāna tradition in particular can be roughly divided into the two divergent categories or at least can be said to comprise two divergent tendencies: one which orients towards a quietist and mystical experience with no conceptuality and mentation and the other which associates with rationality and analytical intellect. These two streams, whether seen as complementary strands as Mipham does or as contradictory as the Gelukpas do, both find their origin in the Indian authors and texts, sometimes even in common sources such as Prajñāpāramitāsūtras and Nāgarjuna. In Tibet, the first instance of conflict between these two could be claimed to have occurred in the form of this historic debate of Samye. See Chapter 3, n. 1, Chapter 5, pp. 193–8.


The Gelukpa scholars often treated some later Tibetan controversies on Emptiness as being reminiscent of the Samye debate and, associating themselves with the victorious side of rational gradualists represented by Kamalaśīla, dismissed the claims of their opponents as resilient leftovers of Hwashang. However, Mipham and other non-Gelukpa scholars did not equate the later debates on Emptiness with the Samye debate in the manner the Gelukpas did. Although Emptiness, non-conceptuality and non-mentation formed the most significant features of the Samye debate, these themes per se were not points of controversy outright rejected by Kamalaśīla’s party. The Samye debate was a rebuttal of Hwashang’s simultaneist approach of over-emphasis on quietism and non-mentation, which allegedly misled the Buddhists of Tibet by undermining the moral and ethical values.


It must be noted that the Mādhyamika system was already well developed during the Early Propagation through Indian masters such as Sāantaraksīta, Kamalaśīla, Jñānagarbha, Jinamitra et al. and Tibetan translators such as Kawa Paltseg, Chogro Lüi Gyaltsan and Zhang Yeshe De. During the early part of Later Propagation commencing in eleventh century, most of earlier translations were revised and many new texts were also translated. The translation, particularly of the tantras, from period of Thonmi Sambota (seventh century) to Rongzom Chödzang are termed as Earlier Translation (sNgam ’gyur) or Old Secret Mantra (gSang sngags rNyIng ma) and those from the
NOTES

time of Śrījījanākīrti and Rinchen Zangpo are known as Later Translation (Phyi 'gyur) or New Secret Mantra (gsang sngags gSar ma). On the early developments of Madhyamika in Tibet, Seyfort Ruegg sums up best in the following passage:

In sum, it appears that by early in the ninth century major works of all three main lines of the Madhyamaka school – Bhavya’s Svātantrika, Bhuddhapālita’s and Candrakīrti’s Prāsaṅgika and Sāntarakṣita’s and Kamalaśīla’s Yogācāra-(Svātantrika-)Madhyamaka – were being translated and studied by Tibetan scholars. At this early time in Tibet the Yogācāra-Madhyamaka seems to have occupied the most prominent place, probably in large part because of the presence in that country of Sāntarakṣita and Kamalaśīla who were leading representatives of this current of the Madhyamaka in the second half of the eighth century. Bhavya’s Svātantrika branch was well represented in Tibet in both the sūtra and the early part of the phyi dar periods, even though the first reference to it by the term Ran rgyud pa is found in Jayānanda’s commentary on the Madhyamakāvatāra.

On the other hand, even though a couple of its main sources were already translated into Tibetan in the sūtra period, Candrakīrti’s current of the Madhyamaka thought does not figure at this time as a clearly distinguished branch of the Madhyamaka separate from Bhavya’s; the first Tibetan scholar to distinguish it clearly and explicitly from the Svaśāntrika school by means of the appellation Prāsaṅgika was reportedly Pa tshab Ni ma grags.

See Seyfort Ruegg (2000), p. 22. Scholars such as Balmang Konchog Gyaltsan argued that the Prāsaṅgika has come to Tibet in the Earlier Propagation through master like Padmasambhava, who is by philosophical viewpoint a Prāsaṅgika. See dGag lan phyogs bsgrigs, p. 649; Khujug (1998), p. 26. Seyfort Ruegg observes that ‘such a classification we no doubt have to regard as an example of doxographical and philosophical–systematic categorization’.

46 For more on Ngog, see also Sākya Chogdan (1975c), pp. 443–56; Seyfort Ruegg (2000), pp. 29–40 and on Sangphu Neuthog, see list of references cited in Seyfort Ruegg (2000), p. 28. Ngog and his followers such as Tölung Jamarwa figure as opponents of Gelukpa school later.

47 Chapa is spelt variantly as Cha pa, Phya pa and Phywa pa.

48 Jayānanda worked with Patshab Nyima Drak, Khu Dode Bar, Kunga Drak and Drajor Sherab and has authored a commentary on Madhyamakāvatāra. See Seyfort Ruegg (2000), pp. 20–1. Jayānanda is said to have been defeated by Chapa in a debate. When he returned to debate again with Chapa, the latter was dead. See Khujug (1998), p. 35; Sākya Chogdan (1975b), f. 13b = p. 234.


50 Tsangnagpa Tsondru Seṅge was student of both Chapa and Khu Dode Bar. Seyfort Ruegg mentions he is said to have been disciple of Patshab. Maja Jangchub Tsondru was a student of both Chapa and Tsangnagpa. Sākya Chogdan list a Maja Jangchub Tsondru who is one of Patshab’s disciples among his four sons (pa tshab bu bzhi) but wonders if he is the same as Maja who is disciple of Chapa included among the eight great lions (seng chen brgyad). Maja is known to have mastered both the Patshab and Khu tradition of Madhyamaka and considered his teacher Chapa to have not gained the ultimate understanding (dgongs pa thar thug) of Madhyamaka. See Sākya Chogdan
NOTES


51 This era marked the introduction of several currents of Tibetan Buddhism. Atiśa’s disciple Dromtön Gyalwai Jungne (1004/5–1063/4), founded the Kadampa tradition; Khon Konchog Gyalpo (1034/104–1073), student of Dromgi Lotsawa Sākya Yeshe (992/3–1073) started the Sakya school; Marpa Chokyi Lodoe (1012–97), his disciple Milarepa (1040–123) and his pupil Gampopa Sonam Rinchen (1079–153) established the Kagyu lineage, Pha Dampa Sangye (eleventh century) started the Zhi byed and Machig Labdön (b. 1033) gCod practice in Tibet. At the same time, the adherents of the ancient teachings of Early Propagation such as Rongzom Chöwang systematized and redefined the Ngagyur teachings thus forming the Ngagyur Nyingma tradition.

52 See sNgags log sun ‘byin of Gö Khugpa Lhatse, of Chag Lotsawa and Chos log sun ‘byin attributed to Butön Rinchen Drub, published at Gadan Chökhorling, n.d. These refutations are not only targeted at tantras such as Vajrakīlaya (rDo rje phur pa) and Māyā (sGyu ‘phral) cycles but also at gier ma, particularly that of Guru Chöwang. Because of Butön’s antipathy towards Nyingma tantras, the Nyingma tantras are said to have been left out from the bKa’ ‘gyur and bstTan ‘gyur. Thuken Chökyi Nyima rejects that the Chos log sun ‘byin is by Butön and that Butön objected to certain Nyingma tantras. Thuken also mentions, as does Sapaṇ, Rinchen Zanpo’s Chos dang chos min rnam ‘byed among refutations of Nyingma tantras. See Thuken (1984), pp. 73–4, 76–7. See also ‘The Ordinance of lHa Bla-ma Ye-shes-’od’ and ‘An Open Letter by Pho-brang Zhi-ba-’od’ in Karmay (1998). Both prince-monks were deeply saddened by the open abuse of tantras in their days and criticized the malpractice of the village tantrics. Yeshe Ö explicitly disapproves the practice of sbyor ba and sgrol ba and teachings going under the name of Drogchen but does not mention any tantras in particular although Karmay conjectures Yeshe Ö to be criticizing Guhyagarbhatantra of the Nyingma tradition. Dorji Wangchuk disagrees. See Wangchuk (2002), p. 274. Phodrang Zhiwa Ö lists over seventy texts that are spurious. Other critics also include Drigung Palzin, Drigung Kyobpa Jigten Gonpo, Sumpa Khenpo Yeshe Paljor and Kamtsangpa Palkhang Chözod. See Kapstein (2000), pp. 121–37 for discussion of Sumpa Khenpo’s criticism, gSung rah ram naq chu’i dri ma sel byed nor ba ke ta ka and Thuken’s reply, Nor bu ke ta ka’i byi dor.

53 Among defenders are figures such as the Nyingma scholars, Rongzom Chöwang and Longchenpa Drime Özer, the Kadampa master Chomdan Rigpai Raldi, the translator, Tharpa Lotsawa Nyima Gyaltschan, the famous historians Gö Lotsawa Zhōnu Pal and Pawo Tseglag Trengwa, the yogi Drubthob Ugyenpa, Serdog Paichen Sākya Chogdan, the third Longchenpa Ngawang Tashi Namgyal, Jigme Lingpa and most prominently the scholar–physician Sogdoppa Lodoe Gyaltschan. The last produced a detailed rebuttal of refutations against Nyingma tantras. See Lodoe Gyaltschan (1998). The most recent defence was undertaken by Dudjom Rinpoche. See Dudjom Rinpoche (1991), Part VII. See also Smith (2001), pp. 16–7, 238 and Wangchuk (2002). Mipham touches on the issue very briefly in his gSung sgres, pp. 671–3. Besides the controversy on certain Nyingma tantras and gier mas, which culminated in considerable polemical exchanges, criticism of tantras belonging to other traditions appears to have been a common practice among many scholars throughout the Later Propagation. Balmang Konchog Gyaltschan reports that Ngog refuted Lam’bras of Sakya in his treatise rDo rje tshig rkang, Nya Ön Kunga Pal refuted Kagyupa mind-pointing instructions, gsum mo practice and Ra li so gnyis, Butön to have refuted Sakya tantras and Redawa to have refuted Kālacakra and instructions of sadāngayoga. See dGag lan phyogs bskrigs, p. 652. See also Stearns (1999) who mentions that Redawa first wrote an objection to Kālacakra entitled Nor bu’i phreng...
and later wrote a reply to his own objection called *Nor bu'i phreng ba'i rang lan*. Dudjom Rinpoche also gives a long list of criticism and counter-criticism. See Dudjom Rinpoche (1991), pp. 929–31. Seyfort Ruegg also cites Ngawang Chödrak who observes that Redawa only rejected the modernist version of Kālacakra and sadāṅgavyoga practice like Sapan’s criticism of the Neo-Mahāmudrā or Chinese style Dzogchen. Butūn and Ngorchen Konchog Lhundrub are also said to have criticized the modernist Mahāmudrā. See Seyfort Ruegg (2000), p. 64. Smith observes that Chomden Rimpai Raläl objected to the Kālacakrama cycle. See Smith (2001), p. 313. Ngorchen Kunga Zangpo refuted Tsongkhapa on many points relating to tantric practice to which Khedrub Geleg Palzang wrote the reply *Phyin ci log gi gsam gyi 'byor ba la 'zhugs pa'i smra ba ngan pa rnam par 'thag pa'i tshan bcos gnam lcags khor lo*. See dGags lan phyogs bsgrigs, pp. 1–69.

Sakyapa Pandita Kunga Gyaltshan (1992), vol. iii, pp. 68–9. The practice of non-mentation (amanastkāra, yid la mi byed pa) is considered to be a form of Madhyamaka practice promulgated by Maitripāda who was an exponent of Nāgārjuna’s Madhyamika and is said to have defeated the Yogācāra master Śāntipa in a debate. However, Ngog’s disciple Drolungpa Lode Gungne and many other Kadampas are also said to have argued that the practice of non-mentation is not consonant with Madhyamika. Karmapa Mikyod Dorje observes that the refuters of Kagyupa practice of non-mentation are opposing Indian masters such as Maitripāda and Saraha. He defends the Kagyupa Mahāmudrā and amanastkāra. See Karmapa Mikyod Dorje (1996), pp. 7–13, 36.

Ibid., p. 51: *da la'i phyag rgya chen po dang// rgya nag lugs kyi rdzogs chen lad// yas hab dang ni mas 'dzogs gnyis// rim gys pa dang gcig car bar// ming 'dogs bsgyur ba ma gsogs pad// don la khyad par dbya ba med// . . . phyi las rgyal khrims nab pa dang// rgya nag mkhan po'i gzhung lugs kyi// yi ge tsam la rten nas kyang// de yi ming 'dogs gsang nas nil/ phyag rgya chen por ming bsgyur nas// de (sic) la'i phyag rgya chen po nil/ phal cher rgya nag chos lugs yin//* See also Jackson (1994).

65 See dGags lan phyogs bsgrigs, p. 651.

57 Although the precise application of the designations Tshad ma snga rabs pa and Tshad ma phyi rabs pa are vague, later Tibetans scholars generally associated the first with Chapa and his realist interpretation of Dharmakirti’s logico-epistemology, Sapan’s criticism of this realist interpretation and his nominalist/conceptualist understanding of Dharmakirti constitutes the latter. On differences and conflicts in interpretation of Dharmakirti’s logico-epistemological tradition in Tibet, see Dreyfus (1997).


59 The second half of thirteenth century seems to have been relatively quiet in terms of Madhyamika scholarly activity. Prominent masters at that time include Sakyapa Phagpa Lode Dzamthan (1235–80), who became the tutor to Kublai Khan defeating his non-Buddhist opponents in debate, Drubthob Ugyenpa (1230–1309), Taglung Drakpa Pal (1251–96), Pang Lotsawa Lode Tanpa (1276–1342), Úepa Losal (c.1300), among others.

NOTES

61 See n. 52 for Butön and refutation of Nyingma tantras. See also Seyfort Ruegg (1966) and (1973). Mipham claims that Butön rejected the Svātantrika and Prāsaṅgika classification as a Tibetan fiction. See Ketaka, p. 9.

62 The gzhan stong theory based on sources such as Tathāgatagarbhasūtras, Kālacakra and Maitreya’s Ratnagotravibhāga centred on the absolute and hypostatic nature of tathāgatagarbha which is inherently endowed with the enlightened qualities of the Buddha but empty (stong) of all other (gzhan) accidental phenomena, which are illusory and defiled. Early propagators of this school include Zu Gawai Dorje (early eleventh century), Tsal Khawoche (b. 1021) and Yumowa Mikkhyed Dorje (eleventh century). Among Dolpopa’s followers were his contemporaries Jonang Chogle Namgyal (1306–86) and Nya Ön Kunga Pal (1345–1439), both of who taught Tsongkhapa. Chogle Namgyal is said to have been a Rangtongpa who went to debate with Dolpopa on gzhan stong and got converted by the latter. Dolpopa, prior to his advocacy of gzhan stong is also said to have debated with Karmapa Rangjung Dorje (1284–1339) who prophesied that Dolpapa will embrace gzhan stong in the future. Dolpopa’s main writings on gzhan stong are Ri chos nges don rgya mtsho and bKa’ bsdul bzhid pa. Zilungpa Sākya Chogdan, Jonang Kunga Drolchog (1495–1566) and his reincarnate Taranātha (1575–1634) are eminent ones among later Zhanotongpas. During the last one, Jonang school thrived, supported by the Tsangpa government but temporarily declined facing persecution during the fifth Dalai Lama’s reign over Tibet. It revived soon after. For history of gzhan stong, see Zamthang Ngawang Lodoe Drakpa, dPal ldan jo nang pa’i chos byung rgyal ba’i chos tshul gsal byed zla ba’i srgon me; Thukhen (1984), pp. 218–32; Kongtrul, Shes bya kun khyab mdzod and his commentary on Mahāyānottaratantraśrīśrī; Seyfort Ruegg (1963) and (2000), pp. 78–81; S. Hookham (1991); Sterns (1999).

63 For a list of early works containing refutations of gzhan stong absolutism, see Thukhen (1984), p. 230.

64 Longchenpa’s major works comprise the mDzod chen bdun (Seven Great Treasures), the Rang grol skor gsum (Trilogy of Self-Liberation), Ngal gso skor gsum (The Trilogy of Relaxation) and their commentaries.


66 See dGag lan phyogs bsgrigs, p. 665.

67 Thukhen reports that both Yagde Pañchen and Rongtön were defeated by Bodong in debate but Bodong himself was vanquished by young Khedrub rje for criticizing Tshad ma rigs gter. See Thukhen (1984), p. 234. Balmang Konchog Gyaltshan mentions that Bodong Jigdrel (perhaps Bodong Pañchen Chogle Namgyal, who is sometimes known as Bodong Jigdrak) refuted Yagtrugpa and his student Sonam Chab by showing twenty-five internal contradictions in their understanding of classification of apapogic reasoning in Tshad ma rigs gter. See dGag lan phyogs bsgrigs, p. 665; Khujug (1996), pp. 47–8.

68 See Thukhen (1984), p.189; Khujug (1996), p. 43; Chari Kalzang Thogme (2000), vol. i, pp. 111–2. All cite Karma Konchog Zhûnu, the fourteenth-century teacher of Karmapa Rolfpai Dorje, saying that the credit of having Madhyamaka that Tibetan scholars talk about so much now goes to Redawa: da lta gangs can pa rnuams kha dgu ma sna dgu ma zer ba’i di red mda’ ba’i bka’ drin yin/ de’i gong thang sng na dgu ma shi ba’i ro gcig yod/ See also Seyfort Ruegg (2000), pp. 62–3. Tagtshang (1999), p. 170 also mentions that Madhyamaka was about to disappear when Redawa and Lochen Chabchog revived. Tibetan scholars also say that Madhyamaka came to Re (dgu ma red la bab) through Redawa just as abhidharma came to Chim (mngon pa mchims la bab) through Chim Jampaiyang and Chim Lobzang Drak, and vitaya came to Tsho (dul ba mtsho la bab) through Tsonawa Sherab Zangpo. Redawa was, however, very critical of the Jonangpa gzhan stong theory. Hence, later Jonangpas


70 On Tsongkhapa’s arrival at his Madhyamaka theory, see Seyfort Ruegg (2000), pp. 88–103.

71 Tsongkhapa’s main contribution to Madhyamaka are his Lam rim, vol. pa and Drang nges, vol. pha, his commentary on MK, Rigs pa’i rgya mtsho, vol. ba and his commentary on MA, dGongs pa rab gsal, vol. ma. Minor works include his rTen ‘brel stod pa legs bshad snying po, vol. kha, Byang chub lam rim chung ba, vol. pha, rJe red mda’ ba’i gsung lan, vol. kha, rJe btsun ’jam pa’i dbyangs kyi lam gnyid gnad rna’ bar shog dril du phul ba, vol. pha, Bla ma dbu ma pa la mdo khangs su phul ba, vol. kha, sPhyod ’jug shes rab le’u’i tika blo gsal ba, vol. ma, rTsa ba shes rab kyi dka’ gnas chen po brgyud kyi brjed byang, vol. ba, dBu ma thal gyur pa’i lugs zab lam dbu ma’i lta khrig, vol. tsha, dBu ma’i lta khrig bdivas pa, vol. tsha, dGe sbyor gyi gnad la dri ba snyan bskal ba lhag bsam rab dkar, vol. kha. Tsongkhapa’s authorship of the last five are sometimes questioned as they appear to be compilations of Tsongkhapa’s notes and lectures by his students, by Gyaltshab Je in the case of first two and Khedrub Je for the next two. Thuken argues that attribution of authorship of the last one, Dri ba lhag bsam rab dkar, to Tsongkhapa is questionable for the reasons that Panchen Jampa Lingpa considered it to be not by Tsongkhapa, the syntactical composition does not agree with other works of Tsongkhapa, the epithet used in the colophon is unknown and his students did not include it within the writings of Tsongkhapa. However most took it as Tsongkhapa’s criticism of Kagyu meditators and this led to a series of polemical exchanges. Jinpa (1999) gives a thorough treatment to argue that this is by Tsongkhapa and that it reflects Tsongkhapa’s dissatisfaction about the intellectual and philosophical climate prevailing then.


72 ‘Ngarabpa’ (sNga rabs pas), literally, ‘those of previous era’ appears mainly in the context of Madhyamika and Pramāṇa exegesis. For the application in Pramāṇa context, see n. 57. Although the precise application of the designation in Madhyamika context is not clear, Ngarabpas roughly included the scholars belonging to the lineage of Ngog, Thangsa, Sakya, Kagyu and Nyingma traditions. They are distinguished by doctrinal positions such as the delimitation of Madhyamika negandum to all phenomena, understanding of Emptiness as neither existent, nor non-existent, both and neither, the unknowability of Emptiness, the absence of apprehension and subjectivity in the cognition of the ultimate, the ineffability of Emptiness, etc. As mentioned earlier, Madhyamikas in Tibet have already been divided between Rangtongpa and Zhantongpa since Dolpopa’s time. With Tsongkhapa’s interpretation, the Rangtongpas further split into two groups of those following the Ngarabpa interpretation and those following the new Gelukpa interpretation. The latter is sometimes referred to as ‘Chirabpa’ (Phyis rabs pa) or phyis kyi dbu ma. Mipham calls Longchenpa et al., Ngarabpas and Tsongkhapa et al. Chirabpas and observes that he belongs to the Ngarabha group. See Dogs sel, p. 413. Śākya Chogdan, Gorampa and Karmapa Mikyod Dorje, Amdo Gedun Chöphel and Gelukpa polemicists also make the distinction of the two in similar manner. Thus, I shall use ‘Ngarabpa’ as a blanket term for those who held the mainstream rang stong position before Tsongkhapa and was opposed by Tsongkhapa and other Gelukpa scholars. Even scholars after Tsongkhapa, who held the
same position as regards Emptiness, fall into this category and are sometimes referred to as Ngarabpas. Conversely, ‘Chirabpa’ refers to those of Tsongkhapa’s time and post-Tsongkhapa period and are mainly those who adhered to the Gelukpa viewpoint.

73 Je Tsongkhapa, Gyalshab Je and Khedor Je are known as rJe yab sras gsum and form the most important trio of Gelukpa heirarchs.

74 See Khujug (1996), pp. 46–9. An oral story has it that Rongton defeated Gyalshab Je in debate but backed off when Khedor Je challenged him to a debate. Zhang Yi Sun (1993), Bod rgya tshig mdzod chen mo, p. 3247, however dates Khedor Je’s debate with Rongton to have happened in 1427. It also dates Khedor’s defeat of Bodong Panchen in 1440 which suggests that the debate was not a major intellectual encounter between two established scholars as Bodong was then twenty-five and Khedor who was only fifteen.

75 Although not much is known about him and his viewpoint, he is said to have presented a two-fold method of maintaining (skyong tshul lugs gnyis) the view. Thuken also reports that he misunderstood Tsongkhapa’s final view with Tsongkhapa’s premature view and to have understood Tsongkhapa’s view to be a presuppositional or implicat-

76 His writings are believed to have been burnt during the time of the fifth Dalai Lama. See Thuken (1984), pp. 316, 323–4; Khujug (1996), pp. 48–9; Balmang Konchog Gyalshan in dGag lan phyogs bsgrigs, p. 716. Akhu Sherab Gyatsho lists seven works by him. See Akhu Sherab Gyatsho in Lokesh Chandra (1981), no. 11389–95. Jamyang Chóje of Drepung is said to have professed a view akin to gzhan stong school and Kunkhyan Lodoe Rinchen Senge of Sera is also considered to have dissented from Tsongkhapa in view. See Thuken (1984), p. 324.


78 See Gorampa (1999). Refuting the two traditions which he associates with two extremes, he adopts the tradition espousing Madhyamaka to be free from extremes (mtha’ bral la dbu mar smra ba), which is passed down from the lineage of Ngog, Sakya, Kagyu, Patshab and Thangsa through Yagtrupa and Redawa. This Madhyamaka, he explicitly mentions, is free from all extremes of existence and non-existence, is and is not (yod med yin min gyi mtha’ thams cad dang brag ba).

79 Gorampa (1968). Gorampa’s criticisms have been replied to by Jamyang Zhadpa, Sera Jetsün Chökyi Gyalshan, Panchen Delek Nyima and Jamyang Gawai Lodoe. Gorampa is said to have also written a refutation of certain rNam bzhag rim pa’i tikkha. See dGag lan phyogs bsgrigs, p. 665.

80 Sakya Chodgan (1975a). The work, made up of twelve chapters, sets at the beginning as one of its purpose the refutation of mistaken interpretation in Tibet held by a certain later important master, that is, Tsongkhapa. Counter-refutation against Sakya Chodgan has been written by Sera Jetsün.

81 See Thuken (1984), p. 159; dGag lan phyogs bsgrigs, p. 665. A response to this is said to have been written by Panchen Lobzang Chökyi Gyalshan. Sakya Chodgan embraced gzhan stong absolutism toward the end of his life and wrote his
NOTES

Luks guyas mnam 'byed. The writings of Śākya Chogdan were suppressed in Tibet along with works of other Zhantongpas such as Jonang Tāranātha. The suppression however did not happen in Bhutan and Śākya Rinchen (1710–59), the ninth Je Khenpo of Bhutan and putative reincarnate of Śākya Chogdan had the works of Śākya Chogdan produced as manuscripts in Phajoding. See also Tillemans and Tomabechi (1995).

82 The work is entitled Ita ba ngan pa tshar gcig pa'i bstan bcos gnams lcags 'khor lo, and Galo refutes Gorampa accusing him of not being skilled in presenting the opposition, in criticizing the opposition, in presenting his own position and ends with an admonition. See dGag lan phyogs bsgrigs, pp. 519–605. Galo has also authored a polemical text entitled Dbu ma'i brgal lan theye chen lhaun po.

83 Sera Jetsün’s rebuttal, Zab mo stong pa nyid kyi lta ba la log rtag 'gyap par byed pa'i bstan bcos ltu ba ngan pa'i mun sel finished by Panчен Delek Nyima, confutes Śākya Chogdan’s Tsod yig tshigs bcad ma, Dbu ma mnam gnas and Gorampa’s criticism in Ita ba ngan sel in detail. See dGag lan phyogs bsgrigs, pp. 176–518. Panчен Delek Nyima is also attributed with another polemical tract, Kar lan gyi yang lan. See Akhu Sherab Gyalsho in Lokesh Chandra (1981), no. 11435.


85 He is said to have written a reply to Karmapa Mikyod Dorje’s criticism of Tsongkhapa according to Akhu Sherab Gyalsho in Lokesh Chandra (1981), no. 11433. See also Sonam Drakpa (1973b).


87 rNam rdzun pa'i dbu ma, also known as rNam rig dbu ma (Vijñānapti Madhyamaka), is a current of Vijñānavada and Madhyamaka synthesis which was associated with the gzhan stong viewpoint. It was also known as the dbu ma chen po. This tradition maintained the ultimate existence of an absolute gnosis which is termed as gzhan ma yin pa'i de bzhin nyid, the quiddity that is not other.

88 See dGag lan phyogs bsgrigs, pp. 69–173. Sera Jetsin attacked both Karmapa and Śākya Chogdan for espousing the ultimate existence of absolute gnosis. Karmapa however appears to have given up the viewpoint in the commentary on Sphutārtha when he wrote his Dwags brgyud grub pa'i shing rta. In latter text, he criticizes Śākya Chogdan’s differentiation between the Yogācāra Alīkaraśā school and Madhyamika Alīkaraśā school and refutes the whole concept of absolute gnosis in the Madhyamika system. See Karmapa Mikyod Dorje (1996), pp. 16, 20–43.


91 For the polemical tracts, see vol. Kha/ya-ki of his works. For Klan ka gzhom pa'i gtam, see vol. Kha/ha of his works.

92 See ‘Shar rtse gsal nga'i brgal lan’ in Klan ka gzhom pa'i gtam, vol. Kha/ya, ff. 14–20. Gomde Namkha Gyaltsen wrote a commentary on the Bodhicittavivarana, to which he appended his refutation, the ’Brug mi pham padma dkar pos phyag chen gyi bshad sbyar rgyal ba'i gan mdzod ces par rje tsong kha pa la dgag pa mdzad pa'i gsum lan. See dGag lan phyogs bsgrigs, pp. 607–45. The ‘Shar rtse gsal nga'i brgal lan’ is an answer to Gomde Namkha Gyaltsen’s arguments. Among other scholars, Pema Karpo replies to one Drathang Khenpo, Shagpa, Jedrung Gyurme, Nalanda Khenpo, Nangring Khenpo, Shenyen Maryulwa, Tshandrak Khenpo and Jangdapho on Kālacakra, sadānagayoga, Mahāmudrā, He Vajra, etc. See also Brod (1985).

93 See Thuen (1984), pp. 157–8 which quotes Panchen Lobzang Chökyi Gyaltsen: lhan cig skyes pa’i gwa’a nu// lnga idan ro snyoms yi ge brzhul// zhi byed gcig yol rdzogs chen dang// dbu ma'i lta khris la sosgs pa// so sor ming 'dogs mang na yang//
NOTES

95 See Thuken (1984), p. 216. Jonangpa works are confiscated and banned and their monasteries converted to Gelukpa centres during the reign of the great Fifth Dalai Lama. Tagten Phuntsoling, Taranath’s seat, was changed to Gadan Phuntsoling. Similarly, several of the Karma Kagyupa monasteries were changed to Gelugpa monasteries.
96 His antipathy towards the Kagyupas and Jonangpas were repercussions of Kagyupa hostility to Gelukpas during the Tsangpa rule. Gene Smith blames Mönöndra, the poetry teacher of the fifth Dalai Lama, for slandering against Jonangpas, which led to the persecution. See Smith (2001), p. 95. The Fifth Dalai Lama’s writings such as Snyan nag me long gi dka’ ’grel dbyangs can dgyes pa’i glu dbyangs, contain sarcastic remarks about Kagyupas lack of erudition and reflect his ridicule, or at least dissatisfaction, of the Kagyupas. See Phuntsho (1999).
97 His support to the Sakya and Nyingma was so strong that the fifth Dalai Lama even came to be considered Geluk externally, Sakya internally and Nyingma secretly. The Nyingma saw during this period the foundation of five major monasteries, Thubtan Dorje Drak in 1635, Palyul Jangchubling in 1665, Ugyen Mindrolling in 1676, Rudam Dzogchen Samtan Chöling in 1685/6 and Zhechen Tannya Dargyeling in 1734 through masters such as Minling Terchen Gyurme Dorje, Lochen Dharmaśri, Dödrak Rigzin Ngagi Wangpo, Dzogchen Pema Rigzin, Rigzin Kunzang Sherab and Zhechen Gyaltshab Gyurme Kunzang Namgyal. The northern Drukpa order also enjoyed support because Pagsam Wangpo, their candidate for Pema Karpo’s incarnation and rival of Zhadrung Ngawang Namgyal of southern Drukpa line, was his cousin.
99 See the M¯adhyamika chapter in his Grub mtha’i rnam bshad rang gzhan grub mtha’ kun dang zab don mchog tu gsal ba kun bzang zhi gi nii ma langs rigs rgya mtsho skye du’i re ba kan skong.
100 Panchen Lobzang Chögyan wrote the dGe ldan bka’ brgyud rin po che’i phyag chen rtsa ba rgyal ba’i gzhung lam and dGe ldan bka’ brgyud rin po che’i bka’ srol phyag rgya chen po’i rtsa ba rgyas pur bshad pa yang gsal sgron me. See vol. Nga of his writings and Lokesh Chandra (1981), no. 802–3.
105 See n. 52 for his polemic on tantra.
108 The yig cha of Sera Jay consists mainly of works by Jetsün Chökyi Gyaltshan and Gomde Namkha Gyaltshan, of Sera May by Khedrub Tanpa Dargye (1493–1568), Choe Jetsün Drakpa Shedrub (1675–1748), of Drepung Loseling by Panchen Sonam Drakpa, of Drepung Gonang by Jamyang Zhadpa, of Gadan Jangtse by Sera Jetsün, Gomde Namkha Gyaltshan and Chungtrug Jampa Tashi, of Gadan Shartse by Sonam Drakpa and of Tashi Lhunpo by masters such as Sāntipa Lodo Gyaltshan.
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NOTES


111 On Jigme Lingpa, see Gyatso (1998).


113 Not all masters of Nyingma renaissance were in favour of the ris med movement. Gene Smith reports that Dzogchen Khchenchen Pema Dorje was one of the greatest scholars of the ‘pure’ Nyingma tradition. He expressed doubts that the eclecticism that was in vogue might ultimately be destructive of his beloved tradition. He wrote a number of refutations and counter-refutations including one against the Sakya scholar Langnak Sonam Tanpa, entitled Snga ’gyur rnying ma ’i gzhang la bragd ba’i lan lung dang rigs pa’i skya rengs dang po. See Smith (2001), p. 327.

114 Smith (2001), pp. 24–5, 248–9 for more details on the religious conflicts and individual experiences leading to the development of ris med movement.

115 The Gelukpa tradition has long been established in places such as Lithang, Bathang and Chamdo.

116 Paltrul and Kongtrul, and Khyentse to an extent, took great interest in both learning and teaching the important texts of all traditions. Kongtrul’s ecumenism, like Mipham’s, extended even to the Bonpos that his inclusion of Bonpo gter mas in his Rin chen gter mdzod collection even earned him protests from Nyingma maps such as Tenzin Drakpa. Khyentse and some of his numerous incarnations were considered as masters both of Sakya and Nyingma while Kongtrul was respected as both Kagyu and Nyingma master and Paltrul exercised some spiritual influence among the Gelukpas.

The reorientation of Buddhist learning to Indian originals can be best seen in the efforts of Khenpo Zhanga or Zhanphan Chökyi Nangwa who compiled into interlinear annotations the Indian commentaries on the thirteen great treatises. These thirteen great treatises and their annotated commentaries formed the fundamental academic curriculum of most Sakya, Nyingma and Kagyu colleges in the twentieth century.

117 Throughout his writings, Mipham reveres the thoughts and writings of Rongzom and Longchenpa much more than any of his teachers or contemporaries and holds them as supreme authorities in Nyingma scholarship.

118 Mipham is said to have received no systematic education. The only proper lessons he is said to have had are lectures on chapter 9 of BA from Paltrul who is well known for his specialization and repeated exposition of this text. See Kunzang Chödrak (1987), p. 635; Dudjom Rinpoché (1991), vol. i, p. 872. Apart from the influence on Mipham’s thought by Rongzom and Longchenpa, which Mipham happily acknowledges, the only minor influences that may be detected is from the Sakya scholars such as Sapan in Pramāṇa theories and Gorampa and Śākya Chogdan in Mādhyamika arguments. However, it is difficult to tell, particularly in the latter case, whether the similarities are merely coincidental as they were using the same sources and reading along the same lines for a similar conclusion or are influences received through Mipham’s exposure to and familiarity with their writings.

119 Mipham persistently professes the inclusivism that all understanding of Emptiness, including the Gelukpa understanding of Emptiness, form different stages of a coherent process of realizing Emptiness. This is seen as consistent also with the kṣaṇa inclusivism and with the much more elaborate Dzogchen inclusivism.

120 Many Nyingmapas appear to have relied on the Gelukpa text books for training in sūtra as it is suggested by the use of Gelukpa works in Dodrub monastery. Dodrub
Damchö stands out as Nyingma scholar who adhered to Gelukpa interpretation and challenged Mipham until later. Such was the Gelukpa influence that even later commentaries after Mipham written by Nyingma heirochs such as Khenpo Zhangha and Ngaga contain positions generally ascribed to the Gelukpas while others such as Thubtan Chödrak wholly adopted a Gelukpa Madhyamaka interpretation. Attention must also be brought to the Jigme Lingpa’s exposition in his auto commentary on *yon tan rin po che’i mdzod* of the unique characteristics of Prāsaṅgika Mādhyamika which are identical with those Tsongkhapa and his followers formulated. This has recently given rise to much enquiry among the Nyingmapas and some Khenpos have even ventured to explain it as confusion caused by a typographic error between understanding the passage as an exposition of Jigme Lingpa’s own viewpoint and as a citation of the Gelukpa viewpoint.

121 See Introduction, p. 19.
123 Mipham mentions that he received two refutations from Lhasa and one from Jangkha in addition to Pari Rabsal’s refutation. It is not clear whether the ones from Lhasa include Drakar Trulku’s refutations or not. Mipham says the first three were not worth replying. This might suggest that Drakar’s refutation, to which Mipham replied, is not among the first two from Lhasa. See Rab lan, pp.135–6.
124 His main rebuttal of Pari Rabsal is the gZhan gyis rtsead pa’i lan mdor bsdxas pa rigs lam rab gsal de nyid snang byed, MGS, Ca, pp. 191–474. This is reprinted in Ketaka, pp. 135–451. See Appendix II. There are also two other short replies to Pari Rabsal. One contains some philosophical discussions but the other is verse reply to a letter received from Pari Rabsal. See Rab lan, pp. 451–63. The reply to Drakar Trulku is brGul lan nytin byed snang ba, MGS, vol. Ca, pp. 99–190 and also reprinted in Ketaka, pp. 467–579. See Appendix I.
126 Jigme Phuntsho, Kun mkhyen mi pham rgya mtsho la gsol ba ‘debs tshul g.yul las rnam par rgyal ba’i rnga sgra, ff. 13a, 15b. Lobzang Phuntscho is said to have considered Mipham as Mañjuśrī and composed a eulogy to Mipham.
132 See Rab gsal.
133 The subsequent ones include Rigs ’phrul dpyid kyi pho rya, a verse composition and a shorter verse letter. See Pari Lobzang Rabsal (1991), pp. 350–3.
134 See Khujug (1998), p. 76.
136 Drakar Trulku Tenzin Nyandra (2001b).
137 Drakar Trulku Tenzin Nyandra (2001c).
139 gSung sgrons, pp. 550–74.
140 Jigme Phuntscho, Kun mkhyen mi pham rgya mtsho la gsol ba ‘debs tshul g.yul las rnam par rgyal ba’i rnga sgra, ff. 15–16.
143 Ibid., vol. iii, pp. 1–245.
144 Bodpa Trulku (1996).
145 On Amdo Gedun Chöphel, see Sherab Gyatsho (1998); Horkhang Sonam Palbar (1999); pp. 523–70; Stoddard (1985) and Mengele (1999).
NOTES

147 Chukye Samten (1997).
148 The latest and the most heated religious controversy among Tibetans is certainly the Dorje Shugdan issue. A lot of polemical tracts have been written on this including writings by the Dalai Lama and objections to him. See Kapstein (2000), p. 254; Dreyfus (1998); Lopez Jr (1998), pp. 181–207.

3 WHAT IS NEGATED BY ULTIMATE ANALYSIS? DEBATES ON THE DELIMITATION OF THE MĀDHYAMIKA NEGANDUM

1 Mahāyāna thought can be generally classified into two trends: one inclined to an analytic/apophatic approach and other to a romantic/cataphatic approach to Emptiness qua ultimate. The Mādhyaṃkīna system, as presented in the major Indian Mādhyaṃkīna treatises, can be said to fall within the first trend while other Mahāyāna traditions such as the Dzogchen, Mahāmudrā and Soto Zen traditions, broadly speaking, belong to the latter trend as they engage in a cataphatic treatment of Emptiness qua ultimate and in the generation of the experience of Emptiness through yogic practices, quintessential oral instructions, symbolic gestures and contemplative meditation rather than just ratiocination. However, there are cases where both approaches are adopted by the same author or in the same text. For the two approaches in Nāgārjuna, see Seyfort Ruegg (1981), pp. 33–4. See Chapter 2, n. 24.

In Mipham’s Mādhyaṃkīna and Dzogchen thought, the two approaches are different but complementary ways of approaching Emptiness although both cataphaticism and apophasism are to be eschewed in the final realization of Emptiness. See Ngès shes sgron me, Question I/2–3; rGyan ‘grel, pp. 58, 259. See also Ngès shes sgron me, Question III/8 and Question IV/9. See Chapter 2, n. 43 for the two tendencies of quietist/mystical and analytical/intellectual.

2 Mādhyaṃkīna reasonings are numerous in number but Tibetan scholars often speak of the five great Mādhyaṃkīna reasonings (dbu ma’i gtan tshigs chen po lnga). For Mipham’s categorization, see MGS, 21, p. 484. In his mKhas ’jug, p. 385, he discusses four major reasonings.

3 MK, XVIII/5. See Chapter 1, p. 26–7.
4 See Chapter 2, n. 1.
5 Magee (1999), pp. 64–5.
6 Lam rim, p. 579: dper na’i gang zag mi ’dug nyam du nges pa la med rgyu’i gang zag de shes dgos pa ltar bdag med pa dang rang bzhin med pa nges pa la’ang med rgyu’i bdag dang rang bzhin de legs par ngos ’dzin dgos te/ dbag par bya ba’i spyi legs par ma shar na de dbag pa’ang phyin ci ma log par mi nges pa’i phyir... 
7 Drang nges, p. 152.
8 dGongs pa rab gsal, pp. 123–4 = f. 71: med rgyu’i bden grub dang/gang gis stong pa’i dbag bya’i rnam pa blos yul du ji la ba bzhin ma shar na/ bden med dang stong pa’i ngo bo legs par nges pa mi srid dol/de yang grub mtha’ smra ba’i phral kun brtags pa’i bden grub dang/ bden ’dzin ngos zin pa tsam gis mi chog pa’i phyir/thog ma med pa nas rjes su chugs pa’i grub mthas blo bsgyar ma bsgyar gnyis ga la yod pa’i lhan skyes kyi dben ’dzin dang/ des bzung ba’i bden grub legs par ngos’ ’dzin pa ni gnad shin tu che ste/ de ngos ma ’dzin par rigs pas dbag bya bka’ dang kyang thog ma med pa nas chugs pa’i bden zhen la ci yang mi gnod pas skabs don stor bar ’gyur ba’i phyir ro/
NOTES

14 gsung sgrós, p. 603.
15 On cognitive negandum, see Chapter 3, pp. 159–67.
16 Lam rim, p. 651. See also Drang nges, p. 175, where he stresses that the inborn grasping at self and its object are the main neganda of reasoning and dGongs pa rab gsal, p. 123 = f. 71, where he mentions both hypostatic existence and grasping at it in his discussion of dialectical negandum.
18 Changkya (1988), p. 288; Sera Jetsün (1973), pp. 275–8. They seem to have understood ‘this’ in ‘this negandum has to be non-existent’ to refer to the objective inherent existence, and not to dialectical negandum as others understood.
19 dGag lan phyogs bsgrigs, p. 524; See Gorampa (1999), p. 11.
20 A genre of logic manuals containing a wide range of dialectical topics, bsdus grwa texts are said to have originated with Chapa Chökyi Serge. They make up the curriculum of the initial years of training in Gelukpa monasteries.
21 Dealing with the taxonomy of autonomous inference in Tibetan dialectics, rtag rigs form a section of the Tibetan bsdus grwa text books.
22 Lam rim, p. 652.
23 Longchenpa and Mipham, unlike most of other Nyingma masters were familiar with the bsdus grwa logic that was propagated by Chapa and his disciples in Tibet. Longchenpa had his training in Sangphu Neuthog seminary while Mipham went to Gadan monastery very briefly. Both these were schools, which excelled in bsdus grwa logic, albeit at different times.
24 BA, IX/140ab: kalpitam. bh¯avam aspr.s.t.v¯a tadabh¯avo na ghyate/ brtag bya’i dngos la ma reg par// de yi dngos med ’dzin ma yin//
25 Ibid., IX, 139–41: praman.am apram¯ānaṃ c ¯en nana tatpram¯itam mr¯ṣa/ tattvatah s¯uniyata tasm¯aḥ bh¯av¯an¯i nopapadyate/ kalpitam bh¯avam aspr¯ putwa na ghyate/ tasm¯aḥ bh¯avo mr¯ṣa yo hi tasyabh¯av¯ah spha¯tu mr¯ṣa// tasm¯aḥ svapne sute nasye sa nastitig vikalp¯an¯aḥ tad bh¯avakalpan¯opitaṁ vishadhn¯ati mr¯ṣa ca sāḥ// gu¯l te tshad ma tshad min na// des gzhal r¯zun par mi ’gyur rame/ de nyid du na stong pa nyid// sgom pa de phyir mi ’thad ’gyur// brtag bya’i dngos la ma reg par// de yi dngos med ’dzin ma yin// de phyir r¯zun pa’i dngos gang yin// de yi dngos med gsal bar r¯zun// des na rmi lam bu shi la// de med snyam pa’i rnam tgr gnil// de yol rnam par rtag pa yil// ggs yin de yang bodhun pa yin//
26 Williams (1998b), pp. 64–103: Williams’ work on this is very meticulous and insightful although it must be mentioned that his translation of abh¯ava as negation throughout the chapter is ambiguous and imprecise. First, abh¯ava can be misunderstood as the dialectical process of negating something instead of understanding it as the state of lacking entity (bh¯ava), which is what it is supposed to mean in this context. Second, rendering abh¯ava as negation has a misleading connotation that bh¯ava, as the negandum, is being negated. Although one could argue that this verse deals with the process of negation, and that bh¯ava is the negandum, as did the Gelukpas, S¯antideva does not explicitly say that. He only plainly states that without recourse to entity, its non-entity cannot be apprehended and that because the entity is false, the corresponding non-entity is also false.
27 Mipham is reading brtag bya’i (= kalpitavayam) instead of brtags pa’i (kalpitam) and glossing brtag bya’i as brtag par (= bsgra’i). This reading is not attested by the Sanskrit version and is likely a misprint or mistranslation in the root text Mipham is using. He
seems to be taking the word *brtags bya* in the sense of ‘to be examined/analyzed’, in other words, the object of examination, although *brtag* on its own can mean examine as well impute or construct by the conceptual mind. Semantically, it would be odd to read *brtags bya* as ‘to be imputed’ in this case as it would have the connotation of something impending to be imputed instead of referring to an entity that is already imputed. From the context, it can be seen that Mipham is reading *brtags bya*i dngos po to mean ‘the entity to be examined/analyzed’. In his rGyan ‘grel, he cites these verses and has it *brtags pa*i dngos po. See MGS, Nga/13, p. 258. Tsongkhapa’s dGongs pa rab gsal, p. 123 = E. 71 and rGyal sras ‘jug ngogs, p. 441 and most Gelukpa texts read *brtags pa*i dngos la (kalpitam bhāvan) in verse 140a while Lam rim has *brtags pa*i dngos la. These variants do not however affect the reading much and such variations in reading have been properly appraised in Williams (1998b), p. 64–103.

28 Ketaka, p. 118: ‘dir bdag ca gis tshad mas grub don stong nyid ces dmigs gtag kyi yul bden grub cigs la grub mtha’ cha ba ni med de/ gang gi phyir na/ brtags par bya ba’i dngos po bum sogs lta bu de la ma reg pa’am ma brten par ni bum med lla bu dngos po de yi dngos med yan gar du nam yang ’dzin pa na yin te/ de phyir bum med dang bum pa’i stong pa lta bu rnam grangs pa’am yni tshe ba’i stong pa de’an gzhun dngos po de bkag pa’am bsal ba’i cha yin pas’/di lla rang bzhin gwis rdzun pa’i dngos po gang yin pa de’i dngos med kyang gsal bar te nges par rdzun pa yin par ’dod dol’/o ma dngos po kun med ces bsgoms pas ci bya stel/ dngos yod dang dngos med gnyis ka rdzun pa mga mnyam zhung gnyis ka yang dag pa min pa’i phyir zhe na/ re zhih thog med nas goms pa’i dngos zhen gwis srid par ‘ching bar byed pa de’i gnyen por dngos po rang bzhin med par goms pa’tsam stel/ dngos dngos med gnyis char rdzun pa de na ji lla rmi lam dan bu byang nas shi ba rmi te slaug bonyul bya na/ bu med snyam pa’i rnam rtog ni/ bu de yod snyam pa’i rnam rtog gi gexs yin la de’ang rdzun pa yin pa bzhin no/l na zhih gnyis zung du brdar ba’i mes zhi zhi gnyis ka bsregs pa bzhin du dngos kun bden med du rnam par dpyad pa’i shes rab kyi mes dngos dngos med du bzhag pa’i dmigs pa’i gtag so thams cad kyi nags ’thib po ma lus pa bsregs nas spros pa thams cad zhi ba’i ye shes la gnas pa’i tshe na khas len thams cad dang bral ba’i lla bu ma chen po yin no//

29 Madhyamakalakāra, 71ab: skye la sogs pa med pa’i phyir/ skye bya med la sogs mi srid//

30 rGyan ‘grel, pp. 257–8. See also Mipham’s citation of this verse and Satyadāvavyābhāṣa, p. 9 in his Ketaka, p. 7.

31 Williams (1998b), pp. 91, 98.

32 rGyal sras ‘jug ngogs, pp. 441–2: kho bo cag la stong nyid ‘jad la’i tshad ma rdzun pa dang des bzhag pa’i stong pa nyid kyang rdzun pa yin par ches ’thad de/ rtog pas bden pa’i dngos po bkag pa’i dga’g pa nges pa de dga’g bya’i rnam pa shar ba la rag las pa’i phyir derthal/brtags pa’i dngos po bden grub la rtog pas ma reg par te bden grub kyi rnam pa ma shar bar bden stong de’i dngos por bden med de rtog pas ’dzin pa ma yin pa’i phyir de’i phyir dga’g bya’i rdzun pa’i dngos po gang yin pa de mi srid pas dagag bya de bzhag pa de de’i dngos med gsal bar rdzun no/ snga ma’i dpe ni rtog pa la mo gsham bu’i rnam pa ma shar bar mo gsham bu shi ba’i rnam pa mi shar ba bzhin no/l .de bkag pa’i bden stong yang rdzun pa yin gyi bden par ma grub bol/ de ni rtsa she las/ gal te ni stong cung zad yod/ ces sogs kyi don ston pa yin no/ bden grub kyi spyi ma shar bar bden stong legs par mi nges pas stong nyid nges pa dagag bya’i tshad ’dzin la mkhas dgos pa yin no/ rgyu mtshan des na dper na rmi lam du bu shi ba dmigs pa la bu de med snyam pa’i rnam rtog ni bu de yod snyam pa’i rnam par rtog pa’i gexs yin yang/ rmi lam gyi spang gnyen gnyis po de yang rdzun pa yin pa de bzhin du gnyen po rzan pas spang bya’i rdzun pa’joms pa dang/ tshad ma rdzun pas gshal bya’i rdzun pa’ja la mi’ ga la .//

33 Ibid., p. 390, Ketaka, p. 37.

NOTES

35 Lam rim, p. 580.
36 Ibid., pp. 582–90.
37 Ibid., p. 584.
38 MK, I/1: na swato nāpi para to na dvābhūyān nāpy ahetutah/ utpannā jātu vidyante bhāvāvaka cana kecana/bdāg las ma yin gzhan las min // gnyis las ma yin rgyu med min/ dngos po gang dag gang na yang // skye ba nam yang yod ma yin//
39 Lam rim, pp. 582–90.
40 Ibid., pp. 592–3.
41 MK, XXIV/7–40.
42 Lam rim, pp. 590–1.
43 Ibid., p. 589.
44 ‘All phenomena from matter to omniscience’ is a phrase used frequently in Tibetan literature to sum up all existent things. It is derived from the abhidharma and Prajñāparamitā categorization of all phenomena where the phenomenology begins with matter and ends with omniscient gnosis of the Buddha. Tsongkhapa, in Lam rim, p. 580, uses this phrase and says some Mādhyamika argued all phenomena from matter to omniscience are negated.
46 Lam rim, p. 584.
47 Vigrahavyāvartanī, verses 21–3.
48 rGyan ‘grel, p. 27: dper na bden grub ces pa ’ang/ don dam dpyped pas dpyped bzod du grub pa la grags che bas phal cher de liar go ba yin gyi/; p. 60: don dam dpyped pas dpyped nas ni bzlo g pa ’am ni khrogs pa zhi ’gyur na bden grub tu ’gyur ba s/.
49 Ibid., p. 109.
51 Ibid., p. 535: don dam dpyped byed kyi ntbun snang kun rdo rje kyi byan pa de la dpyped na/ dpyped bzod gang gang ma rnyed pa’am/ ma dmigs pa de la/ don dam dpyped byed kyi stshad mas ma dmigs pa dang/ don dam par med pa dang/ ngo bo ston pa nyid dang/ dpyped bzod du grub pa’i bden grub med pa zhes btags pa yin gyi/ de las gzhan pa’i bden grub ’jog byed dang/ bden med ’jog byed cung zad kyang med do/.
52 dGongs pa rab gsal, pp. 125 = f. 72a: de liar byas na blo la snang ba’i amber blo’i dbang gis bzhaq pa min par don gyi sdo rtags su yod pa ni/ bden pa dang don dam dang yang dag par yod pa dang der ’dzin pa ni dden ’dzin leni skyes sol/ See also Drang nges, pp. 156–8.
53 Ibid., p. 146, Drang nges, p. 269. In his dGongs pa rab gsal, pp. 125–6 = f. 72b, p. 134 = f. 77b, Tsongkhapa explains the application of the term ‘ultimate’ to a negandum in two different ways: (1) The ‘ultimate’ refers to the cognition based on ultimate analysis. To exist ultimately in this case is to be found by such ultimate cognition. The cognition itself and its object are obtained by the ultimate cognition, so they exist ultimately in this sense. (2) The ‘ultimate’ refers to an objective reality which, if existent, would exist without being posited by thought or through appearance to subjective thought. There is nothing which exists ultimately in this sense. In the Lam rim, p. 669–70 and the Drang nges, p. 153, he explains three referents of the term ‘ultimate’: (1) the ultimate truth, which is the object of ultimate cognition, (2) the non-conceptual gnosis (rnam par mi rtog pa’i ye shes) of the sublime beings which directly discern the ultimate and (3) the concordant ultimate qua cognition of the ultimate through analytic intellect (shes rab). An ultimately existent thing, if possible, is what would be found by the analytic intellect. See also Changkya (1988), p. 237. See Chapter 4, p. 136–42 for the theory of concordant and final ultimates.
54 Drang nges, p. 157.
55 dGongs pa rab gsal, p. 134 = f. 77b: sngar bshad pa’i ming gi thang kyi dbang tsm ga gyis bzhaq pa min pa’i yod par ’dzin pa ni/ bden pa dang don dam par dang
NOTES

yang dag tu grub pa dang/ rang gi ngo bos dang rang gi tshan nyid kyis dang rang
bzhi gnis yod par ‘dzin pa then skyes yin la/ des bzang ba’i zhen yul ni btag pa miha’
bzang gi bden tshad dol/
57 Drang nges, pp. 166–77. Tsongkhapa notes that own/individual characteristics in
this context has to be understood differently from the concept of own/individual
characteristics discussed in the abhidharma and pramāṇa literature.
58 Drang nges, p. 269.
59 Lam rim, p. 661; des na nang gi blo’i dbang gis bzhag pa min par rang gi ngo bo’i
sgo nas yul gi steng du grub pa de la bdag gam rang bzhi gnas zer la/
62 Ibid., p. 476.
63 Ibid., p. 477.
64 For the three types of conceptual thought in Mipham’s epistemological theory, see
Chapter 5, pp. 189–91.
65 Nyi snang, pp. 477–80. The criticism of the Gelukpa theory of conventionality presen-
ted here and in other writings of Mipham behoves further study, but it exceeds the aim
of this book.
66 dGongs pa rab gsal, p. 134 = f. 77b; Lam rim, p. 662; Drang nges, p. 175; Ketaka,
p. 49.
67 The antinomical presentation, which Tsongkhapa and Mipham made in their com-
mentaries on MK, XV/2, of Emptiness qua lack of inherent nature as inherent nature
with three attributes, is most likely influenced by Candrakīrti’s reading of the verse in
similar manner. Thus, while most traditional scholars following Candrakīrti under-
stand the verse as discussing inherent nature qua reality of Emptiness (chos nyid stong
pa nyid), modern scholars such as Richard Hayes, Richard Robinson, Seyfort Ruegg
and Jay Garfield have taken it as a description of the inherent nature, which is denied
by the Mādhyamikas. For a study of this verse, see Ames (1982) and Magee (1999),
who following Candrakīrti and Tsongkhapa discusses two kinds of inherent natures,
one which is the negandum and the other which is reality.
68 Lam rim, p. 607.
69 Ibid., p. 607.
70 Ibid., pp. 607, 612.
71 Ibid., p. 607.
72 Ibid., pp. 607–8.
73 gSung sgrros, p. 444.
74 Lam rim, p. 652.
75 dGags lan phyogs bsgrigs, pp. 85–6; bden par yod pa ma yin, tha snyad du med pa ma
yin/; dGongs pa rab gsal, p. 203 = f. 117b; bum pa bum pas mi stong bum pa bden
grub kyis stong/; gSung sgrros, p. 441; bum pa bum pas mi stong/ bum pa bden grub
kyis stong/ See also ‘Jug ’grel, p. 533, etc.
77 ‘Jug ’grel, p. 610; gSung sgrros, pp. 529–30.
78 Nges shes sgron me, Question I/13; Rab lan, p. 318; rGyan ’grel, pp. 61–2, 64; gSung
sgrros, pp. 487, 529.
79 Rab lan, pp. 136, 318; gSung sgrros, p. 505; ‘Jug ’grel, pp. 595–6.
81 Lam rim, p. 668; dGongs pa rab gsal, p. 148 = f. 86a, p. 208 = f. 120b; Drang nges,
p. 221. Seyfort Ruegg remarks in his introduction to The Great Treatise on the Stages
of the Path to Enlightenment that, ‘following Candrakīrti, Tsong-kha-pa rejects the
addition of the specification “in the ultimate sense” (don dam par, paramārthas)
before the four great propositions with which Nāgārjuna has begun his Madhyamaka-kārikā, and which proclaim the non-production of a self-existent entity (dngos po, bḥāva) from (i) itself, (ii) another such entity, (iii) both, and (iv) neither (i.e. from no cause at all)'. See Tsongkapa (2000), p. 24. However, it must be clarified that Tsongkha, as discussed earlier, does not totally reject the general application of the specification. Neither does he associate the rejection with Candrakīrti. In his Lam rim, dGongs pa rab gsal and Drang nges, he emphatically argues that Candrakīrti only rejected the application of the specification to the production from itself because such production did not occur even conventionally.

NOTES

82 Ibid., p. 665; dGongs pa rab gsal, p. 208 = f. 120b.
83 Ibid., p. 665; See also Drang nges, p. 246; Tsongkha uses the example of the Heart Sūtra. In the beginning of Avalokiteśvara’s answer to Śāriputra, Avalokiteśvara says, ‘Śāriputra! The noble son or noble daughter who wishes to engage in the practice of profound Prajñāpanāmitā must view likewise; [he/she] must view five aggregates as being empty of inherent nature’, thus applying the qualifier ‘inherent’ to the negandum. For the rest of the text the qualifier is not used. Tsongkha says that one must understand the insertion of the qualifier from the context.
84 Ibid., p. 664–5.
85 Rab lan, pp. 319, 305–6.
86 MA, VI/38.
87 ‘Jug ’grel, p. 549.
88 Nges shes sgron me, Question I/12–17.
89 dGongs pa rab gsal, p. 134 = f. 77b, pp. 208–9 = f. 120b; Lam rim, p. 619; rGyan ’grel, p. 64.
90 Madhyamakāvatārabhāṣya, p.117–23.
91 MA, VI/34–6, Madhyamakāvatārabhāṣya, p. 123. The main refutations of Svātāntika acceptance of entities with own characteristics are the three apagogic reasoning Candrakīrti mentions in his Madhyamakāvatāra. If conventional things have own characteristics, (1) it follows that Emptiness is the cause of destruction of conventional entities (stong nyid dngos po ’i ’jig rgyar thal ba), because in the state of Emptiness as actualized by the meditative equipoise of the sublime beings, conventionally real and existent things are not perceived. Emptiness would be accountable for the destruction if such real entities existed until Emptiness was realized and not after that; (2) it follows that conventional truths are immune to analysis (tha snyad bden pa ’ri rigs pas dpyad bzod du thal ba) because conventional entities retain their own characteristics and endure even under the scrutiny of ultimate reasoning. If they exist, either ultimately or conventionally, when being examined by ultimate analysis, they must be immune to the analysis; (3) it follows that production cannot be negated even ultimately (don dam par yang skye ba mi khegs par thal ba) because its own being can be found when an examination of it is undertaken. If a conventional rational enquiry into the own characteristics or own being of production can find own characteristics of production, even an ultimate analysis would not be able to negate it. See dGongs pa rab gsal, pp. 201–14 = ff. 115–20; Rab lan, p. 307; ‘Jug ’grel, pp. 592–618; gSung sgros, pp. 562–3; Karma Phuntsho (1997), pp. 244–9. Gorampa however regards this to be a refutation of the proponents of Cittamatra. See Gorampa (1968), pp. 616–17.
92 ‘Jug ’grel, p. 592; rGyan ’grel, p. 64; gSung sgros, p. 505.
93 Rab lan, p. 136; gSung sgros, pp. 505, 562. See Chapter 3, p. 75.
94 Ibid.
95 gSung sgros, p. 477.
96 Ibid., p. 604.
97 Ibid., pp. 478–9.
98 Ibid., p. 473.
NOTES

100 rgYan ’grel, pp. 63, 237.
101 Other works where Mipham touches on this include his Mādhyamika writings such as sTong thun seng ge’i nga ro, mKhas ’jug and his annotative commentary on MK.
102 An absolute negation in Tibetan dialectics is one in which, having negated the negandum, nothing is either directly or indirectly affirmed. It is like the negation in the statement ‘there is no vase’. An implicative negation is one in which, after negating the negandum, something is affirmed or implied, as in the statement, ‘this is not a golden vase’. A golden vase is negated but something else is being confirmed. See dGongs pa rab gsal, pp. 142–3 = ff. 82–3; Drang nges, p. 278–81; rGyan ’grel, p. 229 and Karma Phuntsho (1997), p. 45–48. See also Seyfort Ruegg (2000), pp. 224–6.
103 Prasannapada, p. 7 (B. 13).
104 For Mipham, see Nges shes sgron me, Question I/3; gSung sgros, p. 486. For Geluk source, see dGongs pa rab gsal, pp. 140–1 = ff. 81–2; Drang nges, p. 282.
105 Rab lan, p. 136; ’Jug ’grel, p. 539; gSung sgros, p. 487; mKhas ’jug, p. 385.
106 Ibid., p. 537; Nges shes sgron me, Question I/8–16; gSung sgros, pp. 438, 471.
107 The general rang stong and gzhan stong controversy deals with the nature of tathāgatagarbha. Zhantongpas such as the Jonangpas, based on sources such as Tathāgatagarbhasūtras, Ratnagotravibhāga and Kālacakra, argued that the tathāgatagarbha is an absolute reality inherently endowed with the qualities of the Buddha. It is therefore not of its own nature but not of other things, that is, the adventitious defects of samsāra. Karmapa Mikyod Dorje in some of his works and Śākya Chogdan toward the end of his life advocated a version of gzhan stong asserting the sublime gnosia to be innate and absolute, thus not empty of its own nature but of impure defects. Rangtongpas such as Gelukpas and Mipham, based primarily on the Mādhyamika treatises, argued that the tathāgatagarbha, like all other phenomena, is empty of its own being. Hence, it is not absolute. However, even among the Rangtongpas, there are two currents of thought with regard to the intrinsic presence of the Buddha’s qualities in the tathāgatagarbha. On the one hand are those who profess a soteriological process of gradual acquisition and progressive cultivation, and on the other, those advocating an innatism, in which the soteriological thrust is in revealing the latent qualities through elimination of the obscurations. The Gelukpas and most Sakyapas belonged to the first, viewing the tathāgatagarbha as the seed of Buddhahood and denying that it is endowed with the qualities of the Buddha. Other Rangtongpas such as Mipham, like the Zhantongpas, professed the innatist theory by accepting the latency of the qualities of the Buddha in the tathāgatagarbha. Mipham criticizes both the gzhan stong absolutists, who assert the tathāgatagarbha to be absolute and established with own being even on the ultimate level, as well as the Rangtongpas who argue that the tathāgatagarbha is empty not only of own being but also of the latent qualities of enlightenment. See Introduction, p. 16–17; Chapter 2, n. 62. Mipham’s accusation of Gelukpas of having to espouse gzhan stong viewpoint in the current context is however not particularly related to the theory of tathāgatagarbha but to their theory of Emptiness qua absence of hypostatic existence.
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4 THE FULLY EMPTY: MIPHAM’S THEORY OF THE ULTIMATE REALITY
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6 Ibid., p. 800: gSung sgrdos, p. 450.

7 Ibid., p. 801.

8 gSung sgrdos, p. 450: ‘di gnyis ka kun rdzob dpoyd byed kyi tshad ma yin gyi/ rang gi ngo bo mi s Jong par sgrub pa min no/

9 Longchenpa Drime Özer, Grub mtha’ rin po che’i mdzod, pp. 125–6: mtsan nyid la gnyis las kun rdzob kyi mtsan nyid gzung ‘dzin spros pa dang bcas pa ‘i rnams par snang ba/ . . . don dam pa ‘i bden pa ‘i mtsan nyid ni gzung ‘dzin spros pa dang bral ba ‘i ngo bo ste/


11 gGongs pa rab gsal, pp. 167–8 = ff, 96–7.


13 Tsonkhapa (1980a), p. 657: des na don dam rtogs pa ‘i tshad ma ‘i yul du gyur pa ni don dam bden pa ‘i mtsan nyid dol/ . . . kun rdzob yin par brjod pa ni mtsno bya’o/ blo ni mtsno nyid de snga ma ‘i stobs kysa tha snyad pa ‘i blo ‘i yul lo/

14 Rigs pa ‘i rgya mtsho, p. 475; gGongs pa rab gsal, p. 167 = L. 96b.

15 Sonam Drakpa (1973a), p. 191: gzhung ‘di chos thams cad kyi steng na thay sproy dpoyd byed kyi tshad ma thay sproy dpoyd byed kyi tshad mar song ba ‘i rnyed don dang/ mthar thug dpoyd byed mthar thug dpoyd byed kyi tshad mar song ba ‘i rnyed don gnyis su phyre nas/ snga ma kun rdzob bden pa ‘i mtsan nyid dang/ phyi ma don don dam bden pa ‘i mtsan nyid yin par bstan pa ‘i phyir te/

16 Sera Jetsün (1973), p. 405: mthar thug dpoyd pa ‘i rigs shes kyi rnyed don gang zhig/ mthar thug dpoyd pa ‘i rigs shes de khyod la mthar thug dpoyd pa ‘i rigs shes su song ba khyod don dam bden pa yin pa ‘i mtsan nyid/ . . . thay snyad tshad ma ‘i rnyed don gang zhig/ de khyod la thay snyad pa ‘i tshad mar song ba khyod bden pa yin pa ‘i tshad nyid/

17 Newland (1992), pp. 95–110.

18 lGyal sras ‘jug ngsos, p. 368: gang zag dang phung po rango chzin gys dlen pa mtsan gzhil/ don dam bden par mtsno la/ rang nyid dngos su rtogs pa ‘i blo mgon sum tshad ma de la rang nyid gnyis su snang ba ‘i sgo nas de ‘i sphyod yul da ‘gyur ba min pa gang zhig/ rang ‘jai la ‘i mgon sum tshad ma des shes par bya ba yin pa’o/ . . . gang zag dang phung po mtsan gzhil kun rdzob bden pa yin par brjod de/ rang nyid dngos su
NOTES

rtogs pa'i blo mngon sum tshad ma de la rang nyid gnyis su snang ba'i sgo nas rtogs par bya ba'o/

20 Ketaka, p. 6.
21 MGS, vol. 21, p. 486: mtshan nyid ni/ kun rdzob blo yi yul las ma 'das pa'i chos dpya'd mi bzhod pa' don dam blo'i yul las 'das pa'i chos nyid dmigs pa nye bar zhi ba' o/
22 Kunzang Paldan (1995), p. 624: blo 'das smra bsam brjod med don dam bden pa'i mtshan nyid/ blo 'khrul pa yul dang bcas pa kun rdzob bden pa'i mtshan nyid/
23 Bodpa Trulku (1996), p. 130: rang lungs kyi bden pa gnyis po so so'i mtshan nyid bzhed tshul ni/ jla ba'i gnas lugs gang zhig mnyam gzhag blo 'das ye shes kyi yul du gyur pa dang/ ji snyad pa'i snang tshul gang zhig nthong ba tha snyad pa'i blo yul du gyur pa de/ rim bzhin don dam dang/ kun rdzob bden pa'i mtshan nyid du 'jog pa lungs so/
24 Ibid., p. 131.
25 gSung sgros, p. 452: snang ba kun rdzob kyi phyogs su gtos po pa'i chos la'ang/ 'khrul ma 'khrul bslu mi bslu'i khyad phyed dgos kyi/ kun rdzob yin tshad 'khrul snang yin mi dgos so/ don dam pa'i ming btags tshad stong rkyang yin mi dgos te/ kun rdzob dang don dam la gzhal lungs kyi ming so sor 'ong ba'i tshul gnyis 'di mdo dang bstan bcos chen po nnams la yongs su grags pa yin no/ See also pp. 465–6.
26 For definition of two negations, see dGong shes sgron me, f. 82a; Drang nges, pp. 278–80; Phurchog Jampa Gyatsho (1993), pp. 227–8; Karma Phuntsho (1997), pp. 45–6.
27 Lam rim, p. 639: kho bo cag ni nyu gi la rang gi ngo bos grub pa' i rang bzhin bkag pa na rang bzhin med do snyam du nges pa' gyur la/ de nas blo gshan zhig gis rang bzhin med pa nyid yod do snyam du 'dzin pa na'ang de' i yul rigs pas 'gog pa min gyi/ stong nyid de rang gi ngo bos grub par 'dod na 'gog pa yin no/
28 rGyal sras 'jug nges, p. 384; Rab gsal, p. 384. Drang nges, p. 281: 'di la sngon gyi kha cig dbu ma pa la rang bzhin 'gog po pa'i rtags dang rjes dpag yod kyi/ rang bzhin med pa sgrub pa'i 'di gnyis med .../ /
29 Ibid., p. 283.
30 Ibid., p. 284: de'i phyir rigs pas rang bzhin bkag tsam yin te/ rang bzhin med pa bsgrubs pa min ches smra ba ni dbu tshad gang gi yang rigs par mi snang ngo/
32 See Chapter 3, pp. 91–3.
33 Drang nges, p. 286.
34 Samcya'gasiba, III/25: gang zhig yod po ma yin de ni med ces bya/
36 See Chapter 3, pp. 93–4.
37 See Chapter 3, p. 269.
39 Nges shes sgron me, VII/4–7.
40 rGyan 'grel, pp. 63–4.
41 Rab lan, pp. 253–4.
42 rGyan 'grel, p. 255.
43 See Drang nges, p. 284: Bhāvaviveka cites this in his Prajñāpradīpa and Tsongkhapa mentions in his Drang nges, p. 285 that Avalokitavrata reports this verse is in Lokaparākṣa. Thurman conjectures that this is from a work by Nagārjuna known to Bhāvaviveka but now lost.
44 dGag lan phyogs bsgrigs, pp. 334–6.
NOTES

46 For the analogy of pointing the moon, see rGyan 'grel, pp. 59, 259, Rab lan, pp. 276, 424.
47 Maitreya, Ratna go travi bhāga, I/154 and Abhisamāyālāṁkāra, V/21: nāpaneyamataḥ kincit prakṣeptayvam na kincanā/dṛṣṭavyam bhūtata bhūtām bhūtadāriḥ vimucayate// 'di la bsla bya ci yang med// gzhag par bya ba cung zad med// yang dag nyid la yang dag lia// yang dag mthong ba rnam par grob//
48 Nges shes sgron me, V/3: de gnyis blo yi brtags pa tsam// don la gnyis kar khas ni len// dga'ag sgrub gnyis dang bral bya yid/ blo 'das 'dod ma'i chos nyid yin/
49 For the analogy of space, see rGyan 'grel, pp. 17, 36, 235; Ketaka, p. 39.
50 For the analogy of space, see rGyan 'grel, pp. 17, 36, 235; Ketaka, p. 39.
51 For the analogy of space, see rGyan 'grel, pp. 17, 36, 235; Ketaka, p. 39.
52 Ibid., pp. 57, 58.
53 MGS, Om, p. 338: mdor na rang bzhin yod pa dga'ag gi// rang bzhin med pa kho na mi sgrub bo/
54 Prasannapadā, p. 168 (B. 393): na vayam asya añātvaṃ pratipādāyanām kim tarhi paraparikalpitam sattvaṃ asya nirākaraḥ/ evam na vayam asya sattvaṃ pratipādāyanām kim tarhi paraparikalpitam asyantarikāranaḥ antadvaya parīhāreṇa madhyānāyāḥ pratipādayatun īṣṭatvaḥ kho bo cāg ni 'di med par sgrub pa ma yin gyi/ 'o na ci zhe na/ 'di gzhun gnyis yod pa nyid du yongs su brtags pa 'gog pa yin no// de bzhin du kho bo cāg ni yod pa nyid du sgrub pa ma yin te/ 'o na ci zhe na/ 'di gzhun gyas med pa nyid du brtags pa sgl ba yin te/ mtha' gnyis bsal nas dbu ma'i lam sgrub par 'dod pa'i phyir ro/
55 Drang nges, p. 286.
56 dGag lan phyogs bsgrigs, p. 336: tshig gsal gyi don ni/ kho bo cāg don dam par yod pa dang thyi snyad du mad par mi sgrub ste/ gzhun gnyis yod par btags pa'ai bden gzhun dang/ gzhun gnyis med par btags pa'ai tha snyad du mad pa gsal nas/ mtha' de gnyis dang bral ba'ai dbu ma'i lam bsgrub par 'dod pa'i phyir zhes pa'i don no/
57 Ibid., pp. 339–41: da ni ye shes snying po kun las biau pa dang/ 'jug pa sogs las gzangs pa'i mtha'/ bzhin spros gral gyi don rje tsong kha' pa'i dgyongs pa dang mthun par kho bshad par bya sti/ de yang chos thams cads yod pa min zhes pa'/ chos thams cads don dam par yod pa min zhes pa'ai don dang/ gnyis ka min gnyis ca min gnyis ka min gnyis ca min gnyis ka min gnyis ka min gnyis yod yod gan rung min pa min zhes pa'ai don yin no//... mdor na lung de maams kyi don bshad ste bshad na/ chos thams dam par yod pa min gan nas pa med pa min yod med gnyis ka min yod med gan rung min pa min zhes pa'ai don yin te/
58 Rab lan, p. 211.
59 rGyan 'grel, pp. 55–6, 255; Nges shes sgron me, III/8; Ketaka, p. 7.
60 Ibid., p. 261.
61 See Chapter 5, n. 165.
62 Rab lan, p. 245: de kho na nyid ni bden med do zhes dri med gtags pas brjod mi dgyongs pa ga la yin/
63 Ibid., p. 266.
64 gSung sgrons, p. 599.
65 rGyan 'grel, p. 255; Nges shes sgron me, V/6–5, VII/18–26.
66 Rab lan, p. 261.
67 Nges shes sgron me, VII/17.
68 See rGyan 'grel, pp. 264–70 and Rab lan, pp. 211–52.
69 See Rab gsal, p. 384–5.
70 rGyan 'grel, pp. 59–60: 'di itar skye med la sogs pa'i tshig gis dmigs pa'i spyod yul mtha' dag stong par ston cing/chos gang stong pa de la der zhen idog pas na dmigs
NOTES

pa med par bstn par zad dol/ des na bden med ces pa’i tshig gis dagos po rnam dp Yad na ma grub pa tsa m zhig ston gyi/ bden grub ces deq rgyu gzh gn thig bisum sog s tong pa lta ba min zhi/g/ ... skye med la sog pa’i tshig gis spros pa mtha’ dag zhi ba’i don la ‘jug par bya’ol/

71 Cited in rGyan ’grel, p. 261.
72 Ibid., pp. 261–2; Rab lan, p. 243; See also Seyfort Ruegg (2000), pp. 134, 176–7 for this analogy.

73 rGyan ’grel, p. 262.
74 gSang sgrvos, p. 489: bden par grub pa’ang tha snyad du tha snyad tshad ma’i ngor mi slu bar grub pa la’ang go ron/ rgo bo rnyi/ ragn mtshan/ ragn bzhan sog la’ang/ tha snyad du bum pa lto idir ba sog s’gyi rnam par snang ba’i ngo bo sog la’ang go run/ See Chapter 3, n. 147.

75 rGyan ’grel, p. 28.
76 BA, IX/31–32.

77 Ibid., IX/33–35: ‘s¯unyat’avasannā dhānād diyate bāhāvavasannā/ khṛṣṇin nāstīti cābhyāśat saśi pāścāt prahīyate/ yādā na labhyate bāhāyo nāstīti prakalpyate/ tādā nā āśrayo ‘bhāvah katham tiṣṭhen mateḥ puruḥ/ yādā na bhāvā nābhāvate saṃtīṣṭhate puruḥ/ tādārya gatyā bāhāvena niśramāḥ prājaśīmyati/ stong nyid bag chaṣu goms pas niL/ dngos po’i bag chaṣu spong ‘gyur zhiL/ ci yang med ces goms pas niL/ de yang phyis nas spong bar ‘gyurL/ gang tshe gang zhig med do zhes/ brtag pa’i dngos po mi dngis paL/ de tshe dngos med rten bral ba’i/ blo yi mdun na ji litar gnas/ gang tshe dngos dang dngos med dag/ blo yi mdun na mi gnas paL/ de tshe rnam pa gzhan med pasL/ dngis pa med par rab tu zhiL/

79 Ketaka, p. 36.

80 Ibid., pp. 37–8: re zhiL thog med nas goms pa’i dngos po yod pa nyid du zhen pa de’i ngor byas nas med na nyid de snyid pa nyid pa sgrub cing goms par byed de’i dngos po rang bzhin med par ma shes na gnas lugS mtha’ bral la nges pa skye ba’i skabs gtsan nas med pas soL/ ‘on kyang med pa nyid de tsam kho na gnas lugS mthar thug ni ma yin te/ gang tshe gzaL goms dngos po gang zhig med do zhes brtag bya’i dngos po de tha snyad du rang gi rno bo snyed ba sogs su mi dngis naL de tshe de la brten pa’i dngos med kyag rten dngos po rthung bral banL/ blo yi mdun na mi gnis gtsal kyi yul du ji litar gnas thig nas mi srid de mo sham gyi bu snyed ba med na de shi ba’ang mi dngis pa bzhin nuL/ des na med pa ni yod pa la brten nas bzhag pa tsa ltos med du ngo bo sgrub pa ni med do/ o na yod pa bkag nas med pa sgrub/ slar yang med pa’ang bkag nas yod pa sgrub/ de gnis res mos spel bas ci zhiL bya zer na/ rnam shes la rton cing tshur mthong rtag ge’i dbang du byas pa dag la glang chen gyi khrus dang ‘dra ba’i kun rtag ‘di lta bu byung ba ni shin tu bden te bsam gyis mi khyab pa’i chos nyid ni skal dman rnam skrag pa’i gnas che ba’i rabs yin pas de’i tshul ni mi shes shing/ dngos med du bstan na chad stong du bzang/ snang bcas su bstan na bden grub tu bzang/ zung ‘jug ces brjod na tha gtu dkar naug byesrI ba lta bu’i don du bzang/ bsam gyis mi khyab pa’i bzhag la bzhag pa’i chos de’i kun gyis bde blag su shes nas na/ de dag ‘jig rten mtha’ dag las ‘das shing ‘phags pa’i spyod yul lta dka’ zhing shes par dkaL ba bsam gyis mi khyab pa zhes jie sta gung/ 

81 Ibid., p. 39: de litar na gang gi tse dngos po dang dngos po med pa dag gang yang blo yi mdun na mi gnas pa de’i tshe/ de las gzh an bden grub par’i snyed pa rnam pa gzhun med pas na bden ‘dzin gyi dngis pa’i qhad so mtha’ dag med par spros po ma lta pa rab tu zhi ba yin te/ so so rang rgyi pa’i ye shes tsa m gyis rab tu phye ba smra bsam brjod du med na nam mkha’i dkyil lta bu’i mnyan pa nyid dol/ 

82 Samcargāhāśātra, I9: ili skandha śnyā parikalpaye bodhisattvāt carati nimitte anupādāpade asakto/ plung ‘di stong zhes rtag na’ang byang chub sens dpa’ niL/ mtshan ma la spyod skye med gnas la dad ma yinL/
Also included among Tsongkhapa’s works is the annotative commentary, rGyal tshab chos rjes rje’i drung nas gsan pa’i shes rab le’u’i zin bris, which is said to be Tsongkhapa’s notes inscribed by Gyaltshab. This and the ninth chapter of Gyaltshab’s commentary on the ninth chapter are almost identical.

84 See rGyan ’grel, pp. 21–25; mKhas ’jug, pp. 147–51 and Grub bsdas, pp. 456–90.
85 MGS, Pa, p. 707: Mipham discusses the three ultimates of reality (don gyi don dam), of attainment (thob pa don dam) and of practice (sgrub pa don dam). They respectively correspond to the ground (gzhi), fruition (’bras bu) and path (lam). He also comments that all ultimates can be included within the ’gyur med yongs grub and phin ci ma log pa’i yongs grub which are the objective reality and subjective gnosis. Following this, he states that all objects and subjects of which the ontic and appearing modes are consonant could be called ultimate.
86 Kapstein renders paryayaparamārtha/ rnam grangs pa’i don dam and aparyayaparamārtha/ rnam grangs min pa’i don dam as denotational and non-denotational ultimate in Kapstein (1988), but in Kapstein (2001, pp. 317–43), he uses the terms denotable and undenotable absolute. See p. 328. Pettit translates them loosely as conceptual/nominal and non-conceptual/final ultimates. See Pettit (1999), p. 53, passim. Similarly, Tauscher translates them as ‘konzeptuelle absolute’ and ‘nichtkonzeptuelle absolute’ [Wirklichkeit] but the same terms, rnam grangs pa’i don dam as notional, conceptualised and discursive paramārtha while aparyayaparamārtha as beyond conceptual thinking and language. See Seyfort Ruegg (2001), pp. 97–9, 229–30. Dreyfus translates them as figurative and actual ultimates and Padmakara Translation Group as approximate ultimate and the ultimate in itself. See Dreyfus (2003), pp. 323, 334, passim and Padmakara Translation Group (2002), p. 39. None of these translations including ‘notational and non-notational ultimates’, which I use here, satisfactorily convey the original Sanskrit and Tibetan terms as used in the present context. However, I have chosen, having considered the meanings of ‘notation’ in the Oxford English Dictionary, to translate rnam grangs pa’i don dam as notational ultimate because (1) it can be verbally and conceptually noted or marked, (2) it is paramārtha/ don dam [merely] in the etymological sense of the word and (3) it is a conceptual representation or notation of the real ultimate. rNam grangs ma yin pa’i don dam is non-notational for being otherwise.
I have not used other translations such as conceptual, notional, nominal, figurative and denotational and non-conceptual, absolute, actual, non-denotational to avoid confusion as some of these words are often used, as I myself do, to translate other terms and concepts such as *rtog bcas/* *rtog med* (conceptual/non-conceptual), *ming tsam, btags* *yod* (nominal/notional), *mthar thug* (final), while others such as ‘denotational’ and ‘denotable’ are used for applications of *brda/* *mtha’ snyad* in semasiological contexts.

NOTES

90 *Ketaka*, p. 9.
91 Madhyamakahrdayavṛttitarkajñāvālā, p. 117. Satyadvayavibhāga, p. 9. Madhyamakālaṃkārā, p. 71. Seyfort Ruegg mentions that clear mention of this division is also found in the Madhyamakārthasaṃgraha ascribed to Bhāvyā although it is not certain whether this Bhāvyā is identical with the author of Prajñāpradīpa. See Seyfort Ruegg (2000), p. 229. He in fact claims it to be the earliest mention but does not say how this would be earlier than the one in Tarkajñāvālā.

92 Lopez (1987), p. 135; Madhyamakahrdayavṛttitarkajñāvālā, p. 117: *don dam pa zhes bya ba la don zhes bya ba ni shes par bya ba yin pa’i phyir don te/* *btag pa bya ba dang go bar bya ba zhes bya ba’i thu tshig go/* *dam pa zhes bya ba ni mchog ces bya ba’i tshig gi sgra yin te/* *don dam pa zhes bsdu ba ni de don yang yin la dam pa yang yin pas don dam pa’o/* *yang na dam pa’i don te rnam par mi rtog pa’i ye shes dam pa’i don yin pas dam pa’i don to/* *yang na don dam pa dang mthun pa ste don dam pa rtogs pa dang rjes su mthun pa’i shes rab la don dam pa yod la de yod pas don dam pa dang mthun pa’o/*

93 Madhyamakahrdayavṛttitarkajñāvālā, p. 120: *don dam pa ni rnam pa gnyis te/* *de la gcig ni mngon par’ da byed pa med par’ jug pa’ jig rten las’ das pa zag pa med pa spros pa med pa’o/* *gnyis pa ni mngon par’ du byed pa dang bcas par’ jug pa bsod nams dang ye shes kyi thogs kyi rjes su mthun pa daq pa’ jig rten pa’i ye shes zhes bya ba spros pa dang bcas pa stel/ *

95 Madhyamakālaṃkārvṛttī, pp. 89–91 and Satyadvayavibhāgavṛttī, p. 194.
96 Madhyamakālaṃkāra, p. 70 and Satyadvayavibhāga, p. 9.
97 Ibid., p. 71: *skyé la sogs pa med pa’i phyir/* *skyé ba med la sogs mi srid/*
98 Satyadvayavibhāga, p. 9: *dgag bya yod pa ma yin pas/* *yang dag tu na bkag med gsal/*
99 Lam rim, p. 669–70. See Chapter 3, p. 75–6, passim for the use of the term ultimate by Tsongkhpā.
100 Ibid., p. 572.
103 Ibid., *mdor bsdu na yal chos nyyid don dam bden pa dngos dang/* *yal can gyi shes pa don dam bden pa dngos ma yin mod kyang gzhung las bshad tshod la de yang don dam par bshad pa dang/ de daq re re la yang dngos dang rjes mthun pa gnyis gnyis kyi rnam bzhag yod par shes par bya’o/*
105 Rab lan., p. 304.
106 Ketaka, p. 10.
107 Rab lan., p. 304.
108 Nyi snang, p. 542–3: *de la don dam pa ni gnyis te/* *rnam grangs pa dang rnam grangs min pa’i don dam moo/ dang po ni rnam pa kun tu blo’i yul te/ de ni bden stong gi ldog pa tsam yin pas blo’i bye brag yid rtag bcas kyi yul tsam moo/ de don dam mthun nyyid pa min kyang don dam rtogs pa’i sgor gyur pa’i phyir mthun pa’i don dam nam rnam grangs pa’i don dam zhes gzhung rnam su brda gdags par mdzad dol/ *Ketaka, p. 7: *don dam de la’ang skyé ba dang gsas pa sogs bka’g pa’i skyé med dang gsas med sogs pa dga’z ram gyi stong pa ni stong pa chen po mtha’ bzhi dang bral ba la’ jug pa’i sgo tsam yin pas rnam grangs pa’i don dam man/ mthun pa’i don dam zhes brda mdzad de/ *
NOTES

110 rGyan 'grel, p. 61: des na yod par zhen pa dgag p'ai don du phyi stong pa nyid la sogs pa dang/de ltar bkag pa'i dngos med la zhen pa dgag pa'i ched du stong pa nyid stong pa la sogs pa ji skad gsangs pa'i tshul gyis mtha' kun dang bral ba'i rnam grangs min pa'i don dam 'di yin no/

111 Ketaka, p. 7; rGyan 'grel, pp. 55, 60.

112 rGyan 'grel, p. 255: de ltar yod med kyi zlas phye ba'i dgag bya bden grub bkag pa'i med rkyang 'di ni nges pa'i don du tha snyad dam kun râzob tu gtsogs pa yin gyi/ gnas lugs mthar thug pa yin kyang/ dam pa'i don nam gnas lugs mthar thug pa'i don dam mthshan nyid pa de dang mthshan pa'i phyitr/ 'bras ming rgya la btags pa'i tshul du bden yod kyi idog phyogs bden med rkyang pa 'di 'la'ang ni dam pa'i don zhes bya bar brjod na'ang rnam grangs pa'i don dam nam btags pa ba yin no/ de la don dam pa mthshan nyid pa ni med rkyang tsam ma yin te/ mtha' bzhi'i spros bral yin na'ang gzhan sel gyi rtog pa'i blo yul na gnas pa'i dngos po'i bden med tsam po ba rnam grangs pa'i don dam 'di med na don dam chen po riogs pa'i thabs med la/ de rtoogs byed kyi thabs sam rgyu yin cing de la gtsogs pa yin pas don dam zhes bdra shyur ba yin te/

113 Rab gsal, pp. 384–5. See also Rab lan, pp. 205–10.

114 Rab lan, pp. 210–11: 'das byas 'das ma byas kyi chos thams cad rang bzhin med par shes nas dmigs pa'i spros pa kun las 'das pa'i de kho na nyid kyi yul can rnam par mi rtoq pa'i ye shes la reg pa dang/ der ma son par bden grub tsam khegs kyang de nyid la dngos po med pa'i mthshan mar zhen nas spros pa yin yishe ba bkag tsam gyi stong nyid la stong nyid mthar thug tu 'dzin pa'i go tshul gnyis yod pas na/ spyir bden med dang stong nyid dang bdag med kyi don gnas lugs ma yin no zhes nam yang mi brjod kyang/ spros pa mtha' daq ma khegs pa'i spros pa can gyi ba de dag yun nas bshad pa'i stong pa nyid mthar thug pa ma yin zhes bdag cag gis gsar du smras pa ma yin te/

115 Ibid., ston pa bcom ldan 'das rjes 'brangs dang bcas pas gsungs pa yin pas bdag cag ston pa'i rjes su 'brangs nas de ltar smra'o/ off/

116 Nges shes sgrom me, VII/33–4.

117 Ibid.

118 Ibid.

119 rGyan 'grel, pp. 66, 80, 262.

120 Ibid., p. 80.

121 Ketaka, p. 9.

122 Madhyamakahr.dayavr.ttarkajv, III/12: yang daq kun râzob rnamz kyi skas/ med par yang dag khang chen gyi/ steng du 'gro bar bya ba ni/ mkhas la rung ba ma yin no/ off/

123 Madhyamakalakkaravrtti, 89 and see rGyan 'grel, p. 255, Ketaka, p. 8 and Rab lan, p. 301. See also Rab lan, p. 255 where bdag med is considered a correct conventional truth. Mipham also mentions in his Nges shes sgrom me, VII/40 that notational ultimate is conventional truth.

124 See Madhyamakahrdayavrpttvrttarkajvā, 111–2.

125 MK, XXIV/10: vyavahārama anāśīrtya paramārtho na deśyate/ tha snyad la ni ma brten par/ dam pa'i don ni bstan mi nus/ off/

126 MA, VI/80: tha snyad bden pa thabs su gyur pa dang/ don dam bden pa thobs byung gyur pa ste/

127 rGyan 'grel, pp. 81–2.

128 Ibid.

129 Ibid., p. 67.

130 Ibid., p. 62.

131 Ibid. On Mipham’s distinction of the two schools, see also Dreyfus (2003). Dreyfus correctly demonstrates that the Svātantrika and Prāsaṅgika distinction, according to
Mipham, is more pragmatic and procedural than substantive and ontological. However, Dreyfus’s concluding observation that Mipham puts emphasis on the notational ultimate in his Madhyamaka writings and may therefore himself fall within the Śvātantrya camp despite claiming to be a Prāsaṅgika smacks of inadequate reading of Mipham. Throughout his Madhyamaka writings including Ngés shes sgron me, Mipham underscored, as this book seeks to show, the delineation of the non-notational ultimate free from all extremes. Dreyfus’s misunderstanding seems to have primarily arisen from Mipham’s liberal use of terms such as bden stong and skye med, which I have already discussed. Furthermore, Dreyfus’s interpretation that Mipham uses tantric ‘luminosity’ to dispel the negative extreme seems arbitrary and exaggerated. Mipham, like other Madhyamikas, accepts that the Madhyamika reasoning can eliminate all extremes. Hence, there is no need in the Madhyamaka context to rely on the tantric ‘luminosity’ to dispel the second negative extreme of non-existence. Mipham claims to establish the final Emptiness free all elaborations through a purely Madhyamika procedure. Moreover, he also criticizes the Gelukpa for relying on conventional existence to dispel the extreme of non-existence.
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142 rGyan ’grel, p. 291.
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rGyan 'grel, p. 63.

151 Nges shes sgron me, VII/22: stong pa 'ba' zhig yul byed pa'i// lan de bden gnyis phyogs gcig la// thang phyir nys tsho 'i lha ba de// 'zung 'jug dang ni spros bral mini// 'zung 'jug yod dang med pa'a'm// snang dang stong pa mnyam nyid kyang// 'di ni don dam stong pa'i bhyings// 'ba' zhig yul can yin phyir ro// spros pa yod med la sogs pa'i// dmigs pa'i rnam pa thams cad de// 'di ni med pa'i spros pa dang// ma bral de la dmigs pa'i phyin//

rGyan 'grel, p. 256.

152 Nges shes sgron me, VII/23: spiyi na qhan gyis stong pa des// stong go nges par mi chod de// rta la ba lang ma grub kyang// rta de stong par ga la nges// rta mthong de yis ba lang la// ei zhig phan te ci zhig gnod// de phyir mi stong myang 'das dang// 'khor ba'ang chos dang chos nyid du// mi rung snang stong zung 'jug dang// srid zhi mnyam nyid 'di la med// chu la zla ba min no zhes// gnaa zlas stong dang chu la rang//snang de zung 'jug yin na ko// zung 'jug rtogs pa sus kyang sla// ba lang rta min kun gyis she// ba lang snang bar mngon sum mthong// de rtogs ngo mtshar che bo zhes// bdag nyid chen po ci ste gaungs// des na rang gi lugs la ni// chu la bragts na chu la ni// zung zad mi syed med bzhih du// chu la snang bar mngon sum tshe// med dzag yin kyang snang rung bad// stong dang yod pa so kye'i blor// 'gal yang 'di ni mngon sum du// zung 'jug 'di la rmaa byung zhes// ngo mtshar tshig gis mkaas rnam bsgags/
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155 Nges shes sgron me, VII/18: des na kun mkhyen bzhed pa bzhih// rang lugs 'di ltar shes par bya// dbu ma mtshan nyid pa yin na// zung 'jug dba ma chen po'am// spros bral dbu ma yin dgos te//

Ketaka, p. 40.

157 Ibid., p. 284.


159 Ibid., p. 598.

The Omniscient One here refers to Longchenpa.
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161 Tsongkhapa, Lam gtso nram gsun, 13: gzhan yang snang bas yod mtha’ sel ba dang// stong pas med mtha’ sel zhing stong pa nyid// rgyu dang ’char ba’i tshul shes na// mthar ’dzin lta bas ’phrog par mi ’gyur ro//

162 Rab lan, pp. 296–7; gSung sgrros, pp. 478–9; ’Jug ’grel, p. 562.


164 Ibid., pp. 284, 296.

165 Ibid., p. 285.

166 Ibid., pp. 285, 291.

167 Rab gsal, p. 387.


169 Rab lan, pp. 255–6, 274.

170 Ibid., p. 278.

171 Ibid., p. 283.

172 Pema Karpo accuses the Gelukpas of falling to the extreme of nihilism with regard to their understanding of ultimate truth and of falling to the extreme of eternalism with regard to their understanding of conventional truth. See dGag lan phyogs bsgrigs, p. 611. Gorampa Sonam Se¨˙g¨®r¨®pa Sonam Se¨¨® accuses the Gelukpas of espousing a nihilistic understanding of Emptiness. See Gorampa (1999), p. 41.

173 rGyan ’grel, p. 57.

174 Rab lan, pp. 283–5.

175 Ibid., pp. 274, 283; MGS, Om, pp. 337–8.

176 Samadhirajasutra, IX/27: astiti nasti iti ubhe pi anta, suddhi asuddhiti ime pi anta/ tasmad ubhe anta vivarjayivta, madhye pi sthana nam karoti pandita// yod dang med ces bya ba gnis ka mtha’// gtsang dang mi gtsang ’di yang mtha’ ’in te// de phiyer gnis ka’i mtha’ ni ral spangs nas// mthar ‘dzin lta bas ’phrog par mi ’gyur ro//

177 Rab lan, p. 284: gang la mtha’ ni yod min pa// de la dbus kyang ga la yod//

178 Jñanasarasmuccaya, p. 11: de phiyer dngos yod ni bya zhing// dngos po med pa’i yin kyang spangs// kun mthseen go ’phang ’dod rlaus kyis// de bzhiin bar da’ang gnas ni bya//

179 Aryanaratnakut: Kâśyapa parivarta, pp. 56–60: nityam iti kâśyapa ayam eko naa/ anityam iti kâśyapa ayam dviﬁyo naa yad etayor dvayo nityanityayor madhyaam/ tad arûpy anidarœsanam anûbhâsam avijñaptikam apratisãtham aniketam itam ucyate kâśyapa madhyaam pratiipad dharmânâm bhutapratyaveksâ/ atmerti kâśyapa ayam eko naa nairûramaan ity ayam dviﬁyo naa yad atmaneramayor madhyan tad arûpy anidarœsanam anûbhâsam avijñaptikam apratisãtham aniketam itam ucyate kâśyapa madhyaam pratiipad dharmânâm bhutapratyaveksâ/ 

...astiti kâśyapa ayam eko naa nityitv ayam dviﬁyo naa etayor dvayo antajor madhyam itam ucyate kâśyapa madhyamam pratiipad dharmânâm bhutapratyaveksâ/ ’od srunga rtang ces bya ba ’di ni mtha’ gcig go/ mi rtag ces bya ba ’di ni mtha’ gnis sos/ mtha’ gnis kyi dbus gang yin pa de ni/ dpyad du med pa’/ tstan du med pa’/ rten ma yin pa/ snang ba med pa’/ rnam par rig pa med pa’/ gnas pa med pa’/ ’od srunga ’di ni dbus ma’i lam chos rnuams la yang dag par so sor rtog pa’/ zhes bya’o/ ’od srunga bdag ces bya ba ’di ni mtha’ gcig go/ bdag med ces bya ba ’di ni mtha’ gnis sos/ mtha’ gnis kyi dbus gang yin pa de ni dpyad du med pa’/ tstan du med pa’/ rten ma yin pa/ snang ba med pa’/ rnam par rig pa med pa’/ gnas pa med pa’/ ’od srunga ’di ni dbus ma’i lam chos rnuams la yang dag par so sor rtog pa’/ zhes bya’o/ ’od srunga yod ces bya ba ’di ni mtha’ gcig go/ med ces bya ba ’di ni mtha’ gnis sos/ mtha’ ’di ni mtha’ gcig go/ med ces bya ba ’di ni mtha’ gnis sos/ mtha’ gnis kyi dbus gang yin pa de ni dbus ma’i lam chos rnuams la yang dag par so sor rtog pa’/ zhes bya’o/...
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181 Ibid., VII/18–19: des na kun mkhyen bzhed pa bzhin// rang lags 'di ltar shes par bya// dhu ma mthsan nyid pa yin na// zung 'jug dha ma chen po' and// spros bral dau na zin dgos te// 'phags pa'i mnyaam bzhag ye shes dang// rjes su mtshan par gjan phabs na// yod med la sogs mtha' rmams kun// nyer zhi'i rang bzhin yin phyir rol/

182 Nges shes sgron me, VII/33–34.

183 Ibid., VII/82–3, VII/85–6, VII/81.

184 Ibid., VII/73: de phyir bden gnyis so so yi// khas len dang bcas dhu ma de// 'bras ming rgyu la btags pa yi// res 'jog dhu ma chung ngyu yin//

185 MK, XIII/8: snyatā sarvādityānām proktā niḥsarpanām jināiḥ// yeśāṃ tu śunyātādṛṣṭis tān asādhyān babhāsiere// rgyal ba rnam s kyis stong pa nyid// lta kun nges pa 'byin par gsungs// dag stong pa nyid lta ba// de dag sgrub tu med par gsungs/

186 MK, XII/7.

187 MK, XXIV/10.

188 MK, XXIV/11.

189 See Chapter 4, pp. 130–1.

190 Lam rim, p. 640.

191 See Rab lan, pp. 211, 238, 243, 332; rGyvan 'grel, p. 269; Ketaka, p. 39.

192 MK, XXIV/11: vināśayati darśitaś cāndrayāṃbhāṣāṃtita// sarpo yathā durgātīto vidyā vā dusprasādhitāś// stong pa nyid la lta nge s na// shes rab chung rnam s phungh bar 'guru// ji ltar sbrul la gzung nyes dang// rig snga tses nyes par bsgrub pa bzhin/

193 MK, XXIV/12: atata ca pratyudāyitam cītāṃ deśayitum muneḥ// dharmaṃ matvāya dharmasya mandair duravagahātām// de phyir gzhun pas chos 'di nil/ṣing dpog dka'// bar mkhyen gyur nas// thub pa'i thugs ni chos ston las// rab tu log par gyur pa yin/

194 rGyvan 'grel, p. 55.

195 Ketaka, p. 38; rGyvan 'grel, p. 56.


5 IS EMPTINESS KNOWABLE AND EFFABLE?

1 This sequential link between linguistic communication, realization and nirvāṇa is nicely summed up in MK, XXIV/10.

2 See Chapter 2, n. 43. Seyfort Ruegg discusses two currents pertaining to the knowability and expressibility of the absolute qua tathāgataśarvākṣaḥ, which, though not identical with the division here, directly impinges on the current issue. See Seyfort Ruegg (1971) and also (1973), p. 59–61.

3 Hopkins (1983), p. 406; Napper (1989), pp. 711–2. Seyfort Ruegg mentions Ngog, Tsangnagpa and Butön among those who held the absolute qua tathāgataśarvākṣaḥ to be beyond words and discursive thought and even cognitive judgement. See Seyfort Ruegg (1971), p. 492 and also (1973), p. 60. In his Theg chen rgyud bla ma'i don bshed, Ngog does not explicitly say that the ultimate is not knowable but describes it to be beyond conceptual thought and therefore not an object of speech. See Ngog Loden Sherab (1993), p. 11.

4 rGyal sras 'jug ngogs, p. 366. Newland conjectures Tölün Jamar to be an early twelfth century master. See Newland (1992), p. 44.
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7 MK, XVIII/7: nīvatām abhidhātavyān nīvṛṣṭā caitagocarāh/ anupannāniruddhā hī nirvāṇān iha dharmatā/ brjod par bya ba ldog pa stel/ sens kyi spyod yul ldog pas so/ ma skyes pa dang ma ’gags pa/ chos nyid mya ngan ’das dang mthungs/ Reality is like nirvāṇa, unborn and unceasing. It defies being an object of expression because it defies being in the sphere of mind.


9 Ibid., pp. 168–9 = f. 97a. The same argument is almost verbatim reproduced in rGyal sras ’jug ngogs, 365–7 and rGyal tshab chos rjes rje’i drung nas gsan pa’i shes rab le’u’i zin bris, p. 59.
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12 MK, XV/2: akṛtrimah svabhāvo hi nirapekṣaḥ paratra ca/ rāgakt bhūν dag ni bcbs min dang // ṭṣan la lobs pa med pa yin// Inherent nature is that which is uncontrived and non-dependent on another.


15 Ketaka, p. 12: de la ’dir chos nyid shes bya min par brjod pa ni/ chos nyid spros pa thams cad las ’das pas na/ de ni blo smigs par byar med pas yin te/ gang yul dang yul can du ma gyur cing mthstan ma gang du’ang ma grub pa de la yang dag par na ji ltar shes bya’i spros bya de/

16 Nyi snang, p. 541.

17 Ibid.

18 Ibid., p. 545.

19 See Chapter 4, n. 50 for space analogy.


21 Ibid., p. 13: don dam par gzung ’dzin med pa’i mnyam bzḥag gis ’di gzung bya’am shes bya yin zer na tshig de dngos shugs mi’i gal lam/

22 Ibid.

23 MA, XI/13: gang tse skye med de nyid yin zhing blo yang skye ba dang bral bu// de tse de rnam brten las de yis de nyid rtogs pa lta bu stel/ ji ltar sens ni gang yi raam pa can du gyur pa de yis yul// de yongs shes pa de bzhin tha snyad nye bar brten nas rig pa yin// This verse is an answer to a question that if reality is peace and the intellect cannot engage in it as a subjective cognition, there cannot be knowledge or knower of the reality.

24 Nyi snang, p. 541: tha snyad du don dam rtogs pa’i blo zhig su’i lugs la’ang yod pa smos ma dgos la/

25 Ibid., p. 545.

26 Ibid., p. 542: de’i phyir mdo dang bstan bcos kun na tha snyad kyi dbang du byas te don dam shes bya yin pa dang yul yin pa sogs ji snyad gzungs pa dang/mnyam bzḥag ni rtog pa’i ye shes kyi ji ltar rtogs pa dang rjes su mthun par shes dang shes bya/
yul dang yul can la sogs pa’i spros pa’i drwa ba gang yang med par brjod bral so so rang gis rig par bya ba’i don zab mo bstan pa/
27 BA, IX/2: samnyiṃ paramārthaṃ ca satadvayaṃ idam matam/ buddhaṃ agocaras tattvam buddhiṃ samnyir ucyate// kun rdzob dang ni don dam pa//’ di ni bden pa gnyis su ‘dod// don dam blo yi spvyod yul min// blo ni kun rdzob yin par ‘dod//
29 Ngog Lodan Sherab (1993), p. 11: nram par rtog pa ni kun rdzob yin pas don dam pa rtog pa’i yul ma yin//
30 rGyal sras ‘jug ngogs, p. 367.
31 Gyaltsab Je, Theg pa chen po rgyud bla ma’i tikka, p. 9.
33 dGongs pa rab gsal, p. 168 = f. 97a: des na don dam bden pa shes bya ma yin pa dang/ blo gang gis kyang ma rtogs pa spvyod ‘jug gi dgongs pa’ chad pa ni’i log par ‘chad pa’o/ This is reproduced verbatim in rGyal sras ‘jug ngogs, pp. 365–6 and rGyal tshab chos rje’s tse’i drung nas gsal pa’i shes rab le’u’i zin bris, p. 59.
34 Tsongkhapa (1980a), p. 656.
35 Ketaka, p. 12.
36 Ibid., p. 11: de’i phyir dngos po’i gnas tshul don dam pa ni yod pa dang/ med pa dang/ gnyis ka dang/ gnyis min gyi mtha’ kun dang bral bas na blo yi spvyod yul min te/ blo dang sgra ni kun rdzob yin gyi don dam pa ma yin pa’i phyir rol/ blo’s ‘di dang/ ‘di o zhes dmigs shing ‘du byed pa dang/ sgras ‘di dang/ ‘di o zhes gang brjod pa sens dang ngag gi spvyod yul du gyur pa’i chos de ni brtags na nram par dhen pas sgyu ma bzhin du stong pa yin gyi dpya’ad bzhod pa nam yang mi srir do/
37 Aryasamnyepraramārthasaṅghaśīla: lha’i’i bu gal te don dam pa’i bden pa ni las dang ngag dang yid kyi spvyod yul du gyur na de don dam pa’i grangs su mi ’gro zhing/ kun rdzob kyi bden pa nyid du ’gyur rol/ lha’i’i bu’i on kyang don dam pa’i bden pa ni lha snyad thams cad las ‘das pa dang/ bye brag med pa/ ma skyes pa/ ma ’gangs pa/ brjod par bya ba dang/ rjod par byed pa dang/ shes bya dang/ shes pa dang bral ba yin te/ ji srid du nram pa thams cad kyi mchog dang ldan pa’i thams cad mkhyen pa’i ye shes kyi yul las ‘das pa yin te/ ji ltar don dam pa’i bden pa’o zhes brjod pa ltar ni ma yin rol/
38 Ketaka, p. 11; rGyan ’grel, p. 271; Rub lan, p. 375; Nyi snang, pp. 550, 554.
39 Ibid., p. 12.
40 dGongs pa rab gsal, pp. 194–5 = f. 112a: Rigs pa’i rgya mtsho, p. 485.
41 rGyan ’grel, p. 229: rang min bsal ba’i tshul gyis de’i ngo bo sgrub pa’i tshul gyis rang min mtha’ dag bsal ba yongs good/ Ketaka, p. 13.
42 Rigs pa’i rgya mtsho, p. 485.
43 Rab gsal, p. 399.
44 Ketaka, p. 5 commenting on the BA, IX/1.
46 Ibid., 11; See Chapter 5, n. 36.
47 Ibid., p. 3. Mipham mentions that profound Emptiness is difficult to fathom by even diligent men of great learning if not for the blessing of the Buddha and one’s acquaintance with it in the past.
48 Rab gsal, p. 399–403.
50 Bodhicittavivarana, p. 68: kun rdzob stong pa nyid du bshad/ stong nyid kho na kun rdzob stel/ med na mi ’byang nges pa’i phyir/ byas dang mi rtag ji bzhin no/ Drakar Trulku, like most other Tibetan commentators, use this verse to substantiate the argument that the two truths, that is conventional truth and the ultimate truth qua Emptiness, are of identical nature, just like impermanence and causation.
51 Drakar Trulku Tenzin Nyandra (2001b), p. 436: gzhan yang de chos can/ blo yi yul yin par thal/ ’phags pa’i mnyam bzhag ye shes kyis gzhal bya yin pa’i phyir/
NOTES

54 Ibid., pp. 372–3.
55 Ibid., de yang khyod ni don dam pa ni dmigs pa’i spyod yul can du rto gs bya min pa dang kun rdzob thangSky kyi dbang du byas te rto gs pa yod pa’i don gnyis kyi dbang du byas pa’i khas len tshul shan ma phyed par bab col du rgo lha’i tshig gis rang tshang ston pa la mkhas pa zhi gis/ 56 Rab gsal, p. 404.
58 Rab lan, pp. 428–9.
59 Nyi snang, p. 541.
62 Ibid., p. 553.
63 Rab lan, p. 376.
64 Ibid., p. 550.
65 Nyi snang, 548.
66 See Chapter 4, pp. 114–6.
67 Rab lan, p. 374: de letar na dmigs pa med pa’i blo ni gnas snang mthun par gyur pa’i phyir don dam gyi yul can yin la/ dmigs pa can gyi blo ni gnas snang mi mthun par gyur pa’i phyir kun rdzob kyi yul can yin pas’ di skabs su bshad pa’i yul can kun rdzob des don dam mi rto gs zhes rgyu mthun du bkod rung ste/ gnas snang mi mthun pa’i blo des don dam angos su nam yang rto gs mi nas sol/ des na rnal byor pa de dag yul gyi ngos nas snang phyogs la kun rdzob bden par bzhaq pa’i kun rdzob bden pa yin kyang des mi rto gs zhes rgyu mthun du bkod pa ma yin te/ bden gnyis ‘jog tshul gnyis yod pa gong du bshad zin pa de’i phyi ma letar gnas snang mthun mi mthun gyi gso nas ‘jog tshul don gyis song ba’i gnad phru mo ma shes par kun rdzob ces pa’i ming tsam las don gyi shan ma phyed pa’i rtsod par song ngo/ 68 Ibid., pp. 372–5.
70 Ibid., p. 550.
71 Rab lan, p. 373: sgra blo’i yul min par bsgrub pa’i blo de dmigs pa can yin la/ don dam bden pa rto gs pa’i blo de dmigs pa med pa can yin pas blo’i ming tsam la brten nas don gyi gnad ma go ba tshig gi rtsod pa tsam du zad do/ 72 Ibid., p. 377.
73 Ibid., p. 373; Nyi snang, p. 541.
74 Ibid., p. 378: sgra blo’i yul min pa’i lung dang rigs pa dang pha rol gyi khas len gnod byed du bkod nas ‘gal ba ji liar bsgrub kyang sun ‘byin liar snang las rnam pa kun tu mi ’da’ ste/ don dam pa’i bden pa dmigs pa can gyi spyod yul zhi gis tu ni ‘grub pa mi srid la’ sgra blo’i spyod yul las ‘das pa so rang riq pa’i spyod yul du gyur pa’i dmigs med spros bral gyi don rto gs pa le tha snyad du don dam bden pa rto gs zhes phyogs snqa ma pa rnam kyi’s dod cing/ de gnyis kyi dgongs don so sor bshad du yod cing don ‘gal med du sgrub pa’i rigs pa yang dag yod pa’i phyir/ 75 Ibid., p. 387.
76 Nyi snang, pp. 551–2.
77 Rab lan, pp. 380–2; Nyi snang, p. 543.
79 Rab lan, pp. 411–2.
80 dGongs pa rab gsal, p. 166 = f. 96.
81 Rab lan, pp. 411–2.
82 Ibid., p. 373.
NOTES

83 Ibid., p. 374: gzung ’dzin med pa’i blo zhes pa’ang yul gang du dngigs pa med pa dang/yul can dngigs pa can gyi ’dzin pa med pa la ’chad dgos shing/
84 See Chapter 4, p. 132.
85 See Chapter 4, n. 51, pp. 130–1.
86 Candrakirti (1912), p. 110.
87 dGongs pa rab gsal, pp. 193–5=ff. 91a–92a; Rigs pa’i rgya mtsho, pp. 323–4.
88 rGyan ’grel, p. 259: ci yang ma mthong zhes pa mthong ba dgag pa’i tshul gyis brjod pa dang/ ci’ang med par mthong zhes mthong ba sgrub pa la ba i tshig gnayi la khyad par med do/.
89 Nges shes sgron me, III/2, 5–6.
90 This saying appears in the instruction on freeing from four kinds of clinging (zhen pa bzhi bral gyi gdams ngag): ’dzin pa byang na lta ba min/
92 Lam rim, pp. 564–6.
93 Ibid., pp. 582–3.
94 Ibid., pp. 626–7.
95 Rab lan, p. 400; rGyan ’grel, p. 71.
96 See Chapter 4, p. 147.
97 Rab lan, p. 400: nam zhiq snang stong res’jog gi tshul du ’dzin ma dgos par/ bden gnayi ye nas ‘du ‘bral med pa’i gnad kyis/ rten ‘byang bslu med kyi snang ba yin par mthong tsam nas/ zung ’jug mtha’ bral gyi gnas lugs la nges shes skyses te/ stong mi stong sog sngigs dngigs pa’i tshad gso’i yul gyi ’dzin stangs thams cad zhiq pa’i spros bral rjes mthun pa de lta bu go na lta ba’i dpyad pa rdzogs pa yin gyi/ de bas lhag por dpyad du med de gnas lugs zung ‘jug gi don go ba yin pas/ de’i ngang du gongs pas ‘phags pa’i ye shes ’dren par ’gyur ba nyid du gungs pa gor ma chag snyam du sens . . . /
98 Ibid., p. 401.
100 Ibid., pp. 783–90.
101 Ibid., pp. 789: gang zhiq shes zha rab kyi sngigs po’i ngo bo nyid so sor brtags nas ni sngom gyn’yi’id la byed pa yongs su spangs pa tsam ’ba’ zhiq sngom par byed pa de ’i rnam par rtag pa mi ldog cing ngo bo niyd med pa nam yang rtags par mi ’gyur ste/ shes rab kyi snang ba med pa’i phyir/
102 Ibid., pp. 788–90.
103 Ibid., p. 788. It may be noted that this analogy of two twigs dissolving in the fire that is produced by rubbing them is used profusely by Mipham in his writings to illustrate the nature of coalescence of two truths in the ultimate.
104 Ketaka, pp. 10–11; Rab lan, pp. 386–7.
105 Rab lan, pp. 387: so skye rnam kyis spros bcas dang dngigs pa can ’ba’ zhiq bsgom past/ ’phags pa’i ye shes dngigs med spros bral ’byung na’i de ’drai’i ye shes de tshogs shyog du sngom pa sngon sngon gi rgyu med pas/ nas las ’bras skye ba ltar ’gyur ro . . . /
106 Ibid., p. 294.
107 Ketaka, p. 11.
108 Vajraasarhatikä: Kodrava yi sa bon las// sá lu’i ’bru ni ’byung ba med// rnam rtag sa bon las byung ba’il// ’bras bu rnam rtag bcas par ’gyur// rnam par mi rtag las skyes pa’il// ’bras bu rnam par mi rtag ’gyur’/ See Rab lan, pp. 251, 387 for the citation. Kodrava is identified in Monier Monier-Williams, A Sanskrit-English Dictionary, p. 313, as species of grain eaten by the poor (Paspalum Scrobikulatum). Bod rgya tshig mdo’zod chen mo, p. 28 has the name kota which it describes as poor quality grain like buckwheat.
109 Rab lan, p. 341.
NOTES


112 Asanga and Vasubandhu in the Abhidharmasamuccaya and Abhidharmakosa respectively present a classification of vikalpa into svabhavavikalpa, abhinirupavikalpa and anusmaraanavikalpa. Asanga further divides them into seven types of vikalpas. See MGS, Ga, p. 406 and Abhidharmakosa, I/33.

113 Maitreya, *Madhyantavibhanga*, I/9ab; Jñanagarbha, *Satyadvayavibhaṅga*, 33ab. Although the same name svabhavavikalpa is used, Mipham’s concept of svabhavavikalpa differs from the svabhavavikalpa in Asanga’s and Vasubandhu’s classification. Mipham includes in it all cognitive processes of ordinary beings involving reification and dualistic grasping. In the latter case, svabhavavikalpa is equated with *vitarka*, which is the third type in Mipham’s classification.

114 AK, II/33.

115 Rab gsal, p. 393.

116 See Chapter 4, pp. 155–8. where he argues that Emptiness qua mere absolute negation and the middle way formed conjoining lack of hypostatic existence and conventional existence cannot be object of a non-conceptual awareness.


118 *rGyan ’grel*, p. 57; Rab lan, p. 405.

119 Maitreya, *Dharmadharmatavibhanga*, p. 55: yid la mi byed yang daq ’das/ nye bar zhi dang ngo bo’i don/ mngon riugs ’dzin pa rnam pa lngal/ spangs ba’i rang gi mishan nyid do/

120 Rab lan, pp. 406–7. See also his commentary on Dharmadharmatavibhanga, Ye shes snang ba rnam ’byed, MGS, Pa, pp. 645–6.

121 Ibid., p. 384: bden med med dtag rtogs pa’i blo ni sens byang shes rab yin la/ bden gnis dyber med kyichos dbying srtogs pa ni gzung ’dzin med pa’i ye shes yin te/

122 *Nges shes sgron me*, VI/34–5, VII/62–4, 90. It must however be noted that Mipham does not use the term non-conceptual gnosis (*rnam par mi rtog pa’i ye shes*) in his *Nges shes sgron me*. Here, he uses the term coalescent gnosis (*zung ’jug ye shes*) very frequently and other descriptions such as gnosis of equality free from apprehension (*mi dmigs mnyam pa’i ye shes*).

123 Nub Sangye Yeshe, in his *bSam gtan mig sgron*, ranked Hwashang’s simultaneist system above the gradualists but below Vajrayana. Nyangral Nyima Özer describes Hwashang’s system as simultaneism meant for persons of sharp calibre in his *Chos byung me tog snying po* while Ugyen Lingpa’s *Blon po bka’ yi thang yig* gives a detailed treatment of Hwashang’s simultaneism in a positive light. It was however Longchenpa who referred to Hwashang’s remark on how both virtuous and evil thoughts bind us just as gold and iron chains, and treated it almost on par with Dzogchen in his *De gsam snying po*. Jigme Lingpa, in his *Kun mkhyen zhal lung*, also considered Hwashang’s practice suitable for sharpest faculties although he distinctly marked the difference between it and the *sNyimg thig* meditation of Dzogchen. Kathog Tshewang Norbu doing a historical study in his *rGya nag hwang gi byang tsul grub mtha’i phyogs snga bcas sa bon tsam smos pa* rejects any affinity between Dzogchen and Hwashang’s Chan system and even questions the authenticity of the distinction of simultaneists and gradualists. Some later Nyingmapas seem to include Hwashang’s system in the mind (*sem sde*) section of Dzogchen. See Sam van Schaik (2003).

124 See Chapter 4, pp. 110–1.

125 Rab lan, pp. 337–8: de’i phyir sngon gyi rya nag dge slong gis ci yang yid la mi byed pa’i rgyab brten du mdo sde bryad bcu khungs su byas zhes grags pa’i gtam rgyun tsam las/ mdo sde’i lung drangs pa dang/ de’i don ji ltar gan la phab pa’i yig cha
NOTES

gang yang deng sang mi snang bas\ de dang gshan 'dra mi 'dra yang ji ltar shes nas te/ 'dra gshi ma nges pa'i phyir rol/gal te der rnnam par mi rtog pa'i ye shes mdo dang bstan bcos chen po rnams nas ji skad gsungs pa ltar gtan la phab yod na/ shiin sogs thabs kyi cha bkag pa 'ba' zhig tu bstan pa skad du deng sang bshad pa'i rna thos gtam rgyan 'di yang mi bden par nges te/ thabs tshul rigs pa de thams cad rnnam par mi rtog pa'i ye shes bskyed pa'i sgo dang/ rnnam par mi rtog pa'i ye shes khyis zin pas shiin sog s thabs kyi cha dang ldan pa'i rnam kun mchog ldan gyi sngon ngyal ral ba sras dang bcas pas bgeod gcig lam ji bzhin gtan la phab yod na de la de 'dra'i lugs snga pa 'dzin pa'i smra ba 'byung mi rigs la/ Kamalarilja soogs kyiis dga'g par yam mi riggs te rgyal bai lam yang dag pa 'gog pa'i nang pa'mkhas pa su yang mi srid rol// gal te mdo sde khangs su drangs kyang mdo sde'i don ji bzhin ma shes par log par bshad na des rgyab brten du drangs pa tsam gisung long de dag la da lta gsal so cha ba thams cad de'i lugs su ga la 'gyur te/ des rang blo'i dri mas sangs rgyas kyi bka'i don bshad kyang/ sangs rgyas kyi bka' ni bka' ma yin par mi 'gyur bas . . .//

126 Ibid., p. 338.
127 Nges shes sgron me, III/1–3: lta ba'i dngos gshi skhyong ba'i dus// kha cig cir yang mi 'dzin zer// cir yang mi 'dzin zhes pa'i don// legs pa' rrgos dang log rgyas// dang po mtha' 'bzi spros bral ste// 'phugs pa'i ye shes kyi mdun na// gang yang gnas pa med mthong bas// 'dzin stang ngang gis zhiq pa ste// stong gsal mkha' la lta dang mthungs// gnyis pa dran med hwa shang lugs// ma dpya d er bar bzhag pa yis// lhag mthong gsal ba'i cha med par// mtsko gting rdo bzhin tha mal gnas//

128 Ibid., III/4–6.
129 rGyan 'grel, p. 58.
130 Ibid., p. 57.
131 Rab lan, p. 405.
132 Ibid., p. 403.
133 Ibid., p. 404.
134 Nges shes sgron me, IV/8. The analysis of arising, abiding, coming and going ('byung gnas 'gro' 'ong btag pa) is a Dzogchen technique of analysing the mind by searching for its arising, abiding, coming and going. This and the instruction 'dismantling the structure of mind' (sems kyi khang bu bshig pa'i man ngag) through searching for the shape, colour, size and location of mind are two basic Dzogchen mind-pointing instructions.

135 Ibid., III/36, Ketaka, p. 10.
136 Ibid., III/8, IV/9; See Introduction, p. 18.
137 Ibid., III/38–41.
138 Zhen yul in Tibetan epistemology generally refers to the final object (gzhal bya mthar thug) of conceptual thought as opposed to the apparent object (snang yul) which is the conceptually constructed universal image (don spyi). Here, I am rendering zhen yul as referential object, as in the current context, it denotes the referent of language and conceptual thought.

139 Ngog Loden Sherab (1993), p. 11: don dam pa ni ngag gi yul ma yin pa'i phyir te/ rnnam par rtog pa ni kun rdoz yin pas don dam pa rtog pa'i yul ma yin pa'i phyir rol/ ngag gis brjod du med pa'i don yang 'dir sgra dang rtog pa'i zhen yul ma yin pa la dgyongs te/

140 Ibid., sgra rtog gi zhen yul ma yin pa yang mthshan nyid mtha' dag dang brad ba'i phyir rol/
141 Seyfort Ruegg (1971), p. 492. See also Seyfort Ruegg (1973), p. 60.
142 See Chapter 1, n. 28.
143 Seyfort Ruegg (1973, p. 60).
145 dGongs pa rab gsal, pp. 189–90 = f. 109b; Rigs pa'i rgya mtsko, p. 387.
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146 Gyaltshab Je, *Theg pa chen po rgyud bla'i tıkā*, f. 9: chos nyid sgra rtog gis ji ltar ji ltar brjod cing yid la byas kyang 'phags pa'i mnnya mghag gis rtogs pa ltar mi nus pa'i don yin gyi don dam pa'i bden pa sgra dang rnam par rtog pa'i yul du cung zad kyang bya bar mi nus pa'i don ma yin te/

147 Rab gsal, p. 401: blo'i yul du khas ma blangs pa'i 'gal khur ma bzod pa'i steng du/ star yang sgra'i yul du khas ma blangs pa'i 'gal 'du spos kyi glang pos tseg tshad cig kyang 'gel te/ kye ma rgyan ba lnga pa'i lam du bya bral na dge sbyon gi tshal 'jig mod/ da res 'dzam gling gi mkhas mi mkhas grangs yas pas sdig chen khur du 'khier ba'i grogs dan byed par 'dag pas mi sgyon snyam nas sens dpa' bskyed de smras pa/

148 Ketaka, pp. 8, 16, 45, 125. For the last reference, also see the last verse of BA/IX.


150 MA, VI/97:

151 Rab lan, pp. 416–25.

152 Ibid., p. 418.

153 Rigs pa'i rgya mtsho, pp. 383, 530–3. See also Mipham’s commentary on MK, XVIII/7 and XXV/24 taking them on the level of ultimate truth. MGS, vol. Om, pp. 374, 470–1.

154 Rab lan, p. 424.

155 Ibid., p. 542, Ketaka, p. 11.

156 Ibid., p. 419: dmigs pa med pa'i stong nyid ston pa de dag nges don gyi mdo sde yin la/dmigs pa can kun rdzob ston pa drang don . . . /

157 Rab lan, pp. 420–1; Mipham Gyatsho, *Tshad ma rnam 'grel gis dngos dang la bya ma/ don dam sgras brjod du med pa dang/ sgras brjod bya rang mtshan gyi rang khyin la ma zhugs kyang gnyis su sngan ba'i tshul kyis de'i rigogs thub yongs su rgyad las/ chos nyid sgra rtog gis ji ltar brjod cing yid la byas kyang 'phags pa'i mnnya mghag gis rtogs pa ltar mi nus . . . /

158 Ngog Loden Sherab (1993), p. 11: kgag gis brjod du med pa'i don yang 'dir sgra dang rtog pa'i chen yal ma yin pa la dgsangs te/ dangs su sgra'i shes pa la mi sngan ba'i tsam ma yin no/ 'di ltar yin na ni kun rdzob pa bhum pa la sogs pa yang de ltar thal ba'i 'phrual/"}

159 Rab lan, pp. 421–2: 'o na ci zhe na/ bhum sogs dangs po dang/ mkha' sogs dangs med de dangs dangs med kyi chos su gsogs pa'am/ dngag pa dang sgrub pa'i tshad gyis rigogs par bya ba'i chos thams cad la rang rang gyi ngo bo de dang der dngags stings brjod par nas pa/de'i 'phrual nyan par rtog pa'i skyod yul du gyur pa yin no/ nges don gnas lugs stong pa nyid ni/ dangs dangs med dam dang sgrub kyi mtha' gang rang ngan/
NOTES

gnyis yin gnyis min gang du'ang brtag pa dang brjod par mi nus pa'i phyir brjod du med pa dang rnam par rtog pa'i yul ma yin pa nyid du brjod pa yin no/

164 Ibid., pp. 394–5. See also gSung sgrros, pp. 499–500.
165 See Chapter 1, n. 28.
166 Satyadvayavibhaṅga, 11cd: 'jam dpal gnyis ni yang dag dril/ rgyal ba'i sras po mi gsung gzugs/ This is in reference to the episode in Vimalakīrtinirdeśasūtra, where Mañjūśrī asks Licchavi Vimalakīrti to explain non-dual reality and Vimalakīrti remains silent to indicate that words do not apply to this reality. For this Mañjūśrī applauds Vimalakīrti. See Eckel (1987), p. 78; See Chapter 4, n. 62
167 Rab lan, p. 422.
168 Ibid., p. 424.
169 Ibid., p. 382: don dam la dngos su 'jug pa'i sgra rtog med pas sgra rtog gi dngos yul ma yin la/ bstan pa dang dper bya ba sogs las 'das par gsungs pa ltar yin kyang/ brgyud nas 'jug pa'i sgra rtog med pa ma yin te/ don dam spros bral gan la 'beb byed kyi lung rigs dri ma med pa rnam kyis brjod med so so rang rig pa'i don la nges pa drangs nas goms par byas pa'i mthas don dam pa mngon sum rtogs par 'thad do/
170 Rab lan, pp. 374–6.
171 Aksyamatirdeśasūtra: don dam pa'i bden pa ni gang la sens kyi rgyu ba yang med na yi ge rnam lta ci smos/ The ultimate truth is that in which there is not even mental activity; why mention about letters? This is quoted in Jñānagarbha's commentary on Satyadvayavibhaṅga, partially in Prasannapada and in Bhāvaviveka's commentary on MK. See Eckel (1987), pp. 74, 121.
172 See Chapter 5, n. 37.
173 Candrakīrti (1912), p. 139: de ni spros pa thams cad kyi yul ma yin pa'i rang bzhi can yang yin te/ mngon par brjod pa ni btags pa'i rnam pa 'dzin pa'i phyir te/ ji srid mngon par brjod pa de srid du dngos po brjod pa ma yin no/ Beside, that is by nature not within the scope of all elaborations [such as expression] for expression apprehends the aspect which is imputed. As long as [it] is being expressed, the real thing is not being expressed.
174 Gyalshab Je, Theg pa chen po rgyud bla ma'i tīkā, f. 9a.
175 Rab lan, p. 377.
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